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ABgPMCT OF THESIS
THE LITERARY M D  RHETORICAL BACKGROUITD OF FRANCIS BACON AS
AN ENGLISH MAN OF LETTERS
The aim of this study has been to consider Bacon's works against
a background of reading:-
Bacon's own reading, classical and RensAssance, compared 
with the reading of his contemporaries and certain larger 
European influences (e.g. the Renaissance attitude to History) 
in order of his time, and to consider hie European outlook as 
an Englishman of culture.
Contrasting subjects to define the Scope of work:-
1. The ideas of Death and Life, illustrating the inter-relation 
of philosophical attitudes to death and scientific research 
into life, forming an ideally Renaissance background for the 
"Historia Vitae et Mortis".
2. The Idea of History: Sources in classical historians; 
Renaissance theory and practice; the idea of statesmanship; 
the need for an English History. Bacon's History.
3* The Topical Literature of the Period as in the Sphere of 
Navigation; the revival of the Atlantis myth, and the 
effect on Bacon's reading, illustrations, and the "New 
Atlantis".
4. Rhetoric. The art of exposition in the period, its sources 
in antiquity, its light on Bacon's use of examples and his 
method of vn'iting. A rhetorical setting for the "Essays” 
and the "De Sapientia Veterum."
5. The Baconian Method of work, as a method of his time, 
involving a discussion of his attitude to the material he 
collected in reading and experience.
6. The Baconian view (compared with classical and contemporary 
precept) of Poetics, poetry and the poets, of the sensual 
arts (painting, music, masques).
Conclusions drawn from these studies are:-
1. That Rhetoric illuminates and explains the works and 
dicta of Bacon.
2. That he was a man of his time, but with an ability to 
review and reorganize received material with an original 
consistency of aim.
3* That he was a specialist in the theory of specialisation, 
and therefore the logical and rhetorical elements are more 
securely efficient in him than his attempted applications 
of specialised knowledge.
.1
PREFATORY NOTE.
The edition of the Works of Francis Bacon used through­
out this study is that collected and edited by James 
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, in 
7 volumes, London, 1879, amd the Life and the Letters, 
including all the Occasional Works, by James Spedding, 
in 7 volumes, London, 1874.
Without Spedding*s thirty years' work as interpreter, 
editor, and Baconian, the study of Francis Bacon's literary 
and rhetorical background would have presented a task of 
impossible magnitude.
I wish to express my gratitude to Miss 0 .D. Willcock, 
M.A., for her constant supervision of my work; to Miss A. 
Woodward, M.A., and to Dorn Henri Leclercq, for advice on 
several points.
I have to thank the Trustees of the British Museum 
for permission to photograph certain manuscripts.
March, 1938.
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INTRODUCTION
"And thus have I intended to employ myself in 
tuning the harp of the Muses and reducing it to 
perfect harmony, that hereafter the strings may 
be touched by a better hand or a better quill."
It is difficult to determine what legitimately can be 
called the literary background of Francis Bacon, since the 
received idea of "Literature", or of Art for Art's sake, forms 
very little part of his attitude to knowledge, and was indeed 
not a Renaissance conception. In this survey, therefore. Bacon 
is studied in relation to a background of reading rather than 
of "literature". He read widely and variously, but his read­
ing was by no means uncommon in its range and variety in the 
age in which he lived. In considering his reading, therefore, 
three things in all cases are to be taken into account: 
the source of information. Bacon's view of it, and the com­
parison of that view with the opinion of the material held by 
men of culture of his time. Bacon's literary background is 
interpreted in this study as a review of Bacon's reading, con­
sidered in relation to its sources stretching from antiquity 
to his own time, and as responses to certain needs of his own
mind, and to certain stimuli exerted by contemporary opinion 
and intellectual movements, English and European.
To define the scope of the work several studies in the 
literary background may be made. Bacon as statesman, politi­
cian, philosopher, has, in his own phrase, "a brain cut with 
facets". Some of these facets may be measured. The philos­
ophy of dying and the science of living, typically Renaissance 
activities, may be studied in him to show him possessor of 
that intense preoccupation with the art of self-preservation 
that distinguished so many of the minds of the time. As a 
statesman, man of policy and expediency, he may be placed 
against a background of European intellectual activity. The 
Idea of History interested Bacon no less than it did con­
temporary Italian theorists and European men of letters who 
felt the influence of renewed attention to classical histori­
ans, to the art of composing history, and to the utilitarian 
aspects of the study of received authors. From Bacon, the 
Englishman with a European outlook, a transition may be made 
to Bacon, the Englishman with pride in insularity and inter­
est in the capacity of his country for expansion in rivalry 
to the enemy Portugal and the arch-enemy Spain. He was a 
man of action as well as a man of letters. There was little 
of the spirit of the literary recluse in the age. Bacon 
condemns the nearest approximations to it —  Ascham and his
collaborators —  as purveyors of a secluded and "delicate 
learning". He was, indeed, first the politician and the 
statesman, and —  not without regrets —  a man of letters 
only second, and as it were by some divine intervention. He 
was, as Dr. Rawley wrote of him, no "plodder upon books", 
though he read much. Among those many books, the topical 
interests of the age make themselves apparent. Contemporary 
interest in navigation, perhaps the most stimulating impetus 
to English action in the time, is reflected strongly in 
Bacon's reading and works, just as the political idea of ex­
pansion makes itself felt in his speeches.
Before considering further Bacon's literary background, 
it is advisable to take into account the logical and rhetor­
ical elements in his use of this reading. Bacon the Rhetori­
cian explains to a large extent, the Baconian use of reading. 
It is not disproportionate to regard Bacon as conscious in 
the highest degree of the need for persuasion, in order to 
assure the continued advancement of Learning after his death. 
The logical element also, cannot be overestimated in Bacon.
He set out to schematize learning, so that after gaps in in- 
tellectual activity had been pointed out, witp and pens might 
turn themselves to supplying them. Certain lacunae Bacon him­
self sets out to fill, among them, an English History, a 
science of Morality, the conquest of Nature by experiment.
But the great requirement, that Bacon could supply, was the 
Method, without which none of the vacancies in learning could 
properly be filled. Bacon illustrates his Method variously 
in his work, applying his strenuous logical powers of schema- 
tization and inductive reasoning, to most of the departments 
of existent learning. In speaking of the necessity for men 
to follow his Method, and to supply the deficiencies which he 
indicates. Bacon is aided by the flourishing science of 
Rhetoric. Rhetoric explains largely his use of illustration, 
some features of his prose style, and brings out certain 
points in his attitude to his reading particularly of Poetry 
and of the Bible. Finally, a study of Bacon's attitude to 
Poetry —  a purely "literary" subject, is illuminating, since 
the note of appreciation which it contains is utilitarian 
rather than exclusively literary, and the Baconian use of the 
Poets is in the best received tradition of Rhetoric.
Bacon then set out to supply a map of Learning indicat­
ing at once the accomplishments and the deficiencies. He was 
concerned to supply the lost science of Universality. In so 
doing he touches in theory at least, upon most of the intel­
lectual activities of the time, in many cases his contribution 
to them being little more than schematization by logical 
arrangement and manifestation by persuasive eloquence. In 
some cases he himself supplies the deficiencies. ‘ShiaixqctflcackkflüaL
8This question involves, therefore, a study of Bacon's atti­
tude to his work in general, and of his own methods of work 
in particular. The second of these, since it requires some 
detailed attention and illustration, will be dealt with after 
the Baconian Rhetorical manoeuvres have been observed. The 
implicationsof the first may be discussed briefly here since 
they explain at once the truth of the famous but misinter­
preted slogan "I have taken all knowledge to be my province", 
and the vast panorama of the Baconian reading and organisa­
tion of the materials of knowledge available at his time.
Bacon was in no sense "arrogant". No writer of such 
more
capacity has been/concerned to mark his own limitations. It 
is false historically, but gives a true impression of the 
Baconian ego to the twentieth-century mind, to say that Bacon 
was blessed —  or cursed —  with the vision of that science 
of Specialisation, a science which has become so much part 
of modern life that it is difficult to comprehend that to a 
Renaissance man of culture the feeling of having the onus of 
the departmentalising of knowledge on his hands, was both a 
matter for action and a cause of impediment. Bacon realised 
this. It was his limitation to be given the Idea of mapping 
out a subject so vast as learning, of perfecting (as he hoped) 
a method by which the advancement of that learning in general, 
and of scientific experiment in particular, should be
perfected progressively — with no possible opportunity for 
the loss or misuse of any valuable piece of information. It 
would be logically false to point to any "source" for so 
fundamental a Baconian concept as the need for a science of 
Universality. It is an idea which appears to have occurred 
perennially to philosophers who burden themselves with the 
idea of an ideal completeness, and was of particular appli­
cation in Bacon's own time, when Specialisation was beginning 
to assert its superiority over compendious but inaccurate 
learning. Plato, the paragon of such philosophers was, it 
must be seen, not without influence upon Bacon's conception 
of a doctrine of what we know and do not know. In his 
Charm!des he provides an example in the Baconian vein, of 
one who can truly "divide and define". He points out here 
as Bacon points out in his Advancement, that wisdom is the 
knowledge of what we know and do not know. The possessor of 
such wisdom is able to order the advancement of the several 
parts of learning, eliminating error. The house which Plato 
gives as illustration of a mansion governed in this wise 
fashion has its relation to Bacon's outline of knowledge in 
the Advancement of Learning, and perhaps was not without its 
effect on the symbol of Salomon's House. Bacon sets out, 
therefore, to accomplish what Plato suggests in his Dialogue 
—  to outline the science of what we know and do not know.
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This attention to the general scheme for the circumnavigation 
of the Intellectual globe, implies two things which affect 
Bacon's reading* He touches in outline on most of the acti­
vities of his time ; he is able only in a few cases to elaborate 
those activities in detail. This was the limiting nature of 
his colossal plan. Cowley's famous Ode to the Royal Society 
explains this:
"Bacon like Moses, led us forth at last,
# # * *
Did on the very Border stand 
Of the bles't promised Land,
And from the montain top of his exalted Wit,
Saw it himself and shew'd us it".
Cowley's comparison was even truer than he knew. Bacon, like 
Moses, surveyed the Promised Land. Like Moses he did not 
enter into it. He realized this and accepted it as a volun­
tary and necessary limitation.
"For I," he says, "am but a trumpeter, not a 
combatant...."
Therefore it is not surprising that in Bacon the capacity 
for organization and for persuasion should be greater, with 
certain particular exceptions, than his application of the 
parts of knowledge.
Bacon's literary background, illuminated by his method 
of working and by his rhetorical application, "places" him in
11
his period as a man of culture with an English and a European 
outlook. He possessed at once the Renaissance capaciousness 
of reception, and individual Baconian powers of comprehension 
and organization, in coping with an impressive background of 
reading.
"Histories make men wise ; poets witty; the mathe­
matics subtile ; natural philosophy deep; moral 
grave; logic and rhetoric able to contend".
There is abundant evidence in a study of Bacon's Literary and 
Rhetorical background that Bacon was wise, grave, deep and 
able to contend.
12
CHAPTER I 
BACON AND LIFE AND DEATH
1. Porches of Death.
1
"Men fear Death, as children fear to go in the dark"...
The idea of death was to the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries stimulating from several points of view; it was 
material for medical investigation, stimulus for poetic 
imagination, for religious exhortation, for moral indignation 
and for perennial curious and philosophic speculation. Death 
was an eternal shudder, a link with the supernatural, with 
the past and with the future ; it was what gave life itself 
its pertinency and its flavour.
Bacon fills an interesting role on this proscenium.
He has some of the philosophy of dying that was the tradition 
of the time, and he has a great deal of the militant attitude 
to the notion of death, that was equally characteristic of 
the age. His dicta on Life and Death may be taken as the 
starting-point for a review of a Renaissance activity which
1. Essay Of Death. Works, vol. vi. 379.
15
forms at once the background for his own Interest In the sub­
ject, and the setting against which his work stands out with 
a new relief. Philosophy and science were Bacon's two weap­
ons against death. It is convenient to study the former 
first, since it contributes to the motivating energy for the 
Baconian investigation into the latter.
It is a platitude to say that the Elizabethan and
Jacobean period was acutely aware of the swift and relentless
1
passage of time. Thomas Nashe's In time of Pestilence is re­
minder enough that there was good cause to fear this brevity:
"Beauty is but a flower 
Which wrinkles will devour 
Brightness falls from the air;
Queens have died young and fair;
Dust hath closed Helen's eye 
1 am sick and 1 must die —
Lord have mercy on u s ."
The Renaissance evolved its own attitude to Death. It was 
not an original attitude, but was a compound of at least two 
traditions, combining Christian arguments with Roman forti­
tude —  the one a heritage from the early church and the Middle 
Ages, strengthened in England by Reformation zeal, Hebraic 
poetry and Biblical wisdom; the other derived from the stoic 
philosophy of the ancients in general, and from that of
1. 1593. Cf. the recurring carpe diem motive in the lyrics 
of the time.
14
1
Seneca the Younger In particular. Thus there are two methods
of illustration of the facts: "Death is universal; it is no
respecter of time, place or person". The Roman attitude con­
siders calmly:
"Let us therefore examine all the pointes of this 
life. Our entrye is in teares, our proceeding in 
sweate and laboure, and our ending in bitter sorowe.
High and lowe, rich and poore, none in the univer- 
sall worlde can say him self exempt from this con­
dition. Man is wurse then beasts on these points
It concludes:
"... to passe fro age to age, is but to departe from 
one euil to an other(i) from a small one to a greate, 
and that it is alwaies one billowe or waue driuing 
of an other, until we come to the Hauen of Death...
To be breef, that in all the life there is nothing
certain neither assured, but only the certaintie 
and assurance of death".^
The Christian attitude has this gloomy view of life without 
the acceptance of its comfort. The doctrine of Puritan pre­
paration is the Christian response: a conception which natur-
4
ally colours the sermon and meditation-literature very strongly.
1. Seneca's influence on the drama has received much atten­
tion: the effect of his moral philosophy has been compara­
tively neglected.
2. A Defence of Death contayning a moste excellent discourse 
of Life and Death written In French by Philip de Mornaye, 
Gentleman. And done into English by E.A. 1577. (fol.A.vi.r.) 
(Part of this work is incorporated in the Discourse (infra), 
but not the Appendix.)
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. Meditations of Death, wherein a Christian man is 
taught how to Remember and Prepare for his latter end. by lohn 
Paget. To Elizabeth of Bohemia. Delivered in sermon to his 
flock. 1628.
15
Thus while the premiss is the same in each case:
"This preparation to dye, perteyneth unto all: for 
neither riche nor poore: olde nor yonge: Prince 
nor people: Death lets escape. It respecteth no 
person, no sexe, no age, no condition, no estate 
whatsoever, no power, no pollicie can resist it...
Our life is like a stage where men play theyr 
partes and passe away." ^
the resulting Christian proposition is different from the 
Roman. The Christian attitude implies not so much accept­
ance of facts, as the desire to utilise the opportunity for 
temporary mortification so as to obtain eventually a state 
of perpetual beatitude. Funeral sermons provide ample ex­
emplification of the eloquence of exhortation to prepare.
On the third of June 1601, for instance, two funeral sermons 
on Death's advantage little regarded, and the soules solace
against sorrow, were preached and later published by one,
2
William Harrison. "Mr. William Covvper, minister of God's 
word" in 1610 printed a Defiance to Death,
"wherein, besides sundry Heavenly Instructions for 
a godly life, we haue strong and notable comforts 
to vphold vs in death".3
In this he declares: "He that dies in the Lorde is blessed", 
and, quoting as his authority St. Augustine's De Civitate Dei,
1. A Liuely Anatomie of Death by John More, preacher of the 
Gospel. 1596. E4.v.
2. London. 1602.
3. Printed by I.W. for lohn Budge.
16
"It is therefore, a special point of wisedom so to 
liue that by lining wee may 1earne to die, that a 
godly life may prepare the way to a happy death, 
and a happy death may make vs sure of a ioyfull 
resurrection: these three follow one vpon another 
inseparable; if the life be good, the death what- 
euer it be, cannot be euill: Nunquam mala mors
putanda est, quam bona praecessit uita."^
There was a strong vein of mortification in preparation for 
the test of death. Sir Thomas More's Popish hair shirt has
its equivalents in the Protestant literature of the time.
2
But it is very remote from the Baconian world. Bacon did 
not poetize death. He saw it as a necessary limit to life: 
he considers it from the Christian point of view, as a matter 
for orthodox prayer, but not for undue alarm:
"Teach us, 0 Lord, so to number our days, that we 
may apply our hearts unto wisdom; make us ever 
mindful of our last end, and continually to exer­
cise the knowledge of grace in our hearts, that 
in the said divorce of soul and body, we may be 
translated here, to that kingdom of glory pre­
pared for all those that love Thee...."3
Bacon's Meditationes Sacrae deal rather with preparation for 
the business of living than for mortification and death. The 
practice of literary and religious meditation was given lustre
1. Ibid., pp. 3, 4 .
2. Cf. the Baconian: "Things used for mortification may be 
transferred to vivication; for hair-shirts and flagellations, 
and all irritation of the outward parts, strengthen their 
attractive power". Historic Vitae et Mortis (translated). 
Works, vol. V, 301.
3. Prayer. Works, vol. vii, 261, 262.
17
1
by King James's publications in this manner. But those of 
Bacon are too fundamentally Baconian to be regarded as a mere 
fashionable exercise. He was concerned mainly, or indeed 
wholly, with life in the world and so it is not surprising 
to find him meditating under the title Of Earthly Hope and 
the text "Better the sight of the eyes than the wandering of 
the desire", and arriving at the conclusion:
"Therefore all hope is to be employed upon the life 
to come in heaven: but here on earth, by now much 
purer is the sense of things present, without in­
fection or tincture of the imagination, by so much 
wiser and better, is the soul."2
Bacon, therefore, evinces little of the Reformation 
idea of death. He avoids the dwelling upon the momentary 
horrors of death with intention of magnifying the joys of 
after-life, the concept that was so real to Protestant Eng­
land, perhaps additionally so because the new system had 
abolished the Popish conception of Purgatory. This view pro­
duces some fine, if imitative, Hebraisms in the literature 
of the time. One or two examples make this clear:-
1. Cf. Ane fruitfull Medltatioun containing ane Plane and 
Pacille Position of ye. 7.8. 9. and 10. verses of the 20 chap. 
of the Revelatioun...ty James the 6 king of Scottis. Edinburgh. 
1588.
2. Works, vol. vii. 248.
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"Many make a couenant with Death, and clap hands 
with the graue, hoping thereby to escape, and so 
to bathe themselues in their fleshly pleasures, 
and wallow like Swine in their filthinesse,.... 
Their hope is as the wind, and their confidence 
like the Cobweb. Death is a terrour, and a tor­
ment our, both to soule and body: and this is the 
reason, they have not learned to dye."1
or again:
"It is the way of all the worlde: it is the axe 
that heweth downe, not onely the low shrubs and 
Osiers, but also the Great Elms and Okes: yea, 
all the high trees of Lebanon."2
Apart, therefore, from the one reference to the mediaeval
3
and Catholic "friars' books of mortification". Bacon did not 
concern himself, in his writing at least, with the business 
of Christian preparation, except by the Prayers and Medita­
tions which he composed in the Christian manner, but not with 
the Puritan pre-occupation with reward and punishment.
Bacon is far more interested in the Roman preparation 
for the act of dying, if it is possible to judge from the 
remarks he collects in his Essay Of Death. The distinction 
between the Roman and Christian attitudes may be summarized 
as: the Romans prepared to die, the Christians to live after 
death: the Renaissance in many cases is able to combine the
1. John More, op.cit., fol. B2.r. et seq.
2. Ibid., fol. E.5.r.
3. Essay, of Death, Works, vol. vi,.379.
19
two attitudes gracefully. Thus the Sire de Mornay recognizes 
the undeniable affinities between Solomon and Seneca in this 
matter of the attitude of mind with which to face death:
"But let us require now the opinion of King Salomon, 
being indued with the singular graces of God, riche 
and mightie in all things, who sought the treasures 
even in the Hands them selues: he by his manifest 
Booke will teach us, that hauing tried all the feli- 
citie of the earth, he hath found nothing but vanitie, 
labor & trouble of minde."
Better saith Salomo is ye day of death, th§ the 
houre of birthe..."1
And laying a Senecan emphasis upon the pains of this world, 
he adds of the foolish:
"They had rather languish perpetually in y® pain of 
y® Goute, the Sciatica, y® ston or such like, the 
at once to die of a sweet death, which comprehend- 
eth the least sorow in y® world...."2
Bacon's reactions to this type of consolation were to find,
5
as Rawley says, "a receipt for the gout". Nevertheless he 
was not unattracted by the ideal of Roman fortitude. He was 
certainly not unimpressed by Seneca's exposition of it, 
sharing his appreciation with the period as a whole and with 
the Sire de Mornay as a particular exemplif1er.
1. Philip de Mornay, op.cit., ffol. Cr. et seq. Dvir.
2. Of. A sermon, A Defiance to Death by lotin Gavle, 1630 
where Senecan and Biblical arguments are adduced side by side 
to minimize the attraction of life : "Wee are killed all the 
day long, and the Apostle Paul concerning his owne sufferings, 
I dye daily:   Quotidie morimur (Seneca)...", pp. 5, 6.
3. Life of Bacon. Works, vol. 1.17.
2ü
"Nempe dolor es," Seneca apostrophizes the pangs 
of death, "quern podagricus ille contemnit, quern 
stomachicus ille in ipsis delaciis perfert, quern 
in puerperio puella perpetitur. Levis es, si 
ferre possum, brevis es, si ferre non possuml"^
Bacon's Essay of Death and the Historia Vitae et Mortis, bear 
many resemblances to the contemporary stream of commentaries 
on this subject. The reason for this resemblance is the fact 
of a common source —  Stoic philosophy as exemplified mainly 
by Seneca. Seneca was congenial to the age.
"The body of ma," wrote 'Jane Dudley' (Lady Jane 
Grey), "is a very frayle thing.... But as sone 
as the houre com-eth, no man shall overleape it
To counteract this swift, unseen approach of death, many of 
the writers and thinkers of the time cultivated a slow and 
methodized philosophical discipline: the formation of the 
Roman attitude of mind. In this, Seneca was held to be an 
ally and a mentor. Thus the Sire de Mornay appends to his 
Defence of Death, itself based largely on Senecan arguments
"Certain collections gathered out of the works of 
the lerned Philosopher Seneca, concerning the 
s ame argume nt" .3
L. Seneca, Epistle, xxiv. (Edition, Loeb Classical Library.)
2. A most frutefull piththye and learned treatise, how a 
Christen ma ought to behave himself in the dauger of death: 
p.6. 1555? [Said to be written by Jane Grey: but probably 
translated from the Dutch or German by M. Coverdale.]
5. Philip de Mornay, op.cit., fol.C.v.r. et seq. Mainly 
Epistles, viz : 26, 27, 30, 32, 36, 50, 62 (mistake for 61?), 
71, 78, 94, 100, 102, 103, 108, 121, and the Books of Con- 
solation.
21
The literature of death is full of the wisdom of Seneca. It 
is here that Bacon adds his comments.
The essence of Seneca's teaching is that death, pro­
perly regarded, will itself exorcise the capacity for fear. 
It is not difficult to appreciate the attraction which his 
sayings had for Bacon's contemporaries. Some examples will 
illustrate the influence which he exerted:
"... Epicurus qui ait: 'Meditare mortem' vel si com- 
modius sit 'transire ad deos'. Hie patet sensus:
egregia res est mortem condiscere Una est
catena, quae nos alligatos tenet, amor vitae, qui 
ut non abiciendus, ut minuendus est, ut si quando 
res exiget, nihil nos detineat nec impediat, quo 
minus parati simus, quod quamdoque faciendum est, 
statim facere."1
This found its way into the Renaissance, in the belief that 
Death may be regarded as a release from life, and life is 
only
"a Penelopes web, wherein we are always doing & 
undoing: a sea open to all winds, which sometime 
within, sometime without neuer cease to torment 
vs: a wearie iourney through extreme heats, and 
colds, ouer high mountainss, steepe rockes, and 
theeuish deserts".2
The necessity, therefore, was to rid oneself of the fear to 
lose life: and this was, according to Stoic philosophy, not
1. Seneca. Epistle xxvi. Of. Epistle iv.
2. A Discourse of Life and Death ... by Philip Mornay.
Done into English by the Countess of Pembroke. 1600. (Earlier 
edition 1592.) fol. A.2.V.
22
difficult, but a question of training. Thus the universality 
of death was matter not for despair, but for comfort.
"Vita enim exceptione mortis data est; ad hanc itur 
Quam ideo dementis est, quia certa expectantur, 
dubia metuunturl Mors necessitatem habet aequam 
et invictam."!
Similarly;
"Itaque ut M. Cato, cum aevum animo percucurrerit, 
dicet: »omne humanum genus, quodque erit, morte 
damnatum est... Quid est ergo quare indigner aut 
doleam, si exiguo momento publica fata p r a e c e d o ? " 2
Bacon gives a Stoic reason for the augmentation of the natur­
al fear of death:
"Men fear Death, as children fear to go in the dark; 
and as that natural fear is increased with tales, 
so is the other. Certainly, the contemplation of 
death, as the wages of sin and passage to another 
world, is holy and religious; but the fear of it, 
as a tribute due unto nature, is weak."3
The "tales" of death, as Bacon says, make it more fearful 
than it is.
"Quod vides accidere pueris," writes Seneca, "hoc 
nobis quoque maiusculis pueris evenit: illi quos 
amant, quibus adsueverunt, cum quibus ludunt, si
1. Seneca, Epistle, xxx.
2. Ibid., Ixxi.
3. Essay of Death. Works, vol. vi. 379.
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personatos vident, expavescunt. Non hominibus 
tantum, sed rebus persona demenda est et reddenda 
facies sua."l
It is the shows of death we fear, not death itself. Bacon
2
quotes ""Pompa mortis magis terret, quam mors ipsa", from 
Seneca*8
"Tolls istam pompam, sub qua lates et stultos 
territas! Mors es, quam nuper servus meus, quam 
ancilla contempsit".3
Death is no stranger, for we die every day:
"Cotidie enim demitur aliqui pars vitae, et tunc 
tunc quoque, cum crescimus, vita decrescit. 
Infantium amisimus, deinde pueritiam, deinde 
adulescentiam."4
"And what else I pray you," says the Sire de Mornay, 
"is the beginning of youth but the death of in- 
fancle? the beginning of mahood, but the death 
of youth? the beginning of tomorrow, but the 
death of today?"5
"It is as natural," says Bacon, "to die as to be 
born; and to a little infant perhaps, one is as 
painful as the other."6
1. Epistle, xxiv. Cf. P. de Mornay: "Behold, now comes 
death vnto vs: Behold her whose approach we so much feare.
We are now to consider whether she be such as we are made 
beleeue: and whether we ought .... to file her, as commonly 
we do. We are afrayde of her: but like little children of 
a vizard, or of the Images of Hecate. We have her in horrour: 
but because we conceiue her not as she is, but ougly, terrible 
and hideous: such as it pleaseth the Painters to represent 
unto vs on a wall." (A Discourse of Life and Death, fol.E.r.)
2. Works, vol. vi. 379.
3. Seneca, Epistle, xxiv. 4. Ibid♦
5. P. de Mornay, op. cit., fol. A.5.r.
6. Essay of Death, vol. vi, p. 380.
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Bacon refers again to Seneca in the same strain, in the 
Essay. "Nay Seneca," he writes, "adds niceness and satiety 
(to the reasons for desiring rather than fearing death);
"Cogita quamdiu eadem feceris, mori velle, non 
tantum fortis, aut miser, sed etiam fastidiosus 
potest. A man would die though he were neither 
valiant or miserable, only upon a weariness to 
do the same thing so oft over and over,"l
from Seneca*3 peroration to Epistle xxiv: "Multi sunt, qui 
non acerbum indicent vivere, sed supervacuum".
Bacon then, was influenced no less than his contempo­
raries by Senecan advice on death. But the Baconian con­
clusion is not Senecan. Although he quotes approvingly a 
great deal of Seneca's moral philosophy. Bacon does not 
yield unequivocally to Stoic persuasion. He makes a search­
ing criticism of this moral anatomizing of the idea of death 
in the Advancement, where he reviews the subject:
"And it seemeth to me, that most of the doctrines 
of the philosophers are more fearful and caution­
ary than the nature of things requireth. So they 
have increased the fear of death in offering to 
cure it. For when they would have a man's whole 
life to be but a discipline or preparation to die, 
they must needs make men think that it is a ter- 
tible enemy against whom there is no preparing.^
r
This same judgement is pronounced in the Essay:
1. Ibid.
2. Works, vol. iii. 427.
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"Certainly the Stoics bestowed too much cost upon 
death, and by their great preparations made it 
seem more fearful"
The same conclusion is given in both cases: 
"Better saith the poet:
Qui finem vitae extremum inter munera ponat 
Naturae".2
and, referring to the Thyestes, Bacon quotes, not the elo­
quence of the tragedian, so much as the wisdom of the moral­
ist :
"Illi mors gravis incubât, qui notus nimis 
omnibus, ignotus moritur s i b i . 3
The Baconian emphasis was on Life, not Death. Never­
theless he was impressed, with the rest of his age, by stories 
of those who made a fine end. Such an.interest bears out 
Seneca's advice to Lucilius: -
"In quamque partem rerum vel civilium vel 
externarum memoriam miseris, occurrent tibi 
ingenia aut profectus aut impetus magni" A
It was some such idea as this that must have prompted the 
inclusion in the Baconian commonplace book of longevity (the
1. Works, vol. vi, 380.
2. Ibid. Juvenal, Sat. x . 357.
3. Essay, Of Great Place. Works, vol. vi, 399. Thyestes,
402.
4. Seneca, Epistle xxiv.
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existence of which is indicated by the Historia Vitae et 
Mortis) of examples of fine dying. A sample of the sort of 
selection on this subject is given in the illustrations col­
lected from historians, ranging from Suetonius to Tacitus,
1
in the Essay of Death. A further example may be given from 
the Historia;
"Demonax, a philosopher (both by practice and pro­
fession) in the time of Adrian, lived almost to 
100; a man of high mind and master of his mind, 
and that truly without affectation; a despiser of 
the world, but courteous and polite. When his 
friends asked him about his burial, he replied,
'Take no care about my burial, for stench will 
bury a corpse?' 'Do you wish, then,' said they,
'to be thrown out to the dogs and birds?' 'If 
said he, 'in my lifetime I did my best to benefit 
man, what harm is there if when I am dead, I 
likewise do something for the a n i m a l s ? '"2
The aim of the Historia is scientific rather than philosophic
But the collection of examples from historians, poets and
other sources has, as will be shown in the course of this
account, a rhetorical significance. One further instance
may be given to illustrate Bacon's literary use of the idea
5
of Death. The study of Death indicated in the Advancement 
and elaborated in the Essay, receives rhetorical exercise by 
being digested into aphoristic Antithetae pro and contra
1. Works, vol. vi, 380.
2. Historia Vitae et Mortis (translated) Works, vol. v,
254. Lucian, Demonax (translation with the Greek. Loeb 
Classical Library, vol. i, 173).
3. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 427.
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the proposition "It is good to die" in the sixth Book of the 
1
De Augmentis, characteristically under the heading "Life". 
The contra view deals with Senecan Death and is handled under 
that head in the Essay. The pro view, which is that more 
dear to Bacon is elaborated and expounded in the Historia 
Vitae et Mortis.
For.
It is absurd to prefer the 
accidents of life to life 
itself.
A long course is better 
than a short one for every 
thing, even for virtue.
Without a good space of 
life a man can neither 
finish, not learn nor re­
pent .
Against.
Philosophers in making such 
preparations against death 
make death itself appear more 
fearful.
Men fear death, as children 
fear to go in the dark, be­
cause they know not what is 
there.
There is no human passion so 
weak but if it be a little 
roused it masters the fear of 
death.
A man might wish to die, though 
he were neither brave nor 
miserable nor wise, merely 
from weariness of being alive.
In this rhetorical exercise, therefore. Bacon prepares him­
self for defence and attack. The arguments of Seneca are 
therefore adduced to support the Contra view, the advantage 
of death. The scientific interest In the pro view, the pro­
longing of life, has a whole treatise devoted exclusively to
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 477.
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it. Bacon defends the investigation into Life rather than 
the preparation for Death.
In conclusion, it is illuminating to compare Bacon's 
interest in death and decomposition with that of the average 
Renaissance moralist who combined mediaeval mortification 
with Senecan fortitude. Thus Lady Jane Grey, if it was she 
who wrote the treatise attributed to her, on the night before 
her death, schools herself to consider death in the manner 
of the discipline of the age;
"Afterwarde, whan death knocketh at the dore, then 
begynneth the greateste trouble to woorke. Whan 
the diseases be fallen up5 the body of man in 
greater nomber, they are agaynst all the members 
in the whole bodi, breaking in bi heapes with not­
able grefes so that the power of the body is 
weakened, the mynde cumbred, the remembraunce 
astonied, reason blynded, slepe hindred, the 
senses all to broken. By meanes whereof, the eyes 
are darkened, the face is pale, the fete are cold, 
the handes blacke, the members out of course, the 
brow hardened, the chynne fallen downe, y® breath 
minisheth, the deadlye sweate breaketh out: Yea
the whole ma is take in, and disturbed, in suche 
sorte, that he is now past miding of any other 
thing. Death also is so mmch the more bytter and 
ter=rible, because that the feble discomforted 
nature, doth paint the horrible ymage of death, 
to depe in itself, and feareth it to sore."1
Bacon writes similarly, but with all the difference between 
scientific and philosophic investigation in his interest;
1. Jane Dudley, op.cit., pp. 14, 15.
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"The immediate signs which precede death are, great 
restlessness and tossing of the body, fumbling of 
the hands, hard clutching and grasping, teeth firm­
ly set, a hollow voice, trembling of the lower lip, 
pallor of the face, a confused memory, loss of 
speech, cold sweats, elongation of the body, raising 
up of the whites of the eyes, alteration of the 
whole countenance (as the nose becoming sharp, the 
eyes hollow, and the cheeks sinking in), contraction 
and rolling of the tongue, coldness of the extremi­
ties, in some a discharge of blood or seed, a shrill 
cry, thick breathing, falling in of the lower jaw, 
and the like
Thus, whereas Lady Jane forces herself to confront, examine 
and accept this picture of physical ruin. Bacon sets out to 
investigate. His method is to collect examples of long- 
lived men, and to search for decisions by induction (includ­
ing the comparison with longevity in animals), with regard 
to diet and methods of living, whereby men may endure more 
comfortably and even prolong their span of life.
"Such then are the ways of natural death, which 
deserve to be well and carefully considered.
For how can a man who knows not the ways of nature, 
meet and turn her?" 2
1. Historia Vitae et Mortis. Works, vol. v. 316.
2. Ibid., p. 219.
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2. Grains of Life.
"For though we Christians ever aspire and pant after 
the land of promise, yet meanwhile, it will be a 
mark of God's favour if in our pilgrimage through 
the wilderness of this world, these our shoes and 
garments (1 mean our frail bodies) are as little 
worn out as possible.
(1) Justification.
Bacon considers the question of "grains of life" as 
the major complement to his ideas on death. His moral 
philosophy confronts the idea of death; his natural (or 
scientific) philosophy considers ways of achieving some 
mastery over death itself.
"That 'Life is short and Art long' is an old proverb 
and complaint. It appears therefore, to follow 
naturally that I who am earnestly labouring for 
the perfection of Arts, should take thought also, 
by the grace and favour of the Author of Life and 
Truth, about the means of prolonging the life of
man."2
Characteristically, Bacon's first task was to justify to 
himself and others, this love of life. The study of it had 
to be made respectable; Bacon, therefore, justifies it by 
appealing to the most influential authorities of the time; 
Biblical and Classical antiquity. He reconciles his search 
for the principles of longevity with Christian teaching.
1. The Greeting to Present and Future Ages prefixed to the 
Historia Vitae et Mortis (translation). Works, vol.v, 215.
2. Historia Vitae et Mortis, p. 217.
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briefly but rhetorically convincingly:
"For though the life of man is only a mass and ac­
cumulation of sins and sorrows, and they who aspire 
to eternity set little value on Life; yet even we 
Christians should not despise the continuance of 
works of charity. Besides, the beloved disciple 
survived the rest, and many of the Fathers, espe­
cially holy monks and hermits were long-lived; so 
that this blessing (so oft repeated in the old law) 
appears to have been less withdrawn after the time 
of our Saviour than other earthly blessings.
This method of justification was both congenial to Bacon,
and in harmony with the best rhetorical principles of the 
2
age. A similar argument is adduced by John Hall in re­
commending surgical methods. In the Epistle Dedicatory to
3
the Chirurgia parua Lanfranci, he writes:
"Sythe the almightie Creator of all thinges, of his 
mercifull goodnes, only for loue that he had to 
mankynd (who fell by disobedience out of paradise 
into miserie hath created medicine out of the 
earthe for man his utilitie and helpe in the tyme 
of his sicknes as the wise man sayeth, Bcc *38.
And hath ordeined ministers of the same medicine,
by a true and perfect order of arte divided nowe
into two partes, as the physician for inwarde 
infirmities, and the chirurgien or hande worker 
for outwarde griefes: It shoulde seme unto me
that they which despise the sayde art despise God 
his gracious giftes, even as they whiche professe 
in either part thereof abusing the same, abuse 
God his mercifull benefites."
1. Ibid.
2. Cf• chapter iv. The term Rhetoric is used throughout, 
in the classical, sixteenth and seventeenth-century sense.
3. A most excellent and Learned Woorke of Chirurgerie...* 
London, 1665. t-ii .v.
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Having saluted Holy Writ, Bacon turns to the sapientia 
veterum and finds an honourable genealogy for medical science;
"Medicine is a most noble art, and according to the 
poets has a most illustrious pedigree. For they 
have represented Apollo as the primary God of 
medicine, and,given him as a son Aesculapius, 
likewise a god, professor of the same."1
For this standard justification. Bacon is drawing upon a 
long classical tradition which found its way into the Re­
naissance with renewed vigour. The pedigree of Medicine 
was disseminated in the first place by the Homeric hymns,
which "sing of Asclepius, son of Apollo, and healer of sick- 
2
nesses...". The tradition was taken over by theoretical
philosophers like Plato, and by practical philosophers like
3
the . Asclepiades and Hippocrates the Goan. One or two ex­
amples will illustrate the widespread use of the belief in 
classical literature, indicating the inevitability of Re­
naissance recourse to it:
Plato:
Symp. 197. The arts of medicine and archery were dis­
covered by Apollo, under the guidance of 
love and desire.
1. De Augmentis (translated) Works, vol. iv. 379. Cf. 
Advancement, vol. iii. 371.
2. Hesiod (translation) by H.G. Evelyn White (Loeb Class 
ical Library), p. 189. cp. p. 63.
3. Cf. Hypocrites, Works by W. Jones (Loeb Classical 
Library. 1923). See vol. i. Introduction.
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1
Protag.311B. If for example you had thought of going to
Hippocrates of Cos, the Ascleplad,^ and 
were about to give him your money, and some­
one had said to you; you are paying money 
to your namesake Hippocrates, 0 Hippocrates, 
tell me what is he that you give him money? 
how would you have answered? I should say, 
he replied, that I give money to him as to 
a physician."3
Similarly Dio Chrysostom (à propos of the Timotheus story) 
remarks that unfortunately skill in music cannot provide 
healing for defect of character, by quoting the poet Cfheog- 
nis of Megara):
4
"E'en to Asclepius' sons granted not God this boon".
Bacon, quoting Ovid, avers of the sons of Asclepius
"et quoniam variunt morbi, variabimus artes;
Mille mail species, mille salutis emint"
One example of the customary nature of such arguments in 
Bacon's time may be given: Henry Buttes, in the dedication 
of a work on diet to Lady Anne Bacon, says:
1. Cf. Phaedrus, 270.c.
2. Guild <af Asclepius referred to in Rep. (B.iii. 405,406).
3. Translation, Jowett.
4. Dio Chrysostom. Works, Discourse I (Loeb Classical 
Library).
5. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 383. Ovid, Remedia Amoris, 
525-61 Read animi for morbi.
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"I have not only bene votary to Aesculapius,
Phisickes great Grand-father, but servant also 
to Dyet, healths kindest Nourse."!
The two authorities. Biblical and Classical, are juxtaposed 
in Bacon's indictment of the defaulting physician in the 
Advancement of Learning;
"... the nobleness of their art" ... is •.• "well- 
shadowed by the poets in that they made Aesculap­
ius to be the son of the Sun, the one being the 
fountain of life, the other as the second stream; 
but infinitely more honoured by the example of 
our Saviour, who made the body of man the object 
of his miracles, as the soul was the object of 
his doctrine. For we read not that he ever vouch­
safed to do any miracle about honour, or money 
(except that one about giving tribute to Caesar), 
but only about the preserving, sustaining, and 
healing the body of m a n " . 2
(2) Practice.
Bacon deals, roughly, with three forms of the study 
of this subject:
A. Schematically, with a view to defining in
theory, the scope and possibilities of the
subject.3
1. Dyets Dry Dinner by Henry Buttes, M.A. London. 1599. 
A 4 . V .  Cf. "Wherefore if Esculepius the inventeur of phisike, 
y® saver of me from death, and restorer to life, should re­
turn again Ito this world,...." etc. A Counsdll against the 
Sweat, John Caius. Works (Cambridge 1912), p . 1Ÿ .
2. Works, vol. iii, 373.
3. See Advancement. Works, vol.v. 220 et seq.
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B. Particularly, with regard to the science of 
Longevity,! and
C. Personally, concerning the Regimen of Health, 
or Diet.2
The first of these is part of Bacon's survey of the intel­
lectual globe ; the first and second form part of a serious 
study for the benefit of mankind; the third is far more per­
sonal, and contains occasionally, if not the instinct of a 
valetudinarian, at least a suspicion of quackery.
A. The Theory of Life and Death.
The Baconian scheme includes a survey of what has to 
be done in the light of what has been done. A section in 
the Advancement of Learning is devoted to an indictment of 
modern physicians.
"Medicine is a science which hath been .... more 
professed than laboured, and yet more laboured 
than advanced, the labour having been in my 
judgement, rather in a circle than in progression.
For I find much iteration but small addition.
It considereth causes of diseases, with the occa­
sions or impulsions; the diseases themselves,with 
the accidents; and the cures with the preserva­
tions ."3
The corresponding part of the De Augmentis, has differences
1. For human longevity see Historia Vitae et Mortis (trans 
lation). Works, vol. v. 243 et seq.
2. Ibid., p. 268 et seq. Cf. Sylva Sylvarum, and Essay 
of the Regiment of Health.
3. Works, vol. iii. 373.
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1
as Spedding has pointed out. Here Bacon divides medicine:
i. Preservation of Health. This, he says, has been
unskilfully treated.
ii. Cure of Diseases.
iii. Prolongation of Life. This is described as
deficient.
Having cited Hippocrates ("father of the art") as an example
of the right method of working against disease. Bacon pro-
2
ceeds in the Advancement, with a list of deficiencies:
( i. Discontinuance of the Hippocratic method. 
Work of ( ii. Comparative Anatomy.
Science. (iii. Mitigation of Pain.
( iv. Experiments in Medicines.
( V. Neglect of Natural Baths.
Diet. ( vi. Medicines useless: a regime should be
( followed.
There are therefore two aspects to Bacon's scheme; the
construction of his own recommended plan for the science, and
the destructive criticism which he levels at the contemporary
state.of affairs.
The Historia Vitae et Mortis contains Bacon's attempt
to marshal medical knowledge to fill the gaps in contemporary
practice, to reform the study of medicine. His Articles of 
3
Inquiry, at the beginning of the Historia deal first with
1. Ibid. Footnote (1).
2. Works, vol. iii, 375 et seq. Cf. De Augmentis. Works, 
vol. iv, p. 384 et seq.
3. Works, vol. v, 221 et seq.
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animals and things and then with Man. A few examples will 
illustrate the method which Bacon advocates:
5. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's 
lives, according to the times, countries, cli­
mates and places in which they were born and 
lived.
6. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's 
lives, according to their parentage and family 
(as if it were a thing hereditary); and likewise 
according to their complexion, constitution, 
habit of body, stature, manners and time of 
growth, and make and structure of the limbs.
8. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's 
lives according to their food, diet, manner of 
living, exercise, affections of the mind, and 
various accidents.
This part of the Baconian outline in which he considers Man, 
has its counterparts in antiquity, just as his consideration 
of longevity in animals has its background in Aristotle and 
Pliny and a foreground of stimulus stretching from Porta 
before him to Sir Thomas Browne after. It is impossible to 
suggest an "origin" for such a scheme. Nevertheless, with
the reservation that the need for Bacon's plan was produced 
first by deficiencies which he felt in contemporary practice, 
and second out of his desire to complete the circumnaviga­
tion of the intellectual globe, it is possible to consider 
certain literary and scientific sources of his information
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as having a contributory effect upon his scheme. Whenever 
Bacon makes one of his frequent schemes, it seems a fair 
conclusion that he must, to a certain extent, be mapping 
out his own reading in the sphere he is plotting. Some of 
the books and treatises that form a background of reading 
for his scheme for medicine may be suggested here.
i. Bacon and Hippocrates.
"Hippocrates of Cos, the famous physician lived 
104 years, and by the length of his life, approved 
and credited his own art. He was a man of wisdom 
as well as learning, much given to experiments and 
observation, not striving after words or methods 
but picking at the very nerves of science, and so 
setting them forth."1
That Bacon read Hippocrates is certain, though whether 
in the original or in translation, or in one of the numerous 
commentaries on his work, is uncertain. At any rate, the 
Hippocratic subject-matter appears to have made as much im­
pression on Bacon's scheme as it did upon the work of 
"specialists" like Cardan.
Among the deficiencies of medicine which Bacon was con­
sidering as early as 16U5, in the Advancement, he remarks:
1. Historia Vitae et Mortis. Works, vol. v, 254. Hippoc­
rates was regarded as one of the most authoritative sources 
of the time. Cf. Dr. Moffat's editions of Hippocratic material 
1578-88. The Aphorisms were particularly popular. (The whole 
Aphorisms were translated into English by S.H. 1610.1 That 
Bacon read them may be inferred from: "... Yet I must conclude 
with that Aphorism of Hippocrates, Qui gravi morbo correpti 
dolores non sentiunt, iis mens aegrotatZv Advancement. Works, 
vol. iii. 433. :
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"the first is the discontinuance of the ancient 
and serious diligence of Hippocrates, which used 
to set down a narrative of the special cases of 
his patients".!
Bacon is alluding to the Epidemics, where the physician sets 
down descriptions of cases as he treated them. For instance:
"Gritd: in Thasos, while walking about, was seized
with a violent pain in the great toe. He took to 
bed the same day with shivering and nausea; re­
quired a little warmth; at night was delirious.
Second day. Swelling of the whole foot, which 
was rather red about the ankle, and distended; 
black blisters; acute fever; and delirium. Alvine 
discharges unmixed, bilious and rather frequent.
He died on the second day from the commencement."^
Bacon disapproves, of the discontinuance of this method. 
This has given grounds for the suggestion made by Mr. Hardin 
Craig, that Bacon was perhaps ignorant of the work of Dr.
John Caius (1510-1573), founder of Conville and Caius, Cam­
bridge, who studied medicine at Fadua and throughout Italy, 
and collected manuscripts of Hippocrates and Galen with a 
view to making accurate texts of their precepts. He himself 
compiled an account of the sweating-sickness. "His account,"
1. AdvancementWorks, vol. iii. 373.
2. Hippocrates. Epidemics. I. case ix. Works (translated 
with the Greek, Loeb Classical Library), vol.l.
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writes Mr. Craig,
"is one of the truest pieces of medical observation 
since the days of Hippocrates. One wonders when 
one hears Bacon speak of recording cases of medi­
cine, whether Bacon was ignorant of the work of 
Caius."1
Caius'8
boke or counseiH against the disease commonly 
called the sweating sicknesse made by Jhon Caius 
doctour in phisieke 2
is not, however, a case-book in the Hippocratic sense. It 
is an account of the disease, with, as the title suggests, 
some notion of the preservatives useful in time of pestil­
ence. To make a short digression into the subject, it is 
interesting that Bacon's knowledge of this particular pes­
tilence , being derived from experience and no doubt from 
reading also, was utilized in the account which he gives of
it in the History of Henry VII, an account which provoked a
3
storm of medical criticism shortly afterwards. The account 
which Caius gives in 1552 begins:
1. The Enchanted Glass. New York. 1936. pp. 100-102.
2. 1552. "uery necessary for everye personne ... against 
the soubdein cornyng, and fearful assaultyng of the disease." 
J. Caius. Works. Cambridge 1912, pp. 1-36.
3. Cf. for a summary of the controversy: The Lord Bacon's 
Relation to the Sweating-Sickness examined in a Reply to 
George Thomson, Pretender to Physick and Chymistry. by Henry 
Stubbe, Physician at Warwick. London, 1671. See p.9. "The 
Lord Bacon concludes his Narrative with a passage so ridicu- 
lous and absurd, that so gross an opinion is enough to .... 
to convince any man that he had little insight into those 
studies."
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"In the yere of our Lorde God M.CCCG.Ixxxv. shortly 
after the vij daye of august, at which tyme kynge 
Henry the seuenth arrived at Milford in walles, 
out of Praunce, and in the firste yere of his 
reigne, ther chanced a disease among the people, 
lastyng the reste of that monethe à all September, 
which for the soubdeine sharpnes, and vnwont cruel- 
ne8 passed the pestilence•"!
In Bacon the account is given in full;
"About this time in autumn, towards the end of Sep­
tember, there began and reigned in the city and 
other parts of the kingdom a disease then new; 
which by accidents and manner thereof they called 
the sweating-sicknes3. This disease had a swift 
course, both in the sicke body and in the time and 
period of the lasting thereof. For they that were 
taken with it, upon four-and-twenty hours, escaping 
were thought almost assured. And as to the time of 
the malice and reign of the disease ere it ceased, 
it began about the one and twentieth of September, 
and cleared up before the end of October;..."^
There were many other descriptions of the sickness from which 
Bacon could have derived written information about the symp­
toms which he gives in great detail in the History. Hall's
5
Chronicle mentions the outbreak as a historical fact. Several
treatises devote space to the consideration of the symptoms 
4
and treatment. But, to return to the original argument,
1. J. Caius, op.cit., f),9. Cf. Bacon's febris ephemera 
(Works, vol. iii. 336). "Ephemera" = Caius's title, and the 
usual one for this disease, used metaphorically (cf. ibid., 
p.11) .
2. Works, vol. vi, 33, 34.
3. Edition 1809, p. 592.
4. Cf. "of a dyeto ... to be used in the Pestyferous tyme 
of the pestylence & swetyng sickness."
xajçxxxiShaxrrsckkxQùïa^x Andrew Boorde, Dyetary, 1542. E.E.T.S 
p.289 et seq. The xxvii chap.
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Bacon's criticism of the discontinuance of the Hippocratic 
method is a separate matter, and does not apply to work such 
as Caius's. Although Bacon may have been ^ aware of the work of 
Caius or some such writer, on the sickness, yet even this is 
doubtful since his own description was so original as to pro­
duce a considerable medical controversy.
The Baconian plan for the schématisation of the subject 
"Longevity" has possibly its inspiration in a work of Hip­
pocrates: Airs, Waters, Places. Bacon read this treatise 
and quoted from it concerning the race of "long-heads". 
Article 5, seems to derive some points of outline from 
Hippocrates' thesis :
"5. Inquire into the length and shortness of men's 
lives, according to times, countries, climates 
and places in which they were born and lived."
Hippocrates' thesis exemplifies the following argument:
"Whoever wishes to pursue properly the science of 
medicine must proceed thus. First he ought to 
consider what effects each season of the year can 
produce ; for the seasons are not all alike... The 
next point is the hot winds and the cold ... also 
those that are peculiar to each particular region.
He must also consider the properties of the waters; 
for these differ in taste and weight so that the 
property of each is far different from that of any 
other. Therefore on arrival at a town with which 
he is unfamiliar, a physician should examine its 
position with respect to the winds and to the ris­
ings of the sun. For a northern, a southern, an 
oastern, and a western aspect has each its own
1. The Macrocephali. cf. section on Navigation (chapter 
iii) .
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individual property. He must consider with the 
greatest care both these things and how the natives 
are off for water.... The soil too, whether bare 
and dry or wooded and watered.... The mode of life 
also of the inhabitants...."!
Hippocrates proceeds to give statistics to illustrate his
thesis. He elaborates, for instance, the differences be-
2
tween the men of Asia and Europe on these lines. It is in­
teresting that Bacon comes to the same conclusion as Hippoc­
rates;
"The goodness of air .. I consider it best in 
plains that are thoroughly exposed to the wind, 
if the soil is dry... Rivers I consider injurious 
unless very small, clear and gravelly." 3
From Hippocrates, then. Bacon may have derived general lines 
of his investigation; this organisation in respect of the 
way of life of various sections of humanity, he applied to 
the principle of longevity.
1. Hippocrates, Airs, Waters, Places, I. (Works, vol.l.) 
cf. Ibid., xii et seq.
2. Ibid., Cf. Bacon, Works, vol. v, 258, where he considers 
"the particular countries remarkable for the longevity of 
their inhabitants"...
3. Works, vol. V. 297.
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ii. Reading in Longevity.
Bacon's scheme of work may equally well have been de­
rived by application of his own ideas on life and diet to a 
collection of data about longevity, taken from his reading. 
The inductive method on which he was working, implies two 
possibilities ; that conclusions may be arrived at after an 
immense number of instances has been collected ; and that 
from a number of instances insufficient to provide a basis 
for any real decisions, a general line of work may be evolved.
An outline evolved in this way might well be the Baconian
in
articles of Inquiry, derived from his reading/the subject 
Longevity.
Bacon must have collected an immense number of instances
of longevity before setting to work on his Historia Vitae
et Mortis. Ellis, in the preface to the edition has indi-
1
cated several of the sources of the Baconian erudition, and 
has added many more in the footnotes. It is impossible to 
discover more adequately all the sources from which Bacon 
took his details of long-lived men, but it is possible to 
classify certain books to which he must have referred, with 
a view to illuminating the background of the Renaissance 
search for long life.
1. Works, vol. ii. 89 et seq.
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Be Longevity.
i . Treatises of Longevity comparable to Bacon's "Historia". 
The obvious example of this type of work is Lucian's 
Maorobii, from which Bacon took one or two examples and may 
have derived a part of his inspiration. The purpose of this 
treatise to the "illustrious Quintillus" is similar to Bacon's 
plan in compiling the Historia;
"Some profit may accrue to you from the treatise 
in two ways: on the one hand, encouragement and 
good hopes of being able to live long yourself, 
and on the other hand, instruction by examples, 
if you observe that it is the men who have paid 
most attention to the body and mind that have 
reached an advanced age in full health."!
"I can," he adds, "fittingly show you an account 
that your good hopes are of easy attainment by 
recounting that on every soil, and in every clime 
men who observe the proper exercise and the diet 
most suitable for health have been long-lived."2
Lucian indicates a division of his subject into (1) Kings
and Generals, (2) Philosophers and literary men ("since
philosophers and literary men in general, doubtless because
3
they take good care of themselves, have attained old age").
Traces of a similar division are found in Bacon's collections
4
of kings, and rhetoricians. Bacon has taken several Instances
1. Translation with the Greek. (Loeb Classical Library.) 
vol.i, 223 et seq.
2. Ibid., p. 227.
3. Ibid.
4. Works, vol. v, 246, 248.
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from Lucian's collection:
"Numa the Roman king was an octogenarian; a man  ^
peaceful, contemplative, and devoted to religion".
"Xenophilus, an old Pythagorean philosopher lived 
106 years,"2
and also from the Demonax:
"Demonax, a philosopher (both by practice and pro­
fession) in the time of Adrian, lived almost to 
100,"3
quoting, as has been indicated, the anecdote about the 
philosopher's fine end.
Here it is necessary to add a cautionary reservation. 
Bacon may have taken the excerpts from Lucianic material 
from extant treatises of Longevity which incorporated them 
in the mass of their material. It is difficult and unneces­
sarily academic to prove such a case. Lucian's material was 
the property of the age and was used by Bacon, whether at 
first or second hand as part of the available matter from 
which to make conclusions. Some of the "collections" of 
such material will be given in the following section.
1. Ibid., p. 246.
2. Ibid., p. 254.
5. Demonax, vol. i. 173.
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ii. Treatises treating of Longevity as a Section,
The "pattern” an antiquity for such favourite books
in the Renaissance, was Valerius Maximus ^ s compendious treat-
1
ise Dictorum et factorum memorabilium Romanorum, which col­
lects facts, anecdotes, illustrations, under a series of 
heads —  valour, policy, age. The popularity of such work 
was naturally considerable with the Renaissance mind which 
loved wealth of detail, variety, and potted history and 
anecdotes. "... others have wryte", runs one description 
of the work,
"the feactes of armes, or policies of warre, & 
the goodly shorte saiynges of famous mëne as 
Valerius Maximus..."2 "Valerius Maxi a latine 
autoure that wrote a werk of ix volumes whiche 
he entitleed of the saiyngs and actes of noble 
menne."3
Bacon takes several instances of longevity from 
Valerius Maximus. For instance:
"MaasLnissa the Numidian king exceeded 90 years, 
and had a son after he was 85."4
"It is certain that Quintus Metellus lived upwards 
of 100 years."5
1. Venice, 1471.
2. N. Udall, Apothegmes (of Erasmus). See the Preface of 
Erasmus. London 1542.
5. Ibid. Marginal note.
4. De Gratis; De Massinissa rege. lib.v. Historia Vitae 
et Mortis (translation). Works, vol.v . 248.
5. Valerius Maxim, lib. viii. cap. 14. De Senectute. 
Historia, p. 253.
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Ellis has pointed out that Bacon "made use of all the
instances of longevity mentioned by Pliny and Valerius
Maximus, and seems to have consulted some of the works com-
1
posed in imitation of the latter by modern writers". Ellis 
gives several of these works, with his conclusions :-
i . The Res Memoranda of Petrarch.
ii. Pacta dictaque memorabilia of Fulgosus (Fregoso) 
Libri ix. Milan 1509, Paris 1518.
iii. De Exempli illustrorium virorum Uenetae civitatis 
et aliarum gentium of Egnatius. Paris 1554. 
London 1567.
iv. Theatrum Vitae Humanae of Zwinger; libri xxix in 
5 vols., Basle 1610, which, Ellis points out. 
Bacon undoubtedly read, since he borrows from 
it a mistake —  that the "grandfather of 
Apolonius of Tyana attained the age of 120 
years", a statement which cannot be verified 
from the life of Apollonius by Philostiatus, g 
but is found in the first of Zwinger’s folios.
A few examples to illustrate Bacon's use of short-cuts 
to knowledge of longevity, in view of the very full notes 
given by Ellis, are all that is necessary. Bacon in the 
Historia writes —  to quote the Latin, since here a definite 
source in Latin can be adduced:
1. Preface to the Historia. See Works, vol. ii. 94-96.
2. For the history of the error, see Ellisi Works, Ibid., 
p . 96.
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"Ex üenetis reperiuntur haud pauci longaevl, etiam 
gradu eminentiorl, Pranciscus Donatus dux; Thomas 
Conterenu8 procurator S. Marcl; Pranciscus Molienus 
item procuratur S. Marci; alii."1
Ellis notes —  "These three persons are mentioned by Egnatius".
In the De exemplis illustrium vir.^orum Venetae civitatis,
2 3
atque aliarum gentium, a chapter deals De Senectute.
The three worthies in question are described:
"De Francisco Molino patricio 
POTERAM veterum multorum exemplis, qui ad^supremam 
vsque senectutem felicissimi peruenerunt vti, qui 
patritij ordinis p[ar]tim, p[ar]tim plebei, & maxime 
hi qui ad diui Nicolai sedent. Verùm ad recentiora 
quae prae oculis mihi fuere, suntq; hodie, libentius 
stilum vertam, principémque sibi vendicabit locum, 
qui me superstite Pranciscus Molinus vixit, qui 
centessimum & amplius natus annum, consiliarij 
supremam dignitatem in maioribus comitijs adeptus 
est. Cunctis alijs praepositus hoc praecipuè nomine, 
quôd animi sensu, & coporis robore intégré valeret.
De Thoma Contareno
OMISSIS aliquot, qui ad diui Nicolai aedem degunt, 
quorum vnus centessimum decimum septimum agit annum, 
alter tertium decimum & cëtessimum integris corporum 
membris, & sensu fatis parato clarissimi viri memori- 
am Thomae Contareni diui Marci procuratus celebrarim.
De Francisco Donato duce
Qvis verô hodie Franciscum Donatu ducera, quantum & 
octuagessimura aetatis annum agentem, qui septimo 
sui ducatus anno superstes hodie cum summa totius 
ciuitatis gratia & amore non admiretur?"
1. Works, vol. ii. 147. Footnote (1).
2. Paris, 1554 (sub Aldina Bibliothêcâ).
3. lib. viii, cap. 12. fol. 305 (v. et seq.).
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Such collections show that proof of longevity was 
sought in the Renaissance as an addition to the lustre of 
great men, in much the same way as the Old Testament adds 
length of days to wealth and prosperity as cardinal virtues. 
That Bacon read such works illustrates that the European 
science of anatomizing great men and considering longevity, 
was as influential in England as elsewhere, and contributes 
to Bacon's view, as an Englishman with a European as well 
as an insular and classical outlook.
The multifarious and widespread nature of Bacon's 
collection of facts about longevity, may be further illus­
trated in the following section.
iii. Miscellaneous Works from which details of Longevity
could be obtained.
Bacon's collection of facts about the longevity of 
men is gathered from various sources, the greater part from 
works in which the length of life of an individual is men­
tioned only incidentally. Biblical examples naturally provide 
a considerable source of information. Bacon takes examples 
particularly from Genesis, Exodus, Numbers and Judges. One
or two examples illustrate the nature of his use of such in- 
1
formation;
1. Historia Vitae et Mortis (translation). Works, vol.v, 
244.
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"Phineas, Aaron's grandson is computed to have lived 
(perhaps by extraordinary grace) 300 years, if at 
least the war of the Israelites against the tribe 
of Benjamin (wherein Phineas was consulted) took 
place in the same order of time as is recorded in 
the history; he was a man exceedingly zealous.
Joshua a warrior, a renowned and successful general 
lived 100 years."
"Job, after the restoration of his prosperity lived 
140 years; and before his afflictions he was old 
enough to have grown-up sons; he was a man politic, 
eloquent, charitable, and a model of patience."
Having drawn his conclusions about the age of Biblical 
macrobii, Bacon turns his attention to heathen writers, with 
the remark
"The instances of longevity mentioned in heathen 
authors are not to be depended on; both by reason 
of fables, to which relations of this type are very  ^
prone, and the fallacies and calculations of years."
There is evidence in this part of the Historia, that Bacon 
read certain types of works, collecting systematically de­
tails of longevity as they occurred. The historians, natur­
ally enough provide him with numerous examples. Suetonius 
appears to have yielded several details. In his catalogue
of long-lived kings. Bacon includes "Augustus and Tiberius;
2
the latter being 78, the former 76", adding descriptions of 
their way of life and diet, also derived from Suetonius'
1. Ibid., 245.
2. Ibid., 249. Cf. Suetonius in Augustus, and in Tiberius
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familiar accounts. Pliny provides him with a series of facts 
about the stranger details of long life :
"Some kings of Arcadia are mentioned as having 
lived 300 years",
where Bacon adds, dubiously,
"The country certainly is well adapted for long 
life, but perhaps the matter is exaggerated by 
fables".1
Bacon also makes use of Church history, taking details from
the Lives of the Saints, from Eusebius, and from Jewish his-
2
tory as exemplified by Josephus.. But, since Ellis's foot­
notes are so excellent, it would be redundant to expatiate 
upon this material.
In conclusion, however, three points may be mentioned. 
Bacon draws upon a favourite work of the period, elaborating 
the principle of "crabbed youth and age", —  Cicero's De 
Senectute. This work is responsible, in part at least, for 
the popularity of the contrast between the ways of youth and 
age that is one of the characteristic habits of thought of 
the time. Bacon discusses the question, scientifically and 
at some length, under the head The Differences between Youth
1. Ibid., pp. 252, 253. Cf. Pliny lib. vii, cap.48.
Of the Longest Lives (translation P. Holland, 1601, p.181): 
”Ephorus testifieth, that ordinarily the KK. of Arcadia were 
300 years old ere they died".
2. See pp. 251-2.
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1
and Old Age. But his interest is again, medical or dietetic, 
rather than philosophic. The age steeled itself in much the 
same way as it steeled itself to face the thought of death 
and dissolution, to regard the fact of old age, with all its 
marks and features, "sans everything". The anatomizing of 
the physical ruin of humanity is entered upon with gusto, 
often accompanied by a consideration of that perennial sub­
ject, how to cheat time of its due. A translation of Cicero's 
work including the reasoned argument which Cato makes to 
explain to Laelius his own contented old age, in 1569, illus­
trates very well the effect produced in sixteenth-century 
England by Ciceronian eloquence in this respect. The work
is called The Worthye Books of Old age otherwys entituled
2
the elder Cato, translated by Thomas Newton. The Roman view 
is reproduced with gusto:
"For nature hath geeuen to us a lodgings to remayne
and seiourne for a tyme, and not to dwell in con­
tinually ."3
The conclusion that Bacon must have approved of, as will be 
shown in the section on Diet, is given:
1. Ibid., p. 318.
2. The Worthye Books.... London, 1569. Cicero's De Senec­
tute was popular both in the original and in translation.
Cf. Tullius de Senectute - both in Latyn and Englysshe.... 
c. 153Ô, of which Newton says in his Epistle to the Reader 
"neuer a page is answerable to the latin text".
3. Ibid., fol. 63r.
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"Therefore excercyse, moderate dyete and contin- 
encye are able to conserne somewhat of a man's 
lustiness and former strength yea and that in 
old age."1
But the interesting part of this work is the Appendix —
"whereunto is' annexed a Recitall of diverse men 
that lived long. With a declaracion of sundrye 
sortes of yeares, and the diversitie betwene the 
yeares in the olde time and now a=days".
In this, under the head "The manners and age of sundrye long
2
liuers", several interesting details are collected;
"Adam liued ix hudreth and thirtie yeres Eue as many."
"Out of Plinie ... kings of Arcadie ccc"
"Massinissa king of Numidia aboue a hundreth.
Gorgias Leontinas cvii."
"Hippocrates the noble Phisician borne in the 
Isle Goa. xiiii
"Quid wryteth lib.4 de Trist, that his farther 
lyued Ixxxx yeres."3
"loannes de temporibus ccclxl."
"Apolonius Thyaneus Clxxx. Seneca borne at Corduba 
in Spayne Cxiiii. Patricius the second bishop of 
Niverne Cxxii. Gartius Aretinus Ciii."
1. Fol. 22.r. et seq.
2. (Appendix) fol.I.v. to end.
3. Cf. Bacon, Works, vol. v. 2555. "The elder Ovid, the 
father of the poet, lived 90 years; he was of a different 
character from his son, as he despised the Muses and dis­
suaded his son from poetry." Cf. Ovid, Tristia, iv.10.77.
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Bacon mentions several of these examples, with the notable 
exception of the data given about Patricius. He does nob 
subscribe to the vulgar error about the age of Seneca which 
arose originally, it seems, from a confusion between the 
Elder and Younger Senecas :
"It is a common idea that Seneca was very old, and 
no less than 114. But this cannot be true ; for 
far from being a decrepit oüd man when he was 
appointed tutor to Nero, he was on the contrary 
exceedingly active in the government."!
This does not, of course, imply that Bacon read this epitome; 
indeed the material ultimately derived from the dialogue in 
no way indicates that he read it in the Ciceronian form, 
original or translated. The important point about such a 
work is that it points clearly to the popularity of such 
treatises and collection of facts, at the time, and also 
illustrates by the very fact of the fluidity and universal 
nature of the information, the inevitability, certainly not 
the extraordinary nature, of the Baconian recourse to it.
Secondly, Bacon's collection illustrates two prin­
ciples of selection which appear to govern his quotation.
The examples are, as has been indicated, after the manner of 
Lucian, arranged under heads — "Kings, Rhetoricians", etc.
A certain governing thesis may, inductively, be drawn from
1. Historia, p. 255.
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a consideration of these. They all appear to come to the
conclusion that a life of prosperity and success is best
for longevity. It may be that Bacon's researches led him
to believe that this was so. But it may also be that this
idea was in harmony with Bacon's dietetic theories and 
a
illustrates/far more personal matter of selection. Thus
while Bacon mentions continually facts about the Pythagorean
diet, he does not choose the greater part of his examples
from those who attained to longevity by mortification. The
doctrine of Success appears to be his best explanation for
longevity: one can only suppose that this was due to his
own habit of mind, and also to continual disappointment in
1
public life and subsequent ill-health. At any rate, there 
is noticeably something like a spirit of self-indulgence in 
the Baconian notes of Diet. But before beginning a survey, 
it is necessary to remember that the art of self-preserva­
tion was one of the most sedulously cultivated of the age. 
That Bacon, who was very often unwell and particularly 
troubled by the gout, should give his attention to it, both 
in theory and in practice —  to the scientific outline and 
to the particular remedies —  is therefore not surprising,
1. Letters and Life, vol. iv. 79. Cfo Memoranda (1608), 
the note: ”I have found now twyse upon amendm^ o f m y  fortune 
disposition to melancholy and distast, specially the same 
happenyng against y®3ong vacation when company failed, and 
business both, for upon my Sollicitc/^lace I grew indisposed 
and inclined to superstition . "
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for it is in keeping with the habit of the age and prompted 
by his own personal interest in the art of avoiding pain and 
cheating death. One final illustration will conclude the 
consideration cf that support of this campaign for Life which 
he found in his reading.
5^0. I have also a good opinion of the military life 
in youth. Many famous warriors have certainly 
been long-lived, as Cordinus, Camillus, Xenophon, 
Agesilaus, and many others both ancient and 
modern. And doubtless it tends to longevity to 
have all things growing smoother and easier as 
age comes on; so that a youth spent in toil may 
sweeten old age. The military passions likewise, 
excited in the desire for contest and the hope 
of victory, appear to me to infuse such a warmth 
into the spirits as is advantageous to longevity.
C . Diet : an Art.
"As for physic, he did indeed live physically but 
not miserably."2
From a consideration of statistics of longevity. Bacon 
naturally passes to the methods of promotion of long life 
and the preservation of health. It is noticeable that the 
conclusions to which he comes in respect of longevity, are
1. Historia. Works, vol. v, 263.
2. Dr. Hawley's Life of Bacon. Works, vol. i. 17.
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not exclusively those which he might have drawn by induction
1
from the examples he has quoted. He gives his conclusions 
about a religious life, a life of letters, and a military 
life, thereby summing up a great part of his list of Macrobii, 
shortly, and proceeds to cite under the title "Observations 
by certain heads", some of Pliny's conclusions on the subject, 
some of his own ideas, and finally passes on to considera­
tion of a regime. He avoids making any hard and fast rule.
Dr. Moffet indicates a natural conclusion for the Baconian 
catalogue of Old Testament octogenarians;
"But that I may set the Advantage, accruing to the 
Children of Israel from these Prohibitions, in a 
stronger Light, I shall make the following Observa­
tions on the Foods they were forbid to use, with 
this further remark, that if we, even in a cold 
Climate would conform to the Rules laid down by 
the wise Legislator of the Jews, longevity would 
be far more frequent amongst us, as we should be 
much less frequent to be affected by epidemical 
Distempers, and acute Diseases of all sortes"which 
carry off at least two thirds of Mankind
Bacon's argument is not concerned to promote longevity 
by prevention of disease: but to promote long life by positive 
means. He was no innovator in this matter ; even his
1. The variety of Bacon's information must be stressed.
E.g., "... I never met a very old man, who on being asked had
not some peculiarity of diet... I remember an old man above
a hundred, being brought as a witness about some ancient pre­
scription .... answered unexpectedly ... [about his principle 
of longevity] 'By eating before I was hungry, and drinking
before I was thirsty'." Works, vol.v. 362.
2. Health's Improvement by Dr. Thomas Moffet, corrected by 
Christopher Bennet. London. 1655. Edition used: reprint of 
1745, p. 35.
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insistence that the means for prolonging life are not neces 
sarily the same as those for preventing death or disease, 
had been previously discussed, for and against. Ellis has 
pointed out that the idea that the two courses were identic 
al had been suggested by previous writers:
"The question had however been asked whether life 
should be prolonged by other means than those 
which are used to preserve health or to improve 
it. Thus Placius in his Commentario de Vita et 
Morte (1584) decides this question by asserting 
that health and longevity depend upon the same 
causes, and must therefore be promoted by the 
same means."!
Bacon dissents completely from this view. He divides the 
duty of the physician into three parts:
i. The preservation of health;
ii. The cure of diseases; and
iii. The prolongation of life
The Historia Vitae et Mortis, is, in fact, says Ellis,
"an essay on the third part of medicine, ' quae 
nova est et desideratur, estque omnium nobil- 
issima".^
The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries did not schematize,
1. Preface. Works, vol. ii. 92.
2. Advancement, vol. iii. 375 et seq.
3. Works, vol. ii. 92.
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on the whole, as strictly as Bacon, in the matter. But all 
the elements of Baconian interest and erudition in the Arts 
of Self-Preservation and Longevity, may he found in the 
appropriate "literature" of the period. The Renaissance 
mind was curiously stimulated by the notion of prolonging 
life, and not only in theory, but in practice. Men con­
sidered their diet with care, they arranged systems of exer­
cises and healthful practices with untiring zeal. This 
valetudinarian instinct is one of the characteristic features 
of the time, and it is in this sphere of medicine that Bacon 
proved himself a practitioner worthy of his age. Bacon was 
given, as will be shown, to considering the minutest details 
of his own life and Regimen or diet. In this he was no ex­
ception to his time.
It is impossible within the scope of this section to
consider multifarious sources of the Baconian erudition in
Diet, but it is an interesting exercise to illustrate the
kind of work that Bacon must have read, and to point out
certain affinities with the literature of "self-coddling",
a form of scholarship corresponding to that one of Plutarch's
Moralia, which appeared in the translation some years earlier,
1
as "The gouvernauce of good helthe" .
1. "... by the most excellent phylosopher Plutarche, the 
most eloquent Erasmus being interpretoure". London. 1530.
A popular work - cf. J. Hales; The preceptes of the excellent 
clerke ... Plutarche for the preservation of good Health.
1543.
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Bacon considers the question of diet and habits :
1
i . In the Essay of Regiment of Health, 1597,1612,1625.
ii. In the section of the Antithetae, Of Health.^
iii. In the Advancement and the De Augmentis.
iv. In private Memoranda made 1608.^
V. In the section of the Historia Vitae et Mortis 
vi. In the Sylva Sylvarum. ^
vii. In the fragmentary Medical Remarks, or Grains 
of Life.6
If a short review of the sources of information which 
the period was in the habit of using be made, Bacon's erudi­
tion becomes far from eccentric in appearance. There was a 
movement in England at the time, both among professional men 
and dabblers in the art, to vindicate the discussion of medi­
cine in English. In doing this, the sources of information 
in antiquity and later are given as competitive spurs to 
emulation. George Baker, in the preface to his translation 
of a medical collection of Gesner, writes in the foreword to 
"all young Practitioners both in Physicke and Chirurgerie".
1. Works, vol. vi.
2. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv, 474.
370 et seq.
3. Ibid., p. 379 et seq. Cf. Advancement. Works, vol.ill,/ 
Letters and Life, vol. iv, . See infra.
4. Works, vol. v, 252 et seq.
5. Cf. Works, vol. ii, 468 et seq.
6. Works, vol. iii, 827 et seq.
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"Surely, if that I did not feere to he too long in 
this Preface, I would prooue howe all Artes and 
sciences may be published in that tongue which is 
best understanded: as for example, Hippocrates, 
Galen, Paulus Aegineta, Aetius were Grecians and 
wrote all in the Greeke, to the perfect understand­
ing of their countrey men. Also Cornelius Celsus 
being a Latinist, wrote in the Latine. Avicen and 
Albucrasis, Arabians write in the Arabicke tongue. 
The external fame of which worthy men shall neuer 
bee extinguished or drovfned in obliuion, nor their
noble works for euer bee out of remembraunce:....
And now in these our daies, we see how other Nations 
doe foilowe their examples. For what kinde of 
science or knowledge euer was inuented by man, 
which is not now in the Italian or French? And 
what more prerogatiue haue they then we English men 
(of the which many learned men haue made sufficient 
proofe within these few yeares, fully to furnish 
and satisfie our nation with many goodly workes).
For our English is as meet and necessary for us, 
as is the Greeke for the Grecians."1
Bacon in relation to this attitude seems, if it is possible
to draw an analogy from his intention in general, conserva-
2
tive in his use of the language "ad filios" rather than the
language of common speech. But, apart from the question of
medium. Bacon, as has been shown, had read considerably in 
the field plotted by Baker. Thus he read Hippocrates,
1. The practise of the new and old phisicke.... Gathered 
out of the best and most approued Authors, by that excellent 
Doctour Gesnerus. Newly corrected and published in English, 
by George Baker, one .of the Queenes Maiesties chiefe Chirur- 
gians in ordinary. London. 1599. i*-iii .r.
2. See De Methodo sincera, sine ad filios Scientiarum.
Advancement. Works, vol.iii. 404. The "Enigmatical method" 
of writing of sciences, so that the vulgar could not under­
stand, might explain Bacon's use of Latin rather than English, 
and the cryptic "ad filios" used by him. For full discussion, 
see Preface, Works, vol.i. 87 et seq.
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refers to Galen, to Celsus, to the Arabians, apart from his
multifarious reading in simples and treatments for longevity.
that of
But it is not legitimate to compare Bacon's reading withya
professional writer like Baker. It is far more illuminating
to compare him with another dabbler in the art —  Sir Thomas
4
Elyot, whose Castel of Helth is an essay in the art, and 
illustrates the capaciousness of the receptive powers of 
Renaissance men of culture. Elyot also gives a list of his 
authorities. It is a list that makes Bacon's seem quite 
usual :
"... fore before that I was ... xx ... yeres olde^
a worshipfull physition ....  perceyuying me by
nature inclined to knowledge, rad unto me the 
workes of Galene, of temperamentes, natural 
faculties, the Introduction of lohanicius, with 
some of ye Aphorismes of Hippocrates. And after­
war de by mine owne study I radde ouer in order, 
the more parte of the warkes of Hippocrates,
Galen, Oribasius, Paulus, Celius, Alexander, 
Trallianus, Celsus, Plinius, y® one and the other, 
with Dioscorydes. Nor I dyd ommit to reade the 
longe Canones of Avicena, y® Commentaries of 
Averrois, y® practisis of Isake, Haliabhes, Rasys, 
Mesue, and also of the more part of them which
1. Cf. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 358.
2. Cf. ibid., 374, 384.
3. Cf. "The Greeks imputed much to opium, b’othfor health 
and prolongation of life; but the Arabs still more ; so that 
their higher medicines (which they call , 'God's Hands') 
have opium for their basis....". Works, vol.v. 270.
4. Corrected and augmented. London. 1541.
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were their aggregatours and folowers. And all 
thoughe I have neuer been at Motpellier, Padua, 
nor Salem, yet have I foûd some thynge in 
physicke, whereby I have taken no litle profyte 
concernynge myne owne helthe" 1
The period was then erudite in the art of medicine. It was 
extraordinarily so in the application of that erudition to 
the purpose of self-preservation.
A short excursion into the self-coddling literature 
of the period is illuminating. Diet was considered from 
several points of view, ranging from pure patriotism to 
pure self-indulgence. In a learned treatise "briefly com­
piled by Edward lenninges" is given "A briefe dicouery of
the damages that happened to this Realme by disordered and
2
uniawful1 diet" . The aim of this author is to point out 
benefits and commodities that might ensue upon a change of 
diet, and from subsequent remarks one infers that his treat­
ise was intended to encourage the eating of fish —  "for a 
better maintenance to the Nauie". The economic nature of 
his thesis does not preclude his citing the Scriptures as 
his text;
Romans 14. "Let not him that eateth despise him 
that eateth not. And let not him which eateth 
not, iudge him that eateth. For the kingdome
1. Ibid., The Proheme.
2. London, 1593.
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of God is not meate nor drinke, but righteousnes, 
and peace, and ioy in the holy Ghost."1
Similarly, the campaign on behalf of British self-support, 
produced a curious tract pointing out the sufficiency of 
English medicines: A Treatise wherein is declared the suf- 
ficiencie of English Medicines, for cure of all Diseases, 
cured with Medicines. The diseases against which these medi­
cines were preservative, were the familiar menaces of the
time : "Jaundice, Dropsie, Stone, Falling Sicknesse, Pesti- 
2
lence".
"Phisicke," says the author (the famous Timothy 
Bright), "is an art which taketh charge of the 
health of man, preseruing and mainteining it 
present by the right vse of meate, drinke, and 
exercise, with other such helpe of nature : and 
restoring the same decayed, by diet, medicine, 
helpe of hand, or surgerie instrument seuerally 
used, or by ioynt force applied. Which three 
are Physicke instruments, whereby the action of 
curing is performed, which action I call a 
remedie."5
There is a literature characteristic of the period, not only 
the property of professional medical men, but of men of cul­
ture in general, which forms a background for Bacon's search 
for self-preservation and the promotion of longevity, and 
which is well worth consideration as one of the facets cut 
in the brain of the time.
1. Ibid., title-page.
2. London. 1615.
5. Ibid., pp. 2, 3.
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The extraordinary reading that appears to be utilized 
in considering the question of Diet, was a characteristic 
feature of dietetic practice. Dr. Moffet (c. 1540-1604) 
illustrates the miscellaneous and varied detail that was 
collected, very well;
"What need I remember, that Moschus Antimolus the 
great Sophister lived all his Life-time only with 
Figs ; Stilpo only with Garlic, St. Genoveve the 
holy maid of Paris, 35 years only with Beans ; and 
Zoroaster, that silver-headed Nestor, 30 years in 
the Wilderness only with Cheese; cr that the kings 
of Egypt fed never upon more meats than either 
Veal or Goslings?"!
Even Caesar's testimony is adduced with vigour, as an item 
of information;
"It is remarkable that the old Britons abstained 
religiously from eating Hare, as we learn from 
Caesar de Bello Gallico L.5
Against such a background the Baconian remarks on various 
dietetic aberrations assume a reasonableness and a normality 
that is quite remarkable. Bacon, speaking of the Pythagore­
an diet, confines himself to the following examples:
"It seems to be approved by experience," he says,
"that a spare and almost Pythagorean diet, such 
as is prescribed by the stricter orders of monastic 
life, or the institution of hermits, which regarded 
want and penury as their rule, produces longevity."3
1. Moffet, op.cit., p. 361.
2. Ibid., p. 37.
5. Historia Vitae et Mortis. Works , vol.v. 277.
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Bacon appears to have collection certain examples of those 
who attained long life by mortification of the body. Thus 
he gives:
"It is certain that both the Simeons, Daniel Saba 
and other Stylises v/ere very l o n g - l i v e d ,
and —  in the Sylva Sylvarum:
"The Essenes and the Pythagoreans ever abstained 
altogether from eating of flesh: and the same 
superstition still prevails among some of the 
inhabitants of the Mogul Empire
He gives one or two instances of long-lived Pythagoreans.
But on the whole his attitude to such excessive self-morti­
fication in diet is hardly enthusiastic.
"Nor let me," he says, "be thought to favour the 
Manicheans and their diet if I reccomend a fre­
quent use of seeds, nuts, and roots, in meats or 
their preparation; since all bread, which is the 
firmament of all food, is made either of seeds 
or nuts
Bacon gives an interesting example of a modern "Pythagorean", 
finding perhaps a certain pleasure in juxtaposing examples 
of indulgence to examples of abstinence, and showing that 
abundance is more efficacious than moderation.
1. Ibid., p. 285.
2. Works, vol. ii. 44.
3. Historia Vitae et Mortis, Works, vol. v. 293.
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"A Pythagorean of monastic diet according to the 
stricter rules, or one exactly regulated like 
that of Cornaro, seems to have a strong tendency 
to prolong life. Yet on the other hand, of such 
as live freely in the common way, the greatest 
gluttons, and those most devoted to good living, 
are often found the most long-lived. The middle 
diet, which is esteemed temperate, is commended, 
and contributed to health, but not to longevity. 
For the stricter diet generates few spirits, and 
those of a sluggish nature, which consume the 
body less; and the freer diet affords abundant 
nourishment, which restores the body more ; but 
the middle diet does neither."!
Bacon again refers to Cornaro, approving up to a point the 
measured diet he adopted:
"But if the diet shall be a little more generous, 
and without so much rigour and mortification, yet 
so long as it is regular and consistent, it pro­
duces the same result (as the spare diet with
mortification of the flesh)  The regimen and
diet of Cornaro of Venice has demonstrated this 
well, seeing that for so many years he ate and 
drank by weight, whereby he exceeded 100 years 
of age, with his strength and senses unimpaired
But he cannot approve of the stringency of that "exact regu­
lation of food and diet which makes the preservation of life
its sole object, to the neglect of everything else (such as
3
that of Herodicus among the ancients and Cornaro of Venice 
in our days, though with more moderation).
1. Ibid., p. 261.
2. Ibid., p. 277.
3. Plato, Republic, iii.
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Bacon therefore seems to endorse the principle of regu­
larity in Cornaro, but not the excessive privation which the 
stricter form of that diet, imposed. An illustration of the 
work of Cornaro makes Bacon's point of view clear. Cor­
naro wrote four treatises on the subject of his diet, at the 
ages of 83, 86, 91 and 95, "with such a spirit of cheerful­
ness , religion and good sense, as are the eternal concomitants
1 2 
of temperance and sobriety". The four treatises were called:
i. Of a Sober and Regular Life.
ii. How to Cure a Bad Constitution.
iii. A Letter to Barbaro, Patriarch of Aquilei and 
description of Cornaro at that age.
iv. A short treatise of the Birth and Death of Man.
The first of these had an immense success in England, and 
part of it was translated by George Herbert and published in 
1633 at Cambridge, in a collection; "Hygasticon. or the Right 
Course of Preserving Life and Health into extream old Age... 
The second treatise gives an account of Cornaro's diet.
"What I eat is as follows: bread, soup, new laid 
eggs, veal, kid, mutton, partridges, pullets and 
pidgeons. Of sea-fish I choose to goldenis, and 
of river-fish the pike
1. Addison, Spectator, No. 195.
2. The first three were published at Padua, 1558.
3. Translation: the Pilgrim's Books. London, 1921. The 
Art of High Health, p. 240.
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"A poor old man who has not the wherewithal to purchase all
these", should, he says, be satisfied with "bread, broth and 
1
eggs".
"A man who is very old can hardly eat, because he 
can hardly digest what he eats ; a little serves 
his turn, and the yolk of an egg is a good meal 
to him." ^
In iv., speaking of the abridging of diets, among those who 
enter into monasteries, he says:
"Indeed, by persevering in their austerities, they 
would be looked upon as savants, and esteemed as 
those old patriarchs and ancient hermits who 
observed a constant sparingness in their diet and 
lived so long a time. They might even, at the 
age of six scoie, attain to so much grace as to be 
able to work miracles."3
"Since no man," he concludes triumphantly, "... can 
have a better physician than himself, nor a more 
sovereign antidote than a regimen, every one ought 
to follow my example; that is to study his own con­
stitution and to regulate his life according to 
the rules of right reason,"4
Bacon agrees entirely with Cornaro on the necessity for a 
regimen. But his regimen was far more elastic. Thus Bacon 
would never have restricted himself to a daily allowance of 
12 ozs. of solid food and 14 ozs. of wine. His attitude
1. Ibid., p. 241.
2. Ibid., p. 231.
3. Ibid., p. 268.
4. Ibid., p . 206.
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may be made clear by his allusion to Celsus's De Medicina
"Celsus," he says, "could never have spoken it as 
a physician, had he not been a wise man withal, 
when he giveth it for one of the great precepts 
of health and lasting, that a man do vary and 
interchange contraries, but with an inclination 
to the more benign extreme: use fasting and full 
eating, but rather full eating, watching and 
sleep, but rather sleep; sitting and exercise, 
but rather exercise, and the like. So shall 
nature be cherished, and yet taught masteries."!
These rules are given in the Essay and in the Historia.
There is a verbal resemblance between Bacon and his source, 
but the two are very different in intention. Celsus's words 
are :
"Caput primum quemadmodum sanos agere conueniat.
[S]Anus homo, qui & bene valet & sue spontis est: 
multis obligare se legibus debet: ac neq; medico: 
neq; alipta egere. Hunc oportet variü habere vitae 
gen[us] modo ruri esse: modo in vrbe, saepiusque 
in agro: nauigare; venari, quieseers interdum, sed 
frequetius se exercere. Siquidem ignauia corp[us] 
habetat: labor firmat; ilia maturam senectute, hie 
longam adolescetiam reddit."2
Bacon's "self-coddling" instincts would seem, therefore, to 
be well developed.
There is further interesting evidence of his reading 
of this type of literature. The use of oil appeals to him 
very much.
1. Works, vol. vi, 453, 454. Cf. vol.v, 262.
2. Celsus, Medicinae, lib.i, cap.1. Venice 1497.
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"Hippocrates/^ he writes, "upon two occasions, 
advises to wear clean clothes next to the skin 
In winter, but foul and smeared with oil In the 
summer. The reason whereof appears to be, that 
In summer the spirits exhale most, and therefore 
the pores of the skin should be stopped."1
Johannes de Temporlbus, the mythical Jean de Stampls (or 
d^Estampes), Is quoted as an example of the efficacy of 
such a treatment :
"Johannes de Temporlbus, who Is said to have 
reached the age of three hundred, on being asked 
how he had preserved himself, Is reported to 
have answered, ^By oil without, and honey within’
Pulgosus gives the story of loane Tampes’s age:
"Joannes eques tampes loco galllco ortus; qui 
(Sc Ipse', cum Carolo magno mllltault: cum lam 
unum (Sc sexaglnta, supra trecentos annos ulxlsset 
Imperante Conrado, secundo: salutIs anno supra 
mille centeslmo quadrageslmo sexto decesslt". ..
Egnatlus gives a similar argument:
"FACIT, loSnes Tampes miles Galllcus, ut supra 
dlctü à me Rlcardl exemplum certlus habeatur.
Qui, & Ipse constantl omnium scriptoium elus 
aetatls fide prodltus sit, ad trecenteslmum 
vitae annum valldo corpore, Integraque In prlmls 
mente vlxlsse. Vt qui cü eo agerant, non sine 
admlratlone semper versarentur,optarentq; slbl 
quique tam dluturnae tarnque foellcls vitae spatla."^
1. Hlstorla Vitae et Mortis, Works, vol. v. 285. Of.
Advancement, vol. 111. 373, and Hippocrates, De Salutal Diaeta.
2. Works, vol.v. 285.
etc.
3. De Dlctls/ Milan 1509, lib. vlll.
4. Op.clt., fol. 306r, v.
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The anecdote about the oil is generally told of Pollio 
Romulus and Augustus. It is given so, in Pliny. There is 
interesting evidence In Moffet, who gives the story correct 
ly, that It was a popular Illustration of the time:
"Pollio Romulus being ask’d by Augustus the 
Emperor how he lived so long. By nourishing, 
salth he, my Inwards,with Honey and my outward 
parts with 01I."1
Roger Bacon, In the translated Mlrrour for Alchlmy gives
2
the same anecdote,correctly deriving It from Pliny:
"For Plynle reporteth that there was a souldler 
lustie and strong both In body & mind, that con­
tinued healthy beyond the accustomed age of man, 
who when Qctavlanus Augustus asked him what he 
did that made him H u e  so long, made answere In 
a riddle, that he vsed oyle outwardly, and sweet 
wine Inwardly."5
Bacon-appears therefore to have confused two anecdotes,
4
possibly by an error of transcribing from his Notebooks.
It Is Interesting that he uses a further example which he 
could have found In this work of Roger Bacon’s. He quotes 
from the fable which Is given by the Friar as:
"In like manner the Queen of Tormery In great 
Britany, seeking after a white Hart, lighted upon 
an Oyntment, wherewith the Keeper of the forrest
1. Op. cit., p. 287.
2. Pliny (by Holland), op.clt., llb.xxll, cap.23 (p.136). 
"... Pollio answered (Augustus), By using honyed wine within, 
and olle without."
3. The Mlrrour of Alchlmy composed by the famous Fryer 
Roger~Bachon, 1597, p.70.
4. For which see Chapter V.
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had noynted his whole bodle, the soles of his 
feete onely excepted; he lived three hundreth 
yeares without corruption, save that he was 
troubled with goute in his feete."!
Roger Bacon also makes several illusions to Artephius, who 
is mentioned by Bacon, and comes to the conclusion:
"And if we will seek out the accidental cause of 
this corruption, we shall finde that it proceed- 
eth not from the heauen nor anie thing else, but 
for lacke of a due regiment of health."2
It seems possible, therefore, that Bacon was acquainted with 
what of Roger Bacon’s was available at his time.
Finally, Bacon’s borrowings from Marsilius Ficinus, 
will serve to illustrate the sort of diet which he himself 
favoured. Ficinus provides Bacon with one or two examples, 
and some general Dietetic medicine. In the paper Medical 
Remains, Bacon gives four precepts for the prolongation of 
life:-
15. Four precepts. To break off custom To shake 
off the spirits ill-disposed. To meditate on 
youth. To do nothing against a man’s genius.
He says again:
"Ficinus says well, that old men, to comfort 
their spirits should frequently recall and 
ruminate on the acts of childhood and youth."
1. Ibid., p.71. Of. F. Bacon, Works, vol.v. 266. (Tormery 
Formery. See Ellis, Works, vol.il. 158. Footnote*1.)
2. Ibid,, p. 72. Cf. F. Bacon, ibid. The crux with regard 
to the Magnum Opus has no place in this argument ; the effort 
to prove that Francis Bacon read this work has been several 
times unsuccessful.
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In Ficinus’s De Vita this is given as "Ludos quosda & mores, 
quod decet olim ante pueritiae revocent", but as Ellis has 
pointed out,
"the context shows that Ficinus recommends the 
resumption of the amusements and habits of boy­
hood, not merely the habitual recollection of 
them".
Bacon alludes twice more to the work:
"But the conceit of Ficinus to renew the strength 
of old men by sucking blood out of the arm of a 
healthy young one, is very foolish."!
2
from Ficinus’s chapter VIII, and the
"Ficinus says, and that not in joke, that the 
laying of the young maid in David’s bosom 
would have done him good, but that it came 
too late".
from
"Spiritum odoribus praesertim vini recreent. 
Meminerint puerile non esse, puerile illud 
Avicennae fomentum; factum quidem à Dauide: 
sed tardius fortê factum"
1. Historia Vitae et Mortis, Works, vol. v. 307.
2. Of. Moffet, op. cit., pp. 139, 140. "But of all other 
I wonder most at Marsilius Ficinus, a most famous Scholer 
and accounted for a good Catholick, who hath there written 
of the use of mans blood. No doubt (saith he) the milk of
a young and sound woman is very restorative for old men, but 
the liquor of mans blood is far better; while old women- 
witches knowing to be true, they get young children unto
them ....., and suck their blood to preserve their own
health and life... Wherefore I advise them (old men) to suck 
an ounce or two of blood...."
3. De Vita Producenda. London. 1560, cap.8 (pp. 94, 95).
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Bacon’s dietetic doctrine, then, is concerned chiefly 
with recreation, resuscitation, renewal and cherishing of 
the spirit. He is tireless in his search for effective 
methods of accomplishing this. It is interesting, by way 
of conclusion, to illustrate this utilitarian aspect in its 
relation to an apparently unconnected subject —  "Gardens". 
Thus Bacon’s Of Gardens is not an essay in magnificence so 
much as in method for recreation of the spirits. His in­
sistence on the use of flower and earth perfumes in the 
Historia will give proof enough of the connection:
"Leaves falling in woods and hedges towards the 
close of autumn, and most of all dying strawberry 
leaves, supply a good coolness to the spirits.
The smell of violets, wall-flowers, bean-blossoms, 
sweet briar and clary, taken while they are grow­
ing, is of a like nature."!
And the anecdote of"a nobleman" is both pleasing and apposite:
"I knew also a nobleman, who lived to a great age, 
who every morning, directly he awoke, had a clod 
of fresh earth placed beneath his nose for him to 
smell."2
3
In the Memoranda (or notebook compiled in 1608) it is not 
therefore surprising to find the remarks on the replotting 
of Bacon’s garden, followed immediately by Memoriae Valetud- 
inis.
!• ^orks, vol. V. 275.
2. Ibid.
3. For which see Chapter V.
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Baconian Simples: A Miscellany.
To illustrate the hodge-podge of erudition and in­
formation that forms a background for the various "remedies" 
which Bacon gives, one or two examples may be given.
i . Cosmetics.
Bacon divides the discussion of Man’s body into
(Health (Medicine
(Pleasure (Arts of Pleasure Sensual
The notion of Cosmetic as a part of Physic is usual in the 
time. "For Cosmetic," writes Bacon,
"it hath parts civil and parts effeminate.....
for cleanness of body it was ever esteemed to 
proceed from a due reverence to God, to society, 
and to ourselves. As for artificial decoration, 
it is well worthy of the deficiencies which it 
hath, being neither fair enough to deceive, nor 
wholesome enough to please."
Thus briefly Bacon passes by a whole series of treatises 
from Porta to Wecker, dealing with Cosmetic as a part of 
Physic. An amusing rehash in English of Wecker’s treatise, 
called
1. Advancement, Works, vol. ill. 578.
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"Cosmetlcke or the Beautifying Parts of Physick, 
by which all the deficiencies of nature in Man 
and Woman are corrected, Age reversed. Youth 
prolonged, and the least impediment from a Hair 
to a Tooth fairly emended"!
makes, by its title the connection with the Life-versus- 
Death movement of the period.
ii. "Remedies" .
Bacon’s remedies are, since many of them are to be 
2
found in Wecker, not unusual at the time. One or two ex­
amples of the more incredible type, may be briefly indicated
"Methusalem Water 
  generally against the dryness of age."
" ....  Take crevisses very new ... boil them
a week in claret wine...
Then put the shell powder and pearl powder to­
gether, and add to them of ginger one scruple, 
and of white poppy-seed half a scruple ......
Add to it, etc."5
These remarks take on a new colour when they are padded out 
by information from other theorists:
"Crevisses and Shrimps," writes Dr. Moffet, "were 
appointed by God, saith Dorian, as Athenaeus 
writeth, for queesy Stomachs, and give also a 
kind of Exercise for such as be weak."....*^
1. 1660.
2. Antidotorum Spec. (1588). See Ellis, Works, vol. ii, 
155, footnote (2],
3. Medical Remains. Works, vol.iii. 829.
4. Moffet, op. cit., p. 270.
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"White poppy-seed" is praised by several writers:
"Another Class of Medicines, which give Relief 
in an acid Acrimony, consists of such Substances 
as sheath and Spicula, or sharp Points of the 
Acid; and prevent their Action on the sensible 
Membranes, and at the same time defend the ner­
vous Fibres from its Acrimony.... Amongst these 
are the following:-
Almonds, both sweet and bitter.
Pistachio Nuts.
Common Nuts.
Filberts.
Walnuts.
Cocoa Nuts, of which class Chocolate is made. 
Seeds of the White Poppy, 
etc. "!
Hall, in his Table of Simples by Lanfranc, gives "the
why te seade of Papaueris Sativi" as provoking sleep, adding
2
"and therefore it is eaten with bread and with hony". Finally,
by turning from self-preservation 
to self-indulgence proper, it is possible to illustrate the 
literary background of one of the stable delicacies of the 
time, the "heating Artichoke", which Bacon characteristically 
considers under the head "Experiments for Profit".
In a paper of jottings (published in Baconiana, p . 158) 
among "Sudden Thoughts of the Lord Bacon’s set down by him 
under the title of "Experiments for Profit", with certain 
scientific experimental remedies, like "Building of chimnies,
1. Ibid., pp. 22-23.
2. Chirurgia parua Lanfqanci, 1565, p. 82.
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furnaces and ovens to give heat with less wood" and "Reccver-
ing of pearl, coral, turchoise colour, by a conservatory of
snow", occurs the domestic remark —  "Multiplying and dress- 
1
artichokes". When Elizabeth stayed at Gorhambury in 1597, 
the accounts were large ; they include:
"Necessaries, Herbs, Flowers and Artichokes.
Item in Necessaries 18(.5s.9d. In Herbs,
Flowers and Artichokes 6^.15s.lOd., etc."2
Oldys’s introduction to Dr. Moffet’s medical treatise 
explains the insistence on the artichoke.
"Another early particular he [Moffet] takes notice 
of in the Compass of his own Time, is that when 
he tells us he remember’d when Artichokes were 
such Dainties in England as to have been sold for 
a crown a piece; and yet we find they did grow 
there, some Years before he was born; tho’ it 
appears that they were then so scarce, as to be 
accounted a Present fit for a King; and some of 
the Nobility and Gentry who raised them in their 
Gardens did send them as Presents to King Henry 
VIII. There seems to have been settled rewards 
appointed for the Servants who brought these, and 
some other Garden-Products to the court ; particu­
larly in a very curious and authentic Manuscript 
we have had the Opportunity of inspecting, con­
taining the Disbursements of the King’s Privy 
Purse, for above three years, sign’d at the End 
of every Month by his own hand, one Article is 
this —  ’Anno 22^ Regis, March 19th. Paid to a
1. See vol.vi, p. 822.
2. See Progresses of Elizabeth, J. Nichols, vol.ii. 57.
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"Servant of Master Treasurer’s in Reward for bring- . 
ing Archecokks to the King’s Grace, to York Place, 
S/4d.’ ... The speaking whereof reminds us of hav­
ing seen an old Painting, sometime in the Possession 
of Heneage late Earl of Winchelsea, and likely to 
appear in print for the Vertue, representing the 
Ring’s sister Mary Queen Dowager of France, with 
her husband Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk ; and 
in her Hand an Artichoke, with a Caduceus stuck 
in it; how fully accounted for we know not, by 
those who conceive, there is in it rather an em­
blematical historical Signification."1
3. Some Light on the Baconian Deficiencies of Medicine
(a) The Indictment of Physicians.
"The master of the ship is judged by the directing 
his course aright, and not by the fortune of the 
voyage. But the physician, and perhaps the poli­
tique, hath no particular acts demonstrative of 
his ability, but is judged most by the event ; 
which is ever but as it is taken: for who can tell, 
if a patient die or recover, or if a state be pre­
served or ruined, whether it be art or accident?
And therefore many times the impostor is prized, 
and the man of virtue taxed. Nay we see the weak­
ness and credulity of men is such that they will 
aften prefer a montabank or witch before a learned
physician."2
It is because of the preponderance of quacks and false 
practitioners, explains Bacon, that the medical profession
1. Moffet, op. cit.. Introduction, pp. xi, xii.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 371.
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has grown careless.
"Even this, that physicians say to themselves, as 
Salomon expresseth it upon an higher occasion;
If it befal to me as hefalleth to the fools, why 
should I labour to be more wise?^*l
A certain colour is given to the background of Bacon’s in­
dictment (of careless medical practitioners) by the médecin 
malgré lui idea current in the literature of the period. A
more definite attack is levelled at cheats and quacks by
2
John Hall, Chururgien, in his Historiall Expostulation: 
against the beastlye abuses, both of Chirurgerie, and 
Physike, in our time. He collects, by way of protest, 
several examples of the type of deception practised. For 
instance :
"Item, in the yere. 1562. there came to the town 
of Maidstone, an olde felowe who tooke it upon 
him to heale all diseases, as a profounde physitien 
whom (for because men had been so deluded by divers 
former deceiuers) I caused to be examined before 
the officers of the said towne. And when he was 
asked his name, he said John Bewly, secodly v/her 
he dwelt, and he answered at London, in the old 
"bayly, against syr Roger Chamley: Thirdly, if he
were a physitien, he sayde yea. Fourthly, where 
he learned that arte, and he sayde by his owne 
study. Fiftly where he studied it, he answered, 
in his owne house. Sixtly, what authours he had 
redde. He sayde Eliote and others. Seuenthly, 
we asked him what other : and he sayd he had
1. Advancement. Works, vol.iii. 372.
2. Appended to his Anatomye. London, 1565. See fol. 
Bbbii.r.
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"forgotten. Eightly we asked him what were the 
names of Eliotes bookes: he sayd, he remembered 
not. Then we brought him an Englyshe booke to 
reade, which he refused: but when he was com- 
maunded to reade, he desired us to be good to him; 
for he was a poore man, and in deede coulde not 
reade: and sayde, that he intended not to tary 
there, but to repayre home agayne. This being 
done in a sondaye, after euensong: his host was 
bounde for his foorth coming the next dàie: when 
upon his humble sute, he was let goe: being warned 
with exhortations to leaue such false and naughty 
deceytes."
Andrew Borde gives a similar warning in his Breuiary of 
1
Helth:
"0 lorde, what a great detriment is this to the 
noble science of phisicke, that ignoraunt per­
sons wyl enterpryse to medle with the ministracion 
of phisicke, that Galen, prince of phisicions, in 
his Terapeutic doeth reprehends and disprove say- 
eng, ’If Phisicions had nothing to do with Astronomy, 
Geometry, Logycke, and other sciences, Coblers,
Curryars of lether. Carpenters and Smythes, and al 
such maner of people wolde leave theyr craftes, 
and be Phisicions, as it appeareth nowe a dayes 
that many Coblers be, fye on such ones!"
Finally, the popularity of the "quack" in contemporary drama, 
testifies to his existence in society. Ford will furnish an 
eloquent illustration:
"Diabolo! 0 these lousy close-stool empirics, 
that will undertake all cures, yet know not the 
causes of any diseases! Dog leeches!"2
1. c .1655. Extract from Boorde ’ s Breuary. E.E.T.S.,op.cit., 
pp. 84, 85.
2* Lover’s Melancholy.
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(b) Comparative Anatomy,
The second deficiency mentioned by Bacon concerns 
Comparative Anatomy.
"And wherefore," he writes, "I say that Simple 
Anatomy is handled most lucidly, but that Com­
parative Anatomy is wanting. For men inquire 
well of the several parts, and their substances, 
figures, and collocations ; but the diversities 
of the figure and condition of those parts in 
different men, they observe not."!
Bacon, it will be. seen, uses the term "Anatomia comparâta"
in his own sense, to denote comparative anatomical conditions,
and not in the general received sense of comparison with ani- 
2
mal structure. His review of contemporary anatomical prac­
tice, given in the Advancement, is interesting:
"for they [surgeons] inquire of the parts, and 
their substances, figures, and collocations ; but 
they inquire not of the diversities of the parts, 
the secrecies of the passages, and the seats of 
nestling of the humours, nor much of the foot­
steps and impressions of diseases: the reason of 
which omission I suppose to be, because the first 
inquiry may be satisfied in the view of one or two 
anatomies ; but the latter, being comparative and
casual, must arise from the view of many".^
The study of Anatomy was not, however, being carried on by
1. De Augmentis (translated), Works, vol. iv. 385. Cf.
Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 374.
2. Comparative Anatomy in this sense, is as old as Aris- 
totle (Hist. An.) and was carried on uninterrupted, with a 
few exceptions such as the work of Celsus.
3. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 374. Cf. De Augmentis, 
vol. ii. 385.
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students with quite that equanimity that Bacon seems to im­
ply . There was in England, among the surgeons of the time, 
a spirit of self-criticism and reproach of received methods, 
that is quite remarkable. It is no doubt possible that 
Bacon was unaware of the work of Hall in this direction 
from the "chirurgien’s" point of view. In his review of 
the "beastlie abuses both of Chirurgerie, and Physicke, in 
oure tyme". Hall bursts into reproachfull verse, addressed 
to his fellow-surgeons:-
"In natural1 Philosophye,
Thy studye shoulde be bente;
To know eche herbe, shrubbe, roote and tree, 
Muste be thy good intente."
# # # # #
"But chieflye the Anatomye,
Ye ought to understands:
If ye will cure well anye things. 
That ye do take in hands."1
In the Epistle unto the youngs studentss of Chirurgerie, 
prefixed to the Anatomye, he is more explicit, in prose:
"Therefore Galen, the Prince of physiciens, in the 
vi. boke of his therapeutike methods affirmeth, 
that Chirurgiens being ignorant of the Anatomie, 
may erre in many thingss, specially in their in­
cisions. For (sayeth he) if they knew what unitie 
and combination the members of the body haue with 
one another, and howe they procédé : If hurt happen
1. The Espostulation, op.cit., fol. Dddiiii.r., v
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unto thé, thei might perceive whether the nerues 
or other mehers hauing proper office or nedfull 
action be cut or not: and so to iudge truly of 
their worke, and to be certeyne in their incisions."
He adds, decisively:
"To the confirmation of whiche sentence, Henricus 
de Ermundavilla, compareth the chirurgien ignorant 
in Anatomy, to a blynde ma whyche would hewe a 
piece of tymber."!
On the other hand, there was considerable activity 
among professional chirurgiens for the promotion of their 
art, which, as has been indicated, some responsible spirits 
felt to be lacking, possibly in comparison with the immense 
energy expended in medical research, in Italy, particularly 
at Padua. &  is impossible to decide whether Bacon was voicing 
their cause, or speaking in ignorance of their activities.
The fact that in speaking of the inhumanity of anatomizing 
a "living subject" Bacon alludes to Celsus, and not to any 
modern school of thought, Italian or English, might indicate 
ignorance or contempt of contemporary methods. This is 
borne out by the fact that Bacon appears to be in ignorance 
of the work of Harvey, for he makes no allusion to it. There 
was considerable application in England. For instance, 
Helkiah Crooke , "Physitian and Professor in Anatomy", in
1. A very frutefull and necessary briefe vvorke of Anatomie, 
1565. fol. A.l.r.
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1
his Microcosmographia, first printed by Jaggard in 1615, and 
dedicated "Serenissinio potentossimo, literalissimoq; Principi 
ac Domini Nostro Jacobo", sums up this activity. In the 
Preface to Chirurgiens, Crooke writes:
"But because it is now a long time since your 
Banister (that good old man) first presented you 
with a seruice of this kind, and no man hath 
seconded him: I have adventured to commit unto 
you these first fruités of my untainted fame..."
Of all arts, he believes, none is to necessary to the Chirur­
gien as that of Anatomy. He proceeds to give an interesting 
list of works which sums up the activity that had been going 
on, and the attitudes adopted to it. Speaking of work in 
translation he says:
"Amongst the rest D. Cawdwel sometimes President 
of the Colledge of Physitians in London, first
translated Moores Tables, and (a learned man
though he was), was not ashamed to do that seruice 
to his country as to make himselfe, as some un­
worthily and scornfully terme it, A bridge for 
asses to passe ouer by. He also promised Qribasius 
de Laqueis, which his labor seerneth to have bene 
interrupted by his death or otherwise lost, to the 
great detriment of Chyrurgery. But for Anatomy he 
did not only take paines in it, but was also at 
great cost to cut the Figures in Brasse, which he
left remaining in your hands (my Maisters of Chur-
ugery), as a testiniony of his great desire to 
further your profiting in that part. Moreouer 
that honourable person the Lord Lumley erected a 
Chirurgery Lector in the Colledge of Physitians,
1. Edition used: Printed by Tho. Cotes, 1634. A book held 
to be invaluable by the medical profession of the time, but 
unwieldy, Alexander Rheade, for Jaggard, made a brief of it, 
called ‘‘The Manvall, ... with Tables and Diagrams. 1638.
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allowing llberall maintenance to a D.oct. of Phisick 
to read the same twice a weeke, partly in Latine 
and partly also in English for the use of the 
Chyrurgeans, and to go over the whole body of 
Anatomy euery year a part
Crooke adds:
"which Lecture is not so duly followed, and fre­
quented, as it is performed at this time by Dr 
Dauies, of whom I cannot but make worthy mention tt
But though Crooke is gloomy about the enthusiasm of 
students for Anatomy, he is enthusiastic about the perfection 
of the art itself. He certainly does not confine his idea of 
anatomizing to "one or two anatomies".
"... thirtie, yea fortie yeares practise (which are 
more than the dales of my life) in dissection, and 
a hundred bodies more or lesse, small and great 
euery yeare, hath been thought little enough to , 
make an Anatomist fit to teach this learned age...".
He gives the names of those who have "written of the matter
2
of anatomy", among them, Mundinus Carpus, Thomas de Zerbis, 
Crooke concludes with a reference to the flourishing medical 
schools of Italy:
"Finally within those three or four years lulius 
Casserius the Anatomist of Padua in Italy, set 
forth an elegant Booke of the flue sences
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., lib.1, cap. xxiiii, p,25.
3. Ibid., p.26.
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It may be, therefore, that Bacon was unaware of this activ­
ity going on among professional English men at the time, 
and of the anxiety with v/hich the practice of Anatomy was 
being considered. His interest in practical medicine seems 
derived wholly from the ancients, and from mediaeval Arabic 
influences, with no relation, except by accident, to con­
temporary activity. The problem requires more specialised 
scientific attention than it is the aim of this study to 
give. But it may be stated as rising out of the study of 
Bacon’s background. Bacon was in no sense a specialist, 
except in the personal art of self-preservation. It would 
be interesting to know how far his apparent ignorance of 
professional activity extends.
In conclusion, therefore, it is fair to say that Bacon, 
while possibly ignorant of the more ideally scientific accom­
plishments of medicine, yet took a large part in exploiting 
the interest in ways of life and habits of diet. In this he 
was in no way extraordinary, but a good Elizabethan and 
Jacobean, upholding a tradition of culture which was the 
property of the age and part of Bacon’s mental environment.
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CHAPTER II
BACON AND THE IDEA OF HISTORY 
A Study In Relationships
The Idea of history was a Renaissance accomplishment: 
it occupied the minds of statesmen and princes, it was the 
rhetoricians’ substitute for the mediaeval justification by 
Aristotle, it was the science of seIf-advancement and the 
source of worldly wisdom. It is impossible to appreciate 
the Baconian plan of history, and the ideas which Bacon puts 
forward for an English History, without taking into consider­
ation the background of historical study, its motives and 
its peculiar features, which stretches from Italy across 
Europe to England, and forms what can only be termeda Euro­
pean attitude of mind as a setting for the Baconian erudition 
The idea of history was congenial to the age. It was 
gratifying to Italian despots to feel that they had success­
ful precedents in Roman history, at a time when they were
endeavouring to centralize the power of the state in them- 
1
selves. It followed naturally that artists —  dependents
1. Einstein, Lewis: The Italian Renaissance in England 
(1902), pp. 286, 287.
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upon these potentates —  should theorize about the excellence 
of history. The notion, Italian in inspiration, spread 
through Europe as a necessary adjunct to Italian politics. 
Italian treatises on history were generally dedicated to 
princes or potentates. In the same way Polydore Vergil, an 
Italian in England, dedicated his English History to the 
king, and Bacon his History of Henry VII to James I. Even 
the neo-platonic cult of dedicating such works to ladles of 
position was not without its English counterpart. Ammirato 
dedicates his Discorsi "Alla Serenissime Madama Christiana 
di Lorenzo, Gran Dvchessa di Toscano": with no less grace, 
the Englishman Edmund Bolton, dedicates his Hypercritica to 
Lady Harington.
A brief survey of the historical outlook in England 
will concretize this general Renaissance attitude to history. 
There is a superabundance of uncollected material which 
makes selection difficult. It is convenient to take examples 
from the prefaces to English translations of classical his­
torians, in which the translator is generally explicit not 
only as to the merits of ancient history, but also as to the 
various uses of the study of historians. First, then, the 
kingly interest is immediately apparent. Edward V i ’s pat­
ronage of works like The hystory writtone by Thucidides the 
Athenyan of the warre, which was betwene the Peloponesians
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and the Athenyana, translated out of Prenche into the Eng-
lyshe language by Thomas Nicolls Citizeine and Goldsmith of
1 2 
London, and Elizabeth’s Englishings, gave lustre to the
idea of history. History was, moreover, regarded as a
practical support in the business of living.
"The delyghte wee receyve by reading histories, is 
in every way singulars, a soveraigne medicine for 
the cares of the minde, a speedy remedy for the 
grief es of the body. So that Alphonsus King of 
Spayne left by Phisicke as incurable, recovered 
his health by readyng Livy.3
But the great merit of history, as opposed to poetry, was 
that it dealt with facts, with practical experience, and 
therefore it was held to be a province in which experience 
might be vicariously acquired and turned to profit.
"It is man alonly that knoweth nothing without 
teachynge, neither to go, nor speake, neyther to 
eate, nor fynally to do any thynge, that is in 
the worlds, without teachyng, excepte it be to 
wepe. So that this pytifull ignoraunce hath
1. Imprinted the xxv day of July in the yeare of oure 
Lorde God a Thousands, fyfe hundred and fyftye. The "tenoure" 
of the king’s privilege was for seven years, on the under­
standing that the recipient intended "contynuing in that his 
vertuous exercyse..."
2. Described as "rare and excellent translations of His­
tories (if I may call them translations which have so infin- 
itelie exceeded the originals)" by Henry Seville. Dedication 
to the Translation of Tacitus - The Ende of Nero aiyi Begin­
ning of Galba (1591). Cf. "Her Ma^7 ... translated a peece 
of Salust de Bello lugusthino but in what yeere of her Raigne 
I finde not". - J^ .G. (17/3/03) . [Queen Elizabeth’s English­
ing s , E.E.T.S., p. XV.]
3. The Famous History of Herodotus ... Nine Books (1584) 
by B.ÏÏT (The Tudor Translations.} See the Dedication to 
Mayster Robert Dormer.
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geuen place and auctoryte unto the Proverbe 
Italian, which sayeth, that a man muste be borne 
wyse or els be borne twoo tymes."l
In accumulating the wisdom of past historians the Renaissance 
man appears to have felt he was stealing a march on time.
A certain naïveté in this belief turns into practical cunning 
as men of letters consider its possibilities.
"Amongest all those, that have by theyr wrytinge, 
beautifyed the Greke & Latyn tonge, none are sup­
posed ... so much to have profited mortall affaires 
as Historiographers, who have faythfully reduced 
into writynge the actes and deades of such, as in 
fame (either good or evyll) have passed thys transi- 
torye lyfe. They have put before our eyes, the 
lyves, manors and doinges of all sortes of men,... 
the whiche theyr posteritie maye, as in a paynted 
Table beholde: and thereby learne to profyte as 
well the Common wealths, as their owne private 
estate... For yf Use (as sayeth Afranius) hath en­
gendered wysedome: and Memorye as the Moother, hath 
brought her into lyghte: who oughte to be more sage 
and discrete, then they which reteyne in memorie 
the deades, <Sc manors, not only of one age, or Citie, 
but of al ages, & naoiouns?"2
"Hereupon," writes Amiot in North’s translation, "it 
riseth that Plato the wise saith, that the name of 
historié was given to this recording of matters to 
stay the fleeting of our memorie, which otherwise 
would be lost, and retayne little." 3
1. Thomas Nicolls, op. cit.. Prologue, fol. iiii.r.
2. The Hystory of Herodian (1550?) translated Nicholas 
Smyth"! See the Dedication to Wyllyam, Earle of Pembroke.
3. North’s Lives (1579). Amiot to the Reader.
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"History," says Bacon, "has reference to the Memory."
It is upon this ground that Renaissance theory of history 
takes its stand. History as collective memory has many justi­
fications. It has also in Renaissance theory, many subdivi­
sions. It is here that the Baconian power of schématisation 
is fully exercised.
It is simplest to visualize Bacon’s conception of his­
tory and its divisions, by formalising after the manner of
his contemporary rhetoricians, part of the second Book of the 
2
Advancement.
Memory— > HISTORY
Natural
CIVIL
f Of Creatures 
\ Of Marvels 
L Of Arts
r Memorials
( Commentaries 
1 Registers
i Chronicles Lives
Narrations
Ecdlesisstical
Antiquities
Of Prophecy
(Fables 
IFragment3
rProphetic 
I Accomplished
Augmented by "History 
Ecclesiastical Proper" 
(De Aug.).3
^ Literary (deficient)
1. De Augment is. Works, Vol. Iv, 292. Of. Deschiptio Globi 
Intellectualis, vol. V, 503. Fragment of History of Henry V I H  
etc. (l605)” Vol. Vi, 17.
2. Advancement of Learning. Works, Vol. iii, 329, et seq.
3. Works, vol. iv, 312.
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"Thus much," says Bacon, "... concerning History; 
which is that part of learning which answereth to 
one of the cells, domiciles or offices of the 
mind of man, which is that of Memory."!
Like all perfect plans. Bacon’s involves its creator 
in a certain amount of explanation and in a tendency to 
categorise unduly, and in many cases, irregularly. But, 
allowing for the Baconian habit of cutting across received 
schemes and using received terminology in its own way, it 
is possible to regard the plan of history as a response to 
the stimulus of Italian theorists in the same field, and as 
a map of his own reading of historical theory and works. As 
a preliminary, however, it is necessary to dispose of the 
Baconian terminology. In his plan of Civil History, which 
together with the division Ecclesiastical History, forms 
the main field for Renaissance discussions of History, Bacon 
includes Commentaries and Registers as part of the sylva for 
history. The use of the term "commentary" incolves him in 
an explanation:
"Commentaries are they whiph set down a continuance 
of the naked events and actions without the motives, 
or designs, the counsel, the pretext, the occasion, 
and other passages of action: for this is the true 
nature of a Commentary: though Caesar in modestie 
mixed with greatness, did for his pleasure apply the 
name of a commentary to the best history of the 
world."2
1. Advancement, pp. 342, 343. Cf. De Augment is. Works, 
vol. iv, 292, et seq.
2. Advancement, p. 333.
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1
It is interesting that Ascham in his less ambitious scheme
joins the names of Livy and Caesar as writers of commentariss
—  a classification which would have seemed nonsense to Bacon,
since neither Livy nor Caesar wrote "Commentaries" in the
Baconian sense. Of Chronicles and Registers, then. Bacon
himself used for his History of Henry VII such materials as
were put at his disposal by Sir Robert Cotton. "Antiquities
and Remnants of History" Bacon considers to include proverbs,
monuments, private records and such evidences as have "casu-
3
ally escaped the deluge of time". The collecting of proverbs
was a habit of the time, because, quite naturally, they were
held to crystallize the wisdom of past collective experience.
Bacon’s many citations of proverbs, his inclusion of numbers
4
of them in his Promus of Formularies and Elegancies, where 
they were noted for future reference, testify to his interest 
in and collection of such fragments of ancient wisdom and —  
in keeping with the Renaissance tradition —  of worldly 
wisdom, as he could save from the deluge of time by his own
1. (Diaria
i»
(Justam Historiam
Scholemaster, Book II; Works, edited Giles. 1864, vol. 
iii, p. 242.
2. See Spedding, Preface, Works, vol. vi, 4.
3. Advancement, p. 333.
4. Cf. Works, vol. vii, 202, 203.
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efforts. All these Bacon consigns to the care of "industri 
ous persons” and proceeds to sketch in some detail his con­
ception of "Just and perfect history” which he describes as 
including
Chronicles (of times),
Lives (or persons), and
Narrations or Relations (of actions).
He concludes his survey with an outline of Ecclesiastical
History, and a discussion of some appendages to History.
(1) The Baconian Justification and Scheme of History; 
Relations and Affinities.
"I am not altogether ignorant," writes Sir Walter 
Raleigh, "in the laws of history and of the kinds. 
The same hath been taught by many, but by no man 
better and with greater brevity than by that ex­
cellent learned gentleman Sir Francis Bacon."1
Bacon’s historical dicta and general plan may be 
regarded as responsive to the stimulus of Italian theorists 
in the same field and as a map of Bacon’s own reading in 
ancient and modern history.
1. History of the World. Preface
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A. Bacon and the Theory of History.
In the theory of History, Italy, whose interest in 
Roman history had been renewed and stimulated by the revival 
of the study of Roman law at Bologna and Padua, and by the 
political apotheosis of the "State”, set the pace for Europe. 
A brief outline of the activity that was going on, both in 
Italy and in the rest of Europe, will serve to illustrate 
the wide-spread permeation of historical theory. Great 
numbers of formal treatises (in Latin and the vernacular) 
on the writing of history, came through the Italian press, 
among them, for instance
Robortelli’s De Historiae Facultate ..• 1548
Patrizzi’s Della Historia............... 1560
Toscanella’s Trattato in Materia dello
Scrivere Istoria ... 1567
Viperano* s De Historia Scribenda ... 1569
Riccoboni’s De Historia 77. ... 1568
Ammirato’s Discorsi sopra Cornelio Tacito i594
Ducci’s Ars Historica ......... 1604
Beni’s De Historica Scribenda ... 1611
In France, works like Bodin’s Methodus ad Facilem Histori- 
arum Cognitionem, 1566, popularised Italian ideas. There 
was, moreover, a considerable vogue for collections of works 
of this kind, which included also certain of the achievements 
of the ancients in this sphere. For instance, thirteen 
treatises were published in a volume, beginning with Bodin’s
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Methodus, at Basle —  ex Petri Pernae Offlclna —  in 1576, 
oum privilegio. The list of contents gives a fair idea of 
the range of the subject
1. lOAN BODINI, Andegavensis Methodvs-historica. 
ii. PR. PATRITII, Dialogi xde Historia. 
iii. lOAN. PONTANUS, de Historia. 
iv. PR. BALDVINVS, de Historia vniversa, & eius 
cum lurisprudent1a Coniunctione, lib. 2.
V. SEBASTINI POXII, Morzilli de Historica Institutione. 
Vi. lOAN. ANTO. VIPERANÜS, de Scribenda Historia. 
vii. PR. ROBERTELLVS, de Historia. 
viii. DIONYSIVS HALICARNASSVS, de Thucydidis historia 
iudiciü, cum Duditij Praefatione. 
ix. VBERTVS POLIETTA, de Rations scribendae historiae, 
& de Similitudine normae Polybianae.
X. DAVID CHRYSTAEVS, de recta instituenda Historiae
lectionel
xi. LVCIANVS SAMOSATENSIS, de scribenda Historia. 
xii. SIMON GRINAEVS, de Vtilitate legendae historiae. 
xiii. CAELIVS SECVNDVS, de eadem.
This list ia interesting because it cites ancient and modem 
writers, and represents more than one nation among the 
modems —  Italian, Spanish and French. A further proof of 
the permeation of the idea of history may be taken from a 
glance at the many translations of some of these treatises. 
They were generally published in the Latin and/or in the 
vernacular, and then further translated. For instance, 
Ammirato’s famous Discorsi ... sopra Cornelio Tacito (Blorenza 
1594), had by 1619 made its way into the flourishing culture 
of Lyons as "Discours politiques et militaires sur Corneille
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1
Tacite". Patrizzi’s treatise (1560) appears in England as 
early as 1574 as the
"True Order and Methods of Wryting and Reading 
Hystories, according to the precepts of Francisco 
Patricio, and Accontio Tridentino, two Italian 
writers, no lesseplainly than briefly set forth 
in our vulgar speech for the great profite and g 
commoditye of all those that delight in Hystories".
It was from treatises such as these that the Renais­
sance justification of History was taken. The Baconian 
argument that the historian can do us service by painting 
men as they are and not as they ought to be, is the founda 
tion of Italian theory, and appears in England sometimes 
with a curiously moral twist. Thus while the Italian view
is given: "For in discerning between good and evil, con-
3
sisteth the fulnesse of human wisedome", and is expressed 
with Italian expediency in England, yet there are several 
examples which show the average Englishman to be conscious 
of a need to justify to himself this notion of learning 
expediency and the science of good and evil, by pointing 
out that
1. Traduits, paraphrasez & augmentez par Laurens Melliet, 
Sieur de MonR^essuy en Bresse.
2. Translated by Thomas Blundeville.
3* Thomas Heywood, op.cit.
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"... Historié, since we are easlier taught by 
exemple the by precept, which studie can profit 
us so much as that which gives us pat ternes either 
to follow or to flye, of the best and worst men ^ 
of all estates, cuntries and times that ever were".
2
Bacon justifies the subject to himself in much the same way, 
but briefly. His actual use of History is part of this 
general attitude to history as vicarious experience: his
organisation of the subject is Italianate in inspiration, 
and in arrangement. The Italian historical outlook may be 
characterized as concerned rather with efficacy in négocia­
tion than with ethics or morals. The function of History, 
says Bacon,
"is to place as it were before the eyes, the 
characters of persons, the fluctuations of coun­
sels, the courses and currents of actions, the ^ 
bottom of pretences and the secrets of government".
This definition of the historical purpose compares with the 
general Italian rule that history should reveal actuality. 
The difficulties of such an aim were fully appreciated: 
under the head, for instance. Quid sit Historia, Viperano 
answers:
"Res gestas prudenter & ornate explicare, quod est 
historiam scribere, non minus difficile,arduum 
opus est Historico, quam utile, iucunduque lectori"
The Ende of Nero and
1./jjegihning or Galba (of Tacitus) translated by Sir Henry 
SavilleT I6Ô1T See A.B. To the Reader, prefixed.
2. Infra.
3 . De Augmentis, vol. iv, 302.
4. De Scribenda Historia, cap. i. Basle 1576.
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Bacon, In the De Augmentla, devotes more space to the con­
sideration of the difficulties than he does in the Advance 
ment. The task of writing History is, he says,
"one of great labour and judgement - the rather 
because in ancient transactions the truth is 
difficult to ascertain, and in modern it is 
dangerous to tell"
He goes on to indicate the various faults to which Civil 
Historians are prone. He concludes:
"But my present purpose in this division of learn­
ing is to mark omissions, and not to censure 
faults. I will now pursue the divisions of Civil 
History, and those of the different kinds."
It is fair, therefore, to conclude that there are
traces of the Italianate definitions of the scope of History
in Bacon’s outline of the difficulties of the historian.
But, as will be shown. Bacon could have derived this from
his appreciation of the historical practice of Macchiavelli
who, as he says, "openly and unfeignedly" declares or de-
2
scribes "what men do and not what they ought to do". But 
in considering the "kinds" of history Bacon arrives at a 
scheme which if not perhaps entirely motivated by the desire 
to emulate Italian achievements in the same field, at least
1. De Augmentis, p. 302.
2. Ibid., Works, vol. v, 17.
lus
appears to owe something to them. At any rate a comparison 
of the Baconian scheme with some of the Italian and French 
plans reveals that Bacon was working along approved Renais­
sance lines, while refusing always to accept any received 
scheme without reorganising it to fit with exactitude into 
his larger plan for the Advancement of Learning. Thus though 
Bacon could have arrived at his plan independently of Euro­
pean theorists, in the course of working out his universal 
scheme of the intellectual globe, or in the course, as will 
be shown, of his reading of historical works, his historical 
plan receives fresh interest and a new pertinency when set 
in its European background.
There is a certain amount of evidence for the idea
of competition which this theory implies. Sir Walter Rdbsigh
refers to Bacon’s superiority in the "laws of history and 
1
the kinds". Other English writers schematised their de­
scriptions of history, suggesting that England was not left 
behind in the European zeal for definition, justification 
and order. It is therefore not improbable that Bacon meant 
the relevant part, if not of the English Advancement, at 
least of the Latin De Augmentis, to take its place as repre­
sentative of England in the stream of European commentaries
1. Supra, p. 97.
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and explanations. Certain noticeable differences between 
the Latin and the English version seem to support this be­
lief. In the De Augment is, for instance, two chapters which 
do not occur in the Advancement are inserted. The first is 
the Baconian arguments "De Dignitate et Difficultate His­
toriae Civilis", a subject comparable as has been shown, to 
the methods of attack of the continental theorists. The 
second is a section on a further subdivision of the "History
of Times" dividing the subject into "History Universal and 
2
Particular", and enlarges on the difficulty of historical 
writing. "But," Bacon says, speaking of unwieldy material,
"if due attention be paid to the subject, it will 
be found that the laws of regular history are so 
strict, that they can scarce be observed in such 
a wide field of matter; so that the dignity of 
history is rather diminished than increased by the 
greatness of the mass of it."3
For the writer who has too much material to deal with be­
comes less scrupulous about the truth of his statements.
Universal History loses much, therefore, by what Bacon calls
4
"that compendious brevity of which men are so fond". This 
was a problem which perplexed continental and English
1. De Augmentis (translation). Works, vol. iv, 302. Of. 
Beni, op.cit., lib.il, "pro dignitate scribi posait historia".
2. Ibid., pp^ 308,,309.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
1U5
theorists alike. "And as for those who Poetize unto them­
selves," writes Thomas Heywood trenchantly,
"the idea of an absolute historiographer: such a 
one as never hath bin, nor ever wil be, I say they 
might have spent their time and studies to better 
purpose." 1
Bacon cannot be said to poetize the historian’s task: he 
looks at it in a dry light, and decides that the history of 
"the whole world" is impractical. With continental theor­
ists, therefore, he sets himself to consider the useful and 
practical forms of historical writing. The European De Aug-
mentis puts the case for England before Europe. Instead of
2
the list of "Histories of Exemplar States", meaning those
concerned with Greece and Rome, Bacon inserts in the Latin
a general complaint that "very many particular histories
3
are still wanting". Thus the particular complaint that
England lacks a "modern" history is softened. Bacon again
4
remarks he will not be "curiosus in aliéna republlca" . He is 
careful to point out, as he had in the Advancement, that it 
is not through lack of material that England has not justi­
fied herself in this respect. He appeals to the King for a 
remedy. Bacon himself took steps to provide part of the 
missing English History with his Henry VII. It seems not
1. The Two most worthy and -Notable Histories (of Sallust) 
translated by Thomas Heywood, 1608. See the Preface - Of 
the Choice of History.
2. Advancement, vol. iii, 335.
3. De Augment is. vol. iv, 305, 306. Of. Advancement, 
vol. iii, 336. 4. De Augmentis, voi.iv, oU5,306.
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unlikely that this section of the De Augmentis, which deals 
adequately with the theory of history, and demands what may 
be called a "modern" historian for England, was intended to 
bring England into the European field of historical ideas 
and accomplishments.
If some of the divisions of the Baconian scheme are 
compared with European counterparts, it becomes at once 
apparent that Bacon’s plan is in the best Renaissance tra­
dition. Thus he subdivides Civil History into Chronicles,
1
Lives and Narrations. In addition to these divisions, he 
suggests that Histories of Times or Chronicles may be divided 
first into Universal and Particular times, and second into 
Annals and Journals.
"The History of Times," he remarks concerning this 
second division, "is also rightly divided into 
Annals and Journals ; which division, though it 
takes its name from periods of time, yet also 
has reference to the choice of subjects." 2
Thus Bacon, quoting Tacitus’s opinion, draws the distinction 
that Annals deal with matters of state and Journals "with 
the less important kinds of actions or accidents". Here 
again, then, it must be remembered that Bacon uses approved 
titles with his own defined connotation attached to them. 
That is to say, Bacon uses the received terminology of
1. De Augmentis, p. 304 et seq.
2. Ibid.
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Historical Theory, making from time to time his own reserva­
tions about the use of terms, so that it is impossible to 
point to any one scheme perfected by an influential Italian 
theorist as containing the Baconian divisions. It is, how­
ever, possible to illustrate similar divisions made by some 
of these theorists from whom Bacon may wall have received 
not only inspiration for the composition of his own scheme, 
but also stimulus for his use of certain received terms as, 
for instance, "Commentaries", with a consciousness of greater 
exactitude than he found in less critical usage. Thus 
Toscanella states "L ’istoria è memoria di cose humane, pub- 
liche, & private". He gives the "kinds" briefly as:-
"Istoria, secundo alcuni dotti huomini, ê una 
vera & sincera narrations delle cose fatte, 
con quell *ordine; & con quei consigli,
& modi à punto, coi quale fatte furono.
Annali, sono le cose fatte in più anni; ma 
scritte con I’ordine de gli anni d ’anno in 
anno, cioê ponendo il numéro di questo, & 
di quell*anno ordinatamente; ma per via sommaria,
& generale.
Efemeride, ê narratatione breve delle cose, che 
giorno per giorno si sono andate facendo.
Diario, Ô il medesimo, che Efemeride."^
in
V^Trflracdy In the sbverteenth century,/the Historia Liber Quatuor
2
PaulQ Beni (Eugublnl) luLi states his conception of the "kinds"
1. Toscanella: Trattato in Materia dello Scrivere Istoria. 
Venice, 1567, pp. 1, 2.
2. De Historia. Venice, (1611). Lib. 1, ix, p. 10.
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and also the difficulty of formulating such rules, thereby 
accounting for the discrepancies between the various ver­
sions of these "kinds" which can be found in European theor­
ists, and which necessitate Bacon's explanation and defini­
tion of terms. The work notes:
"Bed iam maximam illud curam requirit quod pertinet 
ad varias Historiaram (si tamen Historiae nomen 
merentur omnes) formas ac genera. Dum enim Diaria 
scribunt aliqul aut etiam Itineraria quae vocant. 
Genealogies item vel origines; quidam Commentarios, 
alij Annales allij etiam res Memorabilia posteritati 
coxmnendant, quas hinc inde citra certam temporum 
rationem congerunt, videndum esset an haec Historia 
sint partes ac formae, an verb opponantur Historiae. 
certè tanta est hac in re varietas, v.t vix ac ne 
vix quidem certi aliquid statuera posais".
1
Roger AsCham* s scheme bears a clearer resemblance to such 
divisions than Bacon’s. But there are undeniable affinities 
(in aim and classification) between Bacon’s survey and these 
theses. Thus the Baconian general survey: History compris­
ing Natural, Civil and Ecclesiastical History, has its coun­
terpart here, in —  to take one example —  Bodin’s.
"Historiae, id est verae narrationis, tria sunt 
genera: humanum, naturale, divinum. primum ad 
hominem pertinet, alterum ad naturara, tertium ad 
naturae parente, unum actiones hominis in societate 
vitam agentis explicat: alterum causas in natura 
positas, earumq; progressus ab ultimo principio 
deducit: postremû praepotentis Dei, animorumq; 
immortalium in se collecta vim ac potestatem in- 
tuetur. ex quibus assentio triplex oritur, pro- 
babilis, necessaria, religiosa: totidemq; virtutes,
1. Supra, p. 96.
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scilicet prudentia, scientia, religio. una quide 
turpe ab honesto: altera verum à false: tercia 
pietatem ab impietate dividit. primam ex imperio 
rationis & usu rerum agendarum, humanae vitae 
moderatricem vocat: alteram ex abditarum causarum 
inquisitione, rerum omnium inventricem, postremam 
ex unius Dei erga nos amore, vitiorü expultricem"
Finally, Bacon’s divisions —  Chronicles, Lives and Rela­
tions —  are well represented in Italian theory. In view 
of Bacon’s own practical as well as theoretical interest in 
the Life, it is most useful to consider this "kind" as a 
specific example of Bacon’s affinities with European theory.
The section on the problem "Vifhose lyues ought to be chron-
2
icled" in Blundeville’s translation referred to above, may 
be taken to illustrate the Italian point of view, in a work
that was of fairly popular appeal in England.
"All those persons whose lyues haue beene such as
are to bee followed for their excellencie in
vertue, or else to be fledde for their excellencie 
in vice, are meete to be chronicled. And if they 
were publique personages or governours, then they 
are to be considered in many divers wayes, as 
there be diuers kindes of gouernment."
The writer enlarges upon the idea of government:
"VVherof according to Aristotle, there be sixe, that 
is, a kingdoms, a Tyrianye, the rule of many good 
men, the rule of few, mightye in power: a common 
welth, and the rule of the base sorte of people, for 
every one of these gouvernments hath his excellencie 
proper to himselfe, & diuers one from an other."
1. Methodus Historica, Basle, 1576, cap. 1, p.10.
2. Supra, p.100. The True Order and Methode of wryting 
and reading Hystories, fol. Cijr.
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Bacon’s contribution to this argument is the expression of 
sorrow that
"these our times have so little esteemed their 
own virtues, as that the commemoration and writ­
ing of the lives of those who have adorned our 
age should be no more frequent".1
He makes the transition to the Italian list of worthies 
suitable for posterity, and says they are few:
"... there be but few sovereign kings or absolute 
commanders, and not many princes in free states 
(so many free states being turned into monarchies. 
Yet," Bacon adds, "there are many worthy person­
ages (even living under kings) that deserve better 
than dispersed report or dry and barren eulogy."
It is possible, then, that Bacon’s consideration of 
the Life was a response to Italianate theory. It is cer­
tain that his own History of Henry VII was his contribution
to that kind of historical writing which he notes here as
2
lying "for the most part waste and neglected". There is
something of pride in Bacon’s description of his achievement
3
in the History of Henry VII; "I have not flattered him...", 
a pride that receives a freshness of motive by considering 
Bacon as the vindicator of English power in an Italian field
1. De Augmentis, vol. iv, 307.
2. Ibid., p. 308.
3. Works, vol. Vi. 25.
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"It ia meet," runs Blundeville’s translation, "that the
1
Hues of Princes shoulde be chronicled..." Bacon provides a 
Tudor portrait to take its place in the gallery of Renais­
sance achievement.
B. Bacon’s Reading.
It is possible to consider Bacon’s idea of History in 
relation not only to contemporary theory, but to the matter 
which that theory classified, namely, the work of historians 
Ancient and Modem. In this view Bacon’s scheme appears a 
map of his reading, and his commentary upon its uses. The 
second element to be considered in appreciating the Baconian 
scheme, is, then, the Baconian reading mainly of Ancient 
History.. This will be done in reviewing Bacon’s attitude 
to, and use of. History, Ancient and Modern.
(2) The Wisdom of the Serpent
"For it is not possible to join the Wisdom of the 
Serpent with the innocence of the Dove, except 
men be perfectly acquainted with the nature of 
evil itself..."2
1. Op. cit., fol. .01 jv.
2. De Augment is, Works, vol.v, 17.
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Part I. Ancient.
/ X 1
(a) History end Profit.
The Renaissance justified the study of History by
pointing out the practical advantages to be gained from its
examples. History was to be regarded as a storehouse of
vicarious experience to be acquired by reading, as the "work-
2
mlstresse of experience, which is the mother of prudence". 
Men of sense and responsibility went to the ancients for 
practical wisdom. Thus Thomas Hobbes in his Dedication of 
Eight Bookes of the Peloponesian Warre of Thucydides, in 
1629, says of his author:
"I could recommend the Author unto you not imperti­
nently, for that he hath in his veynes the blood 
of Kings; but I chuse rather to recommend him for 
his writings as having in them profitable instruc­
tion for Noblemen, and such as may come to have 
the managing of great and waighty actions. For I 
may confidently say, that notwithstanding the ex­
cellent both Examples and Precepts of Heroique 
Virtue you have at home, this Booke will conferre 
not a little to your institution: especially when 
you are come to the yeeres to frame your life by 
your owne Observation."3
The benefits of such study were unlimited:
1. The moral aspects of the Idea of History, with some 
attention to the political, have been indicated briefly by 
Miss L.B. Campbell in a lecture: Tudor Conceptions of His­
tory and Tragedy in a Mirror for Magistrates, published by 
the California University Press 1936. See pp. 1-6.
2. Epistle Dedicatory to the Earl of E^ex. The Annales 
of Cornelius Tacitus, by Richard Grenewey, 1598.
3. Epistle Dedicatory to the Rt Hon. Sir W. Cavendysshe, 
1578.
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"For what greater commodity may there be, then to 
fit ourselves with sundry sortes of examples, to 
direct our wits, to frame our manners, to governe 
the course of our whole lyves, an infinite number 
whereof are offered in stories to the singulars 
profite of posteritie."1
Extraordinarily practical results were believed to come of 
this study. For instance:
"It is lefte to the memory of Scipio Africanus, a 
noble Gentleman of Rome, that seeking to ensue 
the example of Cyrus which was fayned by Xenophon, 
he atchieved that fame of wisedome and valure as 
fewe have attayned before him. The like happened 
to Selimus prince of the Turkes, whose auncestours 
hating stories, he caused the actes of Caesar to 
be drawne into his mother tongue, and by his example, 
subdued a great parte of Asia and Africa".2
It therefore became customary to consider certain historians 
as the teachers of certain branches of wisdom, and to class­
ify with them modern historians writing in the same tradition, 
Hence such lists of classified historians as the following 
became usual:
"For discoursing of City government, Dionysius Hali- 
carnasseus, Plutarch, Liuy, Zonaras, Dio and Appian 
are commended. For the Art military, Caesar, Pater­
culus , Ammianus, Frpssard, Hiricius, Bellay: For
both, Xenophon, Polibius, Thucldides. Tacitus, 
Comines, & GulcclardinT"For policies and Courtship, 
franqulllus, Lampridius, Spartianus, Sleydan and 
Machiauel. For manors of people & description of 
Countries, Diodorus, Mela, Strabo, Leo Aser, Boemus 
Alvaresius: For Religion, Philo, Lossipus, Eusebius,
1. The F^ous History of Herodotus by B.R. Op. cit..
The Dedication.
2. Ibid.
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Theodoret, Socrates, Sozomen, Nlcephorus, Calistus, 
Orosius, Sldonlus, Gregorius Turonensls, Abasursperg- 
ensls, Gulielmus, Bish; of Turi, Antonius Florentlrus, 
and the writers of the Magdeburg Historié".1
The typical classification of classical historians according 
to profit produces a conception of historical specialisation:
"I would not have a Polibus to discourse of Religion, 
Nor a Eusebius of the Art Military” .2
It also produces works of "Ruminated History", which Bacon 
describes as
"consisting of certain narratives not woven into 
a continuous history, but separate and selected 
according to the pleasure of the author; which he 
afterwards reviews, and as it were ruminates over, 
and takes occasion from them to make politic dis­
course and observation".3
Among the "Mixed Histories" of the period are numerous works 
of rumination on ancient historians, mainly from the points 
of view of war and statesmanship. Thus the art of statesman­
ship could be learnt from a study of Tacitus in works like
4
the Discours Politiques et Militaires sur Corneille Tacite, 
which in the French version (of the original Italian) has 
the illuminating subtitle:
1. Thomas Heywood, op. cit.. The Preface.
2. Ibid.
3. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv, 310.
4. Supra, p. 99.
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"Oeuvre utile et nécessaire aux Princes, Généraux 
d ’Armées, Conseillers d ’Etat, Gentilshommes, 
Capitaines particuliers & a tous Magistrats ayant 
le maniment de la chose publique".
The art of war received similar attention from works like 
Clemont Edmunds’s Observations upon the Five First Bookes 
of Caesar’s Commentaries, dedicated to Prince Henry. Such 
works are, as Bacon says, properly speaking, books of policy 
they illustrate the typical Renaissance classification of 
historians in terms of Profit. Bacon’s conception of the 
Profit to be derived from History, is referred by him to 
the section of the De Augmentis dealing with Policy, for 
it is the science of Négociation that Bacon derives from 
History.
The Profit to be derived from Historians in Bacon’s 
version of it, is the supplementing of Policy and Morality. 
The Historians are to be studied as masters of the knowledge 
of the Characters and Dispositions of Men:
"... far the best provision and material for this 
... is to be gained from the wiser sort of his­
torians, not only from the commemorations which 
they commonly add on recording the deaths of 
illustrious persons, but much more from the entire 
body of history as often as such a person enters 
upon the stage; for a character so worked into 
the narrative gives a better idea of the man, than 
any formal criticism and review can; such is that 
of Africanus and Cato the Elder in Livy, of
1. 1600, p.l. Reading and Discourse are requisite to make 
a Souldier perfect In the Art militarie...
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Tiberius and Claudius and Nero in Tacitus, of 
Septimus Serverus in Herodian, of Louis XI, King 
of France, in Philip de Comines, of Ferdinand of 
Spain, the Caesar Maximilian, and the Popes Leo 
and Clement in Franscesco Guicciardini".1
In his outline of Moral Knowledge, which is concerned first 
with the behaviour of individual man, and second with the 
organisation of the community, Bacon points out that
"we are much beholden to Machiavelli and other 
writers of that class, who openly and unfeignedly 
declare or describe what men do and not what they 
ought to do".2
Such writers supply in part what Bacon calls the deficient
3
science of "Serious Satire" which exposes men’s faults with 
as much efficacy and more dignity than Lucian’s satire.
Such a study, says Bacon, should
"have a scientific and accurate dissection of minds 
and characters, and the secret dispositions of 
particular men may be revealed; and that from the 
knowledge thereof better rules may be framed for 
the treatment of the mind".
The science of practical ethics and applied history 
Bacon divides into two parts, the state and the individual, 
that is to say, the Wisdom of Négociation and the wisdom of 
the Architecture of one’s own Fortune. The former belongs
1. De Augmentis, vol. v, 21.
2. Ibid, vol. V, 17.
3. Ibid., p.18.
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to Civil knowledge and has three parts of which Négociation 
is one: it contains also the knowledge of Conversation and 
the knowledge of Government. In all these the Historian is 
the counsellor. The three Essays, Of Discourse, Of Négocia- 
ting. Of Empire, are Bacon’s meditation on Civil wisdom. In 
the De Augmentis he is concerned to show the process of the 
collection of this wisdom, from historians, from writers of 
policy, and from the poets, all of whom deal with the 
’’Georgicks of the Mind". Thus from the historian can be 
gathered as understanding of character:
"Sallust notes that it is usual with kings to 
desire contradictories, the desires of kings, as 
they are violent, so they are generally change­
able and often contrary to themselves. Tacitus 
observes that honours and fortune more often 
alter men’s dispositions to the worse than to 
the better; ’Vespasian alone was changed for the 
better’;"1
so also the passions may be studied in them:
"nay further, as Xenophon truly observed, that 
all other affections though they raise the mind, 
yet they distort and disorder it by their ec­
stasies and excesses, but only love at the same 
time exalts and composes it".2
But not only may practical ethics be illustrated from the 
historians —  the art of applying this knowledge may be
1. Ibid., p. 22.
2. Ibid., p. 29.
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learnt from them: thus the art of business may be learned
from them as from life, and from books of policy as from a
spectator of life. Thus, while speaking of Discourse Bacon
1
quotes the "cn3y book of particular business" of the ancients
—  Cicero’s On Canvassing for the Consulship to the effect
that the fact must reveal nothing of the thoughts in political 
2
conversation, and refers to Livy’s History for the need of
maintenance of personal dignity as an important factor in 
3
discourse : Bacon adds
"all grace and dignity of behaviour may be summed up 
in the even balancing of our own dignity and that 
of others, as has been well expressed by Livy,
(though not meant for this purpose) in that descrip­
tion which he gives of personal character. ’Lest I 
should appear (says he) either arrogant or servile, 
whereof the one were to forget the liberty of others, 
the other to forget my own".4
The Knowledge of Advancement in Life, which is the 
personal aspect of this wisdom. Bacon calls the Architecture 
of Fortune. This science was one of the most serious studies 
of the time. Gabriel Harvey, for instance, jots among his 
marginal notes to a book of Policy: Three causes of Advance­
ment :
1. Ibid., p. 36.
2. Ibid. pyyaai.
3. Ibid. , p.33.
4. Ibid.
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1. Art.
2. Industry without Art. Experiments of all
fortunes. Sum egregious Act.
3. Service in war, in peace.^
The numerous books of behaviour, policy, and ruminated his­
tory testify to the importance of the subject. Here the 
Essays such as Of Cunning, of Simulation and Dissimulation, 
and this section of the Advancement and De Augmentis, show 
Bacon pondering the questions of political expediency and 
the art of applied ethics. Bacon gives seven precepts for 
self-advancement deriving his examples from historians. One 
of these precepts may be illustrated:
"But it is not enough for a man only to know him­
self; for he should consider also of the best way 
to set himself forth to advantage; to disclose and 
reveal himself; and lastly to turn and shape him­
self according to occasion... Tacitus says of 
Mucianus that he had a certain art of setting forth 
to advantage every thing he said or did".2
The greater number of the essays must therefore be re­
garded as emanating directly from this principle of applying 
history to ethics to produce practical policy. They are 
Bacon’s ruminations upon Ethics, experience and the examples 
of History. They can be classified according to the Bacon­
ian departments of policy: thus to the wisdom of government
1. Marginalia edited G.G. Moore Smith, 1913, p. 190 
(Notes to Ioanni8 Poorth’s Synopsis Politica.)
2. De Augmentis. Works, vol. v, 66, 67.
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belong; Of Empire, Of Seditions, Of Counsels; to the Archi­
tecture of Fortune, Of Simulation and Dissimulation. This 
section of the De Augmentis.and the Essays dealing with moral 
and political expediency show Bacon, therefore, to be exer­
cising his mind to political ingenuity, and explain, the 
term "Counsels" which he gives to the Essays. Hence the 
number of historical examples quoted in the Essays is, in 
part, accounted for, since it was largely upon the teaching 
of History together with his own experience, that Bacon was 
basing these political conclusions or counsels.
The Baconian equation may therefore he stated:
Historical Profit = Political penetration: which, as 
will be shown, is borne out by a study of Bacon’s quotation 
of Historians throughout his works. But there are two fur­
ther factors to be considered in the Baconian use of History. 
Bacon’s attitude to the ethical complications in which the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries involved themselves in 
their justification of the study of History, is further 
illustrative of his conception of the Use of History.
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(b) History and Ethics.
History was felt, as has been indicated, to be an ad­
mirable short-cut to wisdom: classical historians were held 
to be masters of the science of realism. "History," Bacon 
said,
"should carry the mind in writing back into the 
past, and bring it into sympathy with antiquity: 
diligently to examine, freely and faithfully to 
report, and by the light of words to place as it 
were before the eyes, the revolutions of times, 
the characters of persons, the fluctuations of 
counsels, the courses and currents of actions, 
the bottoms of pretences, and the secrets of 
government s." ^
History was the basis of statesmanship and the science of 
Négociation. That is to say, it took into account the work­
ings of good and evil. The ethical implications of this 
fact involved Renaissance theorists in a considerable argu­
ment, revolving round the points that a historian must speak 
the truth and that the truth often implies a querying of the 
wisdom and justice of Providence. This dilemma, which was 
more pressing in puritanical England than abroad, comes out 
very clearly in what may be called the Tacitus-controversy, 
which is comparable to the anti- and pro-Gentillet views of
Macchiavelli described in a later section. Edmund Bolton
2
puts the case briefly in his Hypercritica;
1. De Augmentis, vol. iv, 302.
2. c. 1618.
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"The part of Heavenly Providence in the Action of 
Men is generally left out ~by most of the Ethnicks 
in their Histories* Among whom copious Livie seems 
worthily the most religious, and consequently of 
theirs the best: as Cornelius Tacitus (let not plain 
Dealing offend his other Admirers), either the 
most irreligious, or with the most, and therefore 
less worthy to be in Honour as a Cabinet Counsellor 
with any man to whom Piety towards powers divine 
is prêtions. This some affirm deliberately: not­
withstanding all that which Boccalini in his late 
Lucianical Ragualis hath undertaken on his Behalf ; 
as in their Anti-Tacitus, for Justification of 
those censures of levity, malice, and most apparent 
falsehood, which Tertullian, Orosius, and other of 
the ancient, Casaubon and other of the modern, 
brand upon him, is (as they conceive) fully proved. 
On the other side Christian Authors, while for 
their ease they shuffled up the reasons of events, 
in briefly referring all causes imediately to the 
will of God, have generally neglected to inform 
their Readers in the ordinary means of Carriage 
in human Affairs, and thereby singularly maimed 
their Narrations."!
Characteristically Bacon avoids the ethical complica­
tions. His argument in the De Augmentis, that knowledge of 
evil may be used for good, is his final pronouncement. In 
much the same way,as will be shown, as he accepts the real 
MacchJavelli, Bacon accepts the real Tacitus. In fact, if 
we may judge by the number of times Bacon has quoted him, 
Cornelius Tacitus was his favourite source for historical 
wisdom.
Tacitus must have contributed largely to the Renaissance 
note of omniscience that is sounded in the Italians, forms
1. Critical Essays of the Seventeenth Century, edited 
Spingarn, vol. i, 84.
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the aim of European and English discussions of Profit and 
History, and is characteristic of Bacon. There was a re­
markable "boom" in the popularity of Tacitus at the end of 
the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries.
The reason for this may briefly be ascribed to external and 
internal causes —  the supply and the demand. Tacitus was 
congenial to the age. Therefore the demand for him was 
recognised by editors and publishers. A contributing factor
in this popularity must have been the attention which Justus
1
Lipsius accorded Tacitus among his editions. The supply of
editions was constant: the demand was both catered for and
stimulated. Tacitus gave the Renaissance a pleasant feeling
of detached omniscience. "For myself," he had said in the
Annals, "the more I muse upon the course of history ancient
or recent, the more I am struck by the irony which pervades
2
all human affairs." Tacitus depicted the Roman idea of 
Fortune with her vagaries, fully appreciating her astonish­
ing capacity for irresponsibility while maintaining a uni­
formly calm attitude himself. He is never astonished, often 
amused; never a heated participator but an ironic spectator 
who sees and notes discrepancies and continues to relate, 
unperturbed.
1. Lipsius published Libri quae extant* of Tacitus, emendati 
et illustrât! 1574 (80), 1585 (fol.). 1588 (8°). 1599 (fol.). ' 
1600 (fol.), 1608 (8°), etc.
2. Annals, translated G.G. Ramsay, 1904. iii. 18.
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Bacon and Tacitus.
Bacon fully appreciates this quality in Tacitus. To 
draw a rough line of appreciation, Bacon seems to have read 
Tacitus for precepts of wisdom, as a source of rhetorical 
examples and as an expositor of artistic brilliance, but 
never as a godless mocker. Tacitus's merits are extolled 
along similar lines by Thomas Heywood in his Italianate 
On the choice of History by way of Preface (to the trans­
lation of Sallust's Two Most Worthy and Notable Histories) 
as :
"... wherein Cornelius Tacitus hath likewise plaied 
the part of no lease commendable an Author. For 
although he wrote the gests but of one Age, (viz:) 
from Tiberius to Nerva yet omitted he neyther 
things of weightiest, indifferent, or of meanest
consequence  If you will have his opinion of
Lawes and Government, what could be more gravely 
spoken than to say: That every great Magistrate 
Ought to be acquainted with somewhat that was evill, 
th^eof to make use of the common good".
Bacon's attitude to Tacitus is no exception to his usual 
practice of taking good and evil as parts of his province.
It was this Italian outlook, apart from ethical aberrations 
like the Tacitus argument, which became the Renaissance point 
of view. The period, in its capacity of spiritual amphibian, 
chose to believe that History in its detail was to be regarded 
as a godless, or a scientific process of truthful exposition.
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In Its main issues, at least in England, the long view was 
generally accorded to Providence.
"It is not possible," says Bacon, "to join the wisdom 
of the serpent with the innocence of the dove, ex­
cept one he perfectly acquainted with the nature of 
evil itself."
(c) History and Persuasion.
The art of statesmanship, of négociation, and the study 
of History have always been recommended to the Rhetorician.
To persuade, the persuader must know intimately how to deal 
with men's minds, wills and passions, in order to affect 
their judgment. It has been shown that Bacon considered 
that the profit to be derived from historians is the anato­
mizing of men's motives and passions. He states this ex­
plicitly: Historians are, together with poets,
"doctors of this knowledge; where we may find 
painted forth with great life, how affections are 
kindled and incited; and how pacified and re­
strained; and how again contained from act and 
further degree; how they disclose themselves, 
though repressed and concealed; how they work; 
how they vary; how they are enwrapped one within 
another; how they fight and encounter one with 
another; and many other particularities of this 
kind; amongst which this last is of special use 
in moral and civil matters".1
Historians teach directly, then, the way to persuade men.
1. De Augmentis, vol. v, 23, 24.
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They are a source for that persuasive omnisdance which is
the aim of the Essays. This conception is discussed more
fully in the section of this work dealing with Rhetoric,
1
where it properly belongs. It is necessary to say here, 
from the historical point of view, that there is a subtle 
difference between the idea of deriving omniscteice from 
historians and the idea of using the wisdom of historians 
to support one's own arguments. Historians teach persuasion. 
They are also persuasive when used as authorities adduced 
in argument. Bacon's use of the Historians comprises Profit 
and Persuasion. These may be illustrated from a review of 
Bacon's quotation of them, and first, of Ancient History.
Having premissed the Baconian attitude to History, 
his use of ancient historians may be considered from two 
points of view: First as a map of his reading in this field,
considered in relation to his plan of History, and second 
as detailed illustration of the uses to which Bacon put 
History.
1. Infra, Ohap. iv.
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(d) Bacon's Map of Ancient History.
It is possible to consider Bacon's plan of History as 
his schématisation and grouping of his own reading, independ­
ently of any external stimulus which may have been exerted 
by Italy.
Just or perfect history, Bacon had divided into Chron­
icles of Times, Lives of Persons, Narrations or Relations of 
Actions. In the Advancement, though not in the De Augmentis, 
Bacon indicates clearly by a list of examples the kinds of 
writing from which by an inductive process he may have de­
rived his divisions:
"For it hath pleased God to ordain and illustrate 
two exemplar states of the world, for arms, learn­
ing, moral virtue, policy and laws, the state of 
Graecia and the state of Rome; the histories where­
of occupying the middle part of time..."!
Bacon enlarges and explains the History of Exemplar States 
as extant in good perfection, but lacking in completeness:
"Not but that I could wish there were a perfect 
course of history for Graecia from Theseus to 
Philopoemen, (what time the affairs of Graecia 
were drowned and extinguished in the affairs of 
Rome ;) and for Rome from Romulus to Justinianus, 
who may truly be said to be ultimus Romanorum.
In which sequence of story the text of Thucydides 
and Xenophon in the one, and the texts of Livius, 
Polybius, Sallustius, Caesar, Appianus, Tacitus, 
Herodianus in the other, to be kept entire without 
any diminution at all, and only to be supplied and 
continued."
1. Advancement. Works, vol. iii, 335.
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Narrations, which may be classed with Chronicles, as narra­
tive history, are also exemplified:
"Narrations and Relations of actions, as the War 
of Peloponesus, the Expedition of Cyrus Minor, 
the Conspiracy of Catiline..."!
That is to say. Bacon groups as Narrative History the writ­
ers Thucydides, Xenophon and Sallust. For "Lives", Bacon 
gives no specific examples. Nevertheless it is possible after 
reviewing Bacon's quotations from classical historians, to 
deduce that in speaking of the "Life" he was thinking of 
Plutarch's Lives, those of Suetonius, and the incidental 
character-drawing in the chronicle actions of the dramatis 
personae of Tacitus. Bacon appears to approve of Tacitus's 
method of exposition, and Plutarch's method of achieving 
Tacitus's verisimilitude within the limits, but without the 
haphazard order, of the Suetonian Life.
"For when I read in Tacitus the actions of Nero or 
Claudius, with circumstance of times, inducements 
and occasions, I find them not so strange; but when 
I read them in Suetonius Tranquillus, gathered into 
bits and bundles, and not in order of time they 
seem more monstrous and incredible."2
In a flourish addressed to James I. Bacon feels he can do no 
better than invoke Plutarch:
1. Advancement. Works, vol. iii, 335.
2. Ibid., 366.
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"But for a tablet or picture of smaller value, (not 
presuming to speak of your Majesty that liveth,) 
in my judgement the most excellent is that of 
Queen Elizabeth, your immediate predecessor in 
this part of Britain; a prince that, if Plutarch 
were alive to write lives by parallels, would trouble 
him I think, to find her a parallel among women."!
That is to say, that Bacon, when thinking along the same 
lines as those on which he must have worked in composing his 
fragmentary life of Elizabeth, and consequently his other 
efforts in the form, including his Henry VII, had the Plu­
tarch model in his mind. Plutarch, Bacon seems to have 
recognized, combines the veracity and dignity of Tacitus 
with some of the intimacy of Suetonius. It is interesting 
to notice how Plutarch's justification of his own method . 
would appeal to Bacon:
"And because we are perswaded, that the image 
and portraiture that maketh us acquainted with 
men's manera and conditions, is farre more excellent, 
than the picture that representeth any mans person 
or shape only: we will comprehend his (Cimon's) 
life and doings according to the troth, in this 
volume of noble men's lives, where we do compare 
and sort them with one another. It shall be suffi­
cient for us therefore, that we show ourselves 
thankful1 for his benefit : and we thinke that he 
himselfe would raislike, for reward of his true 
testimony, to be requited with a favourable lie 
told in his behalfe. But like as when we will have 
a passing faire face drawne, and lively counter­
feited, and that hath an excellent good grace with- 
all, yet some maner of blemish or imperfection in
1. Ibid., 307. Edd. 1605 and 1629 - lynes. Ed. 1633 - 
limes (Spedding). Since "by parallels" is added, there can 
be little doubt that the Lives is meant.
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it, we will not allow the drawer to leave it out 
altogether, nor yet too curiously to shewe it, 
because the one would deform it the other, make 
it unlikely."1
The two ideas of profit and of historical accuracy are there­
fore to be found in Bacon's description of his achievement 
in the Henry VII; the former is for Prince Charles to whom 
the work is dedicated in true Italian style, the second is 
Bacon's emulation of the veracity of great historians of the 
Thucydides-Sallust model, who wrote histories also, of times 
that were rough and full of mutations.
"For he," writes Bacon of his subject, "was a wise 
man, and an excellent king; and yet the times were 
rough, and full of mutations and rare accidents.
And it is with times as it is with ways. Some are 
more up-hill and down-hill, and some are more flat 
and plain; and the one is better for the liver and 
the other for the writer. I have not flattered 
him, but took him to life as well as I could, 
sitting so far off and having no better light. It 
is true your highness hath a living pattern incom­
parable, of thé king your father. But it is not 
amiss for you also to see one of these ancient 
pieces."2
Bacon's History combines the History of a Time, of Actions, 
within the scope of a Life. His Henry VII was not without 
its local colour, its alarums and excursions: but above all 
it was the Life of a Politic King.
1 .yNorth's Plutarch, 1579, p. 493.
2. Dedication of Henry VII, Works, vol. vi. 26.
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Several further divisions of History come out of Bacon's 
reading in this way. Caesar's Commentaries he chooses to 
class by themselves, the Annals of Tacitus ; Ecclesiastical 
History which he divides into prophetic (e.g.. Biblical) 
and revealed (e.g., Eusebius, Josephus). As an offshoot he 
gives the History of Cosmography (Strabo and his imitators).
Such a survey as has been shown has its parallels in
those of the European theorists. It was indeed, the custom
to base theory upon a discussion of the methods of ancient
historians. Thus Bodin, for instance, in his Methodus His- 
2
torica, collects facts De Historicum Ordine & Collectione, 
giving, for example, under Geographistorici universales the 
name of Strabo. But it is not necessary to go further than 
to suggest that Bacon was probably spurred to emulation by 
a wide and stimulating background of Italianate theory: his 
actual scheme owes most to his own reading and subsequent 
classification of classical Historians.
It is now possible to review Bacon's debts to classic­
al historians, and to illustrate his use of them.
1. Advancement, vol. iii, 338-340.
2. Op. cit.. Appendix, De Historicorum Ordine & Collectinne, 
cap. X, p. 381 et seq.
A parallel nearer home, yet exMbiting similar Italian­
ate influence, is Thomas H e y w o o d ' ice of History, where 
a similar discussion of form is given, allowing for a loosely 
chronological discussion of Historians, ancient to modern, 
including such interesting terms as Geographistorica (applied 
to Strabo and Pausanias) —  for the "Geographical method of 
history".
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(e) Bacon's Reading and Use of Classical Historians.
Bacon's reading of Ancient History was wide and dis­
cursive. But it is sufficient for the purposes of this study 
to consider his debts to those he has most occasion to use.
It has been shown that Bacon's interest in the his­
torians involves the ideas of négociation and persuasion. 
This may be established by the use to" which he puts the 
wisdom he gained from his reading of them. The wisdom of 
policy and négociation among the ancients was the province 
particularly of the Romans, where it was most perfected. 
Bacon is especially indebted to Roman insight. He is also 
indebted to Greek and Roman historical eloquence. Bacon 
found material for Profit and Persuasion in plenty. The 
dignity and omniscience of Tacitus meet with full approval. 
They are adduced in examples as rhetorical proof, and always 
with insistence on the insight of the historian.
"'For' as Tacitus says of Claudius, 'there is no 
safety in that Prince who has nothing in his mind, 
except what others have put into it. '
(Annals xii, 3.)^
"Also that kind of obedience which Tacitus speaketh 
of is to be held suspected: Erunt in officio, sad 
tamen aui mallent mandata imperiantium interpre-
-       - A ---------------- ■ - -. , . —   -.....    ... --- -----------------------------------------  ---
tari quam exequi." _
(Annals i, 39.)
1. De Augmentis, vol. v, 44. The reference in Tacitus is 
to Claudius.
2. Essay Of Seditions, vol. vi.
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"Tacitus saith, confiâta magna invidia. seu bene 
seu male gesta premunt.^
(History, i, 7.)^
Bacon seems to have been particularly pleased with one suc­
cinct phrase for he adduces it on several occasions:
"Livia he saith, Et cyn artibus mariti simulations 
filii bene composita" .
(Annals, v, 1.)^
Bacon's most rhetorical borrowing from Tacitus is the pic­
torial proof by illustration that he takes from him to clinch 
his own argument :
"... it is not amiss to observe also how small and 
mean faculties gotten by education, yet when they 
fall into great men or great matters, do work 
great and important affects ; whereof we see a note- 
able example in Tacitus of two stage-players, 
Percennius and Vibulenus, who by their faculty 
of playing put the Pannonian army into an extreme 
tumult and combustion."3
Bacon gives Vibulenus's extremely tragic but completely un­
true speech at some length. But the interesting point about 
the quotation is that Bacon is improving upon Tacitus to 
bring home his point. The "two stage-players" is derived 
from Tacitus's description of Percennius —  whom he records 
as having been connected with the theatre, as, it seems, a
1. Ibid.
2. Advancement, vol. iii, 468. Of. Essay of Simulation 
and Dissimulation.
3. The mutiny in the Pannonian army. Annals, i, 16, 17, 22
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1 who was
claquer, and/'consequently well versed in the ways of the 
theatre. Vibulenus, on the other hand, was merely a common 
soldier, with an uncommon capacity for counterfeiting. Bacon 
probably was quoting from memory since there are further 
small inaccuracies. But even so, it was his need for rheto­
rical support which made him adduce Tacitus, and this need 
produced an improved version of the original, whether con­
sciously or unconsciously, to provide the Baconian argument 
with a persuasive flourish.
That Bacon was in the habit of collecting examples of 
profit and persuasion from the historians in the course of 
his reading, may be further proved from two kinds of evidence 
in his use of these examples. Thus Bacon is able to compare 
examples from Tacitus in illustration:
"Omnium concensu capax imoerii. nisi imperasset, 
saith Tacitus of Galba; but of Vespasian he saith.
Solus imperantium, Vespasianum mutatem in melius",
which connects two quotations from the History (i. 49) and
2
(i. 50).
Secondly, Bacon confuses Tacitus, Livy and Sallust. 
This is not surprising, since he regarded them all as pro­
viders of the same wisdom. Thus his attitude to Livy as to 
Tacitus is the Macchiavellian one of utility and profit.
1. See Translation, G.G. Ramsay, pp. 31, 32, 37.
2. Essay Of Great Place, vol. vi, 401. Of. Advancement, 
vol. iii. 436.
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Livy's moral intention is given:
"For we see what Titius Livius saith in his introduction: 
4ut nuUa unguam respuhlica nec major, nec sanction. 
nec bonis exemplis ditior fuit: nee inquam serae 
avaritia luxuriaque immagraverint: nec ubi tantus 
ac tarn diu paupertati ac parsimoniae honos fuerit
But it is not so much Roman piety as Roman prudence that 
interests Bacon: characteristically, it is an example of
serpentine wisdom that he takes from Livy:
"For the saying is most true, that fraud begins by 
winning credit in most things, that it may deceive 
with greater advantage."2
It is not therefore inexcusable to find Bacon confusing the 
names of these historians. On one occasion he refers to 
Tacitus, and quotes Sallust:
"For it is common with princes (saith Tacitus) to 
will contradictories; sunt pQerumque regem volun- 
tates vehementes."3
This passage Bacon quotes correctly as coming from Sallust
4
in the Advancement. On another occasion he quotes Livy and 
cites Tacitus
1. Advancement, vol. iii. 275.
2. De Augmentis, vol. v, 61 (Livy xxviii. . 42).
3. Essay Of Empire, vol. vi. Sallust's lugurthine War, 
cap. 113.
4. Works, vol. iii. 436.
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"as Tacitus has well remarked,'Bold and crafty 
counsels are fair in promise, hard in execution, 
and unfortunate in issue'".!
Bacon, therefore, must have been in the habit of collecting 
such examples from the historians, in some form of notes, 
under such headings as "Discourse", "Dissimulation", "Négo­
ciation" . Since they were all part of Profit and Persuasion 
it is not surprising that the wisdom of one exponent of his­
tory should occasionally become confused with that of another 
It is interesting that Bacon uses Suetonius in the 
same way. The immense popularity of Suetonius which pro­
duced Philemon Holland's superb translation, was not motiv-
2
ated by a desire to acquire Roman prudence. The gossiping 
raconteur was felt to have let down the dignity of history. 
But since he provided so many vivid tales of horror and 
brutality that gladdened the sturdy imagination of the time, 
his work was justified by the theorists. The following is 
a typical apology for Suetonius :
"Tranquillus must likewise undergo the very same 
censure, where he discourseth of the Christians, 
and yet it hath been his very good hap for the 
residue of his Historié to carrie this report 
among the judicious. That neuer was anything better 
written by any Historiographer. Some men are dis­
pleased for his recitall of base and triviall 
matters; but such should remember, that amongst
1. De Augmentis, vol. v, 54. (Livy xxxv. 32.)
2. The Historié of Twelve Caesars. 1616.
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the actions and speeches of princes, nothing 
ought to seeme light, nothing unworthie observa­
tion; because they live in the eye of the multi­
tude, and according to their presidents the world 
will be conformable. That he took too much paines 
in perticuler penning the incontinencies of princes, 
which Tacitus omitted, I will not excuse him".1
Bacon believed to a considerable extent in the dignity of 
history, as necessitating a decorum. He expresses himself 
on the point in connection with Tacitus:
"as nothing derogates from the dignity of a state 
more than confusion of ranks and degrees, so it 
not a little embases the authority of history to 
intermingle matters of lighter moment, such as 
triumphs, ceremonies, spectacles, and the like, 
with matters of state"
But he does not appear to consider Suetonius as an indecorous 
historian on account of his joyous participation in the vil­
est Roman orgies. Indeed, he quotes Suetonius with approval 
and, with Baconian rumination bases a wise conclusion on the 
Suetonian story:
"Caesar did himself infinite hurt in that speech,
Sylla nescivit literas, non potuit dictare",3
derived from the ^etonian Pi vus Jiiliua ixxvii.
1. Thomas Heywood, op. cit., 1606.
2. De Augmentis, vol. iv. 310. Cf. Advancement, vol. iii, 
339.
3. Essay Of Seditions. Works, vol.vi. 412.
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"Nec minor!8 impotentiae voces populam edebat, ut 
Titus Ampius scibit: nihil esse rem publicam, 
appelationem modo sine corpora ac specie. Sullam 
necisse literas, qui dictaturum deposuerit.
Debere homines consideratius iam loqui secum ac 
pro legibus habere quae dicat. Eoque arrogantiae 
progrèssus est, ut haruspica tristia et sine corde 
exta quondam nuntiante, future diceret laetioria, 
cum vellet; nec pro ostento duoendum, si pecudi 
cor defuisset."!
Bacon's reading of Plutarch has an interest and a 
scope that warrant attention to themselves. Udall describea 
the famous Lives well;
"And thys kynde of pleasure and good turne, where­
as it hath of many wryters been attempted, yet 
(after my mynde and sentece) no mâne hathwith 
more dexterites or better effects accomplyshed 
& perfourmed then hath Plutarchus, who after the 
setting foorth of an excellent good passyng 
fruitefull werke of the lives of noble mène,(in 
which werke here and there there been mingled 
and recited as well the factes as y® saiyinges, 
of the same) he gathered in to one little booke 
for the use cf Trajanus Caesar."2
Bacon quotes amply from the Lives —  from Agesilaus, 
Lysander, Marcus Antonius, Alexander the Great, Lucius 
Lucullus, Marcus Brutus, Pompeius, lulius Caesar, Timoleon, 
Themosticles, and the parallel between Lycurgus and Numa.
He regards Plutarch also, as a source for the argu­
ments of the wisdom of Négociation, respecting, with the
3
age the "man of so high a reach, so deepe a judgement".
1. Julius Caesar (Loeb Classical Library).
2. Preface to the Translation of Erasmus's Apophthegms. 1542
3. Thomas Heywood, op. cit.
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But the Importance which Bacon attaches to Plutarch is even
that
more markedly rhetorical than/illustrated above. For Plu­
tarch has the gift of saying a thing with a penetrative 
persuasiveness. Bacon's quotations illustrate this quality 
in him, admirably. Thus Bacon goes to Plutarch for rheto­
rical support in an argument :
"Therefore Plutarch said elegantly, in comparing 
the actions of Timoleon, a man eminently fortunate, 
with those of his contemporaries Epaninodas and 
Agesilaus, 'That they were like the verses of 
Homer, which as they excell in other respects, 
so they seem to flow naturally, and as it were 
at the inspiration of genius'."!
Bacon takes several of the picturesque sententiae which 
Plutarch relates;
"that other principle of Lysander that children 
are to be deceived with comfits, and men with 
oaths".2
3
It is interesting to see how North's translation differs so 
widely from Bacon's and yet brings out the same pictorial 
quality that the period appreciated in Plutarch: in the 
Lysander, North translates:
1. De Augmentis, vol. iv, 470. Plutarch in Timoleon c.36. 
North (1597), p . 282.
2. Advancement, vol. iii, 472. Cf. De Augmentis, vol. v,76.
3. North's translation has been used throughout this study: 
Bacon read Plutarch probably in the Latin. North is used 
here to give a contemporary note of appreciation of Plutarch 
in a way a modern translation would not do.
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"Androclldas touching this matter ithe rebellion], 
hath left in writing that which Lysander was wont 
to say: by the which it appeared he made very 
little reckoning to be perused. For he said, that 
children should be deceived with the play of 
kayles, and men with the othes of men".!
A trenchant metaphor in the Cato appeals to Bacon:
"... for first, as Cato the Censor used to say 
of the Romans, 'that they were like sheep, for 
that a man might better drive a flock of them, 
than one of them, for in a flock, if you could 
but get some few of them to go right, the rest 
would follow'".2
Similarly Bacon quotes with approbation the phrase of
Themosticles: "he could not fiddle, but he could make a
3
small town a great state". Bacon's appreciation of Plu-
4
tarch's "Lacaedomonian Book of jesting", may also be taken 
to indicate his approval of Plutarch's style and collection 
of pertinent sayings or Apoththegms, which always pleased 
the Baconian sense of verbal fitness.
Bacon appears also to have appreciated the form of 
Plutarch's Lives. His Henry VII has several affinities 
with the general method which Plutarch follows in recount­
ing. Plutarch starts with the antecedents of his subject, 
and often abruptly:
1. Ibid., p. 450.
2. De Augmentis, vol. v, 32.
3. Advancement, vol. iii. 28. The story seems to be derived 
from two of Plutarch's Lives: Themosticles and Cimon. North, 
pp. 117 & 498.
4. Valerius Terminus. Works, vol. iii, 230.
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"Having determined to write the life of"King 
Alexander and of Julius Caesar, I will none 
other preface".!
But his opening is always arresting:
"Before Timoleon was sent into Sicile, thus stood 
the state of the Syracusans".
Bacon plunges no less rapidly and forcefully into his sub­
ject :
"After that Richard, the third of that name, king 
in fact only, but tyrant both in title and regi­
ment, and so commonly termed and reputed in all 
times since, was by the Divine Revenge, favouring 
the design of an exiled man, overthrown and slain 
at Bosworth Field; there succeeded in the kingdom 
the Earl of Richmond, thenceforth styled Henry 
the Seventh".2
It is illuminating, incidentally, to find Bacon equating 
the Greek Nemesis, the Roman Fortune, the Italian Caprice 
of Circumstance, and the English Providence in the compre­
hensive term "Divine Revenge", as prelude to his History.
Plutarch's style of recounting is terse and dramatic, 
interspersed with "laconick" anecdotes. Abrupt, pointed 
sayings are quoted, salient comparisons given, and rhetorical 
illustrations from the poets are interspersed for clarity 
and ornament. The style has admirable pictorial qualities,
1. North, p. 673.
2. History of Henry VII. Works, vol. vi. 27.
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and though the scope is not wide, the tempo is more or less 
leisurely, the order generally loosely chronological, like 
Bacon's, but in no sense can the general effect be called 
"loose". It is probable that such mastery of form and sub­
ject was not without its contributing force to the excel­
lence of the Henry VII, as a work of .art. Finally, the end
may be given
of one of the Lives/as much for its own grace and dignity
as for its pleasing rhetorical resemblance to Bacon's famous
peroration containing the "statliest monument" of Henry VII,
1
the Themosticles;
"And afterwards his tomb was built in the market 
place, about the which a certayne time after, they 
builded certaine cloisters and galleries to exer­
cise the youth in, with exercise of their bodies, 
and the place so walled in was called Timolentium, 
and so long as they did observe the laws and civill 
policie he established among them, they lived a 
long time in great and continuall prosperitie."
To sum up, then. Bacon's debt to the ancient historian^ 
it appears that he read them for arguments, wise sayings, 
witty and penetrating remarks, insight into the ways of men, 
policy and dignity. In these cases, too. Bacon looked to 
the historian for persuasion. He knew the magic of the use 
of a historian's name. In most of the examples which he 
takes from classical historians, he acknowledges the name 
of the other. But the term "acknowledge" does not indicate
1. North, p. 284.
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the significance of the apparent Baconian honesty. The 
"acknowledgement" was a rhetorical flourish in the tradition 
of oratory: to adduce the great names of antiquity and espe­
cially of the historians of antiquity, was as convincing a 
proof of the excellence of one's own argument in the Renais­
sance as the famous "proof by Aristotle" had been, in the 
pre-Ramist days in.Europe.
Thus Bacon,like his contemporaries, read the histori­
ans for Profit, As has been shown, by Profit he means the 
wisdom of the serpent. His reading of historians in this 
way takes colour from the habit of the time. But Bacon does 
not lose himself in the consideration of the more naïve 
aspects of this habit. He does not study Xenophon for the 
art of horsemanship. This is in part the reason for the 
"modern" effect which Bacon produces. He reads History for 
what is perennially unchangeable —  the policies and intel­
lectual activity of human nature —  and not for the art of 
war which must be modified by the time. This argument, how­
ever, is fallacious, since it is impossible to judge whether 
Bacon actually considered that statesmanship and not war 
were the historians' contribution to experience.' He was 
interested in statesmanship and policy and found them in 
the historians. Other men of letters were interested in 
war, and found that interest stimulated by the historians
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of antiquity. The Baconian choice is "modern", but to call 
it so implies a wrong sense of the Baconian advance over 
his age. His version of Profit is one of the many versions 
of the time. It is Important to realize the good sense of 
his choice. It is equally important to remember that it 
was in no way exceptional in his time. His attitude is 
uniformly consistent, full of that Baconian determination 
to use the knowledge he derived from his reading. He de­
rived then. Profit: he exercised Persuasion. In both the 
Historian aided and abetted him.
In conclusion. Bacon's appreciation of Julius Caesar 
may be illustrated, since it shows a curious synthesis of 
all these elements.
Bacon and Caesar.
Bacon's appreciation of Caesar appears to stand a 
little apart from his reading of other ancient historians, 
except perhaps, on one occasion, Xenophon. He appears to 
entertain a similar feeling for Caesar and for Solomon. 
There was at the time a general reverence for Caesar approx­
imating to hero-worship. "As concerning his Commentaries,"
Thomas Heywood writes, "most men receiue them with approved
1
allowance and no manual...." Caesar, indeed, occupied the
1. Heywood, op. cit.
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enviable position of a man who made history, writing it as 
he made it —  and writing it extremely well. He was unmis­
takably a Great Man, and the Renaissance loved men of power. 
Thus there is a stream of reference to him through the six­
teenth and seventeenth centuries, extolling his merits. His 
martial prowess is set forth for the instruction of those 
concerned with or interested in the art of war. Thus works
like The eight bookes of C. Julius Caesar, conteyning his
1
martiall exploites in the Realme of Gallia in England, and
2
Les Commentaires de Jules César des guerres de Gaule in France, 
popularised the work in translation, while numerous editions 
in Latin, and a constant supply of "ruminative" works like 
Clement Edmundes's Observations, indicate the demand for the 
wisdom of Caesar. His opinion is quoted on such varied sub­
jects as diet, law, and war, and his name is invoked in so 
many instances that it is impossible to attempt classifica­
tion.
Bacon seems to have collected information about
Caesar from his writings, and from those of Cicero, Plutarch
and Suetonius, and probably also from several other sources.
3
At one time he wrote an Imago Civilis Julii Caesar in which
1. A copy at the British Museum of the De Bello Gallico 
(1574, London) bears the name of Henry, Pr. of Wales.
2. Paris 1602. de Vignière.
3. Works. vol. vi. 335, translation p. 341, et seq.
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he shows that from his reading he had "anatomized" Caesar 
most minutely. It was an interest in the personality of 
Caesar as a man of power, with a recognition of his weak­
nesses and his faults, that Bacon illustrates in this short 
review of the Caesarian character. Two extracts will indi­
cate this;
"For he allowed neither country, nor religion, nor 
services, nor friendships, to be a hindrance or 
bridle for his purposes". "
and
"Such being the man, the same thing was his de­
struction at the last which at the beginning was 
his advancement, I mean the desire of popularity. 
For there is nothing so popular as the forgiveness 
of enemies; and this it was which, whether it were 
a virtue or an art, cost him his life."
That is to say, the character of Caesar contributed not a
little to the Baconian Profit.
Caesar was no less useful to Bacon, for Persuasion.
Bacon takes on the one hand the contemporary adulation of
Caesar as a man of action, and juxtaposes it to the idea
of Caesar as a man of letters. He puts forward constantly
Caesar's achievements with the pen, in much the same way
as he cites the wisdom of Solomon. Thus he uses the lost 
1
De Analogia when speaking of the need for the study of words
' 1. De Augmentis, vol. iv, 441.
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He realizes that Caesar was a powerful argument in himself 
for the justification of learning. Therefore in the Advance­
ment Bacon gives a rhetorically impeccable proof of the 
efficacy and profit of Learning, by adducing Caesar in his 
list of famous learned men, which includes Moses and Solomon
^Neither hath learning an influence and operation 
only upon civil merit and moral virtue, and the 
arts or temperature of peace and peaceable govern­
ment ; but likewise it hath no less power and 
efficacy in enablement towards martial and mili­
tary virtue and prowess; as may be notably repre­
sented in the examples of Alexander and Caesar 
the Dictator” ...1
In this same way. Bacon points out as a further example of
the excellence of learning, that Xenophon, student of
philosophy as he was, conducted an army "from Babylon into
2
Graecia in safety ... to the astonishment of the world".
Persuasion and Profit are both part of Bacon^ s con­
sideration of Ancient History, with its background of Renais­
sance reading of classical historians, ranging from accept­
ance of their teaching, to application of their wisdom in 
rhetorical persuasion. Bacon derived profitable wisdom from 
the ancients: he also applied that wisdom and put it to 
excellent rhetorical use.
1. Advancement, vol. iii. 307.
2. Ibid., p. 313.
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And so, after expatiating in the First Book of the 
Advancement, addressed to James I, upon those illustrious 
princes and men of power of ancient history who had been, 
as is shown by their historians both learned and successful. 
Bacon concludes:
"And herein it may seem a thing scholastical, and 
somewhat idle, to recite things that every man 
knoweth; but yet since the argument I handle 
leadeth me thereunto, I am as willing to flatter 
(if they will so call it) an Alexander or a Caesar 
or an Antoninus, that are dead many hundred years 
since, as any that now liveth for it is the dis­
playing of the glory of learning in sovreignty 
that I propound to myself, and not a humour of 
declaiming in any man* s praises."1
That subject, that is to say, takes colour and conviction 
from historical examples: the examples are therefore in the 
fullest Renaissance meaning of the word, Rhetorical.
In short, Bacon*s appreciation of the Historians of 
Antiquity combines Profit with Persuasion.
"Those Authore," writes William Bercker or Barkar, 
in a preface to The VIII Bookes of Xenophon^ trans­
lated "out of Greeke**, "be chiefly to be red, which 
have not only by fines of wit, and diligence of 
study attained to an excellencye, but also have 
had the experience of the maners of men, and 
dlversitie of places, ioyned those two togither."
1. Advancement, vol. iii, 308.
2. Addressed to Wyllyam Earl of Penbroke, Lord Harbert of 
Cardife. 2nd preface.
3. ... containing the Institutio, schole, and education 
of Cyrus ...: also his civill and princely estate, his ex­
pedition into Babylon ... and his exhortation before his 
death, to his children. 1667.
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(3) Bacon and the Wisdom of the Serpent.
Part 2. Modern.
Italy and England.
"So that we are much beholden to . Machiavelli and 
other writers of that class, who openly and un- 
feignedly declare or describe what men do and not 
what they ought to do."l
Bacon* 3 reading of modern Italianate history is repre­
sented by his references to Macchiavelli, Guicciardini and 
Philippe de Coramines. His use of these historians is made 
quite clear at the outset. They are contributory sources 
to the science of négociation. All three held the same 
attraction for Bacon. They wrote of things as they were, 
they were full of historical worldly wisdom, always com­
placently expedient, and generally subscribing to Louis XI *s 
famous motto —  "the end justifies the means". This habit 
of thought was no doubt inculcated in them on account of 
the similar positions which they occupied, as dependents 
in the courts of petty despots, in small and military 
states —  de Commines as the servant first of Charles the 
Hardy, and then of Louis XI; Macchiavelli as the exiled 
maker of compensatory statesmanship in praise of Caesar 
Borgia; Guicciardini, advocate of the Florentine capital,
1. De Augmentis (translated). Works, vol. v, 17.
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and Governor of Bologna. It was inevitable that all three 
should be masters of statesmanship and the theory of self­
advancement. But these writers do not advocate a completely 
immoral policy: their doctrine may be called the apotheosis 
of common sense, the complete contradiction of the ideals 
of a Don Quixote. They therefore substitute for a moral 
code a science of political expediency, which is not, how­
ever, without its own ethical values. Guicciardini *s 8th 
Maxim thus has its place:
viii. S*il se lit, ou si on entend parler, de 
quelqu'un qui sans aucune commodité, ou 
interest particulier, ayme plus le mal que 
le bien, on le doibt nommer & reputer beste 
brute, & non pas homme, puis qu'il est 
depourueu de l'appétit naturel.1
Such writers were bound, therefore, to attract Bacon 
while he was forming the doctrine of Business which he puts 
forward in the De Augmentis and in the Essays. The first 
Essays, properly speaking, are Maxims of Business. Prom 
the ancients he took, as has been shown, profit and rhetoric­
al support. But his reading of modern Italianate political 
history shows not so much the need of rhetorical support as 
the appreciation of their ingenuity in bringing Roman pru­
dence up to date. The thesis of these writers was concerned 
with the struggle with the Roman deity Fortune, with the
1. Plusieurs Avis et Conseils de François Guicciardin 
tant pour les affaires d'etast que privées. French trans­
lation of the Italian. Paris 1576. [A.de Laval?] p. 6. v.
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race to avoid her dislike and the ability to seize her 
capricious favours.
"I avow therefore," writes Macchiavelli, "this 
to be very true, as by many histories wee may 
see it, that men may well follow fortune, but 
not oppose it, they may weave her webs, but 
not break them."l
Guicciardini's 40th Maxim reads:
xl. Qui se cognoist avoir bonne fortune, il peut 
essaier telles intreprinses, avec un plus 
grand courage, mais il doibt est re averty que 
le sort. & le hazard peut estre divers, non 
seullement de temps en temps, mais aussi en 
mesme temps il peut estre divers en mesme
affaire.2
That Bacon, too, recognized the active part played 
by Fortune in the business of living is shown by the 
Florentine Essay or Counsel dealing with the idea "though 
she be blind, yet she is not invisible". Bacon shows the 
inspiration of this remark clearly:
"So there are a number of little and scarce dis­
cerned virtues, or rather faculties and customs, 
that make men fortunate. The Italians note some 
of them, such as a man would little think."3
1. Discorsi ii. cap. xxix. Discourses, translated
E. Dacres. 1636, pp. 413, 414. Cf. the famous comparison 
Fortune = a rapid and impetuous river. UPrincipe xxv.
2. Op. cit., p. 15.V.
3. Essay of Fortune. Works, vol. vi. 472.
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Therefore the Italian writers of ruminated history and 
policy as represented by Macchiavelli, and the writers of 
politic maxims and politic History as represented by 
Guicciardini and his French predecessor de Commines, were 
congenial to Bacon as writers of that deficient art of 
Serious Satire. If his interest in each of them is analysed 
the implications of this statement may be shown to cover a 
wide and eminently Baconian range of mental activity.
1
Bacon: Philippe de Commines and Guicciardini.
Bacon's appreciation of these two writers, since it 
illustrates the same aspects of his "Italian Outlook", may 
be discussed together.
Bacon, in considering the profit to be derived from 
the "wiser sorts of historians" in the De Augmentis, con­
cluded his statement that knowledge of a man may be gleaned 
more effectively from a narrative than from any formal 
statement and review, by citing among his examples the 
"characters" of
1. De Commines,.(1445-1509) work remained in MS. until 
1524. 1st Edition Galliot du Pré (defective). 1st full 
edition, Denys Sauvage, 1552. •
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"Louis XI, king of France, in Philip de Comines, 
the Caesar Maximilian and the Popes Leo and 
Clement in Franscesco Guicciardini".!
The justness of Bacon's approval is very apparent, in both 
cases. De Commines has a certain wise aloofness mixed with 
an ironic tolerance that give his history the wisdom of ex­
pediency . It will be sufficient to quote the "character" 
of Louis XI. which Bacon commends, to illustrate this;
'... et entre tous ceux que i'ay iamais cogneu, 
le plus sage pour soy retirer d'un mauvais 
pas en têps d'aduersité, c'estoist le Roy Loys 
xj nostre maistre, & le plus humble en paroles 
& en habits, à qui plus travailloit à gaigner 
un homme qui le pouvait servir, ou qui luy 
pouuait nuire. Et ne s 'ennuyoit point estre, 
refusé une fois d'un homme qu'il prétendoit à 
gaigner, mais continuoit, en luy promettant 
largement & donnant par esset argents & estats, 
qu'il cognoissoit luy plaire. Et ceux qu'ils 
avoit chassez & déboutez en temps de paix & de 
prospérité, il les rachetoit bië cher quand il 
en avoit besoin, & s'en savoit: & ne les avoit 
en nulle haine pour les choses p a s s é s . "2
1. De Augmentis, vol.v. 21.
2. Les Mémoires de Messire P. de Commines, cap. xviii, 
(édition D. Sauvage) le tout reveu. raris, 1593, pp. 64, 65
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Bacon's Borrowings from Commines.
Bacon must have been reading Commines, as has been 
indicated, as part of the preparatory study for the De Aug­
ment is and the Essays. He takes from Commines the quality 
of cunning and expediency to contribute to the Baconian
1
Profit. Thus a quotation from Commines's meditative style 
shows Bacon's appreciation of his author's wisdom:
"And Commines well remarks 'It is better to be 
the servant of a prince whose suspicions have 
no end, than of one whose credulity has no 
measure »."2
The only English translation of this work available at 
Bacon's time, illustrates the contemporary pleasure taken 
in Commines' wise expediency, and also the fact that Bacon 
in his quotation of the author followed his habit of tele­
scoping involved illustrations into a succinct maxim sum­
marising his source:
"Princes also I have seene of two contrarie dis­
positions, the one so subtill and suspicious, 
that a man can never be acquainted with their 
humor, for they think all the world bent to de­
ceive them: the other trust their servants well
1. It was a matter for argument in the Renaissance as to 
whether a historian should put any of his own views into 
his writing. The writer. Bacon says, should not "play the 
midwife".CDSupra, p.114. But he appears to appreciate 
Commines' digressions. Cf. T. Heywood, op,cit.; "... Com­
mines was a man that spent his whole time either in place 
of government, or in the wars, or in famous Embassies ... 
so that in my fancy, if any ma might censure, surely he 
might".
2. De Augmentis, vol. v. 44.
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ynough, but themselves are so grosse and under­
stand so little of their owne affaires that they 
know not who doth them good service or bad, where­
by they alter their minds in a moment from love 
to hatred, and from hatred to love. And notwith­
standing that of either sort few are good and 
constant; yet I for my part had rather live under 
the wise than the foolish: bicause there are more 
waies to avoid their displeasure, and recover 
their favour lost: but with the ignorant a man 
can devise no shift, for no man dealeth with 
themselves in any matter, but altogether with 
their servants, whom also they change as oft as 
the winde."!
Finally, Bacon draws illustrations of Profit, not 
only from Commines* theoretical expediency, but also from 
his omissions in this respect.
"It is not to be forgotten," says Bacon, "what 
Comineus observeth of his first master, Duke 
Charles the Hardy:2 viz. that he would communi­
cate his secrets to none; and least of all those 
secrets, (those secrets) which troubled him most. 
Whereon he goeth on and saith that towards his 
latter time that closeness did impair and a little 
perish his understanding."5
This appears to be derived from C o m m i n e s s a d  reflection 
on the behaviour of the Duke in adversity:
1. The Historié of Philip de Comines, knight. Englished 
by ThomasDanett. London. 1601. Lib.1, cap. xvi.
2. A literal translation of Charles le Hardi.
3. Essay Of Friendship. Works, vol. vi. 440. Dannet con­
cludes, "Thus you see the miserable estate this poore Duke 
of Burgundy was fallen into by refusing good advice". 
Lib.v. cap. viii.
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"Such are the passions of those that being fallen 
into great misfortunes seeke not the true remedies, 
specially of proud and disdaineful Princes. For 
in such a case the best and sovraignest remedy is 
to have recourse to God, to bethinke our selves 
if we have in any point offended him, and to
acknowledge our faults  The second remedy
is to conferred' with some familiar friend, to 
reveale boldly unto him all our passions, and 
not to be ashamed to utter our greefe to our 
deere friend: for that easeth and comforteth 
the minde, and by talking thus in counsell 
the spirits recover their former virtue and 
strength... But the Duke took the cleane con­
trarie course, for he hid himselfe and kept 
himselfe solitary."!
Commines adds later:
"Further, bicause he was such a terrible Prince 
to his servants, none durst presume to give him 
counsell or comfort..."2
Bacon applies this grain of wisdom to Commines * own treat 
ment by Louis, about which, naturally, the Frenchman says 
nothing :
"Surely Comines might have made this same judge­
ment also, if it had pleased him, of his second 
master Lewis the eleventh, whose closeness was 
indeed his tormentor."
1. Danett, op. cit., lib.v, cap. v.
2. Ibid., cap. viii.
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Balcon and Guicciardini.
1
Bacon*s borrowings from Guicciardini illustrate two 
points in his appreciation of the Italians: the Profit of 
exact description of men in action, the mastery of which, 
as has been indicated, he shares in Bacon*s opinion, with 
Commines, and the description of Italian state-policy which 
Bacon considers also in Macchiavelli. Of the first. Bacon* s 
insistence on the excellence of the "characterising" of 
Clement VII.
"For let a man," says Bacon, "look into the 
errors of Clement the seventh, so lively de­
scribed by Guicciardini who served under him, 
or into the errors of Cicero painted out by 
his own pencil in his Epistle to Atticus, and 
he will fly apace from being irresolute."^
In Fenton*s translation Guicciardini's brilliant summary 
of the character to which Bacon refers, is done full justice :
"But it was found out afterwards how farre men 
were abused in their iudgements both concern­
ing Leo and him, since Clement were discerned 
Wfix&xdix&xxaad many conditions farre different 
from that which men beleeued of him before : 
for there was not in him neyther that ambition 
or thirst after innouations and chaunges, or 
that greatnes of courage and inclination of 
minde to noble and high enterprises, which was 
supposed before... And albeit he was of witte 
very apte and capable, and had a deep science
1. 1482-1540.
2. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 272.
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and Insiglit in all the affayres of the worlde, 
yet when it came to poyntes of resolution and 
execution, that propertie of gifte was not cor­
respondent to him selfe, for that it was not 
onely hindered by a certayne tymerousnes of 
spirits which was not little in him, together 
with a desyre of niggardnesse and sparing; 
but also he was followed with a certayne ir­
resolution & perplexitie, which was so naturall 
in him, that for the most parte it kept him 
contained in suspense and doubt, even when he 
was at poynte to establish things which he had 
aforetime with great foresight considered, 
measured and almost resolued: by which it hap- 
pned, that as well in his deliberation, as in 
thexecution of his councells, every trifling 
regard rising of new in his conceits, and everie 
light impediment that appeared, seemed sufficient 
to leade him into the same confusion wherein he 
was afore deliberated, being alwayes perswaded 
that after he had consulted, that counsell was 
the best which he had rejected..."!
In the second place. Bacon uses the History, to provide
him with an example of state-craft in the Essay of Empire:
where his opinion that the balance of power between the
petty states of Italy was the only thing that averted war,
2
is quoted with approval.
In conclusion then,. Bacon used Commines and Guicciar­
dini for Profit and state-craft. It is only necessary to 
add that this was in the tradition of the period, as may be 
proved by numerous publications of works of rumination like
1. The Historié of Guicciardin.. Reduced into English by 
Geoffrey Fenton. London, 1579. Lib. xvi, p. 947.
2. **And the like was done by that league (that Guicciardine 
saith was the security of Italy) made between Ferdinando 
king of Naples, Lorenzius Medici ; and Ludovicus Sforza, 
potentates, the one of Florence, the other of MilanV
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Civill Considerations upon many and sundrie Histories, as
well Ancient as Modem, and princlpallie upon those of 
1
Guicciardin. The fact that this work was an English trans­
lation of a French translation of an original Florentine 
discourse, indicates the widely-spread habit that forms 
the precedent and background for Bacon's use of this 
material.
Bacon and Macchiavelli.
"••• Hi story e of Times is.), the best ksijkground 
for discourse of Government, such as* Machiavel 
handleth.. 2
Bacon recognizes Macchiavelli as the provider and
3
expounder of both the "Good" and the "Evil Arts". He 
praises him for his wisdom in government, his picture of 
men as they are and not as they ought to be, but in the 
Advancement and the De Augmentis, he gives his attention 
for one moment only, to the idea that the art of states­
manship and self-advancement may contain actions that are
1. Englished by W.T. London. 1601. The title-page con­
tinues: Conteining sundry rules and precepts for princes, 
commonwealths, captains, coronets. Ambassadors and others. 
Agents and Servants of Princes, with sundry advertisements 
and counsells concerning a civill life, gathered out of the 
examples of the greatest Princes and commonwealths in 
Christendome. Handled after the manner of a Discourse by 
the Lord Remy of Florence, and done into French by Gabriel 
Chappuys ... and out of French into English....
2. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 453. Of. De Augmentis, 
vol. V, 56.
3. De Augment is. Works, vol. v, 75, 76.
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expedient but not ethically impeccable. As examples of the 
Evil Arts, Bacon gives two of Macchiavelli*s most serpentine 
pieces of advice:
"that virtue itself a man should not trouble to 
attain, but only the appearance thereof to the 
world, because the credit and reputation of 
virtue is a help, but the use of it is an im­
pediment" ,1
and
"that a politic man should have for the basis of 
his policy the assumption that men cannot fitly 
or safely be wrought upon by other wise than by 
fear; and should therefore endeavour to have 
every man, as far as he can contrive it, depend­
ent and surrounded by straits and perils".2
Bacon rejects such wicked counsels ! But he does so briefly 
and the fact that Macchiavelli uses them in no wfse de­
tracts from his appreciation of the rest of the Italian's 
precepts. An excerpt from the Essay Of Negociating which 
is, as has been shown, connected with this part of the De 
Augmentis material, shows that Bacon's doctrine of expediency 
owed much to the Good Arts in Macchiavelli and that these 
"Good" Arts appear to contain much questionable material.
Thus Bacon advocates the managing of a man in négociation 
by fear, if necessary:
their
1. Principe, xviii. In what manner Princes ought to keep/ 
words. E. Dacres.
2. Ibid., xvii. Of Cruelty and Clemency, and whether it 
is better to be belov'd or feard. - E. Dacres.
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"If you should work any man, you must either 
know his nature and fashions, and so lead him; 
or his ends and so persuade him, or his weak­
ness and disadvantages, and so awe him; or those 
that have an interest in him and so govern him."!
In fact Bacon subscribes to the greater part of the Macchia-
vellian policy without demur. This was not the habit of
the time* Macchiavelli appears to have had an immense
capacity for fascinating and for shocking England of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. With a few notable 
2
exceptions, and Bacon among these, Macchiavelli was hardly 
ever alluded to in the period except as a synonym for im­
morality and viciousness, and when he was defended it was
as a poor Italian who lived in unfortunate times. Edmund 
3
Meyer substantiated in 1897 his theory that the Elizabethan 
and Jacobean misconception of the murderous Machiavel was 
due to the fact that the English public did not read Macchia­
velli in the original, until Dacres's translation of the 
Discorsi in 1636, and of the Principe in 1640. The miscon­
ception Meyer explained as emanating from Gentillet's 
"contre-Machiavel", or "Discours sur les moyens de bien 
gouverner et maintenir en bonne paix un Royaume ou Autre 
Principauté ... contre Nicholas Machiavel, Florentin", 1576.
1. Essay Of Negociating. Works. vol. v i . 493.
2. See Harrington and his Oceana, H.F. Russell Smith. 1914, 
p. 19 et seq. Harrington was one of the exceptions.
3. Machiavelli and the Elizabethan Drama. Weimar, 1897.
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Dr. Mario Praz, in his article Macchiavelli and the 
1
Elizabethans, emends Meyer's theory by putting forward the 
view that Macchiavelli became attached to an anti-Italian 
feeling in England that had existed some time before Gen­
tillet '8 book appeared either in the Latin or in Simon 
Patericke's English translation. There was, indeed, a con­
temporary stream of anti-Italian criticism in England, ex­
pressing dislike of the cunning of the Italians. Dr. Praz 
adduces a tract, the title of which gives an economic reason 
for this hatred; A Discoverie of the Great Subtiltie and 
wonderful wisdom of the Italians; whereby they beare sway 
over the most part of Christendome, and cunninglie behave
themselves to fetch the Quintessence out of the people's 
2
purses * Widespread as this feeling was in England, since 
it was popular in its inspiration, it is not surprising 
that it did not affect a man of culture like Bacon, who was 
not dependent upon translations for his information, and who 
recognized too many affinities between Macchiavelli's doc­
trine of expediency and his own views of statesmanship de­
rived from reading and experience to judge him harshly.
Bacon then, reads the real Macchiavelli. A short review 
of Bacon's debts to this writer will serve to conclude this
1. Annual Italian Lecture, British Academy. Read March 21, 
1928.
(apparently a French Huguenot).
2. By. F., G.B.A./ London. 1591. Dr. Praz (appoazKODtigxxi
indicates the French popular origin for 
Elizabethan Macchiavellianism.
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study of Bacon's Italian relations.
The Discorsi which Bacon commends as a book of in­
struction in Government, provided him not only with the 
wisdom of the serpent in its most modern and most expedient 
form, but also with contributory inspiration for his habit 
of deriving the Profit of insight into men's motives and 
the art of statesmanship from the ancients, which is, as 
has been shown, the Baconian use of History. Thus in his 
Preface to the ruminated First Decade, Macchiavelli gives 
his Idea of History:
"... yet for all this in the ordering of Common­
wealths, in the maintenance of States, in the 
government of Kingdomes, in ordeining of military 
discipline, in waging of warre, in giving judge­
ment upon the subjects, in amplifying of the 
Empire, there are neither Princes, nor Republiques 
Commanders, nor Citizens who ever seeke after any 
of these ancient patterns...."!
Macchiavelli advocates the "true knowledge of histories": 
the defects of states, he says, lie in the fact that their 
rulers do not realize that History is Experience, but seem 
to think that
"the sun, the elements, and men were alter'd from 
what they were of old..."
Here, then, was Profit in work that Bacon undoubtedly read.
1. Discourses. E. Dacres, op. cit. Macchiavelli’s 
Preface, p. 1 et seq.
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It would be, as is shown by the wide background for this 
idea outlined above, impossible to regard any one writer 
as the motivating force for what was an attitude of mind 
in the age. But it is probable that Macchiavelli contrib­
uted not a little to the European frame of mind in general, 
and to the Baconian version of it in particular.
For the rest. Bacon adduces Macchiavelli*s opinion 
as expressed in the Principe and the Discorsi, on occasions 
when he himself is ruminating on the wisdom of négociation 
and state-craft, that is to say, in the Essays and in the 
De Augmentis. A few examples may be selected to illustrate 
Bacon's debt. The Italians' deductions from Ancient His­
tory are quoted with approbation:
"... for so it pleaseth Machiavel to say, that if 
Caesar had been overthrown he would have been 
more odious than ever was Catiline".!
A striking example of insight, phraseology and the element 
of historical profit, is taken directly from the Discorsi 
and used by Bacon with conviction and persuasion:
"But that opinion I may condemn with like reason 
as Machiavel does that other, that moneys were 
the sinews of the wars ; whereas (saith he) the 
true sinews of the wars are the sinews of men's 
arms, ... and so he voucheth aptly the opinion 
of Solon, who, when Croesus shewed him his
1. Advancement, vol. iii. 440. Discorsi. i. x
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treasury of gold said to him that if another 
came that had better iron he would be master 
of his gold."!
Bacon appreciates the Macchiavellian anatomising of men.
He quotes as a precept for advancement:
"... as Machiavelli well advises, that they 
should have ever before their eyes some ulterior 
object of ambition".2
It is not therefore improbable that Bacon, who as 
1:^ 3 been shown, was pondering in the Advancement and the 
De Augmentis the theory of policy and négociation, as re­
flected personally in morals and the Architecture of 
Fortune, and as reflected in the state in the question of 
government and Empire, had been spurred to emulate the 
Macchiavellian Discorsi and to supply the deficient science 
of the anatomizing of men, in his Essays or Counsels. It 
is possible also that the idea of Italian competition gave 
Bacon a certain amount of stimulus to competition in his
Henry VII. There is a definite clue as to the truth of
histories
this surmise in the juxtaposition to the phrase commending y 
of times as the best background for discourses of govern­
ment, "such as Macchiavelli handles" the illuminating:
1. Advancement, p. 469. Discorsi, ii. 10.
2. De Augmentis, vol. v. 47. Principe, xx.
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"So histories of Lives is the most proper for 
discourse of business, as more conversant in 
private actions."1
Bacon's Henry VII may be regarded as his anatomising of a 
politic king, in true Italian fashion.
England. —  The Need for an English "Modern" History.
"But for Modern Histories, whereof there are some 
few very worthy, but the greater part beneath 
mediocrity, leaving the care of foreign stories 
to foreign states because I will not be curiosus 
in aliéna republica. I cannot fail to represent 
to your Majesty the unworthiness of the History 
of England, in the main continuance thereof....
And if it shall seem that the greatness of the 
work may make it less exactly performed there 
is an excellent period of a much smaller compass 
of time, as to the story of England; that is to 
say, from the Uniting of the Roses, to the Uniting 
of the Kingdoms; a portion of time wherein to my 
understanding, there hath been the rarest varie­
ties ."2
In the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in
England there existed a general feeling among men of
letters that it was a matter for astonishment abroad, and
for criticism at home, that England had no historian of
and
repute comparable with Commines y Guicciardini, as writers 
of Histories, and with Macchiavelli and possibly his an­
tagonist Bodin, as writers of Policy. On these writers
1. Advancement, p. 453.
2. Advancement, vol. iii. 336.
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the mantle of the ancients was felt to have descended. But
1
England had no representative. Sir Henry Saville in an 
Epistle Dedicatory to Elizabeth, is quoted by Bolton to 
illustrate this lack of representation:
"Our Historians being of the Dregs of the Common 
People, while they have endeavour'd to adorn the 
Majesty of so great a Work, have stain'd and de­
filed it with most fusty Foolery's. Whereby I 
wot not by what hard Fortune of this Island it is 
come to pass that your Ancestours (most gracious 
Queen), most puissant Princes, who embracing a 
great part of this our World within their Empire, 
did easily overgo all the Kings of their Times in 
the Glory of great Atchievements, now destitute 
of as it were the light of brave wits, do lye 
unknown and unregarded."2
The existing histories were, as Saville indicates,
3
very much maligned. Polydore Vergil, as Bolton says, was 
entertained "of purpose" in England, to supply the defi­
ciency. Polydore Vergil's surprise at finding no such
1. There are certain evidences of Bacon's European outlook. 
For a letter (1608) which gives evidence for Bacon's writ­
ing of "In Felicem Memorlam Elizabethae" for incorporation 
into the work of the French historian President de Thou, so 
that Elizabeth should not be misrepresented (as the Misera 
Faemina of the Papal Bull) in a European work, see Letters 
and Life, vol. iv. 109. (Add. MSS. 5503, fol. 41v.l
2. Hypercritica, op.cit., Spingarn, p. 96. Adresse the 
third, 1. Cf. AsCham. Speaking of Caesar, Xenophon [and 
De Commines as a poor imitator of these], "England hath 
matter and England hath me furnished with- abilitie to wryte 
... They lay for their excuse the lacke of leisure which is 
true indeed: But if we consider the great affairs of Caesar 
..." A Report ... of the Affairs and State of Germany.
3. Bolton, Hypercritica, op. cit., Spingarn, p. 83.
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history existed is plainly indicated in a letter to James 
1
IV of Scotland. Vergil himself considered he had supplied 
2
the deficiency. But this was not the opinion of Englishmen
3
Bacon, as Spedding has pointed out in the exhaustive foot­
notes to the edition of the Henry VII, used Vergil as a 
work of reference. He also used Stowe and Holinshed. But 
Vergil was not an Englishman, and though his method of 
attempted classification of authors and comparison of 
characters had much that was modern about it, yet, like 
the writings of Speed, Stowe and Holinshed, he had inaccu­
racies and was far from being the English Historian.
There were sundry other historians who attempted to 
fulfil this rôle. Bacon in the Apophthegms New and Old is 
recorded as having Jested with the Queen à propos of the 
unfortunate fate of her historiographer, Dr. Hayward:
"The book of deposing Richard the second, and the 
coming in of Henry the fourth, supposed to be 
written by Dr. Hayward, who was committed to the 
Tower for it, had much incensed Queen Elizabeth.
And she asked Mr. Bacon, being then of her learned 
counsel; whether there were no treason contained 
in it? Mr. Bacon intending to do him a pleasure 
and to take the Queen's bitterness with a jest, 
answered. No madam, for treason I cannot deliver 
opinion there is any, but very much felony. The
1. Lewis Einstein, op. cit., p. 290. See Gal. St. Pap. 
Henry VIII. 1, 105.
2. The Historia Anglicae Libri, xxvi, 1534.
3. See Works, vol. vi, p. 4 et seq.
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Queen apprehending it gladly asked; how and where­
in? Mr. Bacon answered; Because he had stolen many 
of his sentences and conceits out of Cornelius 
Tacitus.
Hayward become Historiographer to James I, and wrote, as this
anecdote indicates. The Histories of the Lives and Raignes
of Henry the Third and Fourth in collaboration with Sir 
2
Robert Cotton. He also wrote a part of a Reign of Queene
^ not
Elizabeth and a Life of Edward VI, which was ^published,
however, until after his death. But none of these had the
required excellence. Camden's Annales of Elizabeth's Reign,
which Bacon probably read at the request of the author and
4
to which he added marginal comments, was a further attempt 
in the same field. Bacon alludes also to the time of Scot­
tish History produced by George Buchanan in his attempt to
supply the deficiency of a Scottish history. Bacon comments
5
acidly upon the Rerum Scoticarum Historica as a work of
"partiality and obliquity of that (history) of q 
Scotland in the largest author that I have seen".
1. Works, vol. vi. 133.
2. First part published 1599. Reprinted 1642.
3. First published 1630.
4. See Spedding. Works, vol. vi, 351 et seq.
5. 1582.
6. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 336.
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But a History dealing with England as an appendage of Scot­
land, however large, could hardly be said to vindicate 
English honour in History.
Omission of the Middle Ages.
The strange thing about sixteenth and early seven­
teenth-century England was that while seeking avidly worthy 
native historians, generally speaking it ignored or rejected 
the mediaeval and fifteenth-century chroniclers. The change 
of atmosphere in Europe no doubt accounts for the inertia 
in the attitude to mediaeval history. With the centralis­
ing of Europe into states, a certain shifting of values 
was bound to occur. The unit had before been Christendom, 
the Judge God, and the enemies the Turk and the Devil; and 
now while the ultimate Judge was still the same, and inter­
mittently the Turk was the perpetual enemy, the unit was 
the State, the immediate judge the king, and life had to 
be organised in a more Roman fashion to fit the new jig-saw. 
In this new pattern Macchiavelli, the new "Nick", was held, 
as has been shown, to be the Counsellor: for Good or Evil. 
But whatever the reason, in great part, a lethargy prevailed 
in the attitude of the period towards what mediaeval knowl­
edge was accessible. This was responsible for the lack of
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any adequate history of England, to compare with Guiccar-
dini’s, for instance. The necessary spade-work was lacking
Edmund Bolton makes this clear in his Hypercritica:
"Nor do I wonder at it [the lack of an English 
History], for unless the Charity or Ambition of 
writing be extraordinary, it is otherwise an 
afflication for those Minds which have been con­
versant in the Marvels and delights of Hebrew,
Greek and Roman Antiquities, to turn over so many 
musty rolls, so many dull and heavy-paced Histories 
astthey must who will obtain the CORPUS RERUM 
ANGLICARUM."
It appears that Bacon had a certain knov/ledge of some such
materials. Thus from Geraldis Cambrensis he takes a scien- 
2
tific example. But it is beyond the scope of this study to
1. Hypercritica, op.cit., Spingarn, p. 97.
2. Bacon has :
"At Aber Barry on the 
Severn in Wales, there is 
a rocky cliff filled with 
holes, to Y/hich if a man 
apply his ear, he will hear 
various sounds and murmurs 
of subterranean blasts."
Historia Ventorum, trans­
lated Works, vol.v, 161.
Geraldis explains in cap.vi.—  
"Distat autem non magis a' hinc 
spacijs insula modica in Sabrini 
maris littore sita, quam accolae 
Barri, ... Est autem hic notabile 
quod in ipso insulae introitu in 
rupe marina apparet rimula 
permodica, ad quam si aurem 
apponas, audies operae strepitum 
quasi fabrilis: Nunc follium
  flatus, nunc marculorum ictus,
nunc cotis & ferri sonora fric- 
amina strident es que cave rnis, 
stricturas calibum & hanelum 
fornacibus ignem. Ceterum haud 
difficile credendum ex aquis 
marini8 occulté subintrantibus 
sonum huiusmodi prouenire posse, 
vbi quoniam non minùs retro- 
gradis & refluis fluctibus 
vacuato prorsus littore con- 
tinuatur quàm repleto.
Bacon's use of the usual term aber is explained by 
Geraldis: in cap. II: "Aber enim lingua Brytannica dicitur 
locus omnis vbi fluuius in fluuium cadit".
See the edition dedicated to Sir Henry Sidney: Pontici
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deal adequately with such possibilities. It is sufficient 
to the purpose that Bacon did not deal with a subject in­
volving mediaeval material in his historical practice. His 
work was done in the Tudor period.
Bacon*s attempts at various short Tudor studies and 
his finished Life of Henry VII, are his attempt to supply 
a worthy English History. He chose a limited subject, from 
that period which he held rightly to have been neglected 
by History, and he applies in his work the ideas of truth, 
policy and accuracy that came from Italy.
The Baconian Idea of History has a European back­
ground, with its inspiration of Antiquity. It is not go­
ing too far to say that it may be taken to "place" Bacon, 
and that far from unworthily, as an Englishman of culture, 
against this background.
viuniii viri doctissima Britanniae libri sex.... fide ... 
conscripti: per Dauidem Fouelum. London. 1585, pp. 119 & 71.
Bacon may have read Geraldis for his.Tudor History, 
but finding the description of Henry VII*s race so uncom­
plimentary, contented himself with taking, as is his habit, 
scientific profit from the work.
The description is also given in Higden's Polychroni- 
con, taken from Geraldis;
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CHAPTER III
FRANCIS BACON: WESTWARD AND EASTWARD HO
I.
"We are men cast on land, as Jonas was out of 
the whale *s belly, when we were as burled in the 
deep: and now we are on land, we are but between 
death and life ; for we are beyond both the old 
world and the new...."1
It is a platitude to say that the Tudor age was pas­
sionately aware of the idea of expansion: it was an idea
which motivated to a large extent the foreign policy of the 
Tudors, and found its way into the king *s council in the 
Jacobean period. The widespread popularity of the idea, 
in all ranks of society, made it a characteristic feature 
of the time. To the government the question of sea-dis- 
coveries was pressing:
"when as there needeth none other reason then the 
manifest & late example of our neere neighbours 
to this realme, the kings of Spaine and Portugall,^
1. "New Atlantis", Works, vol. ill. 134.
2. Cf. Bacon* s reference to Emanuel of Portugal. Advertise 
ment. Works, vol. vii, 21. "... the famous navigations and
conquests of Emanuel king of Portugal..."
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who since the first discovery of the Indies, have 
not onely mightily inlarged their dominions, 
greatly inriched themselves and their subjects: 
but have also by just account trebled the number 
of their shippes, masters and mariners, a matter 
of no small moment and importance".1
The incentive to discovery was foreign competition, but
there was no lack of higher motives. Elizabeth's formula
for letters patent as exemplified by that issued to Sir
2
Walter Raleigh (25th March, 1583), is full of the best in­
tentions :
"Elizabeth by the grace of God ... we ... doe give, 
and graunt to our trusty and well-beloved servant 
Walter Ralegh Esquire, ... free liberty and license 
... to discover, search finde out, and view such 
remote, heathen and barbarous lands, countreis, 
and territories, not actually possessed of any 
Christian prince."
Elizabeth stipulates that the mariners "that shall adventure 
themselves on those iourneis or voyages", must
"determine to liue together in Christian peace, 
and civill quietnesse each with other, whereby 
everyone may with some pleasure and profit, en­
joy that whereunto they shall all attains with 
great paine and perill".
Sir Walter Raleigh himself illustrates some of the amusing 
inconsistencies in the apparently impeccable English point
1. Extract from Sir George Peckham's "A True Report of 
the late D iscoveries of Sir Humphrey Gilbert",... 1583. 
Hakluyt [2nd edition, 1598-1600} III, 174.
2. Hakluyt, III, 243-244.
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of view. In his "Discoverie of the large, rich and ubewtiful
Empyre of Guiana, with a relation of the great and Golden
1
Citie of iVlanoafwhich the Spaniards call Eldorado)", he de­
scribes the wealth of the Indies from Lopez's history :
"all the vessels of hi^ house, [speaking of 
Guaynacapa, ancestor^the Emperor of Guiana] 
table, and kitchen were of Gold and Silver...
He had also ropes, budgets, chestes and troughs 
of golde and silver, heapes of billets of golde 
that seemed wode".^
Having described more glowingly than the poet of Beowulf, 
the vision of g)ld, Raleigh reconciles with equanimity
the impulses of greed, conquest and duty into a typically 
Renaissance hodge-podge.
"And I further remember," he writes, "that Berceo 
confessed to me and others (which I protest be­
fore the Majesty of God to be true) that there 
was found among prophecies in Peru, (at such a 
time as the Empire was reduced to Spanish obedience) 
in their chiefest temples, amongst divers others 
that foreshadowed the lôsse of the said Empire, 
that from Inglaterria their Ingas should be againe 
in time to come restored and deliuered from the 
servitude of the said Conquerors."3
Sir Walter concludes with the prayer:
1. Performed in the yeare 1595 by Sir W. Raleigh, knight 
Imprinted at London by Robert Robinson. 1596.
2. Ibid., p. 11.
3. Ibid., p. 100.
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I trust in God, this being true will suffice, 
and that he which is King of Kings and Lord of 
Lords, will put it into his heart which_ is Lady 
of Ladles to possesse it."1
Bacon gives most of the motives for expansion in his
Platonic debate: An Advertisement touching an Holy War,
2
written in the yeare 1622, and published in 1629. But the 
Baconian view is rather more realistic than that of many 
of his contemporaries. One of the speakers, Martius, is 
sceptical of the purity of the ideal in the name of which 
discovery was pushed forward. Speaking of the Spanish con­
quests, he says,
"And yet it cannot be affirmed (if one speak in­
genuously) that it was the propagation of the 
Christian faith that was the adamant of that 
discovery, entry, and plantation; but gold and 
silver and temporal profit and glory; so what 
was first in God's providence, was but second 
in man's appetite and intention." ^
A curious mixture of motives —  the lure of adventure, of
4
gold, the urge to Christianize and the desire for conquest —  
a mixture characteristic of the time —  sent innumerable 
adventurers on voyages of discovery. Bacon, in his Notes 
of a Speech concerning a War with Spain, which is a prepared
1. Ibid., p. 101.
2. Works, vol. vii, 10 et seq.
3. Ibid., p. 21.
4. Cf. Martin Frobisher:- "that by our Christian stud,ÿe  ^
and endevour, those barbarous people trained up in Paganisme, 
and infidelitie, might be reduced to the knowledge of true 
religion, and to the hope of Salvation in Christ our Redeemer" 
2nd Voyage 1577. Hakl. III. 34.
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argument for the House, wrote:
"if we truly consider the greatness of Spain, it 
consisteth chiefly in their treasure and their 
treasure is in the Indies, and their Indies (both 
of them) is but an accession to such as are 
masters by sea."1
The glamour of wealth and adventure, coming first from the 
Spanish Indies, and spreading by magic contagion to include 
the whole undiscovered globe, stimulated explorers and poli­
ticians, seamen and writers, and even the reigning monarchs 
themselves to e state of belligerent excitement which re­
flected itself in a mixture of materialism and idealism in 
speeches between Elizabeth, or James and their respective 
ministers, in wild tales of prodigies and gold among the 
people, and in a curious combination of greed and fantasy 
in a large mass of navigation-literature.
England in Elizabeth's day, and in the Jacobean age, 
existed —  to put it paradoxically- by virtue of a sense of 
insecurity and the capacity to expand. The idea of un­
measured expanses of territory upset men's sense of stabil­
ity: the whole quickened tempo of the earlier part, at least, 
of this era, depends to a large extent, on this idea that 
there was a new war Id beyond the known, a possibility which 
gave immense impetus to the working of the already highly
1. Letters and Life, vol. vii. 464.
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imaginative Elizabethan and Jacobean mind. Westward this 
pleasurable sense of instability was stimulated by vast 
unknown possibilities. Eastward, in the known, yet little 
known, East Indies, China, Tartary, the quality of great 
antiquity, the mystery of Egypt, were as stimulating. In 
both cases, popular greed, or a solid admiration for worldly 
wealth both in its natural and exploited state, was curi­
ously mixed with popular credulity, a thirst for information 
as to the ways of the old and new worlds, the primitive 
horrors of the new West, and the refined tortures of the 
old East. Elizabethans and Jacobeans found mental food in 
all these: from the fame of Columbus to Marco Polo, from 
the victorious Tamerlane to the fallen 'Incas. Bacon, there­
fore, as statesman, courtier, and man of letters, could 
hardly fail to consider such matters.
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D Ê S C K i P T r O ' N  OF  tF ÏE  V'V.ORLDE>^
.Zemla,
AMERI 
Caîumbû ^no,té 92 iaria;
Moicouia.'^Ani^ re^ io 
â Qumira.
k:#Rru: ' m m m m
UÜÆE Bea c h .
i^'crra 
OTRAILIS TYPVS.OHBIS
T B R R À liV M .
NITAT E R R A  A S
"We see remote and superficial generalities do 
but offer knowledge to scorn of practical men; 
and are no more aiding to practice, than an 
Ortelius' universal map is to direct the way 
between London and York."1
2
Photographed from Abraham Ortelivs his Epitome of the 
Theater of the Worlde being more Exactlye set forth • 
then any done here to fore. London. 1603, fol.Ai.r.
1. Advancement, Works, vol.iii. 408.
2. Of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum 1570, etc. 
The Epitome is a "pocket edition".
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II. WESTWARD -HO .
"Those who are unwilling to admit that Columbus 
conceived so certain and fixed an opinion of the 
W. Indies from the narrative of a Spanish pilot, 
and consider it still more unlikely that he de­
rived it from the obscure vestiges and
rumours of antiquity, take refuge in this; that 
from periodical winds blowing to the coast of 
Portugal, he imagined that there was a continent 
to the westward. 1
"Land Westward" is capable of two interpretations in 
the Elizabethan and Jacobean world, where discovery was 
splendid stimulus to myth-making : first the actual lands 
discovered, and second the lands which never were, but which 
had preoccupied dreamers and reformers from Plato's time 
onwards, and preoccupied men once again, now. To make a 
rough division in Bacon's work, these two promised lands 
were the West Indies, and Atlantis.
A. Bacon's Knov/ledge of the West Indies.
Bacon's knowledge of the West Indies has two aspects; 
the scientific and particular interest in Acosta's theories 
of winds and tides, and the larger more general interest in 
the curious customs and history of the Peruvians, Indians 
and Mexicans, which he derived also from Acosta, and from 
other and various reading. A list of Bacon's principal
1. Historia Ventorum (trans.). Works, vol.v. 149.
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discussions of and allusions to West Indian material makes 
consideration simpler. The references to this material are 
contained in:
1
i . Advertisement touching an Holy War. 1622. (unfinished)
2
ii. Historia Ventorum )
3) 1623.
iii.. De Fluxu et Refluxu Maris )
4 5
iv. Essays Of Atheism ... 1597, 1612, 1625.
Of Vicissitude of Things 1625,
6
V. Sylva Sylvarum, published 1627 (posthumously).
Of these, the Historia Ventorum and the De Fluxu, illustrate 
Bacon's scientific interest in discovery-material. The rest 
show Bacon's appreciation of curious travellers' tales and 
of the literature of navigation.
Bacon's attention was officially occupied with the 
problems of Spain and her Indies in the years immediately 
before, and after 1619. The foreign policy of England was 
concerned with the rumours of an Armada. In 1619 Bacon
7
wrote a Short View to be taken of Great Britain and Spain,
1. Works, vol. vii, 10 et seq.
2. Works, vol. v. 139et seq. (trans.).
3. Ibid., p. 443 et seq. (trans.).
4. As a Religious Meditation, Works, vol. vii, 251.
5. Works, vol. vi, 599, cf. p. 413.
6. Ibid., p. 512.
7. Letters and Life, vol. vii. 22 et seq. On p.22, Spedding 
gives M s  view of the authenticity of Baconian authorship.
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addressed to the King. The state of united security at
home: "The joining of Scotland hath made us an entire island"
is given as an incentive "to undertake any action abroad and
defend ourselves at home without either much danger or great 
1
cost" . Bacon adduces the poverty of the King of Spain;
"... indeed, but for the Indies he were the poorest King of 
Europe". With Macdiiavellian logic Bacon gives his policy:
"Now it serves the better for the finding of his 
weakness or strength, to enquire whether he be 
able to stand upon terms of defiance and yet hold 
the Indies? I think not."
The arrogance of Spain, he concludes, must be dealt with:
"His [the King of Spain's] ambition to the empire^ 
so long as he holds the Indies, will never die."2
It is therefore natural to find in Bacon evidence of reading 
in Spanish colonial material, at this time.
There is a considerable amount of such evidence and 
indications in some cases of the source. It is not always 
possible to trace the material satisfactorily, since it was, 
in view of the interchange of ideas and the innumerable 
publications of navigators' stories on the same subjects, 
the common property of the body of navigation-literature.
1. Ibid., p. 23.
2. Ibid., p. 27.
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Nevertheless it is possible to give sources for much of 
Bacon's West Indian material, and to show at the same time 
that a vast and colourful background of similar material 
was available and exerted its stimulating influence upon 
Bacon as upon his contemporaries.
Bacon's Knowledge of Garcilasso de la Vega's Royal 
Commentaries.1
"For the West Indies, I perceive (Martius) you 
have read Gucilazzo de Viega, who himself was de 
scended from the race of thelncaes, a Mestizo, 
and is willing to make the best of the virtues 
and manners of his country: and yet in truth, he 
doth it soberly and credibly enough."2
Bacon's borrowings from the Inca's Commentaries serve 
as interesting indication-posts to his reading in this field 
As has been pointed out. Bacon was impressed, like his con­
temporaries, with the idea of Indian gold. Martius puts the 
case in the Advertisement :
"The Castilians, the age before that wherein we 
live, opened the new world, and subdued and planted 
Mexico, Peru, Chile, and other parts of the West
1. The first part of the Royal Commentaries received 
license of the Inquisition and was published at Lisbon in 
1609. The second part was published at Cordova "by the 
widow of Andreas Barrera and at her cost" in 1617.
Translations into English:-
The First Part of the Royal Commentaries translated 
edited by C.R. Markham for the Hakluyt Society. 1859.
The Royal Commentaries of Peru in two Parts. Translated from 
the Spanish by Sir Paul Rycaut, kt. London. 168%.^
2. Advertisement touching an Holy War. Works, vol. vii.34.
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indies. We see what floods of treasure have 
flowed into Europe by that action; so that the 
cense or rates of Christendom are raised since 
ten times, yea twenty times told."l
Garcilasso, in the Second Part of the Commentaries gives, 
as a Spanish subject sympathetic to his own Inca race, a 
specially valuable estimate of the "floods of treasure".
He concludes:
"And in confirmation of the great Treasure with 
which Peru hath enriched all the World, I have 
this further Testimony to offer from the most 
Reverend Father Don Paulo de Laguna, who was 
President of the Council of his Majesty's Ex­
chequer, and afterwards President of the Council 
of the Indies, and Vice-King of the New World,
... this great Person discoursing one day with 
his Confessour and others, did confidently affirm, 
that from one Mountain only of Peru, there had 
been transported into Spain untill the Year 1602. 
two hundred Millions of Peeces of Eight, which 
had been registred; and that at least one hundred 
Millions more had been imported without Register;
And I can firmly add, (said he) that twenty-five 
Millions in Gold and Silver have been brought 
Into Spain by one Fleet in my time ."2
Such arguments were bound to find favour with Englishmen. 
The knowledge that
"Nature hath interlaced so riotously her golden 
and silver veins in the bosome and wombe of Peru"^
1. Ibid., p.20.
2. The Royal Commentaries of Peru. The second part, 
translated by Sir Paul Rycaut, kt. lib.l, cap.vii (p.426).
3. The Traveller's Breviaj. Translated by Robert lohnson 
London (laggard) 1601, p. 27.
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was a theme for perennial wonder and a motive for immediate 
action.
Immediately connected with the question of wealth, 
were the stories of gold temples and sun-worship. Here 
there are two aspects: the civility of the Inca, and the
barbarity of the Indian. Martius, in the Baconian debate, 
basing his argument on Garcilasso, defends - the honour of 
the Inca against the Spanish accusation of Indian bestiality:
"... I shall not easily grant that the people of 
Peru or Mexico were such brute savages as you 
intend; ... In Peru, although they were un­
apparelled people, according to the clime; and 
had some customs very barbarous; yet the Govern­
ment of the Incaes had many part of humanity and 
civility."1
The humanity of the Incas was, indeed, Garcilasso's theme.
He was, as Bacon indicates, a Mestizo, explaining with 
pride in his book:-
"The sons of a Spanish man and woman, born in the 
country (Florida) are called Creoles... The sons 
of a Spaniard by an Indian woman, or of an Indian 
by a Spanish woman, are called Mestizos which 
means that they are a mixture of both nations. It 
was adopted by the first Spaniards who had child­
ren by Indian women; and, being a name given by 
our parents, I call myself by it with open mouth, 
and pride myself upon it. But the Indians look 
upon it as an insult if anyone calls them Mestizos."2
1. Advertisement, pp. 21, 22.
2. The first part, trans. by Clements B.Markham, lib.ix, 
cap. xxxi (Hakl. Soc., vol.ii. 503).
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As an Inca, Garcilasso speaks with more weight than do the
Spanish conquerors. He is concerned to explain that before
the coming of the first Inca "some of the Indians were little
better than tame beasts, and others much worse than wild 
1
beasts". He describes soberly the variety of gods that they 
worshipped, and, grimly quoting the 'torn papers' of a Jesuit 
father, gives an account of the cannibal Indians who
"are fiercer then tigers and have no God, nor any 
law... they ... worship the devil when he pre­
sents himself in the form of any beast or serpent 
and speaks to them...".^
This was an aspect of Indian customs which particularly 
amazed and interested the Englishman at a time when men were 
intrigued by the science of Daemonology. Garcilasso elabo­
rates the sluggish habits of the Indians, and their blood- 
drinking orgies. His picture is restrained compared with 
many English views of the same subject, and far more re­
strained than the general Spanish view as represented, for
3
instance, by Pedro de Cieza de Leon* He describes the Indian 
nakedness with far less gusto than do the common accounts, 
though hardly with the restraint of Martius's phrase
1. Ibid., lib.1, cap.ix. (Hakl.Soc., vol.i. 47.)
2. Ibid., lib .1, cap. xi .
3. The Inca refers to Cieza de Leon (whose work is pub­
lished by the Hakl. Soc.) as a book: "where he (the reader) 
will find such devilry in the custom of the Indians". The 
description is hardly strong enough. (See the First Part of 
the Royal Commentaries, lib.ii, cap.x.)
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"unapparelled people, according to the clime":
"their dress, owing to its indecency, is more a 
subject for keeping silence,upon and for con­
cealing than for talking of and describing".
In Bacon's debate, Martius defends the Incas with the same 
restraint, and with similar reasoning:
"... They had reduced the nations from the adora­
tion of a multitude of idols and fancies, to the 
adoration of the sun” .
"The Peruvians also,"'he adds, "(under the Incas) 
had magnificent temples of their superstition; 
they had strict and regular justice; they bare 
great faith and obedience to their kings ; they 
proceeded in a kind of martial justice with 
their enemies."1
Garcilasso gives a description of the acceptance of 
the first Inca, in a way that justifies Bacon's praise of 
his impartiality:
"I am inclined to conjecture, from what I saw of 
the conditions and nature of these people, that 
the origins of their prince Manco Capac, by 
reason of his great qualities, was as follows.
He may have been some Indian of good understand­
ing, prudence and judgement, who appreciated the 
great simplicity of those nations, and saw the 
necessity they had for instruction and teaching 
in Natural life. He may have invented a fable 
with sagacity and astuteness, that he might be 
respected; saying that he and his wife (i.e. the 
Moon) were children of the Sun, who had come from
1. Advertisement, vol. vii, p. 22.
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Heaven, and that their Father had sent them to 
teach and be good to the people.... [The Indians] 
at last firmly believed that he was the Child 
of the Sun, come from Heaven." 1
Garcilasso is concerned to point out that whereas the Indians 
before were idolaters, now they worshipped only the Sun, and 
an inner spirit, an unknown Pachamac:
"The Yncas did not worship any more Gods than 
these two ...; one visible and one invisible."
To the Sun, they built, as Bacon says "magnificent temples 
of their superstition". In a chapter "A Description of the 
Temple of the Sun and of its great riches", Garcilasso more 
than justifies this description:
"All the four walls of the temple were covered, 
from roof to floor, with plates and slabs of 
gold. In the side where we should look for the 
high altar, they placed a figure of the Sun, made 
of a plate of gold... On either side of the image 
of the Sun were the bodies of the dead kings, 
arranged according to priority, as children c£ 
that Sun, and enbalmed.... They were seated on 
chairs of gold, placed upon golden slabs upon 
which they had been used to sit...."2
There were ante-chapels dedicated to the Moon, Stars, Thunder 
and Rainbow. The principal chapel was the Moon's:
1. The First Part the Royal Commentaries, lib.i, cap.xxv. 
(Hakl. Soc., vol.l, 94.)
2. Lib.iii, cap. xx. (Hakl. Soc., vol.i. 270 et seq.)
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"The whole of it, with the doorways, was covered 
with plates of silver... The image, like that 
of the Sun, represented a woman's face on a 
plate of silver."
A hall was given to the stars, for the Incas, says Garci­
lasso,
host of
"looked upon the/stars as hand maidens of the 
Moon, and they therefore gave them a hall near 
that of their mistress, that they might be at 
hand for her service ; for they say that the stars 
walk through the Heavens with the Moon....".l
The justice and civil order established by the Incas 
is given by Garcilasso —  "their laws and government estab­
lished in peace and war", and in contrast the cruelty of the 
conquering Spaniard forms material for the second part of 
the work. Bacon's debate outlines the argument, first for 
the Spaniard. Zebedaeus says; "
"... 1 say, their sacrificing, and more especially 
their eating of men, is such an abomination as 
(methinks) that a man should be a little confused 
to deny that this custom, joined with the rest 
(viz. their nakedness, immorality, etc.) did not 
make it lawful for the Spaniards to invade their 
territory forfeited by the law of nature; and 
either to reduce them or displant them."2
1. Ibid., cap. xxi. The Inca notes that the Peruvian 
Garden of Gold and Silver, "now supplies the convent with 
vegetables...", lib.iii, cap. xxiv. (Hakl.Soc., vol.i.282.) 
Of. New Atlantis, Works, vol.iii. 155. —  "Emeralds of the 
Peru colour." An explanation of this may be found in Garci­
lasso' s rehash of "His Paternity's" (Acosta's) , description 
of the jewels of the Indies.
2. Advertisement, vol. vii, p.34.
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But Zebedaeus also puts Garcilasso's argument, which was
indeed exploited with joy by Englishmen, and acknowledged
1
with sorrow by some of the Spaniards.
"But far be it from me," he says, "... to justify 
the cruelties which were first used towards them: 
which had their reward soon after, there being 
not one of the principal of the first conquerors, 
but died a violent death himself; and was well 
followed by the deaths of many more."2
Garcilasso*3 second part illustrates not so much the cruel­
ties of the Spaniards which are more than forcibly outlined 
elsewhere, as this Nemesis referred to by Bacon, which over­
took them. His concluding chapters, ending an impressive 
list of Spanish officers who had suffered violent death, 
gives this idea in describing a final struggle:
"This was the end of the Governour Martin Garcia 
Loyola, which was much lamented over all the 
kingdom of Chile and Peru; but as often as that 
Discourse was moved, either amongst the Indians 
or the Spaniards, it was confessed that Providence 
so ordained those matters, that the death of the 
late Inca should in those matters be revenged on 
the Spaniards by the Hands of his own Vassals.
And herein it was more plainly evidenced by an 
Infatuation which possessed the minds of such 
Captains and Veterans Souldiers practised in the 
Wars of that Country, who, knowing that they were 
near an Enemy incensed and enraged against them, 
and thirsting after the Blood of the Spaniards, 
should yet with so much security compose themselves 
to a sleep from which they did never afterwards 
wake."3
1. Acosta, for instance, reproves the Spaniards for their 
cruelty.
2 . Ad.-vertisement, p . 34 ,
3. Second Part: the Royal Commentaries, trans. Rycaut, 
p. 1017 et seq (1688).
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Bacon's knowledge of "West Indian" material points 
to the use of two further sources, or types of source; a 
source or sources for a more violent and, possibly, Spanish 
description of the barbarity of the Indians, and a source 
for the ideas on Peruvian idolatry which are outlined by 
Bacon with an order different from the pictorial vigour of 
Garcilasso's description. Bacon appears to have accumulated 
a considerable collection of facts concerning Indian savag­
ery. Zebedaeus outlines an extreme "state of the Indians":
"But upon the Island not ; nor yet upon their idiocy, 
in thinking that horses did eat their bits, and 
letters speak and the like: nor yet upon their 
sorceries, which are (almost) common to all idol­
atrous nations."1
The Indian idiocy, a theme which is subservient to that of
the Incan education of the Indian in Garcilasso, was a
favourite justification in Spanish propaganda. Thomas
2
Gampanella, with whose City of the Sun at least. Bacon 
appears to have been familiar, illustrates some of the
3
current legends in his famous Advice to the King of Spain 
(1602). This work was translated into English as A Dis­
course touching the Spanish Monarchy in 1654, revised in 
1659, by Ed. Chilmead, "and published for awakening of the
1. Advertisement, p. 34.
2 . Infra, p.210.
3. Incorporated in De Rebus Hispanicis. 1602. In Latin 
published 1617, 1626, and was widespread in translation and 
in the vernacular.
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English to prevent the approaching ruine of their Nation", 
under the title: An Italian Friar and Second Machiavel, in 
circumstances of Spanish menace, very like those on account 
of which Bacon was producing his estimate of Spanish secur­
ity. The style of this translation, though later in the 
century, is admirably illustrative of the belligerent atti­
tude to Spain, and the readiness to believe the worst of 
the Spanish conquest of the Indies. The translation is cal 
culated to give Gampanella*s evil advice concerning the 
Indies its highest value :
"When the Spaniards, directing their Course through 
the Western Ocean, were now first arrived in the 
New World; the natives beheld them with Astonish­
ment, and Wonder; and having never dreamt of any 
other world but their Own, believed verily those 
Men to have dropped down from Heaven; and conceived 
them to be the Sons of the Clouds, by reason of 
the Thundering Noyse they made with their guns:
And then again they heard, with trembling and 
fear, speaking Papers and writings tt• • • #
Gampanella insists on the utility from the Spanish point of 
view, of such credulity: the Spaniards should, he says, have 
told the Indians that the King of Spain had sent them "to 
bring them home to Him" (since they had originally been 
divided from Spain by the Flood),
"saying that God had given us skill to build ships 
and to tame horses, and command the sea; and hath
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showed us how to make Vocal, Speaking Papers; 
that so, the Indians, seeing all these things, 
might the more readily believe us".1
These two ideas —  the terror of horses and the speaking 
letters —  are commonplaces of the story of the Indian 
conquest. Jerome Benzo, writing in 1614, says;
"If we had but foure Horses (these they feare 
more then all armes) they had never adventured 
on us... In the first Mexican expedition they 
took Horse and man to bee but one creature."2
Hernando Cortes, the Spanish conqueror, wrote in 1519:
"..• the Indians thinking the Horse and Rider had 
beene but one creature, ... when they heard the 
Horses ney, they had thought the Horses could 
speake, and demanded what they said: the Spaniards 
answered. These Horses are sore offended with you 
for fighting with them, and would have you cor­
rected: the simple Indians presented Roses and 
Hens to the beaSts, desiring them to eate, and 
to pardon them".3
The idea of speaking letters Bacon could have found in 
Gonzalo de Ovido's Summarie and Generali Historic of the 
Indies, which he could have found in Ramusio.
1. A Discourse, Chap. xxi, pp. 212, 215. 1654.
2. J. Benzo: Brief Extracts translated out of J.B.'s 
three Bookes of the New World, touching the Spaniards 
cruel1 handling of the Indians and the effect thereof. 
1614. Purchas his Pllgrimes (1625), IV. vii. 1448.
3. Conquest of Mexico and of New Spaine by Hernando 
Cortes. 1519. Purchas his PllgrlmesV III, v. 1118.
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"As for Letters, they are so Ignorant, that see­
ing the intercourse of Spaniards by letters, 
they thought that Letters could speake, and were 
very cautelous in their carriage of them, lest 
the Letters might accuse them of il1-demeanour 
by the way."1
Cannibalism and devil-worship could be found in 
any of the accounts of the Indians. So could descriptions 
of the painting of faces, and the compressions of heads 
into fantastic shapes. Bacon appears to have collected 
facts like these from general reading of voyage material. 
In the Sylva Sylvarum he has :
"Generally, barbarous people that go naked, do 
not only paint themselves, but they pounce and 
raze their skin, that the painting may not be 
taken forth: so do the West Indians...."2
These are innumerable examples of such statements: Garci­
lasso 's may be taken to summarize them:
"They (the barbarous tribes) went naked and 
punctured holes round their lips. Their faces 
were divided into four different colours, .... 
varying the colours to each man's taste."
Again,
"The men and women punctured their faces with 
sharp pointed stones".
1. Sommario della Naturals et Generale Historia dell'Inde 
Occidentali, Ramusio. 1606. (Quoted from Purchases trans- 
lation, in the Pllgrimes. )
2. Works, vol. ii, p. 578.
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Bacon quotes also in the Sylva as an example:
"This is certain, and noted long since, that the 
pressure or forming of parts of creatures, when 
they are very young, doth alter the shape not a 
little : as the stroking of the heads of infants 
between the hands was noted of old to make 
Macrocephali..."1
in Garcilasso the process is given as: they
"deformed the heads of their children at birth, 
by fastening a board in front and another be­
hind, and tightening them every day until the 
children were four or five years old....".2
Bacon's description of Peruvian idolatry suggests a 
more definite source of information than these generally- 
known pieces of Indian information.
Bacon's Knowledge of Joseph Acosta's "Haturall and 
Morall Historié of the East and West Indies" .
The distinction which Martius draws between the de­
grees of idol-worship, in extenuation of the multiplicity 
of idols worshipped by the Indians, is taken directly from 
this work.
1. Works, vol. ii, 349. Of. Hippocrates, De Aere Aquis 
et Loci8.
2. First part: the Royal Commentaries, lib. ix, cap.vii 
These belonged to the Apichiqui tribe.
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"And as I remember," says Martius, "the Book of 
Wisdom noteth degrees of idolatry; making that 
of worshipping petty and vile idols more gross 
than simply the worshipping of the creature."1
In Acosta, Bacon must have found several chapters Of the 
many kinds of Idolatry that the Indians have used. Acosta 
draws the same comparison with the Book of Wisdom:
"Idolatry saieth the Holy-Ghost by the Wise man, 
is the cause, beginning, and end of all miseries, 
for this cause of the enemy of mankinds hath 
multiplied so many sortes and diversities of 
idolatry, as it were an infinite matter to 
spécifié them all. Yet we may reduce idolatry 
to two heades, the one grounded vppon natural1 
things, the other grounded vpon things imagined 
and made by mans invention."2
In praising the moderation of the government of the
Incas, Martius draws a comparison with the Mexicans:
"And much like was the state of Mexico, being an elective 
3
monarchy". This appears to be derived from Acosta's com­
parison of the governments of Peru and Mexico. He writes —
"in one thing they differed much, for among the 
Mexicaines, the succession of the kingdoms was 
by election, as the Empire of the Romans, and 
that of Peru was hereditarie, and they succeeded 
in bloud, as the kingdomss of France and Spaine"
1. Works, vol. vii. 22.
2. Acosta: Natural and Morall Historié of the East and 
West Indies translated by E . G[rimstone]. London 1604. 
lib. V, cap.11, edited C.R.Markham for the Hakluyt Society 
1880, vol.i,.300, 301. [Of. Sap. xiv.]
3. Advertisement, vol. vii, p.22.
4. Acosta, lib.vi, cap.xi, op.cit., vol.i, 411. [For a 
description of the Mexican common-weale, see cap. xxiv.]
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The Essay Of Atheism has also a remark on Idolatry, de­
rived from Acosta*8 subsequent account of the idols by 
name :
"The Indians of the West have names for their 
particular gods, though they have no name for 
God-.."1
Bacon makes use of three types of material which he 
found in Acosta:-
(a) information regarding the customs of Indians and 
Mexicans, discussed above;
(b) information concerning the Atlantis-myth which 
will be discussed below; and
from both the
(c) scientific information concerning winds and tides /
De Natura novi Qrbis and the History of the 
Indies »
Bacon*s debts to the scientific information in Acosta,
2
are owed mainly to Books ii and iii of the History. Ellis 
has indicated thé principal borrowings (which occur in 
the Historia Ventorum and the De Fluxu et Hefluxu Maris) 
in his footnotes to the edition. It is only necessary to 
give one or two examples here, as illustrative of Bacon*s 
method of accumulating scientific material from varied 
sources, and as proof —  since Bacon acknowledges some of
1. Of Atheism. Works, vol. vi, 414. Acosta, lib.v, 
cap. ill (op.cit., p.301), That the Indians have some 
Knowledge of God.
2. See Preface to Historia Ventorum, Works, vol. ii, p.4.
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1
his debts to Acosta —  of Bacon's us© of the History.
2
Thus Acosta is quoted in the Historia Ventorum;
"Persons sailing in the open sea between the 
tropics are aware of a steady and continual 
wind (called by the sailors Brize) blowing 
from East to West. This wind is so strong 
that partly by its own blast, and partly by 
its influence on the currents, it prevents 
vessels sailing to Peru from returning by the 
same way."2
3
Similarly, his theory of tides as given in the De Fluxu, 
and his name is found in connection with the climate of 
Peru:-
"Acosta has observed with respect to the tovms 
of Plata and Potosi in Peru, which do not lie 
far apart from one another, and are both situ­
ated on high and mountainous ground, so that 
there is no difference in this point; that 
nevertheless the temperature of Potosi is cold 
and wintry, while that of Plata is mild and 
spring-like."4
Bacon is further indebted, in a more literary way, 
to Acosta, as a source of inspiration of the New Atlantis.
1. See Preface to Historia Ventorum. Works,,vol.ii, p.4.
2. Hist. Vent., trans. vol.v, p.147. Acosta, History, 
lib.ill, cap.iv. That in the burning Zone, the Brisas, or 
Easterly winds, do continually blowe..., op.cit., vol.i. 
113.
3. See vol.v, p. 451.
c
4. Hist. Vent., vol.v, p.161. Acosta lib.11, cap.xiii. 
Qp.cit., vol.i. 100.
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B. New Atlantis.
The idea of Atlantis has occurred to dreamers and
reformers from the time of Plato who, in Bacon's phrase
1
"made over the world to thoughts". In the Renaissance 
period, the old myth was revived and elaborated, given 
the excitement of attempted localisation, or identifica­
tion with discovered lands by the navigators, and new 
principles and laws by political and scientific reformers 
Bacon appears to localize Atlantis in America: "the great 
Atlantis which you call America", as opposed to the "New
Atlantis", of his fable. Bacon, as Professor G.C. Moore
2
Smith has pointed out, was not the first to identify the
newly-found continent of America with Plato's Atlantis.
Pranscisco Lopez de Gomara had done so in his Istoria de 
3
las Indias, and the passage appeared in Richard Eden's 
translation in 1555, as:
"The Philosopher Plato wrytethe in his Dialogues 
of Timeus and Cricia that in the oulde time 
there was in the sea Atlantike ouer against 
Affrica, an Ilande called Atalantide greater 
than Affrica and Asia...."
The disappearance of the island is accounted for by an 
earthquake and a tempest of rain.
1. See Works, v, p.467.
2. See Introduction to the Camb.Univ. Press edition of 
New Atlantis, edited G.C. Moore Smith. 1900.
3. Saragossa, 1552.
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"... But there is nowe no cause we shulde any 
longer doubte or dispute of the Ilande Atlantide, 
for as much as the descoverynge and conquest of 
the West Indies do plainly declare what Plato 
had written of the sayde landes. In Mexico also 
at this day, they caul that water Atlantike by 
the halfe name of At1ant, as by a woorde remayn- 
inge of the name of the Ilande that is not. Wee 
may likewise say that the Indies are eyther the 
Ilande and firm lande of Plato, or the remnant 
of the same."1
Sir Humphrey Gilbert makea a similar statement in a Dis
2
course published by Hakluyt:
"Plato in Timaeo and in the Dialogue called 
Critias dlscourseth of an incomparable large 
Island then called Atlantis, being greater than 
all Affricke and Asia.... so that in these our 
dayes there can no other mayne or islande be 
found or judged to be parcell of this Atlantis, 
than those Westerne Islands which beare now the 
name of America."
It is certain that Bacon derived something of the 
original conception of his New Atlantis island from Plato 
In the Essay Of Vicissitude of Things, he writes:
"If you consider well of the West Indies, it is 
very probable that they are a newer or a younger 
people than the people of the old world. And it
1. Other noteable thynges as touchynge the Indies, by 
Francis Lopez translated R. Eden. See The First Three 
English books on America edited E . Arber. 1885.
There is slight evidence that Bacon was acquainted 
with the work of Gomara, e.g., "And like as the West In­
dies had never been discovered if the use of the mariner's 
needle had not been first discovered...." (Advancement, 
vol.iii. 384). Of. Istoria: "Speakynge much of navigations 
it might seerne a thing indecent to omyt to say somewhat of 
the needle of the compassé: without the which .... shulde 
the Indies never have been found." Ibid., p. 348.
2. Hakluyt, iii. 33.
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is much more likely that the destruction that 
hath heretofore been there was not by earth­
quakes (as the Egyptian priest told Solon, con­
cerning the island of Atlantis, that it was 
swallowed up by an earthquake) but rather that 
it was swallowed up by a particular deluge. For 
earthquakes are seldom in those parts."1
But Bacon's inspiration may also have been derived from 
Seneca. In the Essay Of Prophecies he writes:
"Seneca the tragedian hath these verses:
......... Venient annis
Saecula seris, quibus Oceanus 
Vincula rerum laxet, et ingens 
Pateat Tellus, Tiphysque novos 
Detegat orbes; nec sit terris 
Ultima Thule :"
which Bacon explains as "a prophecy of the discovery of 
2
America".
Bacon appears, therefore, to be drawing upon the 
equation of Thule and Atlantis which was the common con­
fusion of the time, and explaining them by the North and
3
South Americas. The boreal affinities of Thule were con­
fused or neglected. Not only was it equated with the 
North America, but also with the West Indies. Francisco 
Lopez speaks of the
1. Works, vol. vi. 512.
2. Ibid., p. 463.
3. Apparently identified with Scandinavia, in Procopius.
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"sayinge of the poet Seneca in his tragedy of 
Medea, where his woordes seeme in all poyntes 
to agree with the discovering of the Indies 
found of late by Christopher Colon and the 
Spanyards".1
Purchas in his Pilgrimage sturdily disapproves the equa­
tion.
"Seneca's prophesie," he says, "is little to the 
purpose: New-worlds (saith he) shall be in the 
lajst Ages discovered.... But all that Chorus 
seemesto a diligent Reader to intend nothing 
else, then to describe the usuall affects, and 
effects of shipping and Navigation... And had 
the Poet intended these westerns Discoveries, 
he would never have said
Nec sit terris Ultima Thule: but
Nec sit terris Ultime Gades
as Boterus observeth, for the American discover­
ies have not beene by the way of Iseland and
Northward but Southward."2
Plato's prophecy is similarly censured.
Baconequate8 Thule and the North America. There 
is no evidence that he considered the South America in- 
eluded in the prophecy. But there is no need to argue 
whether Bacon submitted intellectually to these myths.
He saw their artistic value and used its possibilities 
for the creation of a New Atlantis. It is possible to 
put forward a suggestion for the immediate source of 
Bacon's inspiration, in this respect.
1. Trans. R. Eden. Up. cit., E. Arber, p. 337.
2. Purchas his Pilgrimage, 2nd edition. 1617. cap.il, 
pp. 725, 726.
3. For discussion see infra pp. 339, 340.
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In the Essay Of Vicissitude mention is made, as has 
been indicated, of the West Indies, suggesting that Bacon 
may have had a work about them in his mind. There can be 
very little doubt that Bacon was thinking of material con­
cerning Atlantis, derived from Plato and Seneca, which he 
found in his reading of Acosta. At any rate, he must have
refreshed his memory of Plato and Seneca while he was read-
1
ing Acosta, a short time earlier, for his Historia Ventorum 
and the De Fluxu. The parallel is so interesting that it 
may be given in.. some detail.
"Yet many," writes Acosta in his first Book,
"hold opinion that Seneca the Tragedian did 
prophecie of the West Indies in his Tragedy 
of Medea, which translated saith thus : -
"An Age shall come, ere ages ende 
Blessedly strange and strangely blest,
WhaiQur Sea farre and neere or*prest.
His shoare shall further yet extend.
"Descryed then shall a large Land be 
By this profound Seas navigation.
An other World, an other nation,
All men shall then discovered see.
"Thule accounted heretofore 
The worldes extreme, the Northerne bound,
Shall be when Southwest parts are found,
A  nearer Isle, a neighbour s h o a r e . " 2
Acosta gives his opinion of Seneca's prophecy as:
1. New Atlantis, c. 1624.
Cf.
2./Medea, ii ,  574-379.
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"I beleeve he did divine, after the manner of 
wise men and well-advised".1
Acosta goes on to quote the "opinion which Plato held of
2
the West Indies".
"If anyone," he writes, "hath treated more par­
ticularly of the west Indies, the honor belongs 
to Plato, who in his Timoeus writes thus:
"In those days they could not sayle this Gulph" 
(meaning the Atlantike sea, which is the ocean 
which meetes at the Straight of Gibraltar) "for 
that the passage was stopped at the mouth of the 
pillars of Hercules" (which is the same Straight 
of Gibraltar) "and this H a n d  was in those days 
ioyned to the foresaid mouth, and was of that 
bignesse as it exceeded all Asia and Affrike 
together..•
"... Some following Platoe's opinion ... affirme 
that these men (the Indians) parted from Europe 
or Africke to go to that famous and renowned 
H a n d  of Atlantis, and so passed from one H a n d  
vnto another, vntill they came to the maine land . 
of the Indes, for that Cricias of Plato in his 
Timeus discourseth in this maner. If the Atlantis 
Island were as great as all Asia and Affrike to­
gether, or greater, as Plato sales, it should of 
necessitie containe all the Atlantike Ocean, and 
stretch even unto the Hands of the new world.
And Plato saith moreover that by a great and 
strange deluge the Atlantis H a n d  was drowned, 
and by that meanes the sea was made vnnavigable, 
through the abundance of banckes, rockes, and 
roughnesse of the waves, which were yet in his 
time. But in the end, the ruines of the drowned 
H a n d  were setled, which made this sea navigable
1. Natural and Morall Historié (trans. E.G. 1604), lib.i, 
cap.xl Op.cit.1 (Hakl. Soc.) vol.i. 34.
2. Ibid., cap. xii, p.36.
3. Ibid., lib.i, cap. xxii, p. 64.
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Acosta concludes his commentary with: Plato's
"In one day and one night came a great deluge 
whereby all our souldiers were swallowed by 
heapes within the earth, and in this sort the 
Atlantis H a n d  being drovmed, it vanished into 
the sea."l
Bacon gives, in his History of Henry VII, what may be 
taken to summarize his debts to the ancients and to Acosta 
in respect of Atlantis. Speaking of Columbus he suggests 
that rumours of discovery
"did give him better assurance that all was not 
sea from the west of Europe and Affricke unto 
Asia, than either Seneca's prophecy or Plato's 
antiquities, or the nature of the tides and 
land winds and the like....".2
Nevertheless, although the source for the revival 
of Bacon's interest seems logically to be Acosta, it is 
impossible to be definite on this point, since there were 
at least two further sources for similar collected in­
formation, in works of which'Bacon appears to have had 
knowledge. Thus he may have refreshed his memory from 
Hakluyt, or from Ortelius. In the Epistle Dedicatory to 
his third volume, Hakluyt refers to Plato's Timeus and 
Critias, and to Seneca's Medea, while speaking-of the
1. Ibid., p. 65. Acosta gives his opinion of the Timeus 
as "meere fables".
2. Works, vol. vi, p. 196.
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1
"yle of Thule".’ Ortelius in his Theatris Orbis Terrarum
2
(to whose "universal map" Bacon refers in the De Augmentis) 
gives a similar summary of Atlantis material. Ortelius 
was drawing, however, largely upon Acoste's material. It 
is unsafe, therefore, to argue further since the Atlantis- 
myth was common property in a period of discovery. Bacon 
may have derived it at first hand. Indeed there is con­
siderable evidence to show that Platonic material was his 
inspiration. But it is nob likely that the full naviga­
tional possibilities of the myth, which he utilizes for 
his New Atlantis, would have occurred to him without some 
such stimulus as he must have received from his reading of 
Acosta or similar authorities.
The literary affinities of the New Atlantis are 
worth careful study. Acosta had said that the Atlantis- 
myth
1. Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (53 Maps), 
1570. Numerous and various editions: e.g., in England —
(i) A. Ortelius, translated W.P. (Brit.Mus. copy bears 
the arms of James I .) London. 1606.
(ii) Epitome of the work, published London. 1603. See (i) 
fol.5.
2. Works, vol.iv. 454. First appeared in the Theatrum 
Orbis Terrarum. Antwerp 1570. Was inserted in the edlETon 
princeps of the Principall Navigation (Hakl.) 1589. Re­
ferred to by Hakl. in Preface (p.xxx) as "one of the best 
generall mappes in the world". Supra, p. 179a.
2UG
"hath been curiously handled and discoursed of 
by some learned men of good judgement, and yet, 
to speak the truth, being well considered, they 
are ridiculous things ; resembling rather to Ovid's 
fables than a Historié or Philosophie worthie of 
accompt".1
A truer division, historically, would have been into 
Lucianic and Platonic methods of depicting a reformed 
state. The two developments, both originating in the- 
spirit of social and political criticism, were very popular 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The exquisite 
mockery of the True History finds its way into Jacobean 
England. Sir Thomas More (Lucian's translator) has flashes 
of the Lucianic lightning in his Utopia; on the whole, how­
ever, the work, like Bacon's New Atlantis, has a serious 
constructive dignity. The most Lucianic mentor of the 
time was no doubt Bishop Hall, the forerunner of Gulliver,
in his Mundus Alter et Idem (1605) which appeared in an
2
English version as by an "English Mercury". Bacon is not 
without his Lucianic moments. A Rabelais can invoke them:
"Who knows then but this work of mine [De Augmentis] 
is copied from a certain old book found in the 
most famous library of St. Victor, of which Master 
Francis Rabelais made a catalogue?"3
1. Acosta, op. cit., lib.i, cap.xxii, p. 64.
2. The Discovery of a New World "written first in Latine 
and no latin©..." by I.H., translator. 1608.
3. De Augmentis (translated). Works, vol. iv. 438.
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In general his humour lacks the self-criticism of the 
Lucianic, and since his aim in the New Atlantis is scien­
tific, his account to be worthy of that aim, has more of 
dignity than of levity. His New Atlantis selects the 
Platonic mould as does Campanella's scientific,City of 
the Sun. It is not an Ovid's fable, but a Philosophy 
worthy of account.
Bacon is concerned mainly with scientific possibili­
ties in his Utopia. He discusses government, religion,
family life, as do all creators of an ideal commonwealth, 
mainly
but they are/testimonials to the efficacy of his central 
device; the v/orking of Salomon's House. Thus Bacon does 
not speak of the chief political Utopian theme of equal 
distribution of wealth as expressed, for instance, by 
Cardan, and derived from Plato and Plutarch:
"For even now if it were proclaimed as it was in 
the time of Liemgus that al lands & goods should 
equalye among al sortes of men be devided, 
whether doest thou thinke that beggers or rich 
men, would be most sory? Surely I thinks no man 
thinketh the rich man would reJoyce, and the 
porer sort be sorye."^
Bacon's aim was to portray a pictorial progress of
science. "The Atlantis was devised by my Lord," writes 
Rawley (see p. 207);
1. The first Booke of Cardanus Comforte. translated, by 
Thomas Bedingfield. 1575. (Without pagination.)
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"to the end that he might exhibit therein a model 
or description of a college instituted for the 
interpretation of nature and the producing of 
great and marvellous works for the benefit of 
man, under the name of Salomon's House or the 
college of Six Days' Works."!
It seems that Bacon had some design of founding such a 
college. In his will he leaves the "surplusage" from the 
sale of his lands and effects, to ..
"erect and endow two lectures in either the 
universities, one of which lectures shall be 
of natural philosophy, and the sciences in 
general thereunto belonging; hoping that the 
stipends of the lectures may amount to two 
hundred pounds a year for either of t h e m " . 2
In some private Memoranda made about 1608, Bacon makes 
notes of his requirements for the advancement of scientific 
learning. These included:
"Layeng. for a place to comand wytts and pennes. 
Westminster, Eton, Wynchester, Spec. Trinity 
College in Cambridge, Jhons in Camb. Maudlin
College in Oxford, and bespeaking this betymes 
wth jB k my L. ArchY my L. Treasurer."
"Giving pensions to 4 for search to compile 
the 2 Histories ut supra. Foundac. of a college
1. Works, vol.iii. 127.
2. Letters and Life, vol. vii. 544. Note. In Instruc­
tions from the Lord Chancellor Bacon to his servant Anthony 
Bushell, there is a certain amount of evidence for Bacon's 
intention once to have given over his house at Twickenham 
for such a college. See Progresses of Elizabeth. Edited 
J. Nicholls, vol. iii. 192.
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for Inventors. 2. Galeries statues for In­
ventors past and spaces or Bases for Inventors 
to come. And a Library and an Infirmary.
Allowance for travailing; Allowance for experi- 
m Intelligence and correspondance w^b ye uni­
versities abroad.
Vaults, fornaces. Terraces for Isolation, woork 
houses of al sorts.
Endevor to abase the price of professory sciences 
and to bring in an aestimation Philosophy or 
Universality —  name and thing.”1
The literary excellence of Atlantis lies in the
union of service and fantasy which makes a rhetorically
convincing picture. There are three interesting affinities
2
that may be suggested; with masques, with the contemporary 
methods of recounting a voyage of discovery which Bacon 
has utilized with a wealth of convincing detail, and with 
similar relations of Utopias. This last affinity requires 
elaboration at least with regard to one famous work.
1. Letters and Life, vol. iv. 66 et seq.
Note. Anthony Bushell whose evidence is, however, 
generally more picturesque than reliable, gives an inter­
esting story in Abridgement of the Lord Bacon's theory in 
Minerall Persecutions (1659), of how Bacon, through James 
I., called a ^Parliament", and made a speech to the Lords, 
reviewing a plan for the analysis of mineral works, along, 
as Bushell points out, Atlantis-lines.
2. See chap. vi of this work.
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Bacon and La Cltte del Sole dl Toinmasso Canipanella.
The work of comparison and contrast of the two works, 
and the illustration of definite points which they have 
in common, has been worked out in detail by Miss E. Dick­
inson Blodgett in her monograph Bacon's New Atlantis and
1
Campanella's Civitas Solis; a Study in Relationships. Her
argument proves admirably undeniable contact between the
two minds. But it is clear from external evidence that
Bacon became acquainted with Campanella's work after he
had worked out at least one point in which he apparently
closely resembles the City of the Sun. Campanella's work
2
was published at Frankfurt in 1623. Spedding conjectures
1624 as the date of composition of the New Atlantis. In
the Memoranda of 1608 Bacon had already worked out some
of the details of his Salomon's House, in the "statuas
for Inventors past and spaces or Bases for Inventors to 
3
come".
The fact of similarity must in part be due to the 
similar material available at the time upon which all minds 
working along the constructive-Utopian lines would auto­
matically draw. Thus for instance, Plato must be held
1. Publications of Mod. Lang. Assoc, of America, 46. 
Baltimore. 1931. See Article XLI.
2. The work had been planned in 1602. Translated into 
Latin 1612, but not published until 1623.
3. Cf. Miss Blodgett in a footnote (14) (following Dr. 
Abbot's and Rnf. G.C. Moore Smith's conclusions).
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responsible for a great deal of the contact between Cam-
panella and Bacon. The idea of Atlantis had been present
in Bacon's mind in 1608, and it can be traced even further
back, into the period of his composition of masques and 
1
pageants. Much of the similarity between Bacon and Cam- 
panella must be accounted for by the fact that they were 
both drawing upon Plato: whether agreeing with or differ­
ing from him. Bacon's Atlantis owes a considerable debt 
to Platonic material, not only in inspiration (which he 
derived from the Timeus"- and the Critias) but also in the 
actual working out of the laws of the island. There are 
interesting points upon which Bacon chGDŒ&e^ s to differ from 
views expressed in the Platonic Republic, particularly on 
the question of marriage and children in common, which is
accepted by Campanella, but appears to be anathema to the
2
Governor of the "Virgin of the World". Plato banishes
poets: Bacon, it is interesting to notice, allows the
3
inhabitants of New Atlantis "an excellent'poesy". There
is interesting evidence that Bacon had Plato's Laws in
mind when he was framing the New Atlantis. Bacon's "Mer- 
4
chants of Light", for example, travel abroad for the pur­
pose of gaining scientific information. This is also put
1. See chap. vi of this work.
2. New Atlantis, vol. iii. 152.
3. Ibid., p.150.
4. Ibid., p.164. "... We have twelve that sail into 
foreign countries ... who bring us the books, and the ab­
stracts, and patterns of Experiments of all other parts."
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forward by Campanella, who gives Plato as his source of 
inspiration:
"Nevertheless they send abroad to discover the 
customs of nations, and the best of them they 
always adopt."
1
In Plato's Laws, the proposed Cretan colony has laws of
travel which are the source of Bacon's "allowance for
travailing" as found pictorially in the Atlantis, and for 
2
Campanella's similar ideas. Certain "Spectators" are sent 
abroad to inspect for ten years the customs of other 
countries. On their return they report at once to the 
governing assembly.
In an age when the idea of a Utopia was intellectu­
ally real, Platonic material was bound to reappear in many 
similar works. It is fair to conclude that Bacon's debt 
to Campanella, which is admirably illustrated in the 
Monograph referred to, was in the nature of support and 
illustration for an original conception which can be traced 
back as far as 1608, and indeed even earlier. But a great 
deal of the similarity is due to the Platonic mould in 
which they, as men with similar minds, were both working.
1. XII. 950-952 (trans. Jowett).
2. City of the Sun, edition H. Morley. 1885, p.238. 
"Thus," says Campanella, "they agree with Plato in whom I 
have read the same things."
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Bacon also indicates his knowledge of further 
Utopias —  Sir Thomas More's "Utopia" is referred to by 
the Governor of the island as
"I have read in a book of one of your men, of a 
Feigned Commonwealth where the married couple 
are permitted before they contact, to see one 
another naked".!
Finally, it is only necessary to point out that to
speak of a Utopia was as natural a method of expression
to the Elizabethan and Jacobean philosopher, as lists of
statistics are to the modern economist. So familiar was
the notion in a fantastic way, that numerous poems were
composed in the Utopian language. The Oddcorabian legge-
stretcher, the famous Sir Thomas Coriate, had his epitaph
fitly written in the "Bermudan and Utopian tongues", and
2
translated by John Taylor in 1613.
There are further interesting points in the Atlantis 
material which may be grouped under the he ad : -
!• NQw .Atlantis, p.154. Sir Thomas More, Utopia, book ii
2. "Oddcombs complaint" . printed for merrie recreation 
and are to be sold at the Salutation in Utopia, 1613.
The author writes in his own defence : -
"If any where my lines do fall out lame,
I made them so in merriment and game".
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Bacon and St. Bartholomew.
"And thus was this land saved from Infidelity 
(as the remains of the old world was from 
water) by an ark, through the apostolical and 
miraculous evangelism of St. Bartholomew."1
In his explanation of the Christianity of the in­
habitants of New Atlantis, Bacon utilizes the habit of 
association of St. Thomas and St. Bartholomew with the 
evangelising of India. Eusebius, for instance, in his 
Ecclesiastical History, speaking of the missionary voyage 
of Paentaenus to India, says:
"... the report is, that he there found his own
arrival anticipated by some who there were ac­
quainted with the Gospel of Mathew, to whom 
Bartholomew, one of the apostles had preached, 
and had left there the Gospel of Mathew in the
Hebrew, which was also preserved until this
time" .6
This story, passed into Renaissance tradition, with em­
bellishments, derived no doubt both from geographical
information and from the traditions of the saints' lives.
3
Baronius'3 Martyrology speaks of Bartholomew; 
lo Works, vol. iii. 139.
2. Eccl. Hist. (trans. Rev. C.P. Cruse. London, 1894). 
B.v.c. 10.
3. Martylogium Romanorum. Gregorii xiii. Pont. Max. 
lussn edition. Caesaris Baronii Sorani. Antwerp 1613.
The Roman Martyrologe ... appeared in English, translated 
by G.K. (S.J.) 16257 (See xxiv, Augusti.)
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"Sanctl Bartholomael Apostoll, qui In India 
Ghrlsti Evangellum praedicavlt" .
The accepted Roman canonisation and beliefs are told and
retold in England. The story of Bartholomew is told in
1
the Legenda Aurea, and the tradition of his Indian mission
and its success has been considered by Mgr. L.M. Zaleski
2
in a work Les Origines du Christianisme aux Indes, which
3
includes consideration of "St. Barthlemy" and St. Thomas.
purchas makes the transition neatly from faith to fable
4
in his Apostles' Perigrlnations, which, since it summar­
izes the current Renaissance views and indicates their 
sources, may be quoted at some length.
"Saint Bartholomew, (saith Chrysostome) passed 
into Armenia Major, and instructed the Lycaones; 
Sophronius addes the Albanians, and the Indians 
termed Fortunate; Origen saith the hither India'; 
Socrates India next to Ethiopia, Eusebius testi- 
fieth, that Pantaenus a Stoicke Philosopher and 
Rector of the gchoole or Universities of Alexand­
ria, was ordained Preacher of the Gospel to the 
Easterns Nations, and pierced to the Regions of 
the Indians, For there were at that time many 
zealous imitators of the Apostles: of whom was 
this Pantaenus, which preached to the Indians, 
amongst whom he is reported to have found the 
Gospel of S. Matthew, in the hands of some
1. (Of Jacobius de Vorgine of Genoa.) Published in 
England: Wynkyn de Worde, 1552. See folio ccxxxii.r. et 
seq.
2. Printed Mangalore Codialbail Press, 1915, in a limited 
edition.
3. Ibid., II, et seq.
4. Purchas his Pilgrimes, 1, i, 55.
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Christians, which had received the faith by
S. Bartholomew, and left them the said Gospel 
in Hebrew, reserved till that time."
It was therefore natural that Bacon should use St. 
Bartholomew as the evangelist of New Atlantis. But there 
are several interesting elements in the story of the 
evangelisation. First, the Scripture given to the people 
of Atlantis was not Mathew, as might be expected, but
"all the canonical books of the Old and New Testa­
ment ...; and the Apocalypse itself, and some 
other books of the New Testament which were not 
at that time written".!
2
Bacon appears to be improving upon antiquity. Moreover, 
these works were sent to New Atlantis, in an ark. Bacon's 
description is arresting:
"About twenty years after the ascension of our 
Saviour, it came to pass that there was seen 
by the people of Renfusa, (a city upon the east­
ern coast of our island,) within night, (the 
night was cloudy and calm,) as it might be some 
mile into the sea, a great pillar of light; not 
sharp, but in form of a column or cylinder, ris­
ing from the sea a great way up towards heavenj 
and on the top of it was a cross of Light..."
After prayer, one of the Wise Men of Salomon's House rowed 
to the pillar.
1. New Atlantis, vol. iii. 138.
2. The inclusion of the Apocryphal Books no doubt recom­
mended itself to Bacon additionally, since St. Bartholomew 
wrote an apocryphal book condemned by the Galatian Decree.
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"But ere he came near it, the pillar and cross 
of light brake up and cast itself abroad, as 
it were into a firmament of many stars; which 
also vanished soon after, and there was noth­
ing left to be seen but a small ark or chest 
of cedar, dry, and not at all wet with water, 
though it swam."!
Bacon appears here to be drawing upon the Biblical story 
Bacon sets the Biblical pillar of fire over his ark in the sea, 
of the ark of the covenant of the Lord./ It has not been
possible to find a source for this. It is perhaps poss­
ible to suggest elements which Bacon may have contrived 
in his making of the story. The appearance of an ark,
unmotivated, and to an island, appears in the St. Barthol-
2
omew legend. The Golden Legend gives the usual story in 
an easily accessible source, and may be quoted here as an 
example of the material giving this idea. The "Sarasyns" I
says the work, took up the body of Saint Bartholomew from 
its tomb in the "yle of Lypperys" and "threwe the bones 
hyder and thyder". And it is said, runs the story,
"that his body came in such wyse from Ynde to 
that yle. Whan the paynems saw yt this body & 
sepulture were gretely honoured for the myracles 
y^ befelle they hadde thereof great despyte, & 
layde them in a greate cheste of lead, & threwe 
them into the see & by the wyll of God they came 
to this yle".
1. New Atlantis, pp. 137, 138.
2. Legenda Aurea; (Wynkin de Worde 1512). Bacon refers 
to the legend: "lhad rather believe all the fables in 
the Legend...". Essay Of Atheism, Works, vol. vi. 413.
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But after the Saracens had scattered the hones, the Apostle 
appeared to a monk and commanded him to collect
"them yu shall fynde shyning thou shalt take 
up. And the monke went and toke them up & 
brought them with hymm to a shypp, and seylled 
with them to Benevente
There was then, precedent enough in ecclesiastical stories, 
for St. Bartholomew's to be connected with a bright light 
and with the idea of an ark or sea.
One further interesting remark in the New Atlantis, 
throws new light on the Baconian background, here. The 
Governor of New Atlantis says:
"I remember I have read in one of your European 
books, of an holy hermit amongst you who desired 
to see the Spirit of Fornication, and there _ 
appeared unto him a little foul ugly AEthiop."
Ellis's brief explanatory note to this remark:- "The Klein
3
Meister of La. Motte Fouqué's Sintram" has caused unneces­
sary confusion, and is of interest only in so far as it 
shows the survival of a traditional.equation Lust = Ethiope, 
into widely disseminated German fairy-story material, two
1. Fol. ccxxxiii.r (of the Lyfe of saynt Barthylmew)•
2. New Atlantis, p.152.
3. Berlin, 1841.
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centuries after Bacon's time. The illustration shows
Bacon's reading again of ecclesiastical material, in this
1
case of the Vitae Patrum, where the equation is usual. One 
of the several examples of a "holy hermit" in a situation 
such as that described in the New Atlantis runs :
"Et cum ibi dièbus viginti quiesceret [in eremo], 
ecco vidit opus quoddam diabolicum venire super 
se; & 'jstetit coram ipso velut mulier Aethiopiosa, 
foetida & turpis aspectu, ita ut foetorem elus 
sufferre non potest : & abiiciebat earn à se. Et 
ilia dicebat ei: Ego sum, quae in cordibus
hominum dulcis appareo; sed propter obedientiam 
tuam, & laborem quam sustines, non me permisit 
Deus suducere te, sed innotui tibi foetorem meum. 
llle autem surrexit, & gratias agens Deo "2
Purchas in 1625 collects similar information and.'makes 
a synthesis of the materials which Bacon used for his New 
Atlantis, thereby proving the currency of such knowledge 
and its associations. After discussing St. Bartholomew, 
the writer goes on with a stout and wordy distaste for the 
erotic :
"Saint Matthew travelled into Aethiopia, that 
namely which adhereth to India, as Socrates 
writeth. Nicephorus addeth the Anthropophagi,
1. Vitae Patrum. De vita et verbis seniorum libri x . 
Antwerp 1615. Lib.V, libellvs v . De Fornicatione (p.575 
et seq.). (Auct. Graec. Incerto, Interp. Pelagio.)
2. Ibid., 23 (p. 576). The Sayings of the Desert Fathers 
from the^*Paradise of the Fathers" ( of Palladius ) . [See 
vol.ii, 580 et seq.] has been edited by E.A. Wallis Budge, 
1907 (from a Syrian manuscript). Of. The Desert Fathers, 
Helen Waddell. 1936. Verba Seniorum (of FornicationTJ
p. 106 et seq.
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and tels I know not what Legends, rejected also 
by Baronius• For suchwas the indulgent providence 
of God, not to burthen the faith of the Church 
with voluminous Histories of Apostolicall Acts 
thorow the whole World, which scarsly (as Saint 
John hath of our Lord) the whole World could have 
contained. Unto the faith of all, not to the 
curiosity of some, was written enough by those 
holy Penmen, the Secretaries of the Holy Ghost 
in the Scripture. But the Devill impiously 
provident, hence tooke occasion to burthen the 
Church with so many unworthy Legends, both pres­
ently after their times forged in their names, 
and since by Upstarts, devised and obtruded on 
the Credulous world... Out of which Babylonian 
Mint, wee have lately that babbling and fabling 
Abdias, by Lazius his Midwifery borne after so 
many Ages, an Abortive indeed, or Changeling, as 
the wiser of themselves confesse.! Hee can tell 
you instead of St. Matthewes life, many Ethiopian 
Fables, and intertayne you in a (Fooles)Paradise2 
situate above the highest Mountains, with such 
delicacies, as shew that Adams children are still 
in love with the forbidden fruit, and will lose, 
or at least adventure the true Paradise, to find 
a false."3
News of the New World.
Finally, in Bacon's survey of the West remains to 
be mentioned his view of America and his use of his ex­
perience of men, as he recounts it from the news of an
intelligent merchant who had carried on a colony to New-
who
foundland and passed the winter there,/told me when 1
1. Marginal note —  Baron: etc.
2. The allusion is to Palladius.
3. The Apostles' Perigrinations, see above p. 215; ibid
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asked him why the country was reported so extremely cold 
where the latitude was sufficiently mild,
that it was not quite so bad as Y't&s reported, 
but the reasons were two; the one, that ice­
bergs were brought down by the current of the 
Arctic sea •... the other (which he considered 
the more important), that the west wind blows 
there for a much greater part of the year than 
the east; .... Now if," he continued, "the 
east wind blew as long and as frequently in 
England, as the west wind blows in Northumber­
land, the cold here would be far more intense, 
and equal to what it is there".1
III. EASTWARD H Q .
A. The Turkish Menace.
Bacon shows interest in the perennial Turkish ques 
tion in:-
1G08 Of the True Greatness of the Kingdom of 
g^Ytain.2
1622 Advertisement Touching an Holy War
1625 Essays Of Empire^
Of Marriage and Single Life.
Of Goodness and Goodness of Nature.
1. Historia Ventorum. Works, vol.v. 151.
2. Works,.vol. vii. 8 et seq,
3. Works, vol. vii. 39 et seq.
4. Works, vol. vi. 419, 391, 4o3.
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c .1624 New Atlantis ) x., ^
sfûFâ S ÿ ï ^ u m ) Published posthumously by Rawley.
The Turks Interest Bacon from three points of view:-
1. Foreign Policy: The Earliest form of the Eastern
Question, motivating the consideration of an 
Holy War, and recalling the old Crusading spirit.
ii. Political interest: The historical consideration of
their barbarous government.
iii. Scientific and Curious reading: a survey of their
strange customs and (barbarous) methods of living.
All these were matters for constantly fresh consideration 
by the Elizabethans and Jacobeans. Bacon proves himself 
no exception.
Bacon*3 attention was drawn to the Turkish question
by the perennial consideration of English policy in the
event of a Holy War. In a letter docketed March 23, 1616,
containing a "remembrance additional to the Instructions
2
of Sir John Digby", Bacon puts forward an appeal for Span­
ish relations to be effected by the Spanish match. He
points out the advantages to the King of Spain and to Eng-
3
land, of such an alliance. Pirates, "the common enemies 
of mankind" could be exterminated. Also:
1. Works, vol.ii (trans.), eog., 576, 577.
2. Letters and Life, vol. vi. 158.
3. Drake it will be remembered had been a "privateer" 
not a "pirate".
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"that it may be a beginning and seed (for the 
like actions before have had less beginnings) 
of a holy war against the Turk, whereunto it 
seems the events of time doth invite Christian 
kings, in respect of the great corruption and 
relaxation of discipline of war in that empire; 
and much more in respect of the utter ruin and 
enervation of the Grand Signor*s navy and forces 
by sea; which openeth a way (without congregat­
ing vast armies by land) to suffocate and starve 
Constantinople, and thereby to put those prov­
inces into mutiny and insurrection"
It is not, therefore, surprising to find the whole 
question of a Holy War dealt with by 1622, for it was 
Bacon*s habit to consider all sides cf a question thorough 
ly. The artistic form of the Holy War indicates perhaps 
two things: that Bacon required a dialogue form to put all 
sides of the question, and second, that the idea was one 
of rhetorical rather than political conviction. It was, 
as it were, moving material for a rousing speech, or for 
a politic argument : it was not actually expedient policy. 
Therefore the form is artistic rather than utilitarian; 
containing reasoned rhetorical arguments, rather than 
notes of policy. Be this as it may, some such motive 
must be given for Bacon*s extensive reading of Turkish 
history and customs. It is possible to give the main 
sources for his Turkish knowledge.
1. Ibid.
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Bacon and ügler Ghiselin de Busbecq.
"... As Busbechius reporteth, a Christian boy in 
Constantinople had like to have been stoned for 
gagging, in a waggishness, a long billed fowl
2
Bacon*s reading of the Epistolae Quatuor of Busbecq, 
who in 1554 had been sent to England as ambassador for the 
marriage of Philip and Mary, and afterwards as Imperial 
Ambassador to Constantinople, illustrates the Baconian 
interest in Turkish affairs, very well. Bacon, to draw 
rough lines of appreciation, was interested in Turkish 
history, Turkish customs, and anything that could be called 
Turkish "news". In Busbecq he found interesting emphasis 
not only upon the barbarity of the Turks but also upon some 
points of their humanity. In Knolles, whose work was his-- 
torical, the emphasis was upon the barbarity and cruelty of 
the Turks, rather than upon their humanity. The history of 
Turkey reads like an Arabian nightmare, but there were, in 
Busbecq*s letters of news from the Turkish capital, some 
interesting humane features upon which Bacon seized, as 
well as plenty of heathen Turkish practices which also re­
commended themselves to him. Thus Bacon quotes the story 
of the bird, as illustrating the Turkish kindness to animals. 
This he found in the Third Letter. Busbecq wrote:
"In quo cum eos accuso, quôd ea^praestant brutae 
animannimanti, quae haud scio an praestant rationis
1. Essay of Goodnessi;... See Works , vol .vi . 403.
2. Paris, 1589.
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partlclpl. & sibl cogeneri, certê minimè darent 
bomlni Ghristlano; respondent concessam homini 
.a Deo ratione, egregium ad omnia iustrumentum, 
qua tamen ille abutatur; sic vt nihil ei cadat 
incommodi, quod non sua culpa contraxerit, jdcirco 
minore misericordia dignum. At brutis nihil a 
Deo tributum praeter quosdam motus & appetitus 
naturales, quos no sequi non possint, ideoq; 
humana ope & commiseratione subleuandos."1
Bacon takes the illustration of this surprising soft­
ness of heart, directly from Busbecq. It is interesting 
to note that the Latin version of Bacon*s Essay is more 
correct than his English quotation. Busbecq says he is 
able to substantiate his statement by an instance from his 
experience —
"cujus rei documente nuper fuit aurifex quidam 
Venetus. Is delectabatur aucipio; coeperat inter 
reliquas aves unuam cocygis magnitudine atque 
eiusdem ferê coloris, non magno quidem rostro, 
sed faucibus ita vastis & patentibus, ut cum 
diducerentur, prodigiosè hiarent, & quamuis magnum 
hominis pugnum caperent. cuius rei novitatem 
miratus homo alioqui caperent. euius rei nouitatem 
miratus homo alioqui ridiculis, autem ianuae 
supero limini passis alis affigit, fqucibus ita 
bacillo diductis ut immësum hiarent. qui iliac iter 
habebant suspiciebantq; sed moue re ave & vivere 
animaduerterunt, in miserationem versi clamant, 
indignum facinus, innocentem auem sic discruciari: 
aurificem dome evocant, areptumque obtorto collo 
trahunt ad iudicum rerum capitalium, iamq; in eo 
res erat, vt male verberibus acciperetur, cùm à 
Bailo Veneto (sic eum vocant qui illic inter cives 
Venetos ius dicit) quidam intervenit."
2
"Sic," concludes Busbecq, "ille seruatus est", but only,
1. Epistolae Quatuor Hanoviae, 1605. Ep.III, pp.132,133.
2. Ibid., pp. 133, 134.
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It appears, because the judge was kind-hearted and well- 
disposed .
But the greater part of Bacon’s debt to Busbecq is
concerned with the barbarity rather than the humanity of
the Turks. The Baconian material in this respect illus-
1
trates the "cruzada" spirit. It is, however, difficult 
to specify the borrowings from Busbecq, since the stories 
of Ottoman cruelty were common to all Turkish com­
mentators and historians, and the material itself was 
therefore in a fluid state, collected by Bacon for purposes 
of illustration, and forming a background which makes 
Pollio in the Dialogue about the Holy War, declare toat 
"he had dreamt of nothing but Janizaries and Tartars"and 
Sultans all night long" A great part of this knowledge 
was common to all writers on Turkish history and affairs, 
and therefore it is unlikely that Bacon’s sole source for 
such fluid material would be Busbecq. He had, as will be 
shown, several further sources of information. But it is 
convenient to illustrate certain debts to this material, 
from Busbecq,where it is certain that Bacon read them,
and to .compare the general ideas with other works in the 
same tradition.
1. Advertisement. Works, vol.iii. 26.
2. Janizaries explained by Bartholomeus Georgieuiz in his 
Offspring of the House of Ottomano Englished by Hugh Gough
(1555): - *lanitzari are footmen in nüber twelve thousand, 
most valiant, of marveilous practise, of stronge souldiers, 
unto whose fidelity the turkishe Empereur is wont chefelye 
to crédité and comitte hymselfe." B.iii.r.
3. MveJitMmhl:: ibid.
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In the Advertisement touching an Holy War, Martius 
says, à propos of the barbarity of the Turkish Empire :
"A cruel tyrrany, bathed in the blood of their 
emperors upon every succession, a heap of vassals 
and slaves; no nobles, no gentlemen, no strip 
of ancient families [Lat; nullae stirpesi 
antiquiae J."I ' ~
Again, in the Essay Of Empire, Bacon writes;
"A Monarchy where there is no nobility at all, 
is ever a pure and absolute tyranny as that of
the Turks."2
The same idea is used in a simile:
"For the philosophy of Aristotle, having 
destroyed all the rest, (as the Ottomans serve 
their brothers), ......5
Busbecq gives a picturesque description which is pro­
bably the source for Bacon’s information, in his First
4
Letter;
"The position of the sons of the Turkish Sultans 
is a most unhappy one ; for as soon as one of them 
succeeds the father the rest are inevitably doomed 
to die. The Turks tolerate no rival to the throne ; 
indeed, the attitude of the soldiers of the body­
guard makes it impossible for them to do so. For
1. Works, vol. vi. 22.
2. Works, vol. vi. 405. Essay Of Nobility.
4. Since reference is only being made to the material 
of Busbecq’s letters, a modern translation is now used:
The Turkish Letters of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq by Edmund
S. Forster (from the Latin of 1633), 1927, p .30.
5. Nor. Org., Works, vol. iv. 69.
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if a brother of the reigning monarch chances to 
remain alive, they never stop demanding largesses; 
and if their requests are refused, cries of "Long 
live the brother", "God save the brother!" are heard, 
whereby they make it pretty clear they intend to 
put him on the throne. Sultans of Turkey are thus 
compelled to stain their hands with their brothers 
blood and so inaugurate their reign by murder."
The potion "no nobility" which Bacon associates with this
description of the Ottoman succession, is also connected
by him with a similar barbarous dynasty. He appears to
derive his information from a historical source, Richard
1
Knolles’s Generali Historié of the Turkes.
In this work, referred to by Ortelius, as the auth-
2
ority on Turkish history. Bacon may have found the material 
for an example in the Holy War.
"Neither," he writes, "should I make any great 
difficulty to affirm the same of the Sultans of 
the Mamaluches,5 where slaves, and none but slaves, 
bought for money and of unknown descent, reigned 
over families offreme4."4
Knolles, speaking of the government "of the Mamalukes in 
Aegypt,Judea and Syria", writes:
1. The Generali Historié of the Turkes from the first 
beginning of that Nation to the rising of the Qthoman 
Familie with all the noteable expeditions of the Christian 
princes against them. Together with the Lives and Conquests 
Qf the QTHuMAN kings and Emperors. 1603. London. Printed 
by Adam Islip.
2. "... no man hath set out these (Turkish) histories 
either with greater diligence or more simply than M.Richard 
Knolles, our learned good friend. (Ortelius, English version, 
1611, fol.110, The Empire of the Great Turk.)
3. Sandy8 relates how "Selymus" joined the teg^itory of 
the "Mamalucke" of the Ottoman Empire. (Relation/a Journey, 
1615, lib.il.)
4. Works, vol. vi, 33.
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"The last of these Caliphes (Egyptians kings) reigned 
at such a time as the Christians under the leading 
of Godefrey and Bohemund,... erected the Kingdom of 
Hiervsalem.... (Eventually) Saladine, dying, left 
the kingdoms of Aegipt to his brother, whose pos- 
teritie successively reigned a long time there, 
untill the time of Melechsala. This Melechsala 
(last of the freeborne kings, and of the posteritie 
of Saladine) had great and mortall warres with the 
Christians, wherein, hauing lost most of his best 
Soldions, and reposing no great confidence in the 
Aegyptians, thought good to strengthen himself with 
a new kind of souldior, meere slaves bought for 
money."
The Tartars, at the time, leaking into Armenia,and Cappadocia 
overran the people called Comani and
"made generall spoile of that people, as of prison­
ers taken by law of armes. Of this base people 
Melechsala for a little money bought a great 
multitude, which he transported into Aegipt, and 
furnished them with armies; by whose prowesse he 
not onely defended the frontiers of his kingdoms, 
but also besieged Lewes the French king in his 
trenches ... and shortly after in plaine battaile 
took him prisoner... But in the pride of this 
victorie Melechsala was by the conspiracie of 
these his new souldiours slaine: in whose place 
they set up one Tarqueminus, a desperat fellow of 
their owne companie, honouring him with the title 
of the great Sultan of Aegipt".
This "base slave", however, suddenly took on the ways of
a great monarch, and so by one of them (called Clotho)
suddaiielJ slaine". So Clotho became Sultan until he, too,
1
was slain by one of his servants.
Bacon shows additional knowledge of the Turkish 
antecedents in his work Of the True Greatness of the
1. Knolles, op.cit., pp. 524-528
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Kingdom of Britain, where he Includes among his descriptions 
of states —
"The state of the Turks which hath been since the 
terror of the world, founded upon a transmigra­
tion of some bands of Sarmatian Scythes, that de­
scended in a vagabond manner upon the province 
that is now termed Tua^comannia ; out of the remnants 
whereof, after great variety of fortune, sprang 
the Ottoman family."1
This statement summarizes Knolles* thesis concerning the 
origin of the Turks :
"A man shall find matter enough," he says, "to 
persuade him in reason, that the Turks have un­
doubtedly taken their beginning from the Scythes."
The Turks, he recounts,
"left their naturall seats in the cold country 
of SCYTHIA, to seeke themselves others in more 
pieasaunt and temperat countries: more Southerly _ 
than it hath beene of their originall beginning".
So, he continues,
"The people thus stirred up, and by the Caspian 
ports passing thorow .... IBERIA, neere to the 
Caspian sea; first ceased vpon a part of the 
Greater Armenia, and that with so strong hand 
that it is by this posteritie yet holden at this
: day, and of them called TURCOMANIA; of all other 
the most true progenie of the Ancient Turks."3
1. Works, vol. vii. 56.
2. Knolles, op. cit., p. 2
3. Ibid., p. 3.
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Bacon appears also, to have the whole range of Turk­
ish history at his disposal. In the Essay Of Empire he 
writes,
"For their wives [of kings] there are cruel ex­
amples of them.... Roxalana, Solyman’s wife, was 
the destruction of that renowned prince Sultan 
Mustapha, and otherwise troubled his house and 
succession.... For their children the tragedies 
likewise of dangers from them have been many.
And generally the entering of fathers into sus­
picion of their children hath been even unfortunate. 
The destruction of Mustapha (that we named before) 
was so fatal to Solyman’s line, as the succession 
from Solyraan to this day is suspected to be un­
true and of strange blood.
Bacon concludes with the maxim that few examples show
"where fathers had good by such distrust; except 
it were where the sons were up in arms against 
them as was Selymus the first against Bajazet".% *
By juxtaposing Soleiman I and II in this way. Bacon shows
he has the whole series of unnatural Turkish wars in his
mind —  a series that forms the major part of Knolles*s
work. The story of the battle royal between Soleiman II,
or Solymus, and Bajazet, is told with immense vigour in
5
the Generall Historié. The story of Roxalana, wife of the 
second Soleiman, Bacon could have found in Busbecq, in 
Knolles, and indeed in many works of Turkish affairs 
accessible at his time. For Roxadana was Turkey *s Lucrezia 
Borgia, and accounts of her machinations were naturally
3. Knolles, op. cit., pp. 478-485.
1, Essay Of Empire, Works, vol. vi, 421.
2. Ibid.
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exceedingly popular and prolific. The story of her treach­
erous behaviour towards her stepson Mustapha, is told with 
zest by several raconteurs. Busbecq in his Third Letter 
gives it, where it is possible that Bacon noted it, in his 
reading.
"Concubines," he writes, "may be either purchased 
or acquired in war, and when they [the Turks] are 
tired of them, there is nothing tp prevent them 
sending them to the slave market and selling them. 
They obtain their freedom however, if they bear 
children. Advantage was taken of this privilege 
by Roxalana, Soleiman*s wife, when she had borne 
him a son while she was still a slave. Having 
thus obtained her freedom and become her own 
mistress, she refused to have anything more to 
do with Soleiman ...., unless he made her his 
lawful wife, thereby violating the custom of the 
Ottoman Sultans."I
This was therefore done. Busbecq then plunges into the 
story of Roxalana*s crimes. Mustapha was Soleiman*s son 
by a former wife. Roxalana had four children by Soleiman, 
and wished to secure the succession for one of them.
"Mustapha," he writes, "on account of his remark­
able natural gifts and the suitability of his age, 
was marked out by the affection of the soldiers 
and the wishes of the people, as the certain suc­
cessor of his father, who was already verging on 
old age. His step-mother, on the other hand, was 
doing her best to secure the throne for her ovm 
children, and was eager to counteract Mustapha*s 
merits and his rights as the eldest son by assert­
ing her authority as a wife. To effect her object, 
she employed the advice and help of Roostem, with 
whom her fortunes were closely linked by his mar­
riage to her daughter, the Sultan’s child, so that
1. Busbecq, op. cit., p. 118.
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1
their interests were identical."
By some means, therefore, the Sultan was given to understand 
that Mustapha was conspiring against his throne. In Otto­
man logic, the only solution was for Soleiman to slay his 
son. Busbecq gives the story at length:
"The Sultan being at war with Sagthema, king of 
Persia, Roostem had been sent against him as 
commander-in-chief. As he was approaching the 
Persian frontier, he suddenly halted and sent a 
dispatch to Soleiman saying that he was in a 
critical position, that treachery was rife and 
that the soldiers had been bribed and were zeal­
ous for none except Mustapha... Alarmed at this 
news, Soleiman hurried to the spot, and wrote 
summoning Mustapha, warning him that he must 
clear himself...."
Busbecq continues in ah admirably concise way:
"Mustapha was confronted by this difficult choice: 
if he entered into the presence of his angry and 
offended father, he ran an undoubted risk; if he 
refused, he clearly admitted treason."
2
He went to his father. To cut a long story short, Mustapha, 
upon entering into his father’s tent was seized, and 
strangled with a bow-string.
"Then, laying his corpse on a rug," concludes 
Busbecq, "they exposed it in front of the tent 
so that the Janissaries might look upon the man 
whom they had wished to make their Sultan."3
1. Ibid., p. 29.
2. Ibid., p. 30.
3. Ibid., p. 32.
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1
The same story is told at greater length by Knolles,
with many picturesque details. The description includes a
splendid drawing of the lady, with the title: "Roxalana,
2
Solyman his best beloved wife". It is inscribed with a 
poem that gives the usual opinion of her, admirably:
Frontis nulla fides, nulla est fiducia formae:
Pectore dum saevoHira venena latent.
Philtra viro miscet fallax, miserumq; coegit 
Sanguine natorum commaculare manus.
The history of Roxalana was well-known in England! it is 
not surprising that Bacon should refer to it. It was told 
in a popular work —  The Offspring of the house of Ottomano, 
and officers pertaining to the greate Turkes Court, Eng­
lished by Hugh Goughe from the work of Bartholomeus Geor- 
3
gieuiz. "In the end" of this work "is adioyned the maner
how Mustapha, eldest sonne of Soltan Soliman, twelfth
Emperor of the Turkes, was murthered by his father, in the
yere of oure horde 1553...."
Bacon takes further Turkish notes of topics in which
he was interested. He appears to be especially struck by 
surprising
the/cleanliness of the Turks, and by their slothful habits. 
In the Holy War, the Turks are described as
1. Op. cit., pp. 758-779.
2. Ibid., p. 759,
3. Imprinted at London in Fletestreete, neere unto sainte
Dun8tone8 church by Thomas Marshe : 1570. Referred to by
urtelius as a source for the "ancient maner of life, be­
haviour and customes" of the Turks. Ortelius, English 
edition. 1611, p. 110.
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"A people that are without natural affection, 
and, as the Scripture saith, that regardeth 
not the desires of women, and without piety 
or care towards their children; a nation with­
out morality, without letters, arts or sciences, 
that can scarce measure an acre of land, or an 
hour of the day: base and sluttish in buildings, 
diets and the like ; and in a word the very re­
proach of human society".!
Bacon appears to have derived much of this information
from Sandy8’ Travels, or A Relation of a Journey begun
An. Dorn. 1610. Fovre Bookes containing a description of
2
the Turkish Empire, of Aegypt, of the Holy Land...." etc.
Bacon's debt to Sandys has been worked out by Ellis. 
To quote his Preface, where he proves Sandys a source for 
material in the Sylva Sylvarum;
"The route which Sandys, whose book was published 
in 1615, followed in his travels may almost be 
traced in Bacon's extracts. Thus in (701) he 
is Lemnos, from when he proceeds in the next 
two paragraphs up the Dardanelles to Constanti­
nople. In (704) and (705) we find some mention 
of what he saw there, a subject resumed in (738) 
and continued to (747) . In (743) he has reached 
Egypt> where he is found again in (767) and the 
next paragraph. The succeeding sixteen paragraphs 
follow him with some admixture of extraneous 
matter, through Syria and Palestine, to Sicily 
and the neighbourhood of Naples."3
From Sandys, Bacon appears to have derived his ideas of 
the Turkish sloth, and also some of his information about
1. Works, vol. vi. 22.
3* Preface % L .  VVorks, vol. ii. 327. 
g. London. Printed for W. Barrett. 1615.
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Turkish baths.
"So slouthfull they be," writes Sandys, "that they 
never walk up and downe for recreation, nor use 
any other exercise but shooting, wherein they take 
as little paines as may bee ; sitting on Carpets 
in the shadow, and sending their Slaves for their 
Arrowes."
Sandys is explicit about their sluttish habits:
"They lye upon Maktresses some of Silke, some of 
stayned Linnen, v/ith Bolsters of the same, and 
Qujdts that are sutable, but much in their Clothes, 
the reason being perhaps that they are so lousie. 
Nor shame they thereat, many shall you see pub- 
lickely a lousing themselves in the Sunne."
1
Sandys adds in sorrow — "and those no meane persons". The 
Turkish diet is explained at length.
"Their dishes have feet like standing BoUs, and 
so are set one upon another, that you may eat 
of each without removing any."2
It is interesting to classify Bacon's borrowings from 
Sandys, while remembering that similar material was avail 
able from other works which probably contributed as much 
as Sandys to the Baconian erudition. Thus the immense 
importance attached by the Turks to bathing, is given by 
Bacon, with a medical comment, as:
"It is strange that the use of bathings as a part 
of diet is left. With the Romans and Grecians,
• 1. sandys, op. cit., lib. i. 65.
2. Ibid. .  ^ .
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it was usual as eating or sleeping; and so it is 
amongst the Turks at this day: whereas with us 
it remaineth hut as a part of physic.... For the 
Turks it is more proper, because their drinking 
water and feeding upon rice, and other food of 
small nourishment, maketh their bodies so solid 
and hard, as you need not fear that bathing should 
make them frothy. Besides the Turks are great 
sitters, and seldom v/alk, whereby they sv;eat less 
and need bathing more."!
This he could find in Sandys in the lengthy descriptions
2
of the baths or Bannias which follow upon the account of 
the sedentary habits of the Turks. But the fact is also 
noticed by Busbecq in his Thjrd Letter:
"They (men of position) also have baths in their 
houses for the use of themselves and their women­
folk; the poorer classes use the public baths. 
They hate unclean linens of the body as though 
it were a crime, and regard it as worse than 
impurity of the soul, hence their frequent ablu­
tions." 3
Bacon makes several references to the importance
4
attached by the Turks to prowess in arms. In the Sylva
Sylvarum he gives a description, taken from Sandys, of
the Turkish bow.
"The Turkish bow giveth a very forcible shoot; 
insomuch as it hath been known that the arrow
1. Sylva Sylvarum. Works, vol. ii, 578.
2. Sandys, op. cit., p. 69.
3. Busbecq, op.cit., pp. 119-. 12U.
4. Cf. De Augmentis (trans.). Works, vol.v. 85, 86.
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hath pierced a steel target or a piece of brass 
of two inches thick: but that which is more 
strange, the arrow, if it be headed with wood, 
hath been knovm to pierce through a piece of 
wood of eight inches thick."1
"Nay," vérités Sandys, "I have seene their Arrowes 
shot by our Embassadour through Targets of Steele, 
pieces of Brasse tvt^o inches thicke; and through 
wood, with an Arrow headed with wood, of eight 
inches."2
The Turkish bow was regarded by contemporary writers as 
one of the Turkish characteristics. Busbecq writes in 
his Third Letter:
"After dinner I practise with a Turkish bow, with 
which weapon this people is extraordinarily skil­
ful ... They aim with such certainty that in battle 
they can pierce a man's eye or any other part 
which is vulnerable."3
It is interesting to notice that Bacon uses the phrase
"as a TartarVsbow" as an illustration in the Advancement 
4
of Learning, indicating his collecting of similar material 
from some such source as Knolles, where in the description 
of the battle between "Selymus" and Bajazet, already re­
ferred to, the machinations of the former in placing his
Tartar bowmen in the wings of the field, are given with
5
great pictorial energy.
1. Works, vol. ii. 564.
2. Sandys, ibid., p.64.
3. Busbecq, op.cit., p.133.
4. Works, vol. iii. 396.
5. Knolles, op.cit., p.485.
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Bacon takes several scientific details from Sandys, 
concerning Turkish customs, and incorporates them in his 
Sylva Sylvarum. Thus the Turkish use of narcotics is 
noted:
"They have in Turkey a drink called coffa, made 
of a berry of the same name, as black as soot, 
and of a strong scent, but not aromatical; which 
they take, beaten into powder, in water, as hot 
as they can drink it; and they take it, and sit 
at it in their coffa-houses, which are like our 
taverns. This drink comforteth the brain and 
heart, and helpeth digestion."!
"Although," writes Sandys-, "they be destitute of 
Tavernes, yet have they their Goffa-houses, which 
something resemble them. There they sit chatting 
most of the day, and sippe of a drinke called 
Coffa (of the Berrie that it is made of) in little 
China dishes, as hot as they can suffer it; blacke 
as soote and tasting not much unlike it ... which 
helpeth, as they say, digestion, and procureth
alacrity."2
Bacon takes also the description of the Turkish customs 
of painting the eyes and dying the hair from Sandys.
"The Turks have a black powder, made of a mineral 
called alcohole, which with a fine long pencil 
they lay under their eye-lids; which doth colour 
them black, whereby the white of the eye is set 
off more white. With the same powder-they colour 
also the hairs of the eye-lids, and of their eye­
brows which they draw into embowed arches. The 
Turks use with the same tincture to colour the 
hair of their heads and beards black."3
1. Works, vol. 'ii. 576, 577.
2. Sandys, op.cit., p. 66.
3. Sylva, Works, vol.vii. 577. Cf. Sandys, op.cit., p.67
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Sandys describing the "elegant beauties" of the Turkish 
women, devotes considerable attention to the eyes.
"Great eyes," he says, "they have in principall 
repute, affected both by the Turks and the 
Grecians, as it should seeme, from the beginning. 
For Mahomet doth promise women with such, (nay 
as big as egges) in his imaginary Paradise.
And of those the blacker they be, the more ami­
able: insomuch that they put betweene the eyelids 
and the eye a certaine blacke powder with a fine 
long pensill, made of a minerail brought from 
the Kingdoms of Fez, and called Alcohole; which 
by the not disgracefully stayning of the lids, 
doth better set forth the whiteness of the eye... 
Into the same hue (but likely they naturally are 
so) doe they die their eye-breis, and eye brows 
(the latter by Arte made high, half circular, 
and to meet, if naturally they do not) so doe 
they the haire of their heads, as a foyle that 
maketh the white seeme whiter, and more becomming 
their other perfections."1
Finally, Bacon takes the term chamolet, applied to 
paper, from Sandys.
"The Turks," he says, "have a pretty art of chamo- 
letting of paper which is not with us in use
Sandys gives the process as:
"They curiously sleeke their Paper, which is thicke, 
much of it being coloured and dapled like Chamo- 
lets, done by a tricke they have in dippling it 
in the water."3
Bacon could find in Sandys a wealth of colour and
1. I M d X  Sandys, op. cit., p. 67,
2. Sylva Sylvarum, Works, vol.ii, 578.
3. Sandys, op.cit., p. 69.
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descriptive material. It is pleasing to think that he 
recognized not only the scientific interest in Sandys, but 
also the literary and pictorial qualities, for in the New. At 
1antis the description of the "person ... of place" owes 
much to Sandys.
"He had on him a gown with wide sleeves, of a kind 
of water chamolet, of an excellent azure colour, 
far more glossy than ours ; his under apparel was 
green, and so was his hat being in the form of a 
turban, daintily made, and not so large as the 
Turkish turbans; and the locks of his hair came 
down below the brims of it."!
"Turbants,"^ writes Sandys, "are made like great 
globes of* callico..."2
had among the list of clothes worn by the Turks —  "cloth
of tissue, of gold, and silver...", it is not surprising
3
to find "Chamolets" included.
B. Bacon and the Far East.
Bacon gives from time to time in his works scattered
4
information of Chinese customs, Egyptian writings and 
5
Aethopian characteristics, indicating a wide background
1. New Atlantis, Works, vol. iii. 131.
2. Sandys, op. cit., 63.
3. Ibid., p .64.
4. Advancement of Learning, Works, vol.iii. 400
5. Sylva, Works, vol. ii. 473.
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of reading in Eastern Travel literature which was exceed­
ingly prolific in his time. But it is difficult to trace 
satisfactorily his sources, since the material was fluid 
and could be found in a variety of accessible works, and 
also Bacon's uses of it give no clue to his sources. Thus 
it is probable that Bacon was acquainted with the Viaggi 
di Messer Marco Polo, in some version, since he takes a
1
scientific example from him in the Historia Densi et Rari;
"In China they make artificial mines of porcelain 
by burying (several fathoms deep) a certain mass 
of proper and prepared cement; which after lying 
buried for about forty years is turned into por­
celain. And the mines are transmitted as an in­
heritance from father to son,"1
New
Moreover, the names —  Cambalu, Peking, Pegu, in/Atlantis, 
may owe something to Marco Polo, in the way of spelling, 
but this may not be put forward as proof since the names 
themselves are used and re-used in similar form by other 
writers.
Bacon has one very puzzling reference to the Chinese 
in his Sylva Sylvarum.
"As for the Chinese, who are of an ill complexion 
(being olivaster), they paint their cheeks scarlet, 
especially kings and grandes."2
This phrase is accounted far by. Spedding, who cannot trace
1. Marco Polo, ii. 77. Hist. Densi et Rari (trans.). 
Works, vol. V. 390.
2. Sylva Sylvarum, Works, vol. vi (trans.), 577.
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its source, as a mixture of an idea from Pliny _that in 
early times Romans coloured the image of Jupiter, and the 
idea that Chinese call us "red men". This seems unneces­
sarily involved as an explanation, but it is difficult to 
suggest a better one. The only further explanation that 
might be given is that Bacon was confusing in his mind 
under a general heading, say, "Eastern customs", a story 
told of the Turkish "grandes", and not of the Chinese.
In Busbecq's First Letter Bacon must have read a striking 
description of the Sultan Soleiman the Magnif icant :
"For his age - he has almost reached his sixtieth 
year - he enjoys quite good health, though his 
bad complexion may be due to some hidden malady;
And indeed it is generally believed that he has 
an incurable ulcer or gangrene on his leg. This 
defect of complexion he remedies by painting his 
face with a coating of red powder, when he wishes 
departing ambassadors to take with them a strong 
impression of his good health; for he fancies 
that it contributes to inspire greater fear in 
foreign potentates if they think that he is well 
and strong."1
2
In the Essay Of Viccissitude Bacon mentions the use 
of ordnance by the Chinese. The idea of the Chinese knowl­
edge of cannon from early times is a commonplace of the 
time. John Frampton writes in his Discourse of the Navi­
gation of the Portugais8, 1579, à propos of the Chinese:
1. Bucbecq, op. cit., pp. 66, 67
2. Works, vol. vi. 516.
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"And though they be not so warlike as we are, as 
the Moores have declared, I knowe not what powre 
were sufficient for so great a number of horse­
men, and against people so wel armed, the Artil- 
larie being so common to them as it is to u s."1
The use of cannon is mentioned by Campanella^in his City 
of the Sun; : . /
"I learnt that canon and topography were invented 
by the Chinese before we knew them."2
C . Bacon and Collected Voyage-Material.
In conclusion, it is only necessary to point out
that Bacon appears to have read the "Voyages" of Hakluyt 
3
and Ramusio. It is impossible to be more definite on this 
point than to suggest that in these volumes was collected 
a great deal —  though by no means all —  of the Baconian 
navigational material. But since the information was also 
available in its original form, it has only been possible 
to indicate the original source and finally to add the 
proviso that such material was available in these collec­
tions o Since Purchas in his Pilgrimes (1625) collects more 
than either of the two collections mentioned, of the Bacoilan
1. p. 46.
2 . Op. cit., H. Morley, pp. 223-4.
3. Delle Navigations Viaggi, 3 vols. Venice 1606.
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"sources", without being available at the time when Bacon 
was using than, the task of discriminating between what 
Bacon read in the original or in translation, and what he 
read in Hakluyt and Ramusio, would not only be exceedingly 
difficult, but would imply a misunderstanding of the fluidity 
of publications, editions and current notions of naviga­
tional material, that forms the background for Bacon's use 
of voyage-literature.
Bacon then, was considerably interested in and 
affected by literature and "news" of navigation. It was 
his pride as a man of intellect of his time that he lived 
in an era when
"it may be truly affirmed that this great building 
the world had never through-lights made in it, 
till the days of us and our fathers. . . 1
1 o Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 340.
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CHAPTER IV
THE RHETORICAL BACKGROUND uP FRANCIS BACON
I.
"The marshalling and sequel of sciences and 
practices: Logic and Rhetoric should he used to he 
read after Poesy, History and Philosophy. First 
exercise to do things well and clean, after, promptly 
and readily."1
Francis Bacon was nothing if not rhetorical. He lived 
in a rhetorically-minded age. The full implications of this 
fact are difficult to comprehend: in coming to the subject, 
the twentieth-century student is hampered hy a change of 
value in the term "rhetoric", and hy a tendency to limit 
the idea of the rhetorical use of words to purple prose.
It is therefore customary to regard Renaissance rhetorics 
as an "aspect" of a prismatic period, whereas Rhetoric was 
really the art of communication, embracing all "aspects".
The use of persuasive prose in a time when statesmanship
1. A Discourse of Helps for the Intellectual Powers, No.5, 
Works, vol. vii. 103.
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and négociation were held in such respect was bound to form 
an integral part of the study of men of culture. The class­
ical art of rhetoric became a Renaissance weapon.
(1) Bacon and"Style".
There is an initial paradox in the Baconian situation. 
Bacon, as will be shown, professes to find the labouring of 
rhetoric in his day, adequate; yet he is by no means satis­
fied with the attention paid to style, which is the founda­
tion of the study of rhetoric. Some preliminary attention 
to this question will facilitate the subsequent discussion 
of his rhetorical motives.
Style is a vehicle for thought; it is an instrument. 
Bacon's view of style, it will be seen, was as an applied 
art. Rhetorics themselves —  the art without the applica­
tion —  he found well-elaborated. But the basis of Rhetoric, 
the use and function of style, he found gravely distorted. 
Style in contemporary study was being dissociated from appli­
cation to matter and was becoming an end in itself. Bacon
outlines this process in the Advancement. Attacking "deli- 
1
cate learning", he refers it to the revival of the reading of 
the classics, of "ancient authors, ... which had a long time 
slept in libraries". The result was a necessity for a "more
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 282.
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exquisite travail in the languages’ original wherein those
1
authors did write...". From this Bacon deduces the famous:
"So that these four causes concurring, the admiration 
of ancient authors, the hate of the schoolmen, the 
exact study of languages, and the efficacie of preach­
ing, did bring in an affectionate study of eloquence 
and copie of speech, which began to flourish. This 
grew speedily to an excess; for men began to hunt 
more after words than matter; and more after the 
choiceness of the phrase, the round and clean com­
position of the sentence, and the sweet falling of 
the clauses, and the varying and illustration of 
their works with tropes and figures, than after 
weight of matter, worth subject, soundness of argu­
ment, life of invention or depth of judgement."2
The question, therefore, has two component parts for Bacon. 
Too much attention was being attached to stylistic manoeuvres, 
and not enough to "invention" and "judgement" of matter. The 
first deals therefore with style: the second Bacon elaborates 
in his discussion of organised rhetoric.
Bacon outlines the background for this indictment.
"Then grew the flowering and watery vein of Osorius, 
the Portugual bishop, to be in price. Then did 
Sturmius spend such infinite and curious pains upon 
Cicero the orator and Hermogenes the rhetorician, 
besides his books of periods and imitation and the 
like. Then did Car of Cambridge, and Ascham, with 
their lectures and writings, almost deify Cicero 
and Demosthenes, and allure all young men that were 
studious unto that delicate and polished kind of 
learning. Then did Erasmus take occasion to make 
the scoffing echo; Decem annos consumpsi in legendo 
Cicerone, and the echo answered in Greek, one, A sine
1. Ibid., p. 283.
2. Ibid., p. 283 et seq.
3 « Ibid., p . 284.
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"Copie" rather than "weight" is Bacon's sunmiary of this ac­
tivity, which found its home at the universities, the court 
and in private study, in England and abroad. Bacon's point 
of view is most readily grasped if it is compared with the 
famous exponent of the opposite view —  Roger Ascham, as it 
is set down in the Scholemaster. Cne can well imagine that 
the impression made by this work upon the Baconian mind would 
be one of distaste at the evidence of an energetic and force­
ful mind confining itself within a sphere where it was im­
possible to make progress beyond a certain point of profi­
ciency, namely, the ability to approximate to a Cicero or a 
Demosthenes with no further erudition than this to bring to 
bear on sixteenth-and seventeenth-century problems. Ascham's 
scholar was to read daily
"some book of Tully; as the third book of Epistles, 
chosen out of Sturmius, de Amidtia, de Senectute.. .
Sallust, one of the providers of Baconian profit, was taboo
2
because he "was not the purest in propriety of words".
"Herein," Bacon would comment, "[is] the first dis­
temper of learning, when men study words and not 
matter."3
"Ye know not," retorts Ascham, "what hurt ye do to 
learning, that care not for words, but for matter, 
and so make a divorce betwixt the tongue and the 
heart."4
1. Scholemaster edited Giles, 1864. Works, vol. iii. 168.
2. Ibid., p. 264.
3. Advancement. Works, vol. iii. 284.
4. Ascham, op.cit., pp. 211, 212.
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1
Ascham took his stand for "Copie": Bacon for "weight".
Ascham*s work, with its allusions to Cheke, Osorius and 
2
Sturmius, makes even the modern reader conscious as it must 
with augmented force, have made Bacon conscious, of a circle 
of academic friends pursuing their elegant and polished 
learning in an intellectually active, but none the less, 
intellectually segregated and protected existence. Bacon 
naturally looked to such, the academic society, for models 
of elegant speech and style to apply to his own work as 
scientist and philosopher. But it is not surprising that, 
in his view, he found in the exponents of Ciceronian 
"learning" of the time little to praise and much to fear: 
for such men of culture were, he felt, obstacles in the way 
of the advancement of learning.
(2) Organised Rhetoric.
This excessive attention to style was, naturally, 
not without a grave effect on Rhetoric as an art. The study 
of Rhetoric was, along with the study of Style, becoming an 
end in itself, with no relation to subject-matter. At 
Cambridge in 1570 rhetorical tuition was based on Quintilian, 
Hermogenes and Cicero, viewed as works of art. Gabriel
1. With the doctrine of "Imitation" .
2. Sturmius reorganised the curriculum of the new gymnasium 
at Strasbourg, making Cicero and Demosthenes the chief ob­
jects of study. For full discussion of the "deification"
of Demosthenes, see C.D. Adams, Demosthenes and his Influ­
ence, 1927, p. 131 et seq.
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Harvey, In two of his lectures: De Natura, Arte & Exerclta-
1 ~  
tione Rhetorlca, "datum Cantabriglae, ex Aula Pembrochianla"
1577, gives a review of university rhetorical examples, in­
cluding Cicero and Bacon's bug-bear Orosius, in a long list 
of rhetoricians to be imitated. Bacon disapproves of the 
abuses of learning by the Universities in this respect.
Where Ascham can only praise "Cambridge then giving place
to no university, neither in France, Spain, Germany, nor 
2
Italy", Bacon suggests that the error of emphasis on style
that
rather than knowledge, is due to the fact/"scholars come too 
soon and too unripe to the study of logic and rhetoric, arts 
fitter for graduates than for children and novices". The 
"untimely learning" of these arts has, he says,
"drawn on by consequence, the superficial and 
unprofitable teaching and writing of them, as 
fitteth indeed to the capacity of children". 3
Bacon, then, did not approve of the numerous editions of
4
trope-marked classics issued to schools in his time. This
conception, in direct opposition to contemporary teaching
is the basis of his attitude to Rhetoric. His view is
5
revolutionary: Peter Ramus divided the liberal arts into
1. London, 1577. See Aiijr and v.
2. R. Ascham, opoCit., p. 237.
3. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 326.
4. Gf. J. Brinsley, Ludus Literarius (1612), and the numer­
ous works dependent on it.
5. Ramus's influence will be discussed infra., .A full de­
scription is given in Peter Ramus and the Lducational_Reform 
of the 16th Century by F.P. Graves 1 New York 1^12.
t
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the exoteric (grammar, rhetoric, dialectic), and the esoteric 
(mathematics, physics, metaphysics and ethics), and began 
his reform with, as he considered, the easier subjects —  
rhetoric and logic. Ascham's view is similar:
"... my young scholar, so I will not leave him God 
willing, until I have brought him a perfect scholar 
out of the school, and placed him in the Universi- 
tie, to become a fit student for logic and rhetoric: 
and so after to physic, law or divinity..."1 .
Bacon's view is fundamentally opposed to the practice 
of his time : it was that one should acquire the matter be­
fore the technique: the arts before the arts of arts. The 
general answer of the period to the problem of excessive
2
imitation of the Latin style, was to demand an English style. 
But this evaded the question of matter. Bacon's answer is 
to find a "use" for style", a use whereby it cannot be 
divorced from matter. This he does in his definition of 
Rhetoric, a definition in which style is clearly distinguished 
as an applied art, subservient to Reason.
1. R. Ascham, op.cit., p. 167.
2. Of. R. Mulcaster's Elementarie, 1582:
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II.
Bacon's Definition and Scheme of Rhetoric.
a. Justification.
Bacon's first task to justify and explain the subject 
with allusion to the Scriptures;
"Now descend we to that part which concerneth the 
Illustration of Tradition, comprehended in that 
science which we call Rhetoric, or Art of Eloquence; 
a science excellent, and excellently well laboured. 
For although in true value it is inferior to wis­
dom, as it is said by God to Moses, when he dis­
abled himself for want of this faculty, "Aaron shall 
be thy speaker, and thou shalt be to him as God; 
yet with people it is the more mighty: for so 
Salomon saith. Sapiens corde appellabitur prudens, 
sed dulcis eloquio majora reperlet, signifying that 
profoundness of wisdom will help a man to a name or 
admiration, but that it is eloquence that prevail- 
eth in an active life."1
Bacon feels the need, therefore, as did many of his con­
temporaries, to justify his consideration of Rhetoric by
2
Biblical precepts. Henry Peacham's Garden of Eloquence is
"manifested and furnished with varietie of fit examples,
gathered out of the most eloquent orators and best approued
authors, and chieflie out of holie Scriptures". John
3
Barton's Rhetoric is similarly supported by the "sacred
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii, 408, 409.
2. By Henry Peacham the Elder, 1593. (First published 
1577.) See Epistle, fol. AB.iij.r.
3. Arte of Rhetor ike, 1634. For similar arguaient see 
fol. A3 .r. Of. T. Wilson, Arte of Rhétorique (1533).
Edited G.H. Mair, 1909. Preface.
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Scriptures". This method of justification was no doubt,
felt to be all the more necessary since the powerful and
perennial argument of the fundamental immorality of rhetoric
was put strongly at the time by men like Bishop Jewel, who
in his famous Qratio contra Rhetoricum used with a fine
frenzy, a classical origin of rhetoric —  in Mercury, the
1
first inventor of lying words.
But contemporary criticism was little compared with 
the argument as old as Gorgias, that rhetoric could be a 
dangerous abuse. Bacon is concerned to refute this attack 
in so many words:
"And therefore it was a great injustice in Plato 
(though springing out of a just hatred of the 
rhetoricians of his time) to place rhetoric among 
arts voluptuary; resembling it to cookery, which 
did as much spoil wholesome meats, as by variety 
and delicacy of sauce to make unwholesome meats 
more palatable."2
Bacon's conclusion is that
"rhetoric can be no more blamed for knowing how
to colour the worse side than logic for teaching 
how to make fine s o p h i s m s ".3
To read Bacon superficially is to conclude that he 
made short work of such arguments; to decide that he was
1. Jewel, Bishop of Salisbury (died 1571). Works edited
J. Ayre (for the Parker Society) 1850. See p. 1256. (Fourth 
Portion, Miscellaneous Pieces.) Of. p. 1284 et seq.
2. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 458.
3. Ibid.
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satisfied with the state of rhetoric (as distinct from
Ciceronianism), except for certain deficiencies in the 
1
"Appendices" to this art;
"But as for the labouring of the art, the emulation 
of Aristotle with the rhetoricians of his time, and 
the eager and vehement skill of Cicero doing his 
utmost to ennoble it,coupled with his long experi­
ence, has made them in their works of rhetoric 
exceed themselves. Again those most brilliant 
examples of the art which we have in the orations 
of Demosthenes and Cicero, added to the perfection 
and skill of the precepts have doubled the pro­
gression in it."2
it appears to be
But this satisfaction is not as complete as at first sight/. 
When Bacon according to his custom, proceeds to "stir the 
earth a little ... about the roots of this science", it be­
comes apparent that the arrangement or scheme which he puts 
forward, of rhetorical knowledge up to his time, is far from 
being a quiescent acceptance of existing schemes. It is not 
militant as his anti-Ciceronian manifesto was, but it is 
occupied in the same way with the fundamental question —  
the use of words, in this case, the use of rhetoric. His 
definition of rhetoric and the place which he allots to it 
in his intellectual globe, require careful examination, for 
the process of his reasoning shows that he was acutely aware 
as well of the dangers of the abuse of the art, as of its 
excellence as an applied art.
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., p. 455.
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b . Definition.
A short excursion into Baconian metaphysics will
make the position clear, and will "place" rhetoric in Bacon's
intellectual cosmos. The "Use and Objects of the Faculties
of the Human Soul" are "understanding, reason, imagination,
memory, appetite, will" —  "in short all that with which the
1
logical and ethical sciences deal".
The uses and objects of the human soul fall, there­
fore, under two heads —  Logic and Ethic. Logic deals with
the understanding and reason and produces Truth. Ethic 
deals with the will, appetite and affections and produces 
Goodness. The Imagination falls neither under Logic nor 
Ethic. Logic produces "position and decree". Ethic "action 
or execution". The function of the Imagination is to act as 
"agent or nuncius" in both provinces, both in the "judicial" 
and the "ministerial". Bacon explains this process lucidly:
"For sense sends all kinds of images over to imagina­
tion for reason to judge of; and reason again when
it has made its judgement and selection, sends them 
over to imagination before the be put in execution.
For voluntary motion is ever preceded and incited by
imagination; so that imagination is a common instru­
ment to both, —  both reason and will; saving that 
this Janus of imagination has two different faces; 
for the face towards reason has the print of truth
and the face towards action has the print of good­
ness ... ."2
1. Ibid., p. 405.
2. Ibid., pp. 405, 406.
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Misquoting Aristotle as proof, he adds
"For it was well said hy Aristotle that the mind 
hath over the body the commandment which a lord 
hath over a bondman, but that reason over the 
imagination that commandment which a magistrate 
hath over a free citizen."1
The Imagination has also a sphere of its own, where it is
not merely a messenger. This sphere is occupied by Poetry.
The relation between Poetry and Rhetoric, then, in Bacon's
2
view, is that while the one is a "pleasure or play of wit", 
the other is a useful art. The control of the passions, 
therefore, is the work of this sphere, for they are evoked 
by the Imagination in Poetry and by Rhetoric. But they must 
be evoked - to be useful--to listen to Reason. Bacon's defin­
ition of Rhetoric, which may now be stated, contains there­
fore a great deal of weighty reasoning. It is:
"... Rhetoric is subservient to the imagination as 
Logic is to the understanding; and the duty and 
office of Rhetoric, if it be deeply looked into, 
is none other than to apply and recommend the dic­
tates of reason to the imagination in order to 
excite the appetite and will."3
And again:
"... the end of logic is to teach a form of argument 
to secure reason but not to entrap it"; "the end 
likewise of moral philosophy is to procure the 
affections to fight on the side of reason and not 
to invade it; the end of rhetoric is to fill the 
imagination with observations and images to second 
reason, and not to oppress it".4
1. Ibid. Cf. Aristotle, Politics 1. 3. Read Appetitus 
for "imagination".
2* Ibid., p#4u6.
3. Ibid., p. 455. 4. Ibid., pp. 455, 456.
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Rhetoric is therefore essentially an applied art: its function 
is to make effective the movements and decisions of reason.
c • The Originality of Bacon's Definition.
In trying to place Bacon's definition in the framework 
of classical origins and Renaissance developments, one is 
immediately aware of a certain wise originality of arrange­
ment of ancient ideas, in Bacon's statement. So original 
indeed, does it appear at first view, that Cope writes that 
Bacon "takes a very different view of the office and func­
tions of Rhetoric from that of any of his classical prede- 
1
cessors". But this is not so. Bacon's definition is rather 
a synthesis of ideas collected from antiquity, and redirected 
by his opinion of the latent possibilities for abuse in many 
of these ideas.
Quintilian, in Book II of his Institutes of Oratory 
gives a résumé of the progress of rhetoric, up to his own 
time. The pre-Aristotelian definition ran: "oratory is the 
art of persuading". With time, the idea of oratory became
2
that of a "certain skilfulness in flattering and pleasing". 
Aristotle tried to free the;definition from this stigma by 
giving it a further limitation: that rhetoric is intended 
not to persuade at all costs, but to discern "in every case
1. An Introduction to Aristotle's Rhetoric. London and 
Cambridge, 1867, p. 36.
2. Cap. XV. Quintilian says Plato's Gorgias was respons­
ible for the grave error.
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1
the available means of persuasion". But this definition 
Quintilian remonstrates, has
"the additional fault of comprehending nothing 
but invention, which, without elocution cannot 
constitute oratory".2
Quintilian includes Cicero under the definition of Oratory 
as persuasion, but admits that Cicero himself was not sat­
isfied with the idea. Cicero's contribution to the argu­
ment is the statement that oratory is concerned to prove,
3
to win sympathy and to move. Rhetoric moves the passions
and influences the will. Quintilian himself comes to the
conclusion with other rhetoricians whom he cites that
4
Rhetoric is the "art of speaking well".
The ingredients of the Baconian definition are then, 
here, but some reason must be found for Bacon's reorganisa­
tion of existing schemes. This may be found in the history 
of the abuses of rhetoric. To put the case briefly, Plato's 
fear became perennial. Rhetoric under the second sophistic, 
typified by the work of Hermogenes, became limited to style 
entirely. Cicero in his De Oratore recognizes the dangers 
of such a state of affairs. "Sound without substance is
1. Aristotle, Rhetoric, translation, R.C. Jebb. 1909, I, 
ii. 1355.b.
2. Quintilian, Inst. Orat., translation, J.S. Watson, 
1910. See Il.xv.
3. Orator. 69.
4. Op.cit., II. XV, 37.
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folly" is the basis of Cicero's argument, here. Sophistic
1
leads to dilation and to excessive use of figures of speech. 
Historically, such a danger has branded a stigma on the 
term "rhetoric", and all its derivatives. The case may be 
put strongly for a similar mis-emphasis of the component 
parts of Rhetoric.during the Renaissance: too much atten­
tion was being paid to style or elocutio, not enough to 
matter or inventio. Such a hypothesis gives colour and 
motivation to the Baconian originality of definition.
d. The Need for Bacon's Definition.
The classical threads are-taken up into a Renaissance
tangle of argumemt. Two divisions are made clear: the
Aristotelian definition: and the definition according to
Quintilian. The second, in Bacon's view, was overworked.
It attached too much importance to figures of speech and
2
not enough to subject matter. Prom Quintilian via Ramus, 
the definition "Rhetorica est ars bene dicendi" is formu­
lated and popularised. The influence of Hermogenes the 
stylist was an added incentive to the unremitting attention 
to style. Therefore insistence on the ornamental possi­
bilities of rhetoric was bound to be marked. Works like 
Erasmus' De Copia illustrate the immense popularity of
1' 1. Of. .Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic, O.S. Baldwin, 1928, 
p. 2 et seq.
2i5^ .  Charles Butler, Rameae Rhetoricae libri dvo in 
vsvm / Butler's own Rhetoricae libri dvo '(6‘xford) i6qo fin 
same volume] gives the same"définition: Rhetorica est ars 
benê__dicendi . fol. A . 3 .r .
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elocutio. This popularity gives an extra fillip to the 
Quintilian definition, which receives new twists, but 
always in the direction of artificiality. It appears, 
quite mildly, together v/ith Aristotelian excellence of pur­
pose in Melancthon's definition:
"Rhetorica, dicendi artificium, usui sane magno 
ueteribus fuit, non ad paedeian solum industria 
quadam tractandam, sed omnino etiâ ad reipub. 
administrations, forü, consiliâ, suadendas , 
leges, disuadëda uitia, sancienda belli pacisque 
iura, denique ad omnia ciuitatis recte consti- 
tuendae munera."!
It appears more boldly in English Rhetorics like Dudley 
Fenner's Artes of Logike and Rethorique:
"RHETORIKE is an Arte of speaking finely.
It hath two parts (Garnishing of speech called
( Eloquution.
(Garnishing of the manner of 
( vtterance, called Pronunciation1
There was a decided tendency to stress the artificialities 
of the art, a tendency not, in itself, an abuse, but which 
gives some reason for the Baconian reorganisation of the 
general scaffolding of the subject. Bacon's insistence is 
upon the element of reason in rhetoric. It is the aim of 
this study to shov/ that Bacon's definition and scheme of
"2
1. Philippi Melancthonis De Rhetorica libri tres. Goloniae 
1523, lib.i. (not paged).
2. 1584. Di.r.
To precede p. 262
L'le FLAN OF BACONIAN RHETORIC to show the element of REASON.
1 2 
(Reduced from the Advancement of Learning and the De Augmentis.)
Knowledge concerning 
(1) Uses and Objects of 
the Faculties of the 
human s oui.
r Logic.- The Logical Arts.
. Ethic. - The Affections.
1. Inventio.
2. ludicio.
3. Memoria.
4. Elocutio.
(2) 1. Inventio
Mainly of Arts and Sciences, (deficient)
(Fromptuary.r General. Topics 1
I Farticular.
fInduction (vide Novum Organum).
i Syllogism j
I Inverse
Ostensive proof. 
Proof per incommodum.
2. ludicio j This being premissed, Bacon divides the Art of Judgement 
' "according to the usual manner".
i) The Analytic. (Superfluous elaboration of
!(ii) The Doctrine Concerning Blenches or detection of 
Fallacies:
i. Detection of Sophistical Fallacies. 
ii. " " fallacies of Interpretation,
iii. " False Appearances or Idols.
I
3. Memoria
4. Art of
Transmission
Writing
Doctrine concerning Helps of Memory. j(Commonplace Books)
Digest of
Commonplaces.■{'
Memory itself (weakly pursued) {Frenotion. Emblem.
r (i) Doctrine concerning the Organ of Discourse (Grammar).
(ii)
(iii)
" Method of Discourse(= Dispositloj
" Illustration of Discourse 
(= Elocutio) = RHETORIC.
RHETORIC —  per se, therefore, is the third part of the fourth 
division of the first part of human knowledge —  LOGIC = REASON.
1. Works, vol. iii. 384 et seq. 2. Works, vol. iv, 396 et seq.
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the scope of rhetoric was necessitated by the rhetorical 
ideas of the time, and motivated by a desire to reform the 
latent possibilities for abuse in those ideas.
Bacon's schématisation of Rhetoric and its insist­
ence on the element of Reason, may be made most clear by 
a Plan.
e . Bacon's Plan of Rhetoric.
Bacon's plan, it will be seen, gives Rhetoric a
firm logical context: the element of Reason is insisted
upon. Before proceeding to a discussion of the "parts"
of Rhetoric, two problems must be settled. The first
deals with the relation of Rhetoric to Logic, and the
second with the province allowed to an orator.
Rhetoric, says Aristotle "is not concerned with any
single or definite class of subjects but is parallel to 
1
Dialectic". Rhetoric and Logic are, in fact, the arts of 
dealing with arts. This is what Bacon means in his state­
ment that Logic and Rhetoric as methods should be studied
2
after Philosophy, History and Poetry —  the material. If 
Rhetoric is an art teaching methods of disposing knowledge, 
the question naturally arises as to what subjects of knowl­
edge m i ^ t  be permitted to an orator. Aristotle's suggestion
1. Rhetoric, 1.11. 1355b. ♦
2. Supra (Pt.I of this study).
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that an orator mast be proficient as well as in rhetoric, 
in logic and ethic, resulted in his dictum that
"Rhetoric is, as it were, an offshoot of Dialectic 
and of that Ethical science which may fairly be 
called Politics".!
Aristotle's view of rhetoric makes the subject dependent 
then upon dialectic and upon the science of négociation. 
Bacon approves this definition of the subject:
"And Aristotle doth wisely place Rhetoric as be­
tween Logic on the one side and moral or civil
knowledge on the other, as participating of both: 
for the proofs and demonstrations of Logic are 
to all men, indifferent and the same ; but the 
proofs and persuasions of Rhetoric ought to differ 
. according to the auditors."2
A Rhetorician might knov/ Logic and Policy, therefore, but
it was a debateable point whether he should be versed in
or^in of the
Philosophy. They argument that Philosophy is not a fit
subject for a Rhetorician is stated by Cicero, and quoted
by Quintilian,to the effect it was in the time of Socrates
that eloquence was first separated from Philosophy, for
Socrates, regarding rhetoric as valueless, devoted himself
3
wholly to philosophical discussion.
1. Aristotle, op.cit., ibid.,1356a.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 411.
3. Cicero, de Orat. iii. 19. Cf. Quintilian, op.cit., 
Preface to Marcellus Victorius.
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"So," says Bacon, "we see Cicero the orator com­
plaining of Socrates and his school, he was the 
first who separated philosophy and rhetoric, 
whereupon rhetoric became an empty and verbal 
art."1
Bacon's own view may be deduced from his:
"But yet notwithstanding it is a thing not hastily 
to be condemned, to clothe and adorn the obscur­
ity even of philosophy itself, with sensible and 
plausible elocution. For hereof we have great 
examples in Xenophon, Cicero, Seneca, Plutarch, 
and of Plato also in some degree...."2
The problem was generally felt in Renaissance theory 
Wilson gives the conclusion that an orator may speak
"only of all such matters, as. may largely be ex­
pounded for mans behoue, and may with much grace 
be set out, for all men to heare them".^
The idea of grouping rhetoric with one of its allied sub­
jects was suggested, also. Bacon joins rhetoric with 
grammar and dispositio. John Barton arrives at a sensible 
conclusion that will, except for the unfortunate allusion 
to Platonic cookery, bear comparison with Bacon's:
"I say not(according to the received definition) 
that Rhetorick is the art of pleasing well, how- 
beit I was about to define it as the art of
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 373.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 284.
3. T. Wilson, opoCit. (Edl909), p.l.
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Oratory, which is equivalent with the former: 
but I consider that to an Oratour (besides 
Rhetorick) Logick and Grammar essentially belong. 
For together with the cooking, that is, the dress­
ing and serving up of an oration, wherein Rhetorick 
consisteth, an Oratour must have matter and method 
from Logick; puretie of construction, and words 
accustomed from Grammar; or he cannot be perfect."!
But for the greater part, theorists were content to devote 
their attention as will be shown, to elocutio as the dis­
tinguishing feature of rhetoric.
The debate concerning the subject matter proper for 
rhetoric, naturally involves the question of the differ­
ence between logic and rhetoric, or more exactly, between 
what came to be called dialectic and rhetoric. Aristotle's 
learned dissertation on the syllogism and the enthymeme
did not exert as much influence in this respect as the
2
simple Ciceronian illustration of the hand, an illustration
which was overworked in the period. It is used, for in-
3
stance, by Wilson and Bacon writes similarly:
"It appears also that logic differs from rhetoric 
, not only (as is commonly said) in that the one 
is like the fi/st, and the other like the .open 
hand (that is the one close, the other at large); 
but much more in this, that logic handles reason 
yr./ in truth and nature, and rhetoric handles it in
the opinions of the vulgar.
1. John Barton, op.cit., To the Reader; fol. A.iii.r. et 
seq. Of* Bacon's consideration of Grammar, Dispositio, and 
Rhetoric, as the Art of Transmission. The recommendation 
to study Grammar with Rhetoric is Quintilian's.
2. De Finibus, ii. 17.
3. T. Wilson, op ocit., p.
4. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 457.
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Bacon insists, then, on the popular effect of rhetoric, as 
opposed to the isolative effect of logic. But if the dif­
ference between logic and rhetoric is in the nature of the 
appeal, the methods of procedure of the two subjects were, 
to a large extent, in classical theory, identical. Thus 
of the five parts of rhetoric according to Cicero and the 
greater number of classical theorists, viz.,
Inventio, ludicio, dispositio, memoria, elocutio, 
(pronunciatlo, actio),
inventio and ludicio always, and generally dispositio and 
memoria were held to work equally within logic and rhetoric. 
It is this accepted fact that enables Bacon to insist upon 
the logical or reasonable connections of rhetoric.
These five parts are formulated by several theorists 
in the Renaissance. There are, in fact, two methods of 
reducing rhetoric into "parts", in the time. The first 
gives all five, including the parts inventio and ludicio.
The second sets aside the logical parts and concentrates 
wholly upon elocutio as Rhetoric. The first division, 
adopted by a minority, may be illustrated first.
Cox puts forv/ard the Ciceronian five-part scheme, 
levelling the number of parts to four :
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"Whomsoeuer desyreth to be a good oratour or to 
dyspute and commune of any maner thynge hym be- 
houeth to haue foure thynges. The fyrste is 
Inuencyon, for he muste fyrste of al imagyne or 
inuent in his mynde what he shall saye. The .ii. 
is named iudgement for he must haue wit to dis­
cerne and iudge whether tho thinges that he hathe 
founde in his mynde be conuenient to the purpose 
or nat.... The .iii. is disppsycyon whereby he 
maye knowe how to ordre and set everything in his 
due place. Leste thoughe his invencyon and iudge­
ment to neuer so good he maye happen to be counted 
as the commune prouerbe saye[th], to put the cart 
afore the horse. The .iiii. ... is such thynges
laste. as [sic] he hath Inuented and by iudgement 
knowen apte to his purpose when they ar set in 
theyr ordre so to speke them that it maye be 
pleasant and delectable to the audience.... And 
this laste propriété is callyd among lernyd men 
eloquence."I
Bacon gives a pictorial description of the five, in
an illustration in the De Augmentis, as including "inven-
2
tion, disposition, elocution, memory and action". But his 
outline, which he calls the "Logical Arts" is not this 
accepted five-fold scheme, though .(as appears from the 
plan) it contains all five elements. Knowing the necessity 
for Reason, Bacon utilizes the similarities in logic and 
rhetoric, and groups the first of the divisions —  inventio, 
iudicio and memoria, under logic. The fourth, the art of 
illustration, seems to him to be the distinguishing feature
1. Leonard Cox, The Arte or Crafte of Rhethor^ke. 1532. 
Edited F.I. Carpenter. Üniv. of Chicago Press. 1899. See 
p.43 (Cox, fol. Aiii.r. & v.) Cf. T. Wilson, op.cit.,
pp. 5, 6. Cf. Melancthon, op.cit., lib.i: the "parts" 
Inuentio, Dispositio, Elocutio, Memoria, Pronunciatio.
2. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 437.
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of Rhetoric as opposed to Logic; to this part alone, there­
fore, does he give the name of Rhetoric. This he makes 
dependent upon logic: to serve the Reason.
In actual division, therefore, if not in the spirit 
of organisation promoting that division. Bacon's plan re­
sembles the second method of dividing the parts, adopted 
in the Renaissance. This method divided the five parts 
into two sections —  logic included inventio iudicio, and 
rhetoric, elocutio. But the resemblance is more apparent 
than real. For Bacon, as is seen in his definition, was 
concerned only to make Rhetoric serve Reason. The greater 
number of theorists in his time —  those who adopted the 
equation elocutio = Rhetoric —  were concerned to elaborate 
methods of promoting eloquence more often than not, to the 
exclusion of consideration of the element of reason, or 
subject-matter. A short excursion into this field of 
rhetorical theory will make this clear. In this develop­
ment, the discussion of tropes and figures of exornation, 
which, in the Ciceronian division formed a fifth section 
of the subject Rhetoric, became emphasized until it became, 
like the work of Hermogenes, an art in itself. Peter 
Ramus's influence was not a little responsible for the 
Renaissance attention to elocutio. In his discussion of 
Rhetoric, Ramus altogether ignored inventio, dispositio, 
and memoria, on the ground that these topics belong more
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properly to logic, even if all five divisions are given 
by the ancients. Abraham Praunce in his Lawiers Logike 
(1588) testifies to the influence of Ramus in the field 
of logic or dialectic:
"God God, what a world is this? ... Ramus rules 
abroad, Ramus at home, and who but Ramus?"!
Aristotelian logic was overthrown by Ramus, says Praunce. 
It will be shown that Bacon was concerned to apply Aris­
totle's logical methods to Rhetoric. In the field of 
Rhetoric, Ramus treats only of elocutio. To treat espe­
cially of elocutio in a work on Rhetoric, after premissing 
that the function of dialectic is a component part, so 
that inventio and iudicio are not ignored, is in itself 
hardly to be called illegitimate. But such an emphasis 
was open to abuse. A consideration of English Rhetorics 
in this development, shows a gradual departure of many 
from a conception of dialectic and rhetoric as two con­
stituents of the art of transmission, to the conception 
of rhetoric as an independent verbal accomplishment. To 
illustrate this "shift of emphasis and interest, one or 
two examples will suffice. Richard Sherry's treatise 
(1588) deals only with the "thirde part of Rhetoric" and 
resolves itself into a Treatise of the Figures of Grammar
1. Lawiers Logike, 1588. Dedication, fol. 2v.
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and Rhetor ike. He shows hovsr matter and logical organisa­
tion, which Bacon regarded as of primary importance, were 
being minimized in comparison with the importance attached 
to eloquent speech: "Tully and Quintilian," he says,
"thought that inuention and diposition, wer the 
partes of a witty man: but eloquence of an 
oratour. For how to fynde out matter and set 
it in order, may be common to all me,.... but 
to vtter the minde aptly, distinctly, and or­
na te lye , is a gift geuen to verye few."1
A further step is reached when treatises purely concerned
2
with elegancies, appear: Henry Peacham's Garden of Eloquence 
dealing with "flowers, and formes of speech" is an example.
It is therefore possible to see in Bacon*s scheme
approval of the limitation of rhetoric to adornment with
a view to moving an audience. But it is of primary im­
portance to realize that Bacon was determined that the less 
emphasized parts of Rhetoric, which are the parts common 
to it and Logic, should receive full and right emphasis, 
by a new general scheme in which they are given, as the 
component parts of the "Logical Arts", a status upon which 
rhetoric is dependent. Bacon’s accomplishment, therefore, 
is consciously to have provided a definition of rhetoric 
which is indivorcable from the element of reason. He does 
this by his scheme of the logical arts, including the art 
of transmission, which makes adequate provision for the 
use of rhetoric as an applied art.
1. A Treatise of the Figures of Grammar and Rhetorike,
fol. iii.r.
2. Ho Peacham, op.cit.
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III
THE PARTS OP RHETORIC
A . Preparation for Discourse.
(a) The Doctrine of the Promptuary; Inventio, 
ludicio, Memoria.
"But as to the labouring of this art (of 
Rhetoric), the emulation of Aristotle with the 
rhetoricians of his time, and the eager and 
vehement zeal of Cicero doing his utmost to 
ennoble it, coupled with his long experience, 
has made them in their works on rhetoric exceed 
themselves. Again those most brilliant examples 
of the art which we have in the orations of 
Demosthenes and Cicero, added to the perfection 
and skill of the precepts have doubled the pro­
gression in it."1
Bacon’s model, therefore, for rhetorical proficiency, 
lies in the precepts and practice of the ancients. In 
this he was, as has been indicated, a man of his time.
But when he differed from contemporary rhetoricians, was 
in his efforts to supply what they had omitted to emphasize 
adequately in the ancients. Bacon's contemporaries labour­
ed to a great extent the limited art of Hermogenes —  the 
elocutio of Demosthenes and Cicero. Bacon approves of the 
limitation of the term "rhetoric" to this art. But he 
does not wish to see elocutio, the quintessence of rhetoric, 
elaborated to the detriment of the logical arts, inventio
1. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 455.
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and iudlclo. It Is with these, and the services that they, 
with memoria, may render first to Rhetoric, and thereby 
to Reason, that Bacon chooses to deal.
"And therefore the deficiencies which I shall 
note will rather be in some collections which 
may as handmaids attend the art, than the 
rules and use of the art itself."!
Bacon’s aim, therefore, is to reorganise the accepted 
rhetorical departments with a new accuracy. He does this, 
referring to Aristotle, Demosthenes and Cicero, and espe­
cially to those parts of these authorities which have not, 
as he considers, received sufficient recognition and atten­
tion by posterity.
Inventio and ludicio are sciences common to logic 
and to rhetoric. In speaking of Inventio, Bacon criti­
cizes the accepted tenji:
"The invention of arguments is not properly an 
invention, for to invent is to discover that 
we know not, not to recover or resummon that 
which we already know."2
Nevertheless, he uses the term in its accepted sense, ex­
plaining it as:
"Now the use and office of this invention is none 
other than out of the mass of knowledge which is 
collected and laid up in the mind to draw forth
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., p. 421.
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readily that which may be pertinent to the 
matter or question which is under considera­
tion."!
He adds his reason for accepting this mis-nomer.
as the name has come into use, let it be 
called invention, for the hunting of any wild 
animal may be called a finding of it, as well 
in an enclosed park as a forest at large. But 
not to be nice about words, let it be clearly 
understood that, that the scope and end of this 
invention is readiness and present use of our 
knowledge, rather than addition or amplifica­
tion thereof".2
Aristotle fails in his Rhetorics to give anything but a
3
muddled version of the five-fold division, it is Cicero 
who may be held responsible for popularising these divi­
sions for the Renaissance, and it is Cicero to whom Bacon 
refers here, adapting his metaphor of the hunter-inventor :
'... sed tamen animus referendus est ad ea capita, 
et ad illos, quos saepe iam appelavi, locos, ex 
quibus omnia ad omnem orationem inventa ducuntur, 
atque hoc totum est sive artis, sive animadver- 
sionis sive consuetudinis nosse regiones, intra 
qua8 venere et pervestiges, quod quaeras: ubi eum 
locum omnem cogitatione saepseris, si modo usu 
rerum percallueris, nihil te effugiet atque omne, 
quod erit in re, occurret at que incidet"
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., p. 422.
3. See, for instance. Books II and III of his Rhetorics. 
Cf. Ancient Rhetoric and Poetic, C.S. Baldwin, p. 22.
4. Cicero, De Orat., 11. 34.
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Bacon therefore takes his stand on the argument for
places of invention. He calls the need for preparation,
1
the doctrine of "provision for discourse" and divides it 
into two parts —  "the place where a thing is to be looked 
for may be marked, and as it were indexed; and this is 
that which I call Topics ; or arguments concerning such 
matters as commonly fall out and come under discussion 
may be imposed beforehand and laid up for use: and this 
I will name the Promptuary" . Bacon refers to the fuller 
treatment of the latter to logic, rather than to rhetoric, 
but he implies that Topics and Promptuary are contributory 
to both dialectic and rhetoric.
,V
if
a. Topics *
The doctrine of the Topics Bacon takes immediately 
from Aristotle’s famous Topics. With Aristotle, he divides 
Topics into general and particular. General topics are
"places ... which will help us to shake out the 
folds of the intellect within us, and to draw 
forth the knowle% e , stored therein..."2
Particular topics, which "have not been fully handled
according to the dignity of the subject", he defines as
"a kind of mixtures of logic with the proper 
matter of each science".3
Bacon,
1./Op. cit., p. 422.
2. Ibid., p . 423.
3. Ibid., p. 424.
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In Aristotle’s Rhetoric (Book 1, chapter ii) this 
argument is explained. The Rhetorician should have certain 
universally-accepted facts at his command to adduce in 
argument on any subject. A topic which may be used when 
speaking of Ethics, and also when speaking' of Politics, 
is a universal topic.
’’Dialectical and Rhetorical syllogisms deal pro­
perly with the so-called topics ... by which I 
mean here the universal topics applicable to 
Justice, Physics, Politics, and a variety of 
subjects of all sorts.’’1
Aristotle gives as an example the topic of "More or less" 
which may be applied universally. Universal topics will 
not make an Orator wise about any one subject: they merely 
give him a dexterity in dealing generally with all subjects. 
Bacon advocates the collection of topics, as preparation 
for argument, and as guiding-lines in reading. The 
Rhetorician, therefore, must collect lines of argument as 
a preparation for discourse, so that if the need arises for 
a definition of what is "more" good, or "less" good in a 
comparison, the Rhetorician will have arguments ready, to 
put forward, and examples which will come to his mind since 
he has collected them under the topic "more or less". For 
example, in considering "Nobility", "Health", etc., the 
persuader must be versed in the topic of degree —  what 
is more noble, etc.
1. Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1, ii. 1358a.,.
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The collection of Rhetorical topics approximates
very nearly, therefore, to that of the Promptuary, which
belongs, as Bacon says, more properly to rhetoric than to
logic. With Topics may be given Bacon’s notes on Memoria.
The full implications of this method of reading and mark-
1
ing must be referred to a subsequent section. Of rhetorical
significance, however, is Bacon’s use of the Emblem, which
may be defined as a rhetorical topic, or mnemonic device.
2
The method was not new. Quintilian advocates "symbols’* of 
subjects. It produces in Bacon the brilliant "Emblems" or 
"symbols" —  "Grains of Youth", "Porches of Death", "idola", 
which impress themselves upon the mind, pictorially and 
via the senses, applying the imagination to reason. They 
are the rhetorical equivalent of Bacon’s topics of reading: 
he read "Longevity", and called it —  his study of men’s 
life and death:-"Porches of Death".
b. Promptuary.
The use of places of invention was recommended by 
several theorists in the Renaissance and afterwards. For 
instance, Cox writes:
1. Chapter V.
2. Inst. Orat., XI. ii. 22.
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"Inuencyon comprehended in certayn placys as the 
Rhetoriciens call them out of whom he that know- 
eth the faculty may fetch easyly suche thinges 
as be mete for the mater that he shal speke of 
which mater the Oratour calleth the theme and 
in our vulgayre tonge it is callyd improperly 
the antytheme. The theme proposed we muste after 
the rules of Rhetoryke go to our placys that 
shall anone shew unto us what shalbe to oure 
purpose."1
Aristotle outlines the material of these topics re­
ferring them to the three kinds of rhetoric traditional 
incclassical and Renaissance study —  the deliberative, 
the forensic and the epideictic, which have as their ends 
"for the councellor utility"; "for litigants justice and
injustice"; "for those who praise and blame, the honourable
2
and the shameful". Thomas Wilson in his Arte of Rhétorique 
observes these divisions:
"There are three kinds of causes or Orations,
which serue for every matter Either the
matter consisteth in praise, or dispraise of 
a thing or els in consulting, whether the cause 
be profitable, or vnprofitable: or lastly, whether 
the matter be right or wrong,"3
and refers to Quintilian* for the elaboration of them.
Each of the divisions, says Aristotle, has its own depend­
ent topics. Therefore the rhetorician must have proposi­
tions at his command, on which to base his enthymemes for
1. L. Cox, op.cit., p. 44 (fol. Aiii.v.).
2. Rhetoric, I.ii. 1358.b. et seq.
3. T. Wilson, op.cit., p.11.
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effect in each of the three departments. The propositions 
of Rhetoric are complete proofs (referred to the delibera­
tive ), Probabilities (referred to the forensic) and Signs
(referred to the epideictic), that is to say, relating to
1
the three topics, the expedient, the just and the noble. 
Bacon refers this provision for discourse to his second 
collection, "which belongs to the Promptuary or Preparatory 
Store", which, he says,
"is that to which Cicero alludes (as I said above 
in treating of Logic), where he recommends the 
orator to have commonplaces ready at hand, in 
which the question is argued and handled on either 
side..... But I extend this precept to other cases ; 
applying it not only to the judicial kind of ora­
tory, but also to the deliberative and demonstra­
tive. I would have in short all topics which 
.-there is frequent occasion to handle, (whether 
they relate to proofs and refutations, or to per­
suasions and discussions, or to praise and blame) 
studied and prepared beforehand; and not only so, 
but the case exaggerated both ways with the utmost
force of the wit, and urged unfairly, as it were,
and quite beyond the t r u t h " . 2
Bacon is here combining two methods: the method of 
the collection of propositions advocated by Aristotle, 
and the method of the collection of propositions reduced 
and ready for argument on either side of a question, ad­
vocated by Cicero. Bacon states the sources of justifica­
tion for his argument, clearly. They are : the proficiency
1. Cf. Rhetoric, I.ii. 1389a.
2. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 472.
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of ancient rhetoricians in the school of declamatio who 
could argue pro and contra the same subject ; a Biblical 
justification for the use of a Promptuary; Cicero’s pre­
cept for judicial oratory; the doctrine of ancient rhetori­
cians and Demosthenes’ practice of collecting prologues 
for his speeches. This justification may be given in de­
tail , since it covers a great deal of the area occupied 
by Bacon’s rhetorical background.
"Aristotle," says Bacon, "wittily, but hurtfully, 
derides the sophists of his time, saying ’that 
they did as if one that professed the art of 
shoemaking should not teach how to make a shoe, 
but should only exhibit a number of shoes of all 
fashions and sizes."!
Aristotle, in his treatise De Sophisticis Elenchis, speaks 
of the ancient method of teaching dialectic and rhetoric as
"like the treatment of the matter by Gorgias. For 
they [the sophists] used to hand out speeches to 
be learned by heart, some rhetorical, others in 
form of questions and answer, each side supposing 
that their arguments on either side generally 
fall among them. And therefore the teaching they 
gave their pupils was ready but rough. For they 
used to suppose that they trained people by im­
parting to them, not the art but its products, as 
though anyone professing that he would impart a 
form of knew ledge to obviate any pain in the feet, 
were then not to teach a man the art of shoemaking 
or the sources■ whence hS^cquire anything of the 
kind, but were to present him with several kinds 
of shoes of all sorts: for he has helped him to 
meet his need, but has not imparted an art to him".
1. Ibid., p. 422.
2. Aristotle, De Sophisticis Elenchis, cap. xxxiv.184a., 
trans. W.A. Packard-Cambrïdge. Works of Aristotle, trans­
lation, vol.i. Oxford 1928.
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Bacon turns the argument neatly against Aristotle, using 
the same illustration —
"if a shoemaker should have no shoes in his 
shop, but only work as he is bespoken, he 
should be still a poor man"...!
It is interesting to notice tha.t he resorts to the habitu­
al authority of the Scriptures to support his argument.
"Every scribe that is instructed in the kingdom 
of heaven, is like a householder, that bring- 
eth forth old and new store."2
Bacon collects further examples of classical precedents, 
advocating the need for such a store.
"We see likewise that the ancient rhetoricians 
gave it in precept to pleaders, that they should 
have by them a variety of common-places ready- 
prepared, and handled, and illustrated on both 
sides, arguments (for example) for the sense of 
the law against the words of the law; and the 
contrary: for references against testimony and 
the contrary."3
Cicero’s Topics, that most involved elaboration of the
theme of "places", comparable to Aristotle’s treatise of
the same name, may be taken to illustrate the commonplaces
4
"Pro Sententia legis, adversus Verba legis; et .e contra".
1. De Augmentis, p. 422.
2. Ibid. Of. St. Mathew xiii. 52.
3. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 422.
4. De Augmentis (Latin version). Works, vol.i. 634.
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"Ut igitur," Cicero writes on the subject of "places",
"earum rerum quae absconditae sunt demonstrate et 
notato loco facilis inventio est, sic, cum per- 
vestigare argumentum aliquod volumus, locos nosse 
debemus; sic enim appellatae ab Aristotle sunt 
eae quasi sedes, a quibus argumenta promuntur
The examples which he takes, illustrative of judicial 
inventio, are abstruse points of interpretation of Roman 
law, argued pro and contra.
As a second example, to refute the mockery of Aris- 
tétle. Bacon adduces Cicero’s advice, who
"taught by long experience, directly asserts that 
a diligent orator may have by him premeditated 
and carefully handled beforehand, everything 
which he shall have occasion to speak of; so 
that in the pleading of any cause, he-shall not 
have to introduce anything new or on the sudden, 
except names and some special c i r c u m s t a n c e s " .2
(r
Finally, Bacon adduces Demosthenes
"who thought it worth while to compose and have 
ready by him a number of prefaces for orations 
and speeches"
"All which authorities," he finally concludes, "may fairly 
overweigh Aristotle’s opinion, who would have us change a 
rich wardrobe for a pair of shears."
1. Topica, 2. ^
2. Ibid., p.422. Cf. De Orat. ii. 32-34.
3. Ibid., p . 423.
4. Ibid.
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Bacon’s idea of the best way of making such a col­
lection
"with a view to use as well as brevity, would be 
to contract those commonplaces into certain acute 
and concise sentences; to be as skeins or bottoms 
of thread which may be unwinded at large vfhen they 
are wanted".!
"Some such pieces of diligence," he adds, "I find in
Seneca, but in hypotheses or cases." Bacon gives "a few
instances of the thing, having a great many by me ... I
2
call them Antitheses of Things" . This part of Baconian 
rhetoric is fundamental to an understanding not only of 
Bacon’s methods of illustration, but also of his entire 
scheme and methods of composition. The Promptuary forms, 
as it were, the intermediary stage between the collection 
of facts from reading and experience and the disposition 
of knowledge in an acceptable form for a reading public. 
It will be necessary, therefore, to deal with the subject 
and its implications, in detail. Bacon’s antithetae are 
forty-seven in number, and are a collection of common­
places grouped under heads, argued pro and contra, as,
5
for instance, "for" and "against" Nobility.
The choice of subjects for antithetae is explained 
by some interesting material in Aristotle’s Rhetoric.
1. Ibid., p. 472.
2. Ibid.
3. See ibid «, p. 473 et seq.
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Aristotle gives as the chief subjects, about which all 
men debate, and on which those who offer counsel speak,as
"Ways and Means ; War and Peace ; Protection of 
the Country; Imports and reports ; Legislation";^
that is to say, the wisdom of négociation in the political 
sphere. The rhetoricians *s proofs must be based,therefore, 
1) on a knowledge of political science, and 2) on a knowl­
edge of men and their motives. There are certain things 
which all men accept as being desirable; these will form 
the basis for making a case. "Happiness," Aristotle says,
is one of these things. Happiness is a Topic. He there-
2
fore proceeds to analyse happiness into its parts : - good 
birth, goodly and numerous offspring, wealth, good repute. 
Honour, Health, Happy old age. Friendship, Good fortune. 
These are the premisses for the first form of debate; the 
deliberative. As helps to debate, Aristotle says a knowl­
edge of forms of government is useful. In the laudatory 
branch of rhetoric, the premisses will be concerned with 
"Virtue and Vice", and with "the Noble and the Shameful".
The orator therefore would do well to consider the parts
since
of these virtues and vices. Similarly,^accusation and 
defence are ' the elements of the forensic branch, the 
orator must consider the aims of wrong-doing, including
1. Rhetoric, 1. iv. 1359b<, et seq.
2. Ibid., 1 .iv. 1260b. et seq.
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consideration of what is pleasant, with its subsidiary 
the idea
divisions.— yof revenge, the idea of study, and the arts. 
Moreover, in deliberative rhetoric at least, Aristotle 
says ;
"Since the aim. of him who gives counsel is the 
expedient (for men debate not about the end but 
the means to the end; while the means are those 
things which are expedient in action); since 
further, the expedient is a good;— it would seem 
that we must ascertain generally the first prin­
ciples of Good and of the Expedient."!
The admitted goods are then, the premisses of de­
liberative rhetoric, quoted above —
"Justice, Courage, Moderation, Magnanimity, Mag­
nificence and the other like habits of mind; for 
they are moral excellences. Health, Beauty, and ^ 
such things for they are excellences of the body...
Aristotle includes also Wealth, Friendship, Honour, Repu­
tation, Ability, Memory, Facility in Learning, Quickness,
5
Justice, and "likewise the sciences and the Arts". Simi- '
larly virtue and vice, and their constituents like Courage,
Cowardice, Temperance and Liberality, are the propositions
4
of laudatory rhetoric. Forensic rhetoric entails the 
illustration of wrong-doing, including an analysis of 
pleasure, and laughter, and a discussion of the "pleasant"
1. Ibid., l.v. 1562a.
2. Ibid., 1562b.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., l.ix. 1368a. et seq.
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crimes like revenge. This part also includes the argu-
1
ments concerning justice, laws, and witnesses.
Bacon therefore adds Cicero’s doctrine of a promptu­
ary for the "judicial kind of oratory", to Aristotle’s 
views that an orator should decide for himself certain 
propositions to be resolved in the three branches of 
oratory. The inspiration for this Promptuary, Bacon de­
rives, therefore, mainly from Cicero; the examples of 
antithetae, or the materials for propositions are Aris­
totelian. Thus the forty-seven Antithetae in Bacon’s 
2
De Augmentis may tentatively be arranged under the three 
divisions; some examples will illustrate this : -
i . deliberative (motive expediency): - (Special 
topics of "war and peace^* : Aristotle) —  
Bacon’s Empire ; dependents on the proposi­
tion happiness —  Nobility, Beauty, Youth, 
Health, Honours.
ii. laudatory or epideictic (praise or blame).
Friendship, the "parts of virtue and vice"—  
Pride, Ingratitude, Envy, Unchastity, Cruelty, 
Vainglory, Fortitude, Temperance, Constancy, 
Magnanimity, Love.
iii. Judicial or forensic (justice and injustice).
The words of the law. For witnesses against 
arguments, and (in relation to the analysis 
of pleasure) - Jests.
1. Ibid., XV. 1375b. et seq.
2. See De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 473 et seq.
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There can be no doubt that Bacon intended such a grouping 
to be deduced from his collection, since he adds:
"These Antitheses (which I have here set down) 
are perhaps of no great value ; but as I had 
long ago prepared and collected them, I was 
loth to let the fruit of my youthful industry 
perish, the rather because (if they be carefully 
examined) they be Seeds only, not flowers. In 
one respect indeed they savour altogether of 
youth, there being plenty of them in the moral 
and demonstrative kind, but to the deliberative 
judicial very few."l
The most interesting discussion of these Antithetae 
concerns the part which they pkay in the production of 
Bacon’s celebrated Essays. Bacon’s Essays in their earli­
est shape, formed part of a very small octavo volume, pub­
lished in 1597, and called: Essayes: Religious Meditations. 
Places of perswasion and disswasion. Seene and allowed.
At London, Printed for Humphrey Hooper, and are to be sold
2
at the blacke Beare in Chauncery Lane. 1597. The edition 
includes ten of the subjects of the Essays, the Medita­
tions Sacrae and the Colours of Good and Evil. To discuss 
the Essays first: in the dedication to his brother Anthony, 
Bacon explains he is publishing them as fragments to avoid 
piratical copies which were being printed. "I disliked 
now," he says, "to put them out, because they will be
1. Ibid., p. 492. Note. In Annaeus Seneca the 
epideictic is called the "genus demonstrativum" —  the 
usual term in ancient oratory. Hence Bacon’s "moral and 
demonstrative kind". See intro. to The Suasoriae of Seneca 
edited W.A. Edward. Cambridge. 1928.
2. See Woiks , vol. vi. 521.
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like the late new half-pence, which though the Silver
1
were good, yet the peeces were small." The subjects given 
are (1) Studie, (2) Discourse, (3) Ceremonies and respects, 
(4) Followers and friends, (5) Sutors, (6) Expence, (7) 
Regiment of health, (8) Honour and Reputation, (9) Faction, 
(10) Necogiating. It will be readily seen that there is 
a connection between these topics, and those of the 
Antithetae. Several of them, indeed, are identical with 
them —  Health (Antitheta iv.); Honours (Antitheta vii.), 
Praise, Reputation (Antitheta ix.), the rest are connected 
with Policy, whi'ch Aristotle recommends to the Orator. It 
is a possible suggestion, and one that may be borne out 
by a knowledge of Bacon’s methods of working, to consider 
these first essays, and the Antithetae as parts of Bacon’s 
reference books in which he collected opinions from his 
reading, quotations or rather guiding-lines or Topics for " 
quotations, and any wise remark from experience, under 
separate general heads, to which he could refer for materi­
al. Thus the Antithetae are rhetorical exercises, a 
practice for argument or discourse. The first Essays are 
in the sylva style ; they are an unelaborated collection 
of sententiae produced either by collecting during reading, 
or more probably by meditation upon and reorganisation of 
material already collected in a notebook in the course of
1. Ibid., p. 523. —  "from my Chamber at Craies Inne
this 30. of lanuarie. 1597"-.
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reading. The evidence for the existence of such note-
1
books is assembled in a later chapter. The Promus of 
Formularies and Elegancies (1594) may be taken to prove 
that Bacon was in the habit of this sort of annotation 
when or after reading. The existence of this notebook, 
and the rhetorical development of the first Essays implies 
a preoccupation particularly between the years 1594-97, 
with preparation for discourse, aimed at perfecting the 
instrument of speech and persuasion. Examples were first 
noted in the course of reading, wisdom derived from this 
reading was then reduced into sententiae and collected in 
the form of an "Essay" or Meditation upon a particular 
topic. The topic itself was rendered flexible, or given 
a capacity for adaptation to persuasion, by collecting 
the same or similar material under opposing views of the 
same general rhetorical topics —  namely, in the Antithetae
This being so, it is possible to elaborate the 
statement that Bacon, at the time of the production of 
the first Essays, and just before, was particularly con­
cerned with perfecting the art of speech, and- the art of 
persuasion.
1. Infra chapter V for full discussion of the Promus.
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Preparation for Persuasion.
The subject of persuasion is most notable handled 
by Bacon in his collection of rhetorical Colours, to
i
supply a deficiency which he notes in the doctrine of 
Promptuary.
"First therefore I do not find the wisdom of 
Aristotle well pursued and supplied. For he 
began to make a collection of the popular signs 
or colours of apparent good and evil, both 
simple and comparative; which are really the 
sophisms of rhetoric."!
Bacon alludes here to the section of Aristotle’s Rhetoric
2
which deals first with the propositions "good", and second 
with the topic of degree, as a debatory premiss to the 
proposition "good" which is itself dependent on the first 
or deliberative branch of rhetoric.
"Now these," says Bacon, "are of excellent use, 
especially for business, and the wisdom of 
private discourse."3 ■
But he notes a deficiency in Aristotle’s scope and treat­
ment :
"But the labours of Aristotle regarding these 
colours are in three- points defective ; one, 
that he recounts a few only out of many; another 
that he does not add answers to them; and the
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 458.
2. Rhetoric, l.vi. 1362a et seq.. "the simple"; 1 .vii. 
1363b. et seq. "the comparative".
3. De Augmentis, vol. iv. 458.
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third, that he seems to have conceived but a 
part of the use of them. For their use is not 
more for probation than for moving .^ *1
That is to say. Bacon extends the province of "colouring" 
to include all three forms of rhetoric —  the deliberative, 
the laudatory and the judicial.
Bacon’s doctrine of the colours provides insight 
into his rhetorical "sources". For his colours, Bacon 
appears to be drawing once more upon the beliefs of the 
Senecan school of declamatio, which used "colores" as a 
powerful and skilful method of persuasion. The colores 
were limited by this school to controversiae. They were 
the pleas alleged by the accused in explanation or ex­
tenuation of his act, or by the accuser to make the accused 
appear guilty or more guilty. In the suasoriae where the 
aim is merely to point out to some historical character
the advantage or disadvantage of some future course of
2
action, colores would be out of place. Bacon accepts 
the nature of colores from this argument, therefore, but 
he is of the opinion that there is to be no limitation of 
function. For Bacon the aim of colores is to put most
i,
persuasively any point of argument. They can be extended, 
therefore, in use, to all forms of rhetoric. "Certainly," 
he says,
1. Ibid.
2. Of. The Suasoriae of Seneca the Elder edited W.A. 
Edward. Introduction, p. xxxiv et seq.
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"there is no man who will not be more affected 
by hearing it said, ’Your enemies will be glad 
of this’,
Hoc Ithacus velit, et magno mercentur Atridae,! 
than*by hearing it said only, 'This will be 
evil for, you’ ."2
On the other hand, it is necessary to know the fallacies 
of rhetorical colores, so that one may be able to detect 
any heresy in a coloured and apparently acceptable argu­
ment . One or two examples of Seneca’s colores will illus
trate the declamatory point of view. For the argument
3
(Controversiae, lib.VII, xvii), Seneca has :-
"1. De moribus sit actio. Popillium parricidi
rerum Cicero défendit ; absolutus est. proscriptum 
Ciceronem ab Antonio misus occidit Popillius et 
caput eius ad Antonium retulit. accusator de 
moribus."
Examples of the colores are :-
"10. Colorem pro Popillio LATRO simplicem habuit: 
necessitate coactum fecisse; eb loco hoc illam 
sententiam dixit: miraris si eo tempore necesse 
fuit Popillio occidere quo Ciceroni mori?...
11. SILO POMPEIUS hoc colore usus est : offendebar 
inquit, proscriptione liberius loquebar. "Non 
miror; Ciceronis cliens es: tanto magis occide 
Ciceronem t u u m B L A N D U S  hoc colore : 
volui, inquit, me excusare, dixi: "Cicero me 
défendit," respondit: "Scio, me accusavit. i 
ergo, ut sciat plus sibi Antori accusationem 
nocuisse quam Popilli defensionem profuisse."
1. Virgil, Aen. ii. 101.
2. Works, De Aug. (Trans.), vol. iv. 458.
3. Seneca Rhetor. Edited by A. Kiessling. 1872. 
Excerpta lib. vii, Controv. xvii.
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Bacon had been preoccupied with'this question of 
colores as early as before 1597, for in that year he pub­
lished his Colours of Good and Evil in the volume of first 
Essays, described above. With the Promus of Formularies 
and Elegancies, on a separate sheet, Spedding found a 
second collection of these "colours" (about seventy or 
eighty of them are to be found in the Promus itself) 
headed: "Semblances or popularities of good and evill, 
with their redargutâ-ons ; for Deliberacions", and composed 
doubtless in 1595 or 1597. The sheet upon which these 
colours are written is inscribed, by Bacon, but apparently
I
at a later date : Philologue, Colors of Good and Evil.
Bacon therefore was in the habit of making such collections 
of Colours. In a letter from Bacon to Lord Mountjoy, 
which was taken to be by way of dedication to his publica­
tion The Colours of Good and Evil, Bacon indicates his in­
spiration for such collections:
"I send you," write Bacon, "the last part of the 
best book of Aristotle of Stagyria, who, (as 
your Lordship knoweth) goeth for the best.author."
Bacon says he has done the part "of a good house-hen, which 
without any strangeness will sit on pheasant’s eggs".
Bacon then, alleviates the work of comparison by acknowl­
edging his debt, and by describing it:
1. Harl. MSS. 7017, fol. 128, printed by Spedding, 
Works, vol. vii, 67 & 68.
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"And yet perchance some that shall compare my 
lines with Aristotle’s lines, will muse by what 
art, or rather by what revelation, I could draw 
these conceits out of that place. But I that 
should know best, do freely acknov/ledge that I 
had my light from him, for where he gave me not 
matter to perfect, at the least he gave me occa­
sion to invent."1
That is to say. Bacon acknowledges a debt to Aristotle’s
Rhetoric. But in the Philologue mentioned above, there is
no obvious connection with the Rhetoric, as there is in
the published Colours. The first of the remarks in the
Philologue will perhaps throw some light on an additional
Aristotelian source for the method of examination of the
colours. It is "cujus contrarium malum bonum; cujus bonum 
2
malum". This very cryptic remark- is taken from Aris­
totle’s Topics. From this example, we may deduce that 
Bacon was drawing upon the Logic as much as upon the 
Rhetoric of Aristotle, in particular upon the dialectical 
treatises, the Topics and its*dependent De Sophisticis 
Elenchis. Bacon derives, therefore, the subjects for his 
Sophisms from the Rhetoric, the method of dealing with 
them mainly from the De Sophisticis Elenchis, while a 
certain amount of general inspiration in "colouring"an 
argument must have been derived from A. Seneca.
1. Works, vol. vii, 70, 71. ... "the full understanding 
and use^ of this collection, "will be somewhat dark";
Bacon adds, "and best pleasing the tastes of such wits as 
are patient to stay the digesting and soluting unto them­
selves of that which is strong and subtile".
2. Ibid., p.67. Cf. Topics 147b (lib. vi.).
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Bacon calls the "colours" —  the "sophisms of rhet­
oric , establishing the parallel between them and Aris­
totle’s dialectical sophisms, which he praises in that 
part of his De Augmentis which deals with iudicio:
"This part containing the detection of sophistical 
fallacies is excellently handled by Aristotle in 
the way of precepts..
Aristotle’s method in dealing with sophistical fallacies, 
in the De Sophisticis Elenchis, is by involved explanation 
of fallacious reasoning.
"Let us now," he begins, "discuss sophistic re­
futations, i.e. what appear to be refutations, 
but are really fallacies instead."
Aristotle provides the source for Bacon’s ideas as to the
use of such sophisms of rhetoric. The business of the
dialectician for Aristotle, and of the rhetorician, for
Bacon, is "himself to avoid fallacies in the subjects which
5
he knows, and to be able to show up the man who makes them". 
Bacon had put his view clearly in the early edition of the 
Colours in 1597. By way of preface, he writes:
"So that the persuader’s labour is to make things 
appear good or evil, and that in a highwr or 
lower degree ; which as it may be represented by
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 458.
2. Ibid., p. 430.
3. Aristotle, De Soph. Elench., cap.1. (Works, Cambridge, 
vol.1. ) .
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time and solid reasons, so it may be represented 
also by colours, popularities, and circumstances, 
which are of such force, as they sway the ordin­
ary judgement either of a weak man or of a wise 
man not fully and considerately attending and 
pondering the matter."
Bacon also points out that "Colours" may be turned to an
excellent use, and so vindicate the term "sophistic":
"Besides their power to alter the nature of a 
subject in appearance, and so lead to error, they 
are of no less use to quicken and strengthen the 
opinions and persuasions which are true: for 
reasons plainly delivered, and always after one 
manner, especially with fine and fastidious minds, 
enter but heavily and dully: whereas if they be 
raised and have more life and vigour put into 
them by these forms and insinuations, they cause 
a stronger apprehension, and many times suddenly 
win the mind to resolution."!
The function of colours therefore is purely rhetorical: 
it is to apply imagination to the reasoned argument, for, 
as Bacon would say, the better moving of the will.
The material for these colours is derived then, from 
Aristotle's Rhetoric (I.vi.1363b. et seq.), augmented by 
reference to the Topics and, more particularly, the De 
Sophlsticis Elenchis. These colours are divided, with 
Bacon as with Aristotle, into the "simple" and the "com­
parative". The first three of Bacon's colores are taken 
directly from the Rhetoric, and are the "simple" variety:
"1. Quod laudant homines et celebrant, bonum; quod 
vitupérant et reprehendunt, m a l u m . "2
1. Works, vol.vii. 77.
2. De Augmentis. Works, vol.i. 674. Cf. Aristotle , 
Rhetoric, I.vi. l365b.
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"2. Quod etiam ab inimicis laudatur, magnum bonum; 
quod vero etiam ab amicis reprehenditur, magnurj 
malum. 1
3. Cujus privatio bona, id ipsum malum; cujus 
privatio mala, id ipsum bonum.2"
These are adopted from Aristotle's ideas, as a quotation 
of Aristotle's words (in Jebb's translation) will show:
"—  That which is praised is good for no one 
praises v/hat is not good. That too which 
enemies [and malevolent men] praise:- for the 
merit is now as it were admitted by all, when 
even the injured admit it. In the same way 
those are worthless men whom their friends 
censure and their enemies do not censure.
Rhetoric I.vi. (1363a).
".... the acquisition of good things and the loss 
of evil things must be good: _since freedom from 
evil attends as a concomitant, on the latter, and 
possession of good attends as a consequence on 
the former." Rhetoric I.vi. (1362a).
From Aristotle's cap.vii of the same book. Bacon 
derives his "colours'* of "comparative" goods. The sixth 
colour :
"6. Cujus excellentia vel "exuperantia melior, id 
toto genere melius",2
is to be found in Aristotle, as:
"... those things are greater goods, of which 
the excellence is more desirable or honourable 
thus keen sight is more important than smell;
1. Ibid., p. 675.
2. Ibid., 678.
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and, as to be fond of one's friends is more 
honourable than to be fond of money, attachment 
to one's friends is better than love of money."
Rhetoric I.vi (l364a et seq.).
Bacon's method of"colouring" an argument is to shift 
from logic to rhetoric: from abstract to illustration. 
Refuting the fallacy that "that which approaches to good 
or evil, is itself good or evil", he says:
"So on the other hand good draws near to evil, 
not for company but to convert or reform it.
And therefore" (bringing in the rhetorical shift 
to persuasive illustration) "physicians attend 
more on the sick man than on the health; and it 
was objected to our Saviour that he conversed 
with publicans and sinners."1
The term Colours in Renaissance rhetorics, undergoes 
a change of meaning. The rhetorical "colouring" of an 
argument, nearly always implied the use of a striking 
illustration, or quotation. Therefore the term "colour" 
became identified with the striking illustrations, rather 
than with the method of swaying an argument. More often 
than not, therefore, colours became identified with tropes. 
This is so in Thomas Wilson's Arte of Rhetorike.
"Of colours and ornaments to set forth an Oration... 
Now when we are able to frame a sentence handsome­
ly together, obseruing number, and keeping com­
position, such as shall like best the eare, and 
do know the use of Tropes, and can apply them to 
our purpose: then the ornaments are necessarie in
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol.lv, 460, 461.
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an Oration, and sentences would bee furnished with 
most beautiful figures. Therefore ... I will set 
them forth."!
As examples Wilson gives:
"Similitudes, examples, comparisons, from one thing 
to another, apt translations and heaping of Alle­
gories, and all such figures as serue for amplify­
ing, doe much commend the liuely setting forth of 
any matter..."2
This, then, is precisely the use to which Bacon
finally puts his colours ; they become "illustrations".
But they retain their old, classical use of colouring or
sv/aying .arguments. Many of his contemporaries use them
to give an effect of false eloquence: their original use
is forgotten. But Bacon's use is always strictly in
accordance with his definition of rhetoric. The function
of colours is to supply the imaginative element for a
reasoned argument, never to obscure the argument with too
much imagery. The elements of persuasion and conviction
are always in Bacon's mind. This will be clearly seen
3
when his elocutio is discussed.
A final proof of Bacon's attention to the matter of
perfection of style, is given in his collection indicated
4
in the Advancement and elaborated in the De Augmentis
1. T. Wilson, op.cit., p. 177.
2. Ibid., p. 178.
3. Infra.
4. De Augment!8, Works , vol. iv. 492, 493 .Gf.Cicero,
Fro. Sext. c.5.
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of a Fromptuary of formulae minores, inspired by the methods 
of Demosthenes and Cicero, and gathered, if one may judge 
from three of the examples which he cites in the De Aug­
ment is from Cicero's Orations. This sort of promptuary. 
Bacon classes among the deficients, and describes as:
"those parts of speech which answer to the vesti­
bules, backdoors, ante-chambers ... of a house, 
and may serve indiscriminately for all subjects"
These Bacon transcribes as "naked forms" out of "Demosthenes 
or Cicero" or some other author: for instance:
"A Transition with a Hint. Let us pass these 
things, and yet not go by without marking and 
turning back to look at them as we go by."!
Several of these formulae are listed in the Promus (1594), 
for example :
"I leave the reasons to the parties relaciouns 
and the consideraciouns of them to your wisdom,"2
suggesting that Bacon collected them from speeches heard
in his own day, as well as from antiquity.
Bacon therefore was in the habit of what may be
called Rhetorical Preparation. The Essays may be referred
to this preparation: they evolve from the Antithetae-stage,
to the full Essay-stage by a series of Rhetorical moves:
the addition of examples implying the use of the Promptuary;
kx the amplification by elocutio implying the final
Rhetorical manoeuvre.
1. Ibid.
2. Fol. 85v. For a description of this Notebook, see 
Chapter V.
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B. Illustration of Discourse.
"The method of the Stoics, v/ho thought to thrust 
virtue upon man by concise and sharp maxims and 
conclusions, which have little sympathy with the 
imagination and the will of man, has been justly 
ridiculed by Cicero."!
Bacon uses rhetoric (elocutio) in its right and pro­
per function, to apply Reason to the Imagination for the 
better moving of the will. The Affections are most open 
to persuasion, "if," as Bacon says,
"the affections themselves were brought to order, 
and pliant and obedient to reason, it is true 
there would be no great use of persuasions and 
insinuations to give access to the mind, but 
naked and simple propositions and proofs, would 
be enough."2
But the affections are mutinous ; eloquence moves them as 
logical proofs would not. Therefore, elocutio is the means 
whereby auditors can be moved to accept reason. That is to 
say, elocutio is concerned with a shift of proof; the sub­
stitution for a logical example, of a moving rhetorical 
example, the art of which a man teaches himself, as has 
been shown, by working upon "Colours". Bacon, therefore, 
does not concern himself with the "dignity" and "aptness" 
of classical and contemporary discussions of elocutio. He 
deals solely with the idea of moving.
1. Ibid., p. 456. Cf. Cicero: De Finibus, iv, 18, 19.
2. Ibid.
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Bacon v/as conscious that much of his material and m 
many of his ideas were new and unfamiliar. He summons 
Rhetoric therefore, to his aid:
"For those whose conceits are seated in popular 
opinions, need only hut to prove or dispute, hut 
those whose conceits are beyond popular opinions, 
have a double labour; the one to make themselves 
conceived, and the other to prove and demonstrate; 
so that it is necessary for them to have recourse 
to similitudes and translations to express them­
selves . "1
Conciliation and penetration, therefore, are Bacon's aims 
in using elocutio. Thus while Bacon employs most of the 
devices of exornation and illustration advocated by rhetori 
cians, he never forgets, as many of his contemporaries 
forgot, that exornation itself .is, only a means of con­
veying a reasonable idea to the senses. The menace of 
the "darkened style" never invades the Baconian periods, 
rhetoric is always a means, never an end in itself.
To elocutio, therefore, must be referred Bacon's
2
use of instances from Biblical and classical antiquity, his 
attention to the devices of amplification of examples, his 
metaphors, "similitudes" and "translations".
"He that mindeth to persuade," writes Wilson,
"must needes be well stored with examples. And 
therefore much are they to be commended, which
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 406.
2. See Appendix II.
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search© Chronicles of all ages and compare the 
states of our Elders with this present time."!
2
Bacon was well stocked with historical examples. He uses
also the devices of recounting the conciliatory fable —
3
Aesop's fables, the device recommended by Quintilian, are 
adduced on several occasions, in persuasion. Bacon's 
allusion to one of Livy's stories, quoted by Quintilian 
in this connection, illustrates his conception of the use 
of the fable:
"Thus Menenius Agrippa among the Romans (a nation at 
that time by no means learned) quelled sedition 
by a fable."4
It is impossible within the limits of this study to 
illustrate adequately the Baconian elocutio. One illus­
tration, however, may be given of the important factor, 
the shift of proof from the logical to the rhetorical, 
which is Bacon's strongest mastery in eloquence. Bacon's 
rhetorical presentation of Induction is an example of con­
ciliation and penetration:
"For he that shall attentively observe, how the 
mind doth gather this excellent dew of knowledge, 
like unto that which the poet speaketh of, Aërei
1. Wilson, op.cit., p. 190 et seq. For "Amplification" 
as a Renaissance art, see W.G. Crane, Wit and Rhetoric in 
the Renaissance, New York, 1937, p. 97 et seq.
2. Gfo supra. Chapter II.
3. Inst. Orat. V.xi. 19, 20.
4. Works, vol. iv . 317 . Cf.Quintilian, op.cit., ibid.
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mellis coelestla dona, distilling and contriving 
it out of particulars natural and artificial, as 
the flowers of the field and the garden, shall 
find that the mind of herself by nature doth 
manage and act an induction..."!
Finally, Bacon's use of Allegory, or what he calls 
2
"Parabolical Poesy" may be given in some detail, since it 
has aroused considerable argument. The use of poetry in 
illustration was a stock rhetorical device.
"The saying of Poetes and their fables are not to 
be forgotten, for by them we may talk at large 
and win men by perswasiori, if we declare before 
hand that these tales were not fained of such 
wise men without cause, neither yet continued 
vntill this time, and kept in memorie without 
good consideration, and thereupon declare the 
true meaning of all such writing. For vndoubtedly 
there is no one tale among all the Poetes, but 
vnder the same is comprehended some thing that 
perteineth either to the amendment of maners, 
to the knowledge of the trueth, to the setting 
forth of Natures work, or els the vnderstanding 
of some noteable thing done. For what other is 
the painful trauaile of Vlisses, described so 
largely by Homer, but a liuely picture of man's 
miserie in this life."3
The interpretation of the poetic myths was, as Mr. Charles
Lemni has pointed out, a flourishing "mediaeval" occupa-
4
tion of the Renaissance. Bacon's De Saplentia Veterum
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 387.
2. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv , 316.
3. Wilson, op.cit., p. 195.
4. The Classic Deities in Bacon. A Study in Mythological 
Symbolism by Charles W. Lemni. London. 1933. This book ex­
hausts this question. It is necessary to add the connec­
tion with Rhetoric. The Poetic implications will be given 
infra Chapter VI.
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has been taken to be a curious Baconian excursion into a 
mediaeval field. But if one of the "myths" which Bacon 
interprets in this work, be taken and traced throughout 
Bacon's work, it will be readily seen that Bacon's purpose 
in collecting and interpreting such myths was not neces­
sarily "mediaeval", but rather in the best Renaissance 
rhetorical tradition. An example of his favourite "myth" 
will illustrate this. He was curiously fond of the star y 
of Atalanta and the golden apples, which he took as an 
"emblem", significant always of the notion of obstructions 
to the free movement of the mind. In the Promus he notes 
from Ovid's Metamorphosis;
1
Déclinât cursus aurumque volublile tollit.
In his Valerius Terminus the rhetorical explanation is 
given: • . -
"And knowledge that tendeth to profit or profession
of glory is but as the golden ball thrown before
Atalanta, which while she goeth aside and stoopeth 
to take up, she hindreth the race."2
In the Novum Organum Bacon uses this illustration to ad­
vocate his own aims in these terms:
"But for myself, aiming as I do at greater things,
I condemn all unseasonable and premature tarrying
1. :X.} 667.
2. Valerius Terminus, Works, vol. iii. 222.
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over such things as these; being (as I often say) 
like Atalanta'3 balls. For I do not run off like 
a child after golden apples, but take all the 
victory of art over nature in the race; nor do I 
make haste to mow down the moss or the corn in 
blade, but wait for the harvest in its due season."!
Finally, of course, the Atalanta myth is given allegorical
2
significance in De Sapientia Veterum, where the applica­
tion of the fable is worked out in detail, and is a mag­
nificent illustration of the Baconian emblematic imagina­
tion:
"The story carries in it an excellent allegory, 
relating to the contest of Art and Nature. For 
Art, which is meant by Atalanta, is in itself, 
if nothing stand in the way, far swifter than 
Nature, and, as one might say, the better runner 
and could sooner to the goal. For this may be 
seen in almost everything; you see that fruit 
grows slowly from the kernel, swiftly from the 
graft; you see clay hardens slowly into stones, 
fast into baked bricks: so also in morals, ob­
livion and comforting grief comes by nature in 
length of time; but philosophy (which may be 
regarded as the art of living) does it without 
waiting so long, but forestalls and anticipates 
the day. But this precognative and vigour of 
art is retarded, to the infinite loss of mankind, 
by those golden apples. For there is not one of 
the sciences or arts which follows the true and 
legitimate course constantly forth until it reach 
its end; but it perpetually happens that arts 
stop in their undertakings half way, and forsake 
the course, and turn aside like Atalanta after 
profit and commodity, - ^
Déclinât cursus, aurumque volubile tollit.
1. Novum Urganum, Works, vol.iv, p.106.
2. De Sapientia Veterum, Works, vol. vi, 668 et seq.
3. Ovid, see supra (Promus).
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And therefore it is no wonder if Art cannot out­
strip Nature, and according to the agreement and 
condition of the contest put her to death or de­
stroy her; but on the contrary Art remains subject 
to Nature, as the wife is subject to the husband."!
The De Sapientia must therefore be regarded as a collection 
of rhetorical "colours", as commonplace books of myths re­
duced in detail into allegories, prepared for the Baconian 
use in persuasion.
Bacon's insistence, then, on Asclepius as the father 
2 3
of medicine, on a Biblical precedent in Solomon for the
Sylva Sylvarum, are both, in the fullest sense, rhetorical.
Bacon's attention to Rhetoric is the outcome of his
4
fear of words — 'the idola of the market-place. In prac­
tice as in precept he is constantly concerned to see that 
words shall be what he considers they ought to be —
"the footsteps of reason, and the footsteps tell 
something about the body".5
1. De Sapientia (translation). Works, vol. vi. 744
2. Of. supra. Chapter 1.-
3. Cf. infra Appendix II.,-
4. De Augmentis, vol. iv, p.411.
5. Ibid., p. 441.
APPENDIX I 
BACON AND THE ESSAY
A Synthesis.
The subject of the Baconian Essay has received so
much attention that the Essays themselves have been thrown
out of proportion in Bacon's intellectual globe. The vari-
1
ou8 affinities, influences, "sources", have been discussed 
innumerable times : nearly all the several elements combin­
ing in the production of an Essay, have been explained. 
What remains, however, is the sorting of these elements to 
place the Essay proportionately in the Baconian universal 
scheme, and the making of a synthesis to determine what 
Bacon himself intended the Essays to be. To make the dis­
cussion as concise as possible, references to works elabo­
rating the more important elements of the synthesis, will 
be given in the notes.
In speaking of the Doctrine concerning the Culture 
of the Mind, Bacon writes in the De Augmentis;
"... the first article of this knowledge is concerned 
with the different characters of natures and dis­
positions . And we are not here speaking of the 
common inclinations either to virtues and vices, 
or to disorders and passions, but of those which 
are more profound and radical. And in truth I 
cannot sometimes but wonder that this part of 
knowledge should for the most part be omitted both 
in Morality and Policy, considering it might shed 
such a ray of light on both sciences."2
—
1. Of. Notes to Essaya or Counsels edited S.H. Reynolds. 
Oxford 1890. Cf. For "development", Arber, A Harmony of 
the Essays, 1895.
2. Works, vol. v. 21.
11
The connection between the Essays and the Baconian discus­
sion of Profit in the Advancement, has already been estab- 
1
lished. it is to the Historians, and also to the Poets, 
in theory at least, that Bacon looks for psychological ex­
amples and vicarious experience. He found "psychology" a 
deficient science. He refers it to Morality and to Policy. 
It seems highly probable that Bacon meant his Essays to go
part of the way to supplying this deficient science. If
2
the section of the De Augmentis(and the corresponding part
3
of the Advancement) dealing with the Culture of the Mind be
compared with the Essays, several points of contact are at
once made clear. The material for the aphorisms of the
1597 Essays is found as a basis for the discussion of
4
psychology in the Advancement. The examples, derived mainly
from the Historians and the Poets, are to a large extent,
5
identical in the later Essays and the De Augmentis.'
The connection between this discussion and Rhetoric 
has already been indicated. To recapitulate: Bacon himself 
makes the transition from Profit to Rhetoric:
1. Cf. supra, chapter II.
2. Works, vol.v, p.19 et seq.
3. Works, vol. iii, p. 432 et seq.
4. De Augmentis, Works, vol. v, 22, 23.
5. Cf. Monograph, Jacob Zeitlin. The Development of 
Bacon's Essays, with special reference to Montaigne's in­
fluence upon them. The Journals of English and Germanic 
Philology (Illinois), IV. Oct. 1928, pp. 486-496.
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"These observations and the like I deny not but 
are touched a little by Aristotle in his Rhetoric, 
and here and there in some other men's writings, 
but they have never been Incorporated in moral 
philosophy, to which they principally appertain."!
The Rhetorician's "knowledge" from earliest times, was 
held to consist mainly of knowledge of men and their mo­
tives. History was a source of information on this point.
A knowledge of History and Policy was given to the Orator 
by Aristotle. Bacon, seeing the science of expediency 
elaborated in Rhetoric, but not in Morality is moved, there­
fore, to point out that a science combining the Rhetori­
cian's agility in psychological manoeuvres and the wisdom 
of policy, be placed in its rightful context —  namely, in 
the department of the knowledge of Goodness and Evil in 
men* Bacon is therefore still considering the Wisdom of 
the Serpent with its perennial justification of dealing 
with things as they are, not as we would have them be.
There are two notions involved in this: first the moral 
idea of Goodness, raising the question "how can one be 
good without a knowledge of evil?", and the political idea 
of Expediency —  "how can one be successful without Gunning?" 
The connection with Rhetoric is present in both these ques­
tions which form the basis of the material collected for 
the Essays, since Rhetoric convinces men by "working" them: 
this it does by stimulating the Moral feelings and by
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol.v. 22, 23.
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forestalling objections by a knowledge of political ex­
pediency. The basis, therefore, of Baconian reasoning in 
this sphere would seem to be the notion that Morality must 
be "applied". We do not want to hear what we ought to do, 
but what it is expedient for us to do. Morality in things 
of the world must adopt the idiom of that world, or else
have no effect. In speaking of the "Evil Arts" Bacon, as
1
has been suggested, is suitably evasive. But the Baconian 
view is not necessarily immoral. It is realistic in the 
Macchiavellian sense; the doctrine of Applied Morality is 
a Renaissance cult. It is possible, therefore, that the 
Baconian Essays are chapters in Applied Morality, the ex­
emplifications of the deficient science indicated in the 
De Augmentis. Their material is Experience —  vicarious 
and actual —  and that Experience forms at once the basis 
for Policy, for "Morality", or Expediency, and, as has 
been shown,' for Rhetorical proficiency.
There are, to make a rough working division, three 
types of "source" to be considered in the Essays;
1. Inspiration
2. Of Material
3. Of Forms
The Inspiration Bacon derived from sources, as has 
been implied, of Policy, Morality, and Rhetoric. In Policy
1. Of. supra. Chapter II.
the writers of maxims, like Guicciardini and of chapters 
in Expediency, like Md&hiavelli, influence the tone and 
the forms of the Essays. The early Essays are, so to speak, 
Maxims. The later ones are Discorsi . The interest in 
Morality, since it was a typically Renaissance interest', 
may be dealt with in more detail here. Bacon, no less 
than other men of letters was interested in the exposition 
of Morality by the three great theorists in the science, 
Aristotle, Plutarch and Seneca the Younger. There is no 
doubt that he had these three in mind when he was consider­
ing the lost science of Expediency and the Essays. It is
possible to go further and to suggest that Bacon was con-
1
cerned to "apply" the work of these moralists. He appre­
ciates their realism, he rejects their ideal and less 
practical flights. It is not improbable, though there is 
no very definite proof, that Bacon intended his Essays in 
the science of Actuality to remotivate the Morality of the 
ancient theorists where it appeared to need application to 
existing human conditions. The science of actuality he 
found exemplified well in classical and European historians. 
But the application of "Morals" to Life was a deficient 
science. With this in mind, some slight indication of 
Bacon's debt to these authors may be given.
1. It is generally acknowledged that Bacon had these 
Moralists in mind. Bacon's "application" has not been 
stressed.
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Bacon and Aristotle's Ethloa Nloomachea.
In his consideration of the influences of the mind,
• 1
Bacon makes several references to Aristotle's Ethics. This 
work was exceddingly popular in the sixteenth and seven­
teenth centuries. Translations like'The Ethiques of Aris­
totle , that is to saye, precept©s of good behaviour© and 
perfyghte honestie", were frequent. Much of the moralising
power of the age is derived indirectly from Aristotelian 
2
conclusions. Bacon is no exception. But whereas the 
strong moral tone of Aristotle makes itself felt in the 
mediaeval note of Conscience which survives and is exceed­
ingly popular in the plays, for instance, of Renaissance 
England, there is little of this note in Bacon. Baconian 
concepts are Machiavellian rather than the work of the 
conscience. A selection of the "Essay"-subjects are given 
in the De Augmentis as;
"... habit, education, imitation, emulation, com­
pany, friendship, praise, reproof, exhortation, 
fame, laws, books, studies, ... these are the 
things that rule in morals; these are the agents 
by which the mind is affected and disposed..."3
Bacon selects several moral opinions from Aristotle to 
incorporate in this discussion of the influencing of the 
mind.
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol.v. 24 et seq.
2. Of. Illustrations of Aristotle on Men and Manners from 
the dramatic works of Shakespeare. J«E. Riddle: London, 
1852, on the thesis Aristotle a poet; Shakespeare a phil­
osopher.
3. Works, vol.v. 24.
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"The opinion of Aristotle seems to me to savour 
of negligence and narrowness of contempla'tion, 
when he asserts that custom has no power over 
those actions which are natural; using for ex­
ample, that if a stone be thrown up a thousand 
times, it will not learn to ascend of itself; 
and that by often seeing and hearing we do not 
learn to see and hear the better."1
Bacon rejects Aristotle, therefore, in this respect. But 
he accepts his judgement in other cases —  where, one must 
suppose, it coincided with his own opinion from experience. 
Thus, while speaking of precepts for the "wise ordering of
the exercises of the mind", Aristotle is given as authority;
"The third precept shall be that which Aristotle 
mentions by the way. 'To bear ever with all our 
strength, so that it be without vice, towards the 
contrary extreme of that whereunto we are by 
nature inclined'; as when we row against the 
stream, or straighten a wand by bending it con­
trary to its natural crookedness."2
"But we must consider," says Aristotle, when elaborating his 
famous doctrine of the Mean,
"the things towards which we ourselves also are 
easily carried away; for some of us tend to one
thing, some to another; and this will be recog­
nizable from the pleasure and the pain we feel.
We must drag ourselves away to the contrary ex­
treme, for we shall get into the intermediate 
state by drawing well away from error, as people 
do in straightening sticks that are bent."3
Bacon therefore uses Aristotle as an authority, but not 
without his own reservations. He is concerned always to
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., p.25.
3. Eth. Nic .. ii.9 (translation W. Ross, Works. Cambridge, 
vol. ix).
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"apply" Aristotle. This is well brought out, as might be 
expected, in the Essays . In the Essay of Friendship, Bacon 
draws upon Aristotle's
"A manne ought to loue his frend, for in louing 
him he loueth himself..*"!
In the Baconian science of Applied Morality, this ideal 
of Friendship becomes an essay in Utility:
"Here the best way to represent to life the mani­
fold uses of friendship, is to cast and see how 
many things there are which a man cannot do him­
self; and then it will appear that it was a sparing 
speech of the ancients, to say, that a friend is 
another himself, for that friend is far more than 
himself."2
One has only to recall the Baconian instances of the neces­
sity for Friendship, to realize what Bacon made of the 
ancient science of ideal Ethics:
"A man can scarce allege his ov/n merits with modesty, 
much less extol them; a man cannot sometimes brook 
to supplicate or beg; and a number of the like.
But all these things are graceful in a friend's 
mouth, which are blushing in a man's own."3
Bacon's Morality is, in fine, an apotheosis of common sense 
But he refers its origin none the less to the Morality of 
the Ancients.
1. Quoted from the popular Ethiques of Aristotle, cap. 
xlvij, fol. Jvii.r.
2. Essay of Friendship, Works, vol. vi. 442.
3. Ibid.
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Bacon and Seneca.
1
Bacon, as has been shown, appreciated with his age 
the Senecan moral Epistles in respect of Death. He appears 
also to have collected Seneca's moral sayings in general. 
The Senecan sententia has a rhetorical fascination for him; 
in his appreciation Morality and Rhetoric are mixed. For 
instance, Seneca is commended in the Essay of Adversity;
"It was a high speech of Seneca (after the manner 
of the Stoics), that the good things which belong 
to prosperity are to be wished; but the good things 
belonging to adversity are to be admiredT. ,^2
from Seneca's conclusion;
"Ergo, at apud Epicurum sunt haec bona, quae malles 
non experiri, sed quia ita res tulit, et amplexanda 
et laudanda et exaequanda summis sunt".3
Similarly Seneca's eloquence is cited;
"... for we see in what height of style Seneca 
writes, 'It is true greatness to have the frailty 
of a man and the security of a god'.,"4
and in the same part of the De Augmentis;
"... as Seneca excellently says: 'Everyone takes 
thought about the parts of this life, no one 
about the whole,..."5
It is not therefore surprising that Bacon should speak of
1. Gfo supra, Chapter ,I.
2. Works, vol. vi. 386.
3. Seneca, Epistle, Ixvi.
4. De Augmentis, Works, vol.v. Of. Seneca, Epistle, liii.
5. Ibid., pp. 19, 20. Of. Seneca, Epistle, Ixxi.
Seneca, who, for him combined Morality with persuasive Elo­
quence, as the first "Essayist". In the cancelled Preface 
to the 1612 Edition, to Henry, Prince of Wales, (who died 
November 9, 1612), Bacon describes his accomplishment:
"Having divided my life into the contemplation and 
the active part, I am desirous to give his Majesty,
and your Highness, of the fruits of both, simple
though they be." But
"To write just treatises requireth leisure in the 
writer and leisure in the reader."
Bacon therefore has chosen to write
"certain brief notes, set down more efficiently 
than curiously; which I have called Essays■ The 
word is late but the thing is ancient; for Seneca's 
epistles to Lucilius, if you mark them well, are 
but essays, that is dispersed meditations, though 
conveyed in the form of epistles".
Three things are thus explained: Bacon's Essays combine 
Policy with Morality —  action with contemplation. They 
are therefore, as their sub-title implies "Essays Civil 
and Moral". They are the products of Meditation and 
therefore were first issued as the civil counterparts to 
the Religious Meditations. The 1597 Aphorisms were the 
material for Antithetae of Rhetorical exercise. The in­
clusion of the Colours in this volume was, therefore, 
quite logical. They are "Moral" and "Rhetorical"; they 
are also, as Bacon says, "notes", not a complete work.
Before proceeding to complete this synthesis. Bacon's 
attitude to the Moralia of Plutarch may be added.
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Bacon and Plutarch.
Bacon, in advocating a collection of all existent 
philosophy as preparation for the "knowledge of ourselves", 
says in the Advancement :
"Therefore I wish some collection to be made pain­
fully and understandingly de antiquis philosophiis, 
out of all the possible light which remaineth to 
us of them. Which kind of work I find deficient.
But here I must give warning, that it be done dis­
tinctly and severely; the philosophies of every 
one throughout by themselves, and not by titles 
packed and faggoted up together, as hath been done 
by Plutarch."1
Bacon therefore disapproves of the collection of philoso­
phers' wisdom under heads. Yet the Baconian Essay in the 
1612 and 1625 editions, have several affinities with, and 
in some cases definite borrowings from, Plutarch's Moralia. 
Apart from questions of choice of subject, and dispersed 
form, which miÿit be argued as similar in Bacon and Plu­
tarch, the connection is again rhetorical rather than 
profitable: Bacon gets his examples of applied morality 
rather from the Historians who show men in action, and from 
his own experience of men, than from Plutarch's "bundles" 
of moral wisdom. But Plutarch has a habit of hitting the 
nail rhetorically on the head. Bacon seizes upon these 
verbal coups and incorporates them in his "Counsels" with 
fine flourish of the rhetorically persuasive name of Plu­
tarch, in much the same way as he proclaims the opinions
1. Works, vol. iii. 365.
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of Aristotle and Seneca. Thus from the section on Super­
stition as treated by Plutarch,in his Essay on the same 
subject. Bacon takes:
"Plutarch saith well to that purpose; Surely (saith 
he) I had rather a great deal men should say there 
was no such man as Plutarch, than that they should 
say that there was one that would eat his children 
as soon as they were born."%
Bacon's use of this quotation shows that: he is "improving" 
rhetorically on Plutarch: "For mine own part," writes 
Plutarch —  in Philemon Holland's translation —
"... I would be better pleased and content, if men 
should say of me thus : There neither is nor ever 
was in the world a man named Plutarch, than to 
give out of me and say: Plutarch is an inconstant 
man, variable, cholericke, full of revenge for the 
last occasion that is, or displeased and given to 
grieve for a small matter; who if when you invite 
others to supper, he be left out and not bidden, 
or if upon some businesse you be let or hindered, 
so that you come not to his doore for to visit him, 
or otherwise do not salute or speak unto him 
friendly, will be ready to eat your heart with 
salt, to set upon you with his fangs and bite you, 
will not sticke to catch up one of your little 
babes..." .2
Similarly, in the Essay of Parents and Children, a telling 
phrase of Plutarch is given a prominent position:
"... but generally the precept is good, optimum 
elige, suave et facile illud faclet consuetudo",3
1. Essay of Superstition, Works, vol. vi. 415.
2. The Philosophie commonlie called the Morals ... trans 
lated Philemon Holland, 1601, p.266. The phrase "eat his 
children" is probably transposed from the description of 
sacrifice to Saturn, ibid., p.268, by confusion.
3. Ibid., p. 391.
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taken from Plutarch's remarks on Exile;
"And verily the precept of the Pythagoreans serueth 
to right good stead in this case to be practised: 
Choose (say they) the best life : use and custom 
will make it pleasant enough unto thee."!
That Bacon should be concerned to adduce the Moralia of
Plutarch wherever they apply to his new Science, is in
keeping with the moralizing habits of the age. Plutarch
a
was regarded as/tnaster of morals. Erasmus probably had 
much to do with the popularity of the Morals with his 
translations of some of them, dedicated to Yonge, Wolsey 
and Henry VIII. Wyat, Morley, Elyot and Holland were among 
those who popularized Plutarch in English. The influence 
in France was similar. Wyat's version is translated from 
the French of Bondé ; Holland's from that of Amiot. Euro­
pean moralists included Plutarch among the recognized
2
sources of information; many of the resemblances between 
Montaigne and Bacon in the Essays, could be argued as due 
to a common source in Plutarch. That Bacon should refer, 
therefore, to Plutarch, implies that he was in touch with 
the moral ideas of his time. That he should use him 
rhetorically, implies that he was concerned rather with 
the exposition and persuasion of his own science of Morality 
than with rehashing old views and conclusions.
1. Plutarch, op.cit., p. 273.
1580
2. Cf. T. Blundeville Three Morall Treatises/ Roger 
As Cham writes recommending, the second MLorall :
"As if I lackt, I would not let.
To buie this book for fortie pense".
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Bacon's Essays, therefore, combine Morality with
1
Policy and are part of the sphere of Rhetoric. They have 
the meditative and the profitable elements: they are exer­
cise for Persuasion. They are, he says,
"of a nature whereof a man shall find much in ' 
experience, but little in books, so they are 
neither repetitions nor fancies"
Bacon chooses his words well: the Essays are not repetitions, 
they are collections of the wisdom of Profit and proved on 
Bacon's own pulses. They are applied Morality, and the 
providers of Rhetorical proficiency in matters Politic.
So that the Counsels of Bacon include at once remarks on 
Goodness, and Cunning, a mixture that at first sight appears 
incongruous, but which, when the Essays are correctly 
placed in the intellectual globe, assume a Baconian rele­
vance of proportion and a new meaning.
It is now possible to put forward tentatively the
PROGRESS OF THE ESSAY.
1. Reading and Noting.
Bacon read and noted profitable Histories, works of 
Morality, works of expediency (like Macdiavelli's), and by 
S using his own experience, digested these thoughts into 
Aphorisms after the manner, perhaps, of the Maxim-writers 
like Guicciardini. These are the 1597 Essays. That they
1. Their material is that in which an orator has to be 
versed: Bacon finds his science partly indicated in Aris­
totle's Rhetoric (lib.l) in the discussion of the topics 
Good, et cl OTT" supra Chapter IV.
2. Cancelled Dedication 1612. Cf. supra, p.x.
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were published with the Colours, suggests the Rhetorical 
connection, with the Religious Meditations, the moral: 
they themselves deal with applied Morality and Policy. 
Bacon's original collection of material of applied Morality 
produces at once the Aphorisms and the outlines and pre­
cepts of the section dealing with the need for Psychology 
in the Advancement.
2. The second stage must be considered as a rhetorical
weighing of this matter to test its value. The Antithetae
must be regarded then as the "skeins and bottoms" of dis- 
1
course. They deal with aphorism material handled pro and 
contra, producing political and moral ingenuity by con­
sidering both sides of each psychological proposition.
2
3. The third stage must be:
The selection of some of the Aphorisms (including 
those used in 1597) from the many which formed a 
basis for the selection from them of the proposi­
tions for the Antithetae of the De Augmentis.
The combination of these grains of wisdom, weighed 
and tested by Baconian rhetorical preparation, with
examples derived from Historians, Poets, Moralists, 
experience, etc. - examples from which the Aphorisms 
had been drawn in the first place. Such examples 
are used in the Advancement when formulating the 
idea of the new science. Bacon must have had a fund 
of them.
To recapitulate: examples produce Aphorisms and 
Outline. Outline is exemplified by these examples.
1. Dr. Edwin Abbot : Francis Bacon, 1885, pp. 436-447.
2. These remarks are borne out by a study of Bacon's 
Methods of Work which are explained infra, Qhapter V.
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Aphorisms are published in selection in 1597. 
Aphorisms used as Antithetae. Material of Aphor­
isms and Antithetae used in combination with 
original examples to produce the 1612 Essays.
4. The 1625 stage adds further rhetorical colours and 
amplifies. The material remains the same. Only Persuasion 
is reinforced.
5. It is not necessary, then, to premiss any contact
1
between the minds of Bacon and Montaigne to produce the 
Baconian Essay. The latter has far more in common with 
Macchiavelli and Guicciardini than with Montaigne. The 
subject is hackneyed but it may be included briefly and 
proportionately here. Definite conclusions are these:
(1) Bacon arrived at the Essay in a manner fundament­
ally different from Montaigne, in pursuing his 
science of Applied Morality. The form of the 
Essay may be explained as due to Bacon's inability 
to furnish a Just and Perfect treatise, the idea 
of which is formulated in the Advancement.
(2) On the other hand. Bacon read Montaigne and quotes 
him. Montaigne's work was published in 1580. It 
would be unnecessarily pedantic to exclude Bacon 
from certain small influences from the Frenchman.
The popularity of the French Essays may have 
strengthened Bacon's decision to leave his in a 
dispersed form. The development on more ornate 
lines of the 1625 edition may have been similarly 
inspired. However, since the writing and working 
over of Aphorisms as opposed to "Works" was, as 
will be shown,2 an integral part of Baconian com­
position, even this must remain inconclusive.
1. For discussion of this possibility, see P. Villey, 
Montaigne et François Bacon. Paris, 1913.
2. See infra Chapter V.
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As for the title "Essay”, it seems probable that Bacon 
derived it from Montaigne. It must have seemed an excellent 
"emblem" for his own meditations. But here again a ques­
tion must be raised. What did Bacon mean by "Essay"? With 
other Englishmen of the time —  noticeably Robert Johnson
and Sir William Cornwallis, he may have meant "imperfect 
1
offers". This is supported by the fact that at one time
at least, he felt the necessity for an explanation of their
2
deficiencies in method. They might thus have been for him, 
"Essays" towards a Just Treatise of Applied Morality. But 
Montaigne's word actually implies no such limitation. It 
is "assay", meaning a scientific "weighing". Bacon's 
cherished Aphorism might therefore be a "weighed" grain of 
knowledge. This agrees better with the notion of "Counsels", 
In this case. Bacon may have understood the Frenchman's 
personal essays in Psychology better than did his contempo­
raries, and have seen the application to his own more 
universal Counsels in Expediency. But the point may only
be raised. Either solution has its advantages: but the 
is
matter since it/primarily of philological significance, 
cannot be dealt with exhaustively in this argument.
Bacon's Essays, then, may be regarded as Chapters of 
the lost science of Applied Morality, based upon a realist
1. R. Johnson, Essaies or rather Imperfect Ofers. 1601.
2. Cf. 1612, Cancelled Dedication.
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catalogue of "What is done". They are also in the classical
1
sense works of Composition, passing through the rhetorical 
stages of aphorisms or points of knowledge ; antithetae or 
bases for persuasion; elaboration, illustration, and am­
plification in Compositio proper, as Rhetorical preparation 
for the Just Treatise,just as the Material in its various 
Forms is prepared for the supplying of this deficient 
science.
The Essays pass through these Forms, but they remain 
2
"faithful" to actuality. They deal with things as they 
are. At the same time the material upon which they are 
founded was used in a manifestation in the Advancement and 
De Augmentis, of the lost science which they were intended 
to exemplify. The Essays are therefore an important' if 
uncompleted part of Bacon's intellectual globe. They lose 
porportion, pertinency and Baconian strenuousness if they 
are regarded as mere literary jottings of a great mind.
1. Cf. Chapter V. libri comppsitionü = 1612 Essays.
2. Cf. The Latin version: Sermones "fideles", ethici, 
politici, oeconomici. 1641.
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APPENDIX II 
BACON AND THE BIBLE
A Tentative Essay in Rhetoric.
"Wherefore seeing that knowledge is of the number 
of those things which are to be accepted of with 
caution and distinction; being now to open a 
fountain, such as it is not easy to discern where 
the issues and streams thereof will take and fall; 
1 thought it good and necessary in the first place 
to make a strong and sound head or bank to rule 
and guide the course of the waters; by setting 
down this position or firmament, namely. That all 
knowledge is to be limited by religion, and to be 
referred to use and actionJ^l
It has already been amply illustrated hovtr Bacon re­
ferred knowledge to use and action. That Bacon limits 
knowledge by religion is, however, a debatable point. It 
may best be decided by a short survey of Bacon's attitude 
to, and use of, the Bible.
The view has been put forward that Bacon was speaking 
for science in an age dominated by religion. Bacon the 
scientist saw in the domination of the surviving doctrines 
of the mediaeval church, elements antagonistic to his own 
aim —  the study of science and the knowledge of actuality. 
He intimates this belief in his f aniious :
'’And most sure it is, and a true conclusion of 
experience, that a little natural philosophy 
inclineth the mind to atheism, but a further g
proceeding bringeth the mind back to religion."
1. Valerius Terminus, Works, vol. iii• 218.
2. Ibid., p. 221.
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It is difficult for the twentieth-century mind to
decide how far Bacon felt the attack of religion on science,
might go. That he recognized that there was an antagonism
between the two is certain, and has been illustrated by Mr.
Willey, in his explanation of the two Baconian versions of 
1
"truth". Bacon was concerned, in Mr. Willey's view, to 
protect scientific truth from eternal or spiritual truth. 
There is ground for this view in Bacon's Valerius Terminus, 
where he is concerned to distinguished between "sin" and 
"science":
"But if any man without any sinister humour doth 
indeed make doubt that this digging further and 
further into the mind of natural knowledge is a 
thing without example and uncommended in the 
Scriptures, or fruitless; let him remember and 
be instructed; for behold it was not that pure 
light of natural knowledge, whereby man in para­
dise was able to give unto every living creature 
a name according to his propriety, which gave 
occasion to the fall; but it was an aspiring de­
sire to attain to that part of moral knowledge 
which defineth of good and evil, whereby to dis­
pute God's commandments, and not to depend upon 
the revelation of his will, which was the original
temptation."2
3
Now Bacon, as has been shown, did, indeed, deal with the 
Wisdom of the Serpent. But he dealt with it —  such was 
his reasoning —  in respect of Man, not of God; to know 
what man, with his sinister and crooked cunning might be
1. The Seventeenth Century Background, Basil Willey. 1934. 
See p. 23 et seq.
2. Valerius Terminus (vol.iii), p.219.
3. Cf. supra. Chapter II.
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expected in the lower order of truth, to do ; not with the 
dictates of Providence, and the higher order of Truth. God 
might send Deucalion, so to speak, unquestioned: Man might 
plot and "negociate", but by fore-knowledge and wisdom the 
"wicked arts" might be overcome. Similarly with scientific 
experiment: science demands reason; spiritual devotion de­
mands faith. The two are separate: it is false reasoning,
therefore,to search for the one in the other. The school
Bacon
of Paracelsus, as ia^says, had
"pretended to find the truth of all natural phil­
osophy in the Scriptures; scandalizing and tra­
ducing all other philosophy as heathenish and 
profane. But there is no such enmity between 
God and his works. Neither do they give honour 
to the Scriptures, as they suppose, but much 
imbase them. For to seek heaven and earth in 
the word of God, whereof it is said 'Heaven and 
earth shall pass, but my word shall not pass', is 
to seek temporary things in things eternal: and 
as to seek divinity in philosophy is to seek the 
living amongst the dead: so to seek philosophy in 
divinity is to seek the dead amongst the living".1
Not to quibble about Bacon's use of the terms "dead" and 
"living", it is however, fair to say that Bacon regarded 
Divinity as a subject segregated from the study of creatures 
which was his main interest. Like Sir Thomas Browne, in 
divinity he preferred to keep the road:
"For he that will reduce a knowledge into an art, 
will make it round an uniform: but in divinity 
many things must be left abrupt and concluded
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 486.
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with this: Q altitudo sapientiae et scientiae Dei I 
quam incomprehensibilia sunt judicia e.lus, et non 
investigabiles viae e jus !
Bacon therefore marks off the lower order of truth 
in which he as man of action worked and to v/hich, as ex­
perimental scientist, he dedicated himself,from the order 
of eternal truth which remained inviolate and apart. His 
reason does not invade the province of Divinity: but his 
Imaginative faculty, his Rhetorical art, do. It is not 
going too far to say that Bacon "uses" (Rhetorically speak­
ing) the Scriptures, as elements of persuasion —  when 
confronted with Divinity —  either to reconcile to himself 
his own scientific researches with the wisdom of Providence, 
or —  more probably —  to conciliate his Puritan audience 
by appealing to a source of wisdom that in itself was bound 
to command respect. In doing this he was in no sense 
guilty of profanity: the practice of justification accord­
ing to the Scriptures, and according to the Sapientia 
Veterum, was a Renaissance habit. The connection between
the Bible and Rhetoric had been made by several of the con-
2
temporary Rhetoricians. It was, moreover, a stock habit 
to illustrate —  in a sense to "respectabilize" —  one’s
1. Ibid., p.484.
2. E.g., works exemplarising tropes from the Bible : - by 
Dudley Fenner in 1584, John Barton in 1634, Thomas Hall in 
1654, John Smith in 1657, and Bishop John Pridaux in 1659.
Cf ."The Art of rhetoric which has, originally been the art 
of the orator as such, and then of the lawyer, was enrolled 
in the service of an Interpretation of the Scriptures."
The English Grammar School, F. Watson, p. 448.
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writings by constant reference to Scriptural authority.
Here, however, two factors must be taken into consideration:
first, that certain parts of the Bible could legitimately
be regarded as purveyors of the lower order of truth: and
second, that the wisdom of the ancients as set forth in
the Scriptures, was reverenced along with the Sapientiae
Veterum of heathen classical authors. It is this order
by
that pleases Bacon most. Solomon was regarded/him as the
master of the science of the Architecture of Fortune: the
Renaissance in general saw no discrepancy in combining in
with
one sentence an illustration from the Bible/one from Seneca 
or any one of the ancients. They were all sources of"wis­
dom" and were reverenced as such. With this much prepara­
tion, it is possible to illustrate what may be called 
Bacon’s Profitable and Rhetorical use of the Bible.
1. As a source for Secular Profit.
Solomon provides a source for the Baconian and for 
seventeenth-century Profit in general. Solomon was, in a 
sense, a respectable Macchiavelli. Bacon might almost have 
regarded him as a Biblical alter ego. He explains the ex­
cellence wherein the wisdom of Solomon lay:
"Thus have I staid somewhat longer upon these 
sentences politic of Salomon than is agreeable 
to the proportion of an example; led with a 
desire to give authority to this part of knowledge
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[the Wisdom of Négociation], which I have noted 
as deficient, by so excellent a precedent, and 
have also attended them with brief observations, 
such as to my understanding offer no violence to 
the sense, though I know they may be applied to 
a more divine use, but it is allowed even in 
divinity, that some interpretations, yea and some 
writings, have more of the Eagle than others."1
2. As "History" Proper.
Bacon turns to Biblical History for Profit, as to
secular classical history. He selects also, similarly,
2
instances of longevity trom the Old Testament. It is also 
significant that he appears to have collected one or two 
"heroes" (similar to Caesar) from the Bible, notably 
Solomon and Moses —  both "learned" men and both, therefore, 
suitable rhetorical proofs of the Biblical desire for the 
advancement of Learning.
"Moses the law-giver, and God’s first pen: he is 
adorned by the Scriptures with this addition and 
commendation, that he was seen in all the learn­
ing of the Aegyptians..."3
3. As Rhetorical Justification.
The distinction between Profit and Persuasion is 
slight: the use of profit from the Bible is persuasive. 
Several examples of such justification have been given
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 453.
2. Of. supra. Chapter I.
3. Advancement, Works, vol.iii, 453.
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already. Classical precedents are generally juxtaposed
1
in such persuasive passages, to Biblical. Solomon’s Navy 
was used constantly to justify Navigation: Bacon justifies 
Natural History by Solomon who
"in his grant of wisdom from God, had contained 
as a branch thereof, the knowledge whereby he 
wrote a natural history of all verdor, from the 
cedar to the moss".9.
Thus the Bible for Bacon was a source of wisdom and 
a source of rhetorical proof. That his attitude to Scrip­
tural teaching was in the finest sense rhetorical becomes 
apparent when it is understood that Bacon adduces the 
Scriptures with obvious artistic pleasure, where they 
apply^ and v/here they do not, is content gracefully to 
obviate the difficulty by explaining them away. In both 
cases the presence of the Scriptural element is good Per­
suasion. For instance, to quote a scientific example :
"Some theologians also, who were likewise philoso­
phers, have drawn a similar inference from the 
Scripture, 'Who brings forth the wind out of his 
treasures' ; as if the winds proceeded from some 
subterranean treasure-houses or magazines. But 
there is nothing in this; for Scripture speaks 
likewise of the treasures of snow and rain which 
no one doubts were generated above."3
Having disposed of Holy Writ in the one instance. Bacon
proceeds to adduce it in another:
1. Cf. supra. Chapter I. "Our Saviour"and Aesculapius as 
medical practitioners.
2. Filum Labyrinthi, Works, vol. iii. 501.
3. Historia Ventorum (translation). Works, vol.iii. 507.
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"So likewise is that excellent book of Job, if it 
be resolved v/ith diligence, it will be found 
pregnant and swelling with natural philosophy."^
2
The extent of Bacon’s Bible-readlng as judged by his 
quotation of it, must have been considerable. As a Re­
naissance scientist he refers to the Scriptures; as a man 
of letters he adduces Biblical examples in persuasion; as an 
orthodox Christian he turns to the Bible for support in 
questions like "Unity of Religion" and "Church Government"; 
as a politic philosopher he finds a Promptuary in Solomon. 
The extent of this constant quotation is best realized if 
it is stated that Bacon quotes amply from Genesis, Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, 
Kings Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Jeremiah, Daniel, 
Hosea, Joel, Micah, Acts, Paul’s Epistles, Timothy, James, 
Peter, and the Revelation of St. John the Divine. Bacon 
was then to a considerable extent, dependent on the power 
and eloquence of the Scriptures.
In conclusion, it was no profanity to Bacon or to any
Renaissance mind, to connect divine wisdom with the wisdom
3
of classical, or even modern authors. Solomon, Aristotle,
1. Filum Labyrinthi (translation), ibid., p.298.
2. The amazing extent of the quotation is indicated in
a laborious work Thoughts on Holy Scripture by John G.Hall, 
Pastor of the Reformed Dutch Church N.Y. Edinburgh.1862.
3. Cf. Leonardo da Vinci’s use of the same model for 
John the Baptist and for Bacchus.
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Caesar, Macdtiavelli, Guicciardirxi : they were all exponents 
of wisdom. They were also the bases for rhetorical proofs. 
Bacon used the Bible to support his ovm arguments for the 
advancement of learning in general, and of experimental 
science in particular. It is significant that his splendid 
outline of the scientific attitude, is wholly Biblical.
He met Divinity on its own ground, and disproved its argu­
ments rhetorically by citing the Scriptures. At the same 
time he conciliated a vast audience of men of culture who 
were accustomed to refer to the Bible in important matters 
and to hearing it quoted persuasive proof. With one such 
splendid persuasive passage, this brief and tentative sur­
vey of the Baconian "use" of the Scriptures, may be con­
cluded:
"And therefore it is not the pleasure of curiosity, 
nor the quiet of resolution, nor the raising of 
the spirit, ... nor lucre of profession, nor am­
bition of honour and fame.... nor inablement for 
business, that are the true ends of knowledge; 
but it is a restitution and reinvesting (in great 
part) of men to the sovereignty and power (for 
whensoever he shall be able to call the creatures 
by their true names he shall again command them) 
which he had in his first state of Creation."1
And as contrast Bacon’s tribute to the sermon literature 
that dealt with eternal truth, may be given to indicate 
conclusively that, if his own use of the Scriptures was 
strictly as applied persuasion, hie appreciation of positive
1. Valerius Terminus, Works, vol. iii. 222.
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divinity was none the less real and living. His words are 
a good summary of a great part of the Biblical activity of 
the age in this respect.
"In this part touching the exposition of the 
Scriptures, I can report no déficience ; but by 
way of remembrance, this I will add: In perusing 
books of divinity, I find many books of contro­
versies; and many of common places and treatises; 
a mass of positive divinity, as it is made an 
art ; a number of sermons and lectures, and many 
prolix commentaries upon the Scriptures with 
harmonies and concoidances. But that form of writ­
ing in divinity, which in my judgement is of all 
others most rich and precious, is positive div­
inity collected upon particular texts of Scrip­
tures in brief observations; not dilated into 
common places, not chasing after controversies, 
not reduced into method of art, a thing abounding 
in sermons, which will vanish, but defective in 
books, which will remain; and a thing wherein 
this age excelleth. For I am persuaded,and I may 
speak it with an Absit invidia verbo, and in no 
ways in derogation of antiquity, but as in a good 
emulation between the vine and the olive, that if 
the choice and best of those observations upon 
texts of Scriptures which have been made dis- 
persedly in sermons within this your Majesty’s 
island of Britain by the space of these forty 
years or more ... had been set down in a continu­
ance, it had been the best work in divinity which 
had been written since the apostles’ times."1
The Scriptures were congenial to the age. Bacon's 
use of them is both in keeping with contemporary custom 
and with Baconian ideas of Persuasion.
Bacon's retort, therefore, to his own insistence 
that knowledge, referred to use and action, should be 
limited by religion, was to widen the bounds of knowledge, 
justifying every move by the authority of the Scriptures.
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 487, 488.
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Note to Appendix II
Bacon's use of the Vulgate.
It is possible to deduce from Bacon's quotation 
(often slightly verbally incorrect since they were no 
doubt, cited from notebooks such as the Promus where 
they had been entered during, or after reading) that 
Bacon read the Vulgate, rather than the Bible in trans­
lation.
In order to draw the following conclusions. Bacon's 
quotation of Solomon and the Psalms (his favourite 
Biblical authorities) were compared with some of the 
most important of the Tudor versions of the Scriptures.
The evidence goes to show that Bacon used the 
Vulgate.1 An instance in the sort of slight inaccuracy 
in recording v/hich he commonly makes, will serve for 
illustration:
Verba bilinguis quasi 
simplicia, et ipsa perveniunt 
ad interforaventris.
[Advancement. ]
Verba susurronis quasi sim­
plicia, et ipsa perveniunt ad 
intima ventris.
Vulgate. Solomon. Proverbs
xxvi.22.
A correct rendering:
Qui erudit derisorem, ipse 
injuriam facit; et qui arguit 
impium, sibi maculam generat.
[Advancement.]2
Qui erudit derisorem, ipse 
injuriam sibi facit: et qui 
arguit impium, sibi maculam 
generat. Vulgate. Solomon.
Proverbs ix.7.
The instances of Bacon's use of the Vulgate and his own 
translation of the same phrase on other occasions, show 
Bacon translating the Vulgate rather than using an 
English version:
Pilius sapiens laetificat 
patrem; filius vero stultius 
moestitia est matri suae.
[Advancement.]^
Pilius Sapiens laetificat patrem: 
filius vero stultus moestitia 
est matris suae. Solomon. 
Proverbs. x.l.
2. Works, vol.iii. 452.
3. Ibid., p. 451.
1. Vulgate [Sainte Bible en Latin et en Français. Paris
irest in the Proverbs. Examples 
L e m .^are*ihere?ore êlBen from^
XXX
Of
as Salomon salth, A wise 
son rejoiceth the faither, 
but an ungracious son 
shames the mother.
[Essay of Parents and 
Children. 16257]%
A wise son maketh a glad 
father, but a foolish son 
is the heaviness of his 
mother.
[Authorised Version.1611.]
Occasionally there is the possibility of the 
occurrence of a wordffrom an English translation. Bacon 
perhaps was remembering the English Bible and in Church. 
Notice, for instance, the word "thing": -
... The glory of Cod is to 
correct a thing and the 
glory of the king is to 
find it out
Gloria Dei est celare 
verbum, et gloria regnum 
investigare sermonem.
[Vulgate. Proverbs xxv.2.]
Cf. MDxxxvii. Mathew's Bible :
It is the honour of God to kepe a thyng secret but 
the kynges honour is to search out the thyng.
MDxl. Bible for use in Churches :
It is y® honour of God to kepe a thing secrete but 
yG kynges honour is to search out a thyng. (fol.EEi.v.)
MDlx. First Geneva Bible. (Breeches Bible.)
The glorie of God is to conceile a thing secret: 
but the kings honour is to searche out a thing.
(fol. 275r.)
1. Works, vol. vi.39.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 299.
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CHAPTER V 
THE VERÜLAMIAN WORKSHOP
"Having therefore, through the variety of my 
reading, set before me many examples both 
of ancient and later times./."!
Bacon divides the art of "keeping knowledge" into 
two parts —  the doctrine concerning "Helps of Memory" and 
the "doctrine concerning Memory itself" . The doctrine con­
cerning the memory has been dealt with in the section on 
2
Rhetoric. Bacon’s ideas on "Helps for the Memory" are so 
interesting, and may be amplified to explain Bacon’s method 
of work so well, that it is useful to consider them at 
length.
"The great help," he writes in the De Augmentis,
"to the Memory, is writing; and it must be taken 
as a rule that memory without this aid is unequal 
to matters of much length and .accuracy; and that 
its unwritten evidence ought by no means to be 
allowed."3
He goes on to explain that such helps are indispensable in
1. Epistle Dedicatory to the Advertisement touching an 
Holy War, Works, vol.,vii. 13.
2. See Chapter IV.
3. De Augmentis (translated). Works, vol. iv. 435.
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the case of philosophy and the "interpretation of Nature", 
since it is impossible to hold in the memory all that is 
needed "without help of tables duly arranged". But this 
is also true of dLder sciences. For "ss it is but a counter­
feit thing in knowledge to be forward and pregnant, unless 
a man be also deep and full" he writes,
"I hold diligence and labour in the entry of common 
places to be a matter of great use and support in 
studying, as that which supplies matter to inven­
tion, and contracts the sight of the judgement to 
a point".!
The doctrines of inventio and iudicio, and the tables of
formal logic are therefore utilized to help the memory; the
Rhetorician's Promptuary becomes widened to include the
reference-flies of the Philosopher and the preliminary
schemes and notes of the experimental scientist. As Bacon
indicates, the Commonplace Book method was a habit of the
2
time. Ben Jonson's Timber is a famous example ; Sir Thomas
3
Browne's notebooks illustrate the strange and multifarious 
scraps and pieces of erudition such books could contain.
Bacon does not appear to think much of the way in which the 
method was being being in his time. He says
"of the methods and frameworks of common places 
which I have hitherto seen,there is none of any 
worth; all of them carrying in their titles merely 
the face of a school and not of a world; and
1. Ibid.
2. 1620-25?
3. See Miscellaneous Notes from Commonplace Books. Works 
edited by G. Keynes, 1931. Vol.v. 229. Cf. Sir Thomas Elyot's 
collection of sentences: The Bankette of Sapience, with 
"titles". 1534.
3U9
using vulgar and pedantical divisions, not such 
as pierce to the pith and heart of things".!
Bacon's Commonplace Collections might therefore he expected 
to be compiled with method and with penetration. The examples 
chosen will be significant and the subsequent arrangements 
and schemes calculated to second this penetration. The 
Baconian Notebooks, therefore, promise Insight into the 
Baconian Methods of Work. The study of the available 
material, and a comparison with the published works ade- 
quatelt justify this expectation.
The manuscript material which may be used to illus­
trate Bacon's compilation of notebooks.is scattered and 
fragmentary. But such of it as remains, has been collected 
or described by Spedding. These notes illuminate the pro­
cess of Bacon's composition. It is necessary to assemble 
this material and by comparing it with Bacon's accomplished 
works, to deduce the important part played in his writing 
by attention given to the intermediate arrangement of 
material collected for use ; that is to say, to the stages 
of evolution between first reading and final writing through 
which Bacon's material and ideas may have passed. This 
study, therefore, properly speaking, is occupied with the 
"middle ground" between Bacon's background of reading and 
experience and his "foreground" of accomplished works.
1. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iii. 398.
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1
In some manuscript notes made in July 1608, Bacon 
has given interesting explanations of his elaborate system 
of note-taking, an examination of which not only explains 
point of his composition, but also serves to humanize his 
impressive and extensive use of quotation. For Bacon 
appears to have relied as little in practice as in precept 
upon the Memory. Quite early in his career he must have 
evolved a time-proof method of collecting knowledge in an, 
easily available form, ready for use when he should need 
it, so that very little of value that he read, or thought, 
or came across in experience was ever wasted. The note­
book in question: Gommentarius Solutus, sive Pandecta, sive
Ancilla Memoria, 4 . consists of memoranda which include a
2
résumé of Bacon's preparatoiy collections. The work is 
headed:
"Habet Libros Duos :
1. Commentariû transportât ex Commentario vetere.
2. Commentariû novum et currenturçL."
"Lib.l" is concerned with the transportation from existing 
"diario et schedulis", and this is the part which is com­
prised in this notebook. It consists of elaborate Memoranda 
made on consecutive days, July 25th to 29th, with some addi­
tions in August and October. Bacon's comments upon his 
scheme of notebooks is written up on July 25th, under the
1. Transcribed by Spedding, Letters and Life, vol.iv, 
39-95.
2. Each folio is headed Transportât. Jul. 25. Harl.MSS 
5106.
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heading:
[û]
"Series libror/cartaceorü ut tunc visum est ; ac  ^
secundum ordinem in quo nunc in Theca reponunt".
Under this general head. Bacon collects six Liber Composi- 
tionü
1. Scripta in Theologia.
2. Scripta in Politicis et Moralibus.
3. Scripta in Naturali et Universali philosophia.
4. Scripta in Logicis, Rhetoricis, et philologicis.
5. ürationes. Instrumenta, Acta.
6. Literae.
2
The Scripta in Politicis et Moralibus, Spedding conjectures
to be the manuscript collection of thirty-four Essays in
the emended state which became the revised and augmented
edition of 1612. The Scripta in Naturali et Universali
philoSophia, he explains as probably the collection of
Bacon's preparatory scientific works published posthumously 
3
by Gruter. Spedding is also able to explain the collection 
4
of Qrationes, etc., by a similar manuscript collection.
The Literae appear to be the Register of Letters upon 
which Rawley drew for the collection in the Resuscitatio. 
There remains unaccounted for the Theologia and the Scripta
1. Spedding, Letters and Life, vol. iv. 59.
2. Ibid.
3. Fransisci Baconi de Verulamio Scripta in Naturali et 
Universali Philosophia. Amsterdam, 1653. A detailed de- 
scription of this publication is given by Spedding in his 
Preface to the Philosophical Works, vol.iii. 4. et seq.
4. Harl. MSS. 6797, including a "Book of speaches in 
Parlamt".
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In Logicis, Rhetoricis, et philologicis. It seems a pos­
sible suggestion that the former of these could be the 
Religious Meditations in some form, possibly the prelimin­
ary writing for the edition of 1597, or the notes for the
1
theological discussion in the Advancement. The latter
might equally well be the preparation for the discourse
on Rhetoric, Logic and Philology that forms as has been 
2
shown, the outline of the scheme of the Logical Arts in 
the Advancement. In this view,therefore, the existence 
of the Colours of Good and Evil and the Antithetae must 
be taken as part of a large supply of such material. There 
is evidence that this was so in Bacon's introduction of 
some Antithetae by way of example in the De Augmentis. Ee 
says :
"And the best way of making such a collection 
(a Promptuary) ... would be to contract those 
commonplaces into certain acute and concise sen­
tences ... A few instances of the thing, having 
a great many by me, I think fit to propound by 
way of example."3
This points to the existence of a similar collection as a 
reservoir or find for the logical and philological dis­
cussions in the Advancement and De Augmentis.
To return to the MS. of 1608, Bacon then proceeds to
of
outline an existing series of Libri Notar.[um]/ which there
1. Cf. Advancement, Works, vol.iii, 475 et seq.
2. See Chapter IV.
5. De Augmentls, Works, vol. iv. 472.
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appear to have been four. They are, he says:
7. Notae omnifariae ex conceptu propria exceptae, 
sparsim ut occurrunt et cursim ad memoria tantum, 
sive Civilis et Contemplâtor Cursor.
8. Cogitationes digniores sive Notae omnifariae ex 
conceptu proprio per otiü exceptae, et adhibetâ 
deliberatione descriptae; sive Civilis et Con- 
templator Sedatus.
9. Notae omnifariae ex depraedatione Authorü, sine 
ordine Instratae. The principall use of this 
book is to receyve such parts and passages of 
Authors as I shall note or underline in the bookes 
themselves to be wrytten foorth by a servant and 
so collected into this book.
ID. Notae omnifariae tarn ex depraedatione Authorü
quam ex conceptu proprio per Titulos digestae et 
ordinatae. This is meerely a como place book.!
Bacon adds his Law Commonplace books, and concludes his 
survey of his preparatory material with XXX Libri ad Indi- 
viduü sive ad statu propriü 5. These are concerned mainly 
with business and estate matters. The "matters of elegan­
cy es and fourmes" Bacon refers to "the 4 note bookes, there 
in coupling as well observation of matter, as fourmes of 
well expressing ’.
Tliis method seems to have become too complicated for 
convenience. Bacon therefore records his intention of re­
vising it.
"I think," he writes, "it wilbe more ready and more 
easy to make these divisions of paper bookes fewer 
and lesse curious and more sorted to use than to 
Art ; and therefore first to have a Commentarius
1. Commentariû3, pp. 59, 60.
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Solutus like a Marchant *s wast bqol^^where to 
enter all maner of rememhraunce,/S'ourme, business, 
study, towching my self, service, others, eyther 
sparsim or in schedules, w^hout any maner of re­
straint; onely this to be divided into two bookes. 
The one transportata ex Commentario vetere, con- 
teyning all marier notes already taken in several 
paper bookes fitt to be reteyned (except it be 
such as are reduced to some more parfite fourme)
The other Commentarius novus; Then to have another 
booke like to the marchants leggier booke whearin 
those thinges (which deserve it) and are sett down 
in the Gomentary breefly to be at the first leasure, 
and while memory can supply it yf it requyre memory 
be entered to have contyaunce. And thirdly out of 
that booke to make severall title bookes wherein 
thinges of a nature may be (by y® labor of a servant 
in part) entred in order, and under fitt titles.”!
There exists one of Bacon's early notebooks, in its 
entirety. It consists of a collection of materials and 
forms under the title of Promus of Formularies and Ele­
gancies (1594), and contains 1655 sentences in Latin,
French, English, Greek, Spanish and Italian. Spedding has
described and classified the contents in some detail, with-
2
out printing the whole collection. It is necessary, before 
discussing the materials collected here, to make a rough 
distinction between the two types of matter likely to be 
involved in Baconian collections: notes of subject-matter 
proper, and notes or quotations of rhetorical importance, 
including forms of speech, striking illustrations, argu­
ments or expressions. The first of these may be called
1. Commentarius, p. 62, f'fol , 13v., 14r. (See illustration.)
2. Works, vol. vii. 189 et seq.
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the Notebooks, the second more properly speaking, as has
been shown in the section on Rhetorical methods, a Prompt- 
1
uary. It appears from what Bacons says of the "matters of 
elegancies and fourmes" that the material of both types 
occurred, mixed, in the earlier stages of collection.
Even without the external proof of the existence of 
the Notebooks, there is abundant internal evidence which 
may be used to show the existence of intermediary collec­
tions and arrangements of material. It would be possible 
to compile from careful consideration of Bacon's works a 
series of notebooks that would approximate very nearly to 
the lost collections indicated in the Memoranda. Thus the 
Historia Vitae et Mortis implies the existence of an ela­
borate collection of octogenarians, of a file of Memoriae
2
Valetudinis, and of a very extensive notebook of Dietetics.
There is evidence that such files existed. The paper
3
"Medical Remains" and the existence of Memoriae Valetudinis
4
in the Memoranda, show Bacon's arrangement and meditation 
on subject-matter in preparation for composition. In the 
same way, he was, as has been shown in the section on 
History, in the habit of collecting and keeping materials
1. Supra Chapter IV.
2. Of. Chapter I.
3. Works, vol. iii. 827 et seq.
4. Letters and Life, vol.iv. 78-80 (fol. 26r. et seq.).
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and examples from historians in the various departments of 
Profit: for discourse, for the anatomizing of men, for 
Policy and for persuasion. That such collections existed 
is by no means extraordinary. The commonplace book method 
of work was the received method of the period. What is 
distinctive, is the continual working and reworking of the 
material by Bacon and his trained secretariat, a care to 
be contrasted with the casual tone of "Nizolian paper books" 
used by the average writer like Greene and Nashe.
The Promus as has been implied, does not appear to 
come under the heading "Notebook". It does book, properly 
speaking, contain subject-^matter, but in the main "forms" 
and "elegancies", as the title implies. It is, therefore, 
a Rhetorician's Promptuary rather than a collection of 
material. But the distinction is fine, since it is diffi­
cult to say precisely in all cases why Bacon should collect 
excerpts from books and from conversation: whether in the 
one case as rhetorical proofs to clinch an argument, or 
whether in the other, because he considered them as materi­
al for reconditioning. If the contents of the Promus are 
analysed, however, the problem becomes somewhat clearer.
The work, which fills more than forty quarto pages begun 
5th December 1594, comprises a number of jottings,
1. Dated on fol, 85.r.(5). [MS. consists of 51 folios 
numbered 83-133.] The Promus has been transcribed and 
published by F.B. Bickley (1Ô98) for Sir Edwin Durning- 
Laurence Bart, M.P., and by Mrs. Potts, 1883 (who indicates 
the sources in the Shakej?peare-Bacon manner) . Both works 
are in the interests of the Baconian Society.
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quotations and comments, with no formal arrangement. 
Spedding'3 account explains the order of the jottings and 
classifies them. To recapitulate briefly Spedding’fe re­
marks , the Promus begins with "notes for civil conversation", 
interspersed with Apophthegms, proverbs and Biblical verses. 
Then the Bible is extensively quoted, followed by Proverbs 
(French, Spanish, Italian and English), sentences out of 
Erasmus's Adagia, verses from the Epistles, Gospels, Psalms, 
Proverbs of Solomon, lines from Seneca, Horace, Vergil, 
Ovid, more Proverbs and finally quotations from Ovid,
Vergil and Horace.
It is not possible to improve upon Spedding's classi­
fication. But certain points about the collection remain 
to be emphasized. First, it raises a vexed and insoluble 
problem with regard to Bacon's sources. Spedding proves
that the collection of English proverbs is taken probably
proverbs
from Erasmus's Adagia since the/ are arranged with a few 
exceptions, in the order in which Bacon could have found 
them there. It is difficult in the cases of two types of 
quotation at least, to decide whether Bacon's knowledge 
was direct or derived from such collections. These two 
cases concern the frequent quotation of historical maxims 
and phrases from the poets. Such material was the common 
property of the age: it is not possible in many instances
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to point to the actual source for the phrases. In the case 
of apophthegmatical quotations, for instance. Bacon may have 
been drawing upon his own original collection of quotations 
compiled in reading. On the other hand, many of these quo­
tations may have been collected from some independent col­
lection, such as Arasmus's. Thus to give one example.
Bacon jots down a sentence from Juvenal in his Promus :
1
Pat veniam corvis vexat censura columbas, 
among his series of quotations such as
2
Ubi non sis qui fueris non est cur velis vivere, 
which, with this, he could have found in Erasmus's Adagia. 
There seems little doubt that Bacon took the Juvenal tag 
from the Adagia. But this does not alter the fact that his 
appreciation was of the wisdom of Juvenal though it was de­
rived at second-hand: and does not necessarily imply that
he had nob read Juvenal. Similarly, as will be shown in
3
the section on Poetic, Bacon quotes Ovid freely, though 
never by name. Vergil, on the other hand, is cited approv­
ingly by name on several occasions. It would be possible 
to deduce from this that Bacon read the remarks he took 
from Ovid in some collection or Flores, of which there were 
many at the time: while he may have read Vergil in the 
original. But in the Promus he quotes examples from Ovid
1. Pol. 93. V-. Of. Erasmus, Adagio rum Chiliades Qvattvor 
Basle 1574. Primae Centuria VIIIJ xlv. (p.218a).
2. Pol. 93.V. Erasmus, op.cit., Tertiae Centuria V.Lxxiii 
(p.589a).
3. See Chapter VI.
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and from Vergil alike. As Spedding points out. Bacon
appears to take "the seeds of half a treatise on the art
1
of persuasion" from the Ars Amandi. This is in keeping 
with the Baconian method of using the poets for persuasion, 
indicated in the section on Rhetoric. The same conclusion, 
therefore may be given; that if Bacon read some commentary 
on Ovid, his appreciation is none the less, of the use of 
Ovid for persuasion. A consideration of Bacon's habits of 
work as illustrated by the Promus, provides a general cau­
tion then, against the dogmatic allocation of Baconian 
quotations to definite "sources" in the originals. But it 
also in no way detracts from the fact that if Bacon for 
purposes of transcription made use of a ready-made collec­
tion, his appreciation of the original source, its wisdom 
or the excellence of its expression, could have been real 
and definite. He read the historians, as has been shown, 
for profit and examples. To indicate that some of the ex­
amples may have been taken from secondary sources using 
the historians, does not alter the Baconian use of History 
for Profit and Persuasion, and merely serves to place 
Bacon in his time as making use of the material which was 
the familiar possession of the period, and as availing 
himself, perhaps, of the short-cuts to knowledge which were 
usual in his day, but of which Bacon himself did not, in
1 o Works, vol. vii. 203.
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1
theory, approve.
This point is particularly well illustrated in the
Promus in the section of quotations from the Bible. They
are taken in most cases, as it appears, from the Vulgate.
But Bacon may equally well have been reading one of the
2
numerous Commentaries of the Well of Wisdom type, which 
cited such examples as its material, and could no doubt 
have derived them directly from reading of this variety. 
It would be impossible to prove such a case ; what is im­
portant about Bacon's use of Biblical material is that he 
treated it in much the same way as he treated History and 
Poetry, for worldly wisdom and for rhetorical justifica­
tion.
The Promus emphasizes a second factor in Baconian 
composition. Bacon's use of his experience in his work 
was as real and definite as his use of his vicarious ex­
perience, that is to say, his reading. One example will 
suffice. In the Promus he quotes the expression:
3
"Stay a little that we may make an end the sooner". 
This is quoted again in the Apophthegms, where it is
1. Of. De Augmentis (translated). Works, vol. iv. 304.
"As for epitomes (which are certainly the corruptions and 
moths of histories) I would have them banished..."
2. Of. The Well of Wisdome conteining chiefe and chosen 
sayinges which may leade all men to perfect and true wise- 
dome, as well to G-odward as to the worlde : gathered out of 
the five bookes of the olde Testament, especially belonging 
to wisdome... and bestowed in usual commonplaces in order 
of A.B.C. By T.C. 1577.
3. Promus, fol. 85r.
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1
attributed to Sir Amyas Paulet, and re-uee4,for instance,
2
in the Essay Of Dispatch.
The material, then, for the Baconian preparative 
arrangements must be regarded as of three kinds: matter 
derived from reading in or around the material he collects, 
arguments derived from his experience, and phrases and 
locutions which he heard, read or which occurred to him. 
This last has been elaborated in the section on Rhetoric.
It is only necessary to add here that Bacon practised even 
the forms of speech and address. In the Promus a neat 
phrase is recorded doubtless for a future forensic effect:
"The matter goeth so slowly forward that I have 
almost forgot it myself so as I marvel not that 
my friends forget."3
With these general deductions in mind about Bacon's 
reading it is now possible to evolve an order' for the 
Baconian art of composition.
1. Apophthegms, Works, vol. ^ vii. 136. "Sir Amice 
Pawlet, when he saw too much hajte made in any matter was 
wont to say,"Stay a while that we may make an end the 
sooner."
2. Works, vol. vi. 434.
3. Pol. 85v. Cf. "You goe from the matter.:&. But it was 
to folow you/ Come to the poynt.s. why I shall not find 
you there." fol. 87r.
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Arrangements and Vicissitudes of Material.
1. Notebooks of Material.
During the course of his reading, or in meditation 
.afterwards; after conversation and in reflection on ex­
perience and ideas. Bacon jots down the material in any 
order which occurs to him. His servants copy out the under­
lined passages in books. Thomas Hobbes takes down the
Baconian sententiae. Bacon writes hurried notes of Experi-
1
ment3 for profit, collects notions for the improvement of 
his diet, his household, reminders for self-advancement, 
notes about his property and debts. These books may have 
been in a muddled state, and no doubt, when Bacon began on 
his new system of transporting old and putting new material 
into a Commentarius Solutus, they were destroyed. Some of 
them dealt vfith subject-matter, including notes of policy 
and ideas of conduct, others with forms of expression and 
quotations, such as the Promus. Since there is no sus­
tained example of a Promptuary of Materials as opposed to 
a Promptuary of Forms and Elegancies, it is an interesting 
exercise to work backwards from Bacon's writings and pro­
duce in one instance, at least, some description of Bacon's 
notebooks.
The Sylva Sylvarum will provide an excellent example,
% VL
since it is in a form not far removed from the origimal notes.
1. Cf. Works, vol. iii. 821. "Certain sudden thoughts 
of the Lord Bacon's set down by him under the title of 
Experiments for Profit." Baconiana, p. 138.
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In the Epistle to the Reader ("the same that should
1
have been prefixed to this book if his lordship had lived"), 
Rawley describes the work:
"I have heard his lordship often say, that if he 
should have served the glory of his own name, 
he had been better not to have published this 
Natural History: for it may seem an undigested 
heap of particulars, and cannot have that lustre 
which books cast into methods have..
The Sylva is therefore a compilation of ordered facts, them­
selves collected from Bacon's reading and experimental 
observation. This statement is borne out by the title 
Sylva Sylvarum which needs explanation. Aulus Gellius 
gives an explanation of the received term Sylva which is 
comparable to Jonson's Timber and the Flores of Renaissance 
writers. Some writers, says Gellius:
"... since they had laboriously gathered varied, 
manifold, and as it were indiscriminate learning, 
they therefore invented ingenious titles also, 
to correspond with the idea. Thus some have 
called their books 'the Muses’, others 'Woods"
several 'Meads', one 'Fruits of my Reading'....
'Torches', 'Repertory', 'Problems', 'Handbooks'
.... other titles are 'Natural History', 'Uni­
versal History', 'The Field', 'The Fruit Basket', 
or 'Topics'
Sylva, like its Greek equivalent hyle, was used metaphoric­
ally of material in a rough form, and of hasty and more or
1. Sylva Sylvarum, Works, vol. ii. 337.
2. Ibid., 335.
3. Noctes Atticae, Praefatio (translation J.G. Rolfe,
Loeb Classical Library).
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less extempore production. That is to say. Bacon’s Sylva
Sylvarum is not, as Ellis points out, a "Hebraism" —
"collection of collections", so much as (as Spedding sug-
a 1
gests) litèrally/"collection of collections" of material :
meaning a gathering together of collected material, from 
notebooks, into the first form of composition: the arrange­
ment of similar material together. It is therefore possible 
to work back from the examples given in this collected raw 
material and to deduce with sufficient accuracy, an idea of 
the Baconian notebooks which went to the composition of it. 
It is probable that a series of notebooks comprising the 
facts which Bacon uses here, were compiled, and that from 
these Bacon collected the material by the inductive method, 
under heads. The sections in the Sylva may represent such 
collections, under some such heads as "Medicine" or "Sound". 
The original notebooks, or sylvae, must have contained par­
ticularly, reading in Aristotle's Problems, Pliny's Natural 
History and J.B. Port aJ g Natural Magic. Ellis, in his 
footnotes to the edition, has pointed out the sources for 
Bacon's remarks. It is therefore only necessary to give 
an example of the idea of collection. Bacon in writing 
his Sylva may have been collecting his material straight 
from his notebooks. There may also have been an intermediate 
stage of collection of similar material under heads such
1. Preface, Works, vol. ii. 329, note 1.
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as "Of Sound" suggested above. The Sylva could well be a
collection of these collections.
The original sylvae or notebooks for Bacon's Sylva
therefore, must have been compilations of material gathered
from such works as Aristotle's Problems, Pliny's Natural
History. These notebooks, in progress of composition, may
1
have passed through a stage of cutting and filing, arriv­
ing at the rough outline of the Sylva. Bacon then had this 
copied in the order in which he had arranged it —  leaving 
the scaffolding again, well in evidence, since the material 
is not further, as he said "cast into Method". One final 
remark may be made: this material was not confined to pre­
paration for the Sylva. The dominating notion of the file 
system, which Bacon held so strongly, is not to "read up" 
a subject and to conclude: but to collect material which 
may be used for many subjects. In other words, such 
"material" is to be regarded as a sort of undifferentiated 
"matter", capable of various submissions to form. That the 
use of the term "sylva" (= hyle) is not a mere literary 
fancy, is excellently brought out by Carden's definition 
of hyle in a philosophic context, a work which Bacon read:
"That matter exists is shown by the continual 
generation of things, ... Neither is it sufficient 
that a mere indefinite something preexist, for 
many ashes cannot be produced from a reed or 
stalk, not can few ashes from many an oak. And
1. Of. an illustration in the De Augment is. "... he 
arranges them [his papers] in his boxes or particular 
cabinet, he puts those together which, though of different 
kinds, he thinks he will have occasion to use together." 
Works, vol.iv. 497.
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so, something common persists in every form of 
generation, this we call primal matter or hyle.
For when one thing is produced from another, of
its form perishes (for otherwise it would but the
same moment exist and not exist) and something 
remains, then it must follow that this is matter."
A great deal of the "matter" of the sylva, or of that origin­
ally undifferentiated matter which assumed a certain em­
bryonic "form" in the Sylva, had already submitted to another
"form" in the Historia Vitae et Mortis, where Pliny, to give
again
one example, as will be illustrated later,/foimed a "source". 
The possession of this primal fund of "matter" explains the 
Baconian use and re-use of examples: he could always be sure 
of material and examples for all subjects. It provides also 
a final general caution: it is impossible to judge from
Bacon's quotations, when he read the work quoted. One could
not divide Bacon's life into periods of reading. An example 
from a writer never before mentioned by Bacon, used for the 
first time in a work, would by no means indicate that he had 
read the author recently. The material might have been col­
lected in a notebook several years previously. The progress 
of material from one work to another often exhibits changes 
in the attitude to it, but the material itself does not 
change: it is only augmented by other material and set forth 
in different order. It will be created, or recreated, by 
differing "forms".
1. De Subtiltate, lib.i (trans. M.M. Cass, 1934). Cardan's 
book was used by Bacon in his Sylva. Cf. Ellis, vol.ii. 327.
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2 . Collections under Heads.
Bacon justifies his method of collecting examples 
for induction.
"It may be thought again that I am but doing what 
has been done before, that the ancients took the 
same course which I am now taking; and that it 
is likely therefore that I too, after all this 
stir and striving, shall come at last to some one 
of those systems which prevailed in ancient times. 
For the ancients too, it will be said, provided 
at the outset of their speculations great store 
and abundance of examples and particulars, digested 
the same into books under heads and titles, from 
them completed their systems and afterwards, when 
they understood the matter, published them to the 
world,— adding a few examples here and there for 
proof and illustration; but thought it superfluous 
and inconvenient to publish their notes and min­
utes and digests of particulars; and therefore did 
as children do, —  after the house was built, they 
removed the scaffolding and ladders out of sight."
Bacon says that he arrives at the "collections under 
heads": but as he points out wherever he employs the in­
ductive method, he is unable to remove the scaffolding, 
since it is this that is the important thing : the method 
consists in collecting: it is only after an immense number 
of examples have been collected that may conclusions may 
be drawn, and even these must be temporary, since fresh 
examples may alter or at least modify, them. But the 
schématisation of material under heads is one of Bacon's 
most industrious of habits. To illustrate this briefly 
from the Historiae Vitae et Mortis, what may be called
1. Nov. Org. (trans.). Works, vol. iv. 111. Of. Note­
book 4 of the Commentarius, supra p .3)1,
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1
Bacon's Catalogue of the Ages In Fish may be given, in­
dicating the sources of the Baconian erudition. This 
illustrates the varied nature of his reading and the sub 
sequent placing together of the facts:
"41. They (the fish) are said to be cold-blooded.
42. Dolphins are reported to have lived about 30 
years, an experiment having been made on some 
of them by cutting off their tails. They con­
tinue to grow for 10 years. ^
44. In Caesar's fishponds, lampreys were sometimes 
found to live 60 years. Certainly from long 
habit they grew so tame that Crassus the orator 
wept over one of them.^
49. Crocodiles are said to be very long-lived....
Concerning the age of other kinds of shell-fish, 
I find nothing is known."
3. Notebooks of Elegancies and Persuasive Material.
The Promptuary material has been explained in the 
4
section on Rhetoric. But in persuasion, it was necessary 
to ■ have recourse not only to collections of formu­
laries and arguments but to funds of exemplary wisdom.
1. Historia Vitae et Mortis (translated), Works, vol.v, 
238, 239.
2. Aristotle, Hist. A n . ix.7. Cf. Pliny, Holland's 
translation (1601, p.238) gives ; - ix.8 . "Young dolphins 
come very speedily to their growth for in ten yeares they 
are thought to have their full bignesse: but they live 
thirtie yeeres, as hath been previously the experience 
and triall in many of them, that had their tail cut for
a marke when they were yong, and let go again."
3. Pliny, ix.78, and Plutarch, De utilitate ex inim, c.5,
4. See Chapter IV.
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The powerful ideas of antiquity, of reverence for the 
Bible, of poetic insight, were weapons of persuasion. It 
is not, therefore, surprising to find Bacon collecting ex­
amples for Persuasion from his reading and experience.
The material of these notebooks may be grouped:
1
(1) Biblical and secular proverbs ; (2) Apt quotations 
(generally of Profit); (3) Apophthegms ; (4) "Formulares" . 
Here also may be added Bacon's own telescoping of quota­
tions, his derivation of maxims from his reflection on 
reading, rather than from the actual work read, his use
of anecdotes heard and ideas which occurred to him. Bacon's
2 3 
collection of Apophthegms, his notes for Civil Conversation
his collection of Profit from Historians and Poets, his
noting in the Promus of forms of speech, and ideas about
material, his collection (indicated in the De Augmentis),
of formulares minores, are all part of the material.
There must also have been "libri cpmpôsltiônû" into
which some of this material was put for exercise —  the
Antithetae and the Colours have already been suggested as
evidence of this.
1. Works, vol. vii, p. 121 et seq.
2. Ibid., p. 109 et seq.
3. Cfo Collection of Proverbs of Solomon for De Augmentis 
Works, vol.v. 37 et seq. —  "the doctrine concerning 
scattered occasions derived from Solomon's Proverbs.
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4. Progress of Scientific Composition.
(a) "Composition".
An intermediary stage or intermediary stages be­
tween notebooks and "works" may be occupied by libri com- 
positionu, then, or books of practice. It is here that 
the Essays, the Colours, the Antithetae and the preparatory 
aphorisms like Notes for Civil Conversation, appear to 
belong,
(b) Tables,
This "trying-out" of material in shapes appears un­
doubtedly to be a preliminary for Baconian composition.
A further preliminary is quite certain —  the casting of 
fluid material into logical tables. In his Novum Organum, 
explaining how far he means his scientific "method" to 
extend, he writes :
"It may also be asked ,,, whether I speak of 
natural philosophy only, or whether I mean that 
the other sciences, logic, ethics, or politics 
should be carried on by this method. Now I cer­
tainly mean what I have said to be understood by 
them all; and as the common logic, which governs 
by the syllogism extends not only to natural but 
to all sciences; so does mine also which proceeds 
by induction, embrace everything. For I form a 
history and tables of discovery for anger, fear 
and shame, and the like; for matters political; 
and again for the mental operations of memory,  ^
composition and division, or judgement and the 
rest, not less than for heat and cold, or light, 
or vegetation
The section on History has set out the Baconian "history" 
and Table of history: the section on Rhetoric illustrates 
n  Works, vol. iv. ll%.
the table of the logical arts. The Commentarius Solutus 
notes :
"the finishing of 3 Tables, De Motu, De Galore et 
frigore, de sono".!
The table De Motu is found as preparation for the Inquisibio
2
Legitime de Motu. Tables of anger, fear and shame, are 
Bacon's first step to the composition of the lost science 
of ethics and morality, which he speaks of an formulates 
in the De Augmentis. The essays are a trying out of these 
subjects, with political and rhetorical materials (Profit 
and Antithetae), but Bacon never arrived further than his 
indication of the scope of the lost subject in the De 
Augmentis, at the conclusion of the whole matter.
(c) Digestion into Aphorisms.
Speaking of his collection of Maxims of the Law, 
Bacon explains why he has not written a Just Treatise.
".... whereas I could have digested these rules 
into a certain method or order, which I know, 
would have been more admired, as that which would 
have made every particular rule, through his co­
herence unto other rules, seem more cunning and 
more deep ; yet have I avoided so to do, because 
this delivering of knowledge in distinct and dis- 
joyned aphorisms doth leave the wit of man more
1. Letters and Life, vol. iv* 64. (fol. 14v. ).
2. Spedding has worked out the development of the scheme 
to the form Inquisitio Legitime de Motu. See Preface,
Works, vol. iii, 623-625.
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free to turn and toss, and to make use of that 
which is so delivered to more several purposes 
and applications. For we see all the ancient 
wisdom and science was wont to he delivered in 
that form, as may be seen by the parables of 
Solomon, and by the aphorisms of Hippocrates, 
the moral verses of Theoghis and Phoclydes: but 
chiefly the precedent of the civil law, which 
hath taken the same course with their rules, did 
confirm me in my opinion."!
In the Filum Labyrinthi Bacon's aphoristic method is de­
scribed;
"He thought .-• how weakly soever the parts are 
filled, yet they carry the shew and reason of a 
total, and thereby the writings of some received 
authors go for the very art: whereas antiquity 
used to deliver the knowledge which the mind of 
man had gathered in observatiors, aphorisms, or 
short and dispersed sentences, or small treatises 
of some parts that they had diligently meditated 
and laboured; which did invite men, both to ponder 
that which was invented, and to add and supply 
further.
Bacon justifies the method of collecting aphorisms, and 
of publishing them without amplification into a just 
treatise, in the De Augmentis:
"For it is specially to be noted, that it is become 
the fashion to make, out of a few axioms and ob­
servations from any subject, a kind of complete 
and formal art, filling it up with some discourses, 
illustrating it with examples and digesting it 
into method. But that other delivery by aphorisms 
has many excellent virtues whereto the methodical 
delivery does not attain. For it tries the writer 
whether he be light and superficial in his knowl­
edge, or solid. For aphorisms, not to be ridiculous
1. Preface, Works, vol. vii. 321.
2. Works, vol. iii. 498,
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must be made out of the very pith and heart of 
sciences. For illustration and excursion are 
cut off. . ."!
2
The Novum Organum is therefore published in aphorisms.
It would, perhaps, not be too much to suggest that the 
first Essays were a collection of aphorisms under heads: 
the second and third became works of "composition": the 
final digestion into method was never reached.
It is correct, therefore, to say that materia prima 
is thought of by Bacon as having two progressive "forms".
1. Tov/ards "method" (the process of the builder) , un- 
attainable as he knew, under contemporary conditions
2. Towards the aphorism (the process of the distiller 
capable of progress by inductive additions.
The one proceeds by amplification, the other by filing 
dovm and concentration. But neither fulfils, in Bacon, 
the requirements of a Just and Perfect treatise, no doubt 
because, from the exigent premisses which he laid down, 
no conclusion of adequate weight could be drawn with any 
"satisfactory sufficiency".
5. Works.
"If any one call on me for works, and that pres­
ently; I tell him frankly, without any imposture 
at all, that for me —  a man not old, of weak 
health, my hands full of civil business, entering 
without guide or light upon an argument of all
1. De Augmentis (translated). Works, vol. iv. 450, 451.
2 . Cf. the Parasceve.
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others the most obscure, —  I hold It enough to 
have constructed the machine, though I may not 
succeed in setting it on work. Nay with the same 
candour, I profess and declare, that the Interpre­
tation of Nature, rightly conducted, ought in the 
first steps of the ascent, until a certain stage 
of Generals be reached, be kept clear of all appli­
cation to Works. And this in fact has been the 
error of all those who have heretofore ventured 
themselves at all upon the waves of experience —  
that being either too weak of purpose or too eager 
for display, they have all at the outset sought 
prematurely for works, as proofs and pledges of 
their progress, and upon that rock have been 
wrecked and cast away."!
Bacon therefore was aware of an antipathy between 
the inductive method and "Works". This problem affects 
more than the scientific writings.
There is a difficulty in the progress "notes tn 
works" that may not be resolved. With one or two excep­
tions, it is a misnomer to speak of the Works of Bacon, 
for the destined form of Work —  the literary or scientific 
realization of an aim —  was rarely arrived at. In con­
sidering the Baconian output, we are dealing for the most 
part, with "composition", "preparation", or "sylvae", 
that is to say with works like the Essays, the De Augment is 
(or the Novum Organum) and the Sylva. Even pieces so con­
nected in method and so copious in illustration as the 
Advancement and De Augmentis are no exception, for the 
completion which each arrives at is in the sphere of
1. Proem.. De Interpretations Naturae (translation). 
Letters and Life, vol.iii. 86.
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persuasion, not of achievement. They are publicity agents; 
they indicate the need and place for%orks". The Advance­
ment and the De Augmentis are therefore, more rhetorical 
than "material". Bacon does not enter the fields, though 
he measures them, stakes a claim for learning in them. It 
is difficult to see what the final form of Baconian material 
would have been: the Historia Vitae et Mortis collected 
examples, but comes to very few conclusions. The Essays 
are admirable "Composition", but though they indicate a 
certain advance from Sylvae to Work, Bacon seems always 
to have distinguished them from the "just treatise", for 
which these essays were mere preparation.
It is only possible to conjecture a final form for 
the Essays, in a sustained work on Ethics, or to account 
for the 1625 edition as influence, perhaps, by the popu­
larity of Montaigne's Essays, different in all respects 
save length, and by the success of fourteen Macdaiavellian 
discorsi method, and so left by Bacon in a series of 
"chapters" of the Civil and Moral science which they might 
have become. The History of Henry VII is perhaps the 
closest approximation to a Work, and illustrates the fusion, 
as has been shown, of Profit, Rhetoric, study and form in 
a sustained and concluded piece of work. In the scientific 
treatises Bacon either speaks of the need for method which 
is not, strictly speaking, entering the subject;S,or proceeds
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to collect examples for the inductive manner of work, a 
manner which precludes him from removing the scaffolding, 
since it ' is only by this that the erection of examples 
stands. Sylvae and Historiae are the nearest he comes to 
scientific completion. But the Method precludes the con­
clusion in a "Work". No one understood this better than
Bacon himself. It was his great renunciation: to pursue 
complete
the/vision and not to materialize a part of it. Hawley’s 
introduction to the Sylva is both moving and pertinent.
"For he [Bacon] hopeth ... to acquit himself of 
that which he taketh himself in a sort bound, and 
that is, the advancement of all learning and 
sciences. For, having in this present work collected 
the materials for the building, and in his Novum 
Organum (of which his lordship is yet to publish 
a second part) set down instruments and directions 
for the work; men shall now be wanting in themselves 
if they raise not knowledge to that perfection 
whereof the nature of mortal men is capable. And 
in this behalf, I have heard his lordship speak 
complainingly, that his lordship (who thinketh he 
deserveth to be an architect in this building) 
should be forced to turn a workman and labourer, 
and to dig the clay and b u m  the brick ; and more 
than that, (according to the hard condition of the 
Israelites at the latter end) to gather the straw 
and stubble over all the fields to turn the bricks 
withal. For he knoweth, that except he do it, 
nothing will be done : men are so set to despise the 
means of their own good."!
The architect’s blue-prints are Bacon’s great achievement: 
the rest he realised could only be partly accomplished by 
him.
1- To the Reader. Sylva Sylvarum, Works, vol. ii. 336.
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Organisation is Bacon’s major achievement. The
1
helpers in his "vforkshop" explain the vast collection of 
reading and experience in hooks, and the work of revision, 
translation and alteration which in one man would seem 
phenomenal. Logic and Rhetoric: the theory of the scien­
tist and the persuasion of the artist —  these are Bacon’s 
completed ^^Works". His workshop is ordered and the files 
are capable of perennially fresh interpretation. The final 
effect is not one of futility or frustration: but of the 
impressive movement of a strenuous mind; it is this 
"Baconian" mind, that was Bacon’s greatest Work. That it 
is reflected so adequately in his writings is testimony 
enoughv.to its powers of organisation.
"My great work goeth forward; and after my manner, 
1 alter ever when I add. So that nothing is 
finished till all be finished."2
■ j i V * ?■ V / s : ' % j.
1. The Verulamian Workshops is the phrase applied to 
Bacon’s scribes and copyists.
2. Letter to Toby Mathew, 17th Feb., . 1610. Letters^'^and 
Life, vol. iv. 145.
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CHAPTER VI 
BACONIAN POETICS
1. Aesthetic Theory.
"For God forbid that we should give out a dream 
of our imagination for a pattern of the world; 
rather may be graciously grant us to write an 
apocalypse or true version of the Creator im­
printed on his Children."!
Bacon regards Poetry as the recreation of the Imagina-
2
tion. It has been pointed out that for him, Poetry and 
Rhetoric occupy the same sphere of the metaphysical cosmos — 
namely, that of the imagination, but whereas Rhetoric in 
its capacity of nuncius is, or should be, an applied art. 
Poetic is the art of the unfettered Imagination. The work 
of the Imagination, unless applied, was in Bacon’s view, 
not a serious subject.
"... imagination," he says, "hardly produces 
sciences; poesy (which in the beginning was 
referred to imagination) being to be accounted 
rather as a pleasure or play of the wit than a 
science."3
1. Novum Organum (translation); Works, vol.iv. 32, 33.
2. Supra Chapter IV.
3. De Augmentis (translation). Works, vol.iv. 406.
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It is not going too far to suggest that Bacon had very 
little conception of Art for Art’s sake:
"And for my own part (owing perhaps to the life 
of business I have led) I am ever disposed to 
make small account of things which make parade 
of art but are of no use...."!
But Bacon did not consider art a vicious occupation.
He did not subscribe to the perennial puritan attack on
2
"mincing and lying poetry". He himself outlines this attack 
referring it to "one of the fathers", who
"in great severity called Poesy vinum daemonum 
because it filleth the imagination; and yet it 
is but with the shadow of a lie".3
This quotation has never been satisfactorily traced. Spedding
attributes it to a comparison between a passage in Agrippa’s
4
De Incertitudine and an idea from one of Jerome’s Epistles. 
Whatever its source, it appears to have been a fairly usual 
argument. James Harington in his Essay upon two of Virgil ’ s 
Eclogues confutes it ;
"... Poetry is not the wine of Divels, but a 
sprjgitly liquor infused into the soul of God him­
self. It is true the Divel may stumb it, but so 
he may reason or memory."5
!. Ibid., p. 436.
G.
2. William Vaughan, The Golden Grove, 1600. See/Gregory 
Smith, Elizabethan Critical Essays, vol. ii. 326.
3. Essay of Truth, Works, vol. vi. 378.
4. Works, vol.i. 738. Footnote 2. Cf. Jerome Epistle 
146, Agrippa De . ^ Vanitate et Inceititudlne Scientiarum, cap. 
iv ("Of Poetrie" ~  in J. Sanford’s translation 1569, 1577).
5. London. 1658. Epistle to the Reader, fol. A2v.
% 4ü
That Is to say, the devil may be equally active in Phil­
osophy and History as in Poetry.
Bacon indeed defends Poetry from this attack. He
does it by utilising the Aristotelian comparison of the
Poet and the Historian, in an argument which is the usual
Renaissance defence and finds its apology par excellence
1
in England, in Sir Philip Sidney. Bacon’s version runs:
"The use of this Feigned History hath been to give 
some shadow of satisfaction to the mind of man, 
in those points wherein the nature of things doth 
deny it; the world being in such proportion in­
ferior to the soul.... Therefore because the acts 
or events of true history have not that magnitude 
which satisfieth the mind of man, poesy feigneth 
acts or events greater and more heroical.... And 
therefore it was ever thought to have some parti­
cipation of diviness, because it doth raise and 
erect the mind, by submitting the shows of things 
to the desires of the mind; whereas reason doth 
buckle or bow the mind unto the nature of things."2
Pulce cum utile, then: Plato’s banquet effects an
Aristotelian catharsis. Sir Philip Sidney’s "peerlesse 
3
Poet", vates and prophet, finds a place in the Baconian 
definition of poetry. This view is dependent upon the 
Aristotelian doctrine of mimesis, the Horatian defence 
against Plato's attack
1. Epistle to the Reader. Apology for Poetry, 1595.
G.Gregory Smith, op.cit., vol. i, 164.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 343, 344.
3. Sidney, op.cit., ibid.
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"a poet is like a painter who ... will make a like­
ness of a cobbler though he understand nothing of 
cobbling; and his picture is good enough for those 
who know no more than he does, and Judge only by 
colours and figures"
This comparison was eagerly adopted in the Renaissance to
2
defend Poetry as a "speaking picture". Jonson uses it in
3
his Discoveries, deriving it from Plutarch. Bacon combines 
this metaphor with the Aristotelian doctrine of the poet’s 
function to describe not things as they occur, but things 
as they might happen, thereby supplementing History in 
men’s minds.
...
"Poesy ... is/concerned with individuals; that is, 
with individuals invented in imitation of those 
which are the subject of true history; yet with 
this difference, that it commonly exceeds the 
measure of nature, joining at pleasure things 
which in nature would never have come to pass; 
just as Painting likewise does. This is the work 
of jckx Imagination."4
Bacon gives Poetry a freedom from the bonds of reason 
and logic which he does not accord to other activities of 
this intellectual globe. Three things appear to have been 
very clear in his mind when thinking of Poetry; that it was 
a free agent; that it was "of the lust of the earth" and 
therefore it would be "vain to take thought for the defects
1. Plato, Lysis, 214 (translation Jowett).
2. Ars Poetica, . 361.
3. Timber ; "it was excellently said of Plutarch, Poetry, 
was a speaking Picture... J.E.Spingarn, Critical Essays of the
4. De Augment is. Works, vol. iv. 292. 17th Cent_., vol.i .29.
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1
of It"; that (and here lies the real Baconian interest)
since it deals with the passions, and is of the imagination,
it could be made useful. Most Renaissance theorists were
satisfied with the Horatian dulce cum utile argument. Bacon
agrees with this, that Poetry can be "conducive not only to
2
delight but also to magnanimity and morality". But the 
real Baconian interest lies in the fact that poetry deals 
with the passions and motives of humanity:
"But to ascribe unto it that which is due; for the 
expressing of affections, passions, corruptions, 
and, customs, we are beholding to poets more than 
tc^r^hilosopher’ s works; and for wit and eloquence 
not much less than to orators’ harangues."3
The Philosopher, as Sidney had said, produces precepts: 
the Historian is tied to examples and cannot produce pre­
cepts. The poet is free and can do both. Moreover, in 
Bacon’s view, poets know how to handle that element in man
most open to conviction —  the passions. In poetry the
4
passions "are painted forth with great life" for poets 
understand men intuitively as historians do psychologically 
from reading. The Poet, therefore, provides some of that 
insight into men that the Historian does, for Bacon’s 
science of Applied Morality. But Poetry does more: it
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 346.
2. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 316.
3. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 346.
4. Ibid., p. 438.
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combines intuition with wit and eloquence. It is Persuasion. 
Poetry is Feigned History: it supplements Historical Profit 
in persuasion. Bacon regards Poetry then, as a branch of 
applied Rhetoric. It is a source for examples of penetra­
tion and persuasion with which he, as scientist, rhetori­
cian, statesman and man of letters, was concerned to equip 
himself. In speaking of Aristotle’s handling of the science 
of Ethics (or Applied Morality) Bacon refers to the
Rhetorics, "where they are considered but collaterally and
1
in a second degree (as they may be moved by speech)...". 
Bacon appears to have regarded Poetry as a sphere where the 
affections may be studied, and as a source for the methods 
whereby they may be moved by speech.
In considering, therefore, the background of Bacon’s 
Poetics, it is only necessary to point out that while he 
appears to have been aware of Platonic, Aristotelian and 
Horatian tenets, and the arguments cf contemporary theor­
ists, he devotes his attention mainly to one aspect of 
Poetry —  that, as has been indicated, appreciated by the 
rhetorician. He was not, therefore, concerned to justify 
Poetry, but to apply it. Poetry like History provides 
Penetration. This it combines with elocution. Bacon, 
therefore, agrees with Quintilian that in the poet may be 
found "similes/ amplifications, illustrations, digressions,
1. De Augmentis. Works, vol. v. 23.
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1
indications and proofs of things". In application, there­
fore, Poetry is the art of Persuasion. >
Bacon relegates Poetry to the "theatre" of man’s 
existence, and writes concluding his view of it in the De 
Augmentis :
"But we stay too long in the theatre, let us now 
pass to the palace of the mind, which we are to 
approach with more reverence and attention.
His own point of view is indicated with finality;
"Those who aspire not to guess and divine, but to 
discover and know; who purpose not to devise mimic 
and fabulous worlds of their own, but to examine 
and dissect the nature of this very world itself, 
must go to the facts for everything."3
Bacon, it will be seen, used the pleasures of the 
theatre to persuade men to enter the palace of the mind .
2. Formal Theory.
Bacon says it is his intention to "trace out and
preserve'the true veins of learning (without in many parts)
4
following custom and the divisions which are received". His 
ability to recognize old material, and to cut across
1. Inst. Orat. X. 1. 49.
2. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 335.
3. Novum Organum, Works, vol. iv. 28.
4. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 315.
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received schemes to create his own more comprehensive and
consistent plan, is marked in his discussion of Poetics.
He dismisses from consideration "Satires, Elegies, Epigrams,
1
Odes and the like". That is to say, he sets aside the most
2
usual of Renaissance discussions of the genres of Poetry.
He selects what appears to him, in view of his ideas of the 
"use" of Poetry, a more convenient division:
"The division of Poesy which is aptest and most 
according to the propriety thereof, besides those 
divisions which it has in common with History (for 
there are feigned Chronicles, feigned Lives, and 
feigned Relations), is into Poetry Narrative,
Dramatic and Parabolical."3
Heroical Poetry "satisfies the mind with the shadows of 
things when the substance cannot be obtained". It is 
agreeable to the spirit of man because it provides
"a more ample greatness, a more perfect order, and 
a more beautiful variety than it can anywhere 
(since the Fall) find in nature".4
Bacon was concerned to probe nature, not to supplement her. 
But in his reasoning, poetry was a persuader to learning. 
Poetry was acceptable to man because it supplemented nature. 
Heroic Poetry, therefore, was a potential persuader:
1. Ibid.
2. Cf. Francis Meres’s "Heroick, Lyricke, Tragicke, Comick, 
Satirick, llambicke, Elegiacke, and Pastoral". Palladis 
Tamia.(1598) G.Gregory Smith, op^cit., vol.ii. 319.
3. De Augmentis, ibid., et seq.
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"And by these charms, and that agreeable congruity 
which it has with man’s nature, accompanied also 
with music, to gain more sweet access, it has so 
won its way as to have been held in honour even 
in the rudest ages, and among barbarous peoples, 
when other kinds of learning were utterly excluded
Poetry was pleasing: it was therefore persuasive. It is 
this same power which Bacon looks for in dramatic poetry. 
Bur here he does not find it. He recognizes the abuses of 
the stage), that form the basis for contemporary attacks 
upon plays and acting, but this is not his lament for the 
drama. His interest here is in the fact that the stage 
could be, .if properly used,
"a kind of muscian’s bow by which men’s minds may 
be played u p o n " .2
Heroic poetry and Dramatic poetry were therefore capable 
of use in persuasion. But Parabolical Poetry was an in­
strument perfected already: it was persuasion in its most 
convincing form.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Bacon devotes
fifteenth and
most attention to the third division of Poetry. The /six­
teenth-century Italian fashion of myth-interpretation, with
its sources in antiquity and its effect on Bacon’s writing,
3’
as been admirably worked out by Mr. Lemmi. It is only 
necessary to emphasize the points of contact between'Bacon
1. Ibid., p. 316.
2. Ibid.
3. See supra chapter IV, Rhetoric.
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and his contemporaries in this. Sir John Harington illus­
trates the popularity of this Renaissance borrowing from 
the Middle Ages;
"The ancient Poets have indeed as it were in their 
own writings diuers and sundry meanings, which they 
call the senses or mysteries thereof."
As an example he gives:
"Perseus, sonne of lupiter is fained by the Poets 
to haue slaine Gorgon, and, after that conquest 
atchieued to haue flown up to heauen."!
Harington indicates several interpretations —  the historc 
al, the more and the theological. Bacon gives the story a 
political application:
"This fable seems to have been devised with g
reference to method and prudence of making war."
This myth-interpretation for Bacon,
"is of double use and serves for contrary purposes; 
for it serves for an infoldment; and it likewise 
serves for illustration".3
"Illustration" is the more obvious rhetorical use of adduc­
ing poetical examples. "Infoldment" is concerned with the 
deep inner meaning of myths indicated by Harington and the 
wide background of literature which he represents. Bacon, 
curiously enough, sets down this "Philosophy according to
1. A Briefe Apology for Poetry, 1591. G .Gregory Smith, 
op .cit., vol.ii. Sul, 202.
2. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 328.
3. Ibid., pp. 316, 317.
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the Ancient Parables" among his desiderata. In view of 
the activity in Italy, the similar activity in England 
must, one supposes, have seemed less impressive. In pro­
pounding his examples of the science. Bacon gives three
spheres of interpretation —  "from things Natural", "from
2
things Political" and "from things Moral", that is to say, 
from the spheres of his three most cherished designs —  
natural philosophy, and Applied Morality or Policy. Myths 
"unfolded", therefore, might be applied to further Bacon’s 
designs. They might becomes illustration, to be used again 
as they were used in the first place :
"For the inventions and conclusions of human reason 
(even those that are now common and trite) being 
then new and strange, the minds of men were hardly 
subtle enough to conceive them, unless they were 
brought nearer to the sense by this kind of re­
semblances and examples."3
The ancients in the first place, therefore, illustrated
wisdom by myths. The wisdom remained, it v/as of perennial
application. Bacon utilises Parabolical Poetry or myths
as persuasion, unfolding from this wisdom applications to
his own intellectual designs.
In this view, therefore, which is, as has been illus-
treated in speaking of the Rhetorical methods of the 
3
Renaissance, an accepted method of persuasion of the time,
1. Ibid., p. 318.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., p. 317.
4. Supra, Chapter IV.
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Bacon's Essays in Poetic —  the De Sapientia Veterum, the 
1
Cupid, and the section on myths in the De Augmentis, must 
he regarded not so much as an interesting Baconian essay 
in a quaint mediaeval science, as commonplace books of 
powerful and convincing persuasive arguments. Bacon works 
out the application of the myths, and then applies them to 
persuade. One example will suffice; another has been given 
when speaking of Rhetoric proper:
"Another defect I note, wherein I shall need some 
alchemist to help me, who call upon men to sell 
their books andwuild furnaces; quitting and for­
saking Minerva and the Muses as barren virgins, 
and relying upon Vulcan.
In conclusion; it is a debatable point whether Bacon's
3
use of myths implied any real intellectual submission. The
case may tentatively be put for the negative, with one
illustartion. Bacon's fable of New Atlantis, is, according
the
to his definition poetry = feigned history (which excludes/
4 ^
"verse"-element as a necessity) a Parabolical Poem. In this
sense Bacon is truly a "concealed poet". In the Novum
Organum he says'of the "emblem" Atlantis:
1. De Prinaipiis at que Originibus ... Cupidinis et Coceli. 
Works, vol. iii. 79 et seq.
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 325.
3. De Augmentis. "And for my own part I must confess 
that I am inclined to think that a mystery is involved in 
no small number of them." Works, vol. iv. 317.
4. Ibid., p. 315.
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"But for my part, relying upon the evidence and 
truth of things, I reject all form of fiction
and imposture ; nor do I think that it matters
any more to the business in hand whether the 
discoveries that shall now be made were long
ago known to the ancients,... than it matters
to mankind whether the new world be the island 
of Atlantis with which the ancients were ac­
quainted, or now discovered for the first time. 
For new discoveries must be sought from the 
light of nature, not fetched back out of the 
darkness of antiquity."!
In New Atlantis Bacon makes his characters speak credu­
lously of the equation America = Atlantis, to "persuade"
the reader that New Atlantis is existent and real with its
2
scientific rules and discoveries. Whether Bacon himself 
believed this equation is a matter of no importance. He 
recognized in the myth, an ancient pictorial setting for 
his own scientific idea. "New discoveries" he would have 
concluded his statedment, must be cloaked with "similitudes". 
Bacon's use of myths may be regarded then as in the highest 
degree, rhetorical.
Bacon's use of Poetry in precept, therefore, is to 
seize upon those elements of persuasion which 'make Poetry 
"useful" as a branch of applied Rhetoric. His lack of real 
and fruitful interest in prosody and his use of his poetic 
reading will bear out this belief.
1. Novum Organum, Works, vol. iv. 108, 109.
2. The discussion of the popularity of this equation
(which made Bacon's use of it possible) is given supra.
Chapter III.
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3. Bacon's Prosody: Precept and Practice.
Bacon's definition of Poetry was concerned with 
"feigned history" and its uses, and with verse. He devotes 
the minimum attention in his survey to questions of verse 
formation. His conclusion since it illuminates his., as it 
were uninitiated, and sensible point of view when compared 
with the Horatian severities of Ellzabett^literary contro­
versies, particularly the prosodic controversy associated 
with Gabriel Harvey, may be given;
"Nor have modern poets been wanting in their 
wisdom, so far as their own language has been 
concerned. The fault has been that some of them, 
out of too much zeal for antiquity, have tried to 
train the modern language into the ancient mea­
sures'..., measures incompatible with the structure 
of the languages themselves, and no less offensive 
to the ear."!
Judgements of the sense are, says Bacon, to be preferred
2
to the precepts of art.
The Baconian practice of verse-making is best dealt 
with briefly. It illustrates more than adequately the 
fact that Bacon's notion of "pure" poetry as opposed to 
"applied" poetry, was as poetically ingenuous as the other 
was rhetorically ingenious.
3
Poetry, per se, was for Bacon a "sport"of the mindl- 
His versification of the Psalms, which may be taken to
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 443.
2. Ibid.
. 3. Descriptio Globi Intellectualis (translation). Works, 
vol. vl 503.
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exemplify his activities in creative verse, comes therefore 
a little strangely from one who gave himself so little time 
for diversion. The versified Psalms are, however, the pro­
duct of a period of enforced leisure, and are, indeed, "the
poore exercise of my sickness" having "divinity" as
1
matter, and "poesy" as form.
There are three reasons which explain to a certain
extent Bacon's preoccupation with psalmist verse. In the
2
first place, the psalms themselves appealed to him, in the 
second the habit of versifying them was a fashionable exer­
cise at the time, and in the third Bacon appears to have
considered himself at one time, as something of a "con- 
3
sealed poet". But in view of his attitude to poetry, and
of the results of his hours of poetic diversion, too much
importance cannot reasonably be attached to this last. The
important fact in considering the background here, is that
Bacon's own appreciation of the intuitive wisdom of the
Psalms must have been increased by current fashion. During
the first half of the seventeenth century, and even after
4
the adoption of the Psalms of Francis Rous in 1646, the 
need for a new and national Psalter was felt. The translation
1. Translation of Certaine Psaimes into English verse.
1625. Works, vol. vii. 275 et seq.
2. Cf. Jottings in the Promus (supra Chapter V).
3. Letter to Sir John Davies 1603.
4. By Act of Parliament.
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1
of the Psalms was, therefore, a patriotic exercise, and
explains, perhaps, why Bacon should have turned his atten-
2
tion to these rather than (with one probable exception) to 
the secular verse of classical poets. The fact that he 
dedicated them to Herbert, who was also concerned to supply 
the deficiency in English Psalms, gives colour to this 
supposition.
The poems themselves have created much discussion.
But even allowing for the undeniable fact that the psalms 
appear to have defeated most attempts at versifying them, 
and that most of the similar efforts of Bacon's contempo­
raries do not appear to have been very successful. Bacon's 
own renderings are singularly unhappy. The only use for 
rime which Bacon suggests in theory, is the mnemonic one;
"... verse is more easily learned by heart than 
prose; for if we stick at any word, we have a 3
prenotion it must be such a word as fits the verse".
His verses, except for a certain dignity and sincerity, 
have little to recommend them from a literary point of view. 
Nevertheless, the collection has its interesting points. 
There is a variety of verse forms —  alternate rime schemes, 
octosyllabic (1st Psalm): alternately-riming alexandrines 
(12th), a stanza arrangement (110th, 137th, 149th), and
1. For full description of contemporary activity; Marian
H. Studley: Milton and his Paraphrases of the Psalms, 
Philological Quarterly, Iowa, 1925. vol. iv. 365.
2. Greek epigram "The world's a bubble..." For argument 
of authorship see Spedding, Works, vol. vii. 270.
3. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 436.
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1
quatrains (126th). Bacon is using the usual moulds of
2
similar contemporary exercises. Sandys, for instance, is
2
fond of the couplet in his versions: Hunnis had done quite
3
well with the quatrain.
Compared with the efforts of his contemporaries, 
Bacon's psalms are by no means disgraceful. But compared 
with the secular accomplishment in poetry, they do him no 
particular credit. Shelley's description of Bacon as a 
"prose-poet" is valid. Bacon applied imagination, and 
applied poetry. But he could not practice verse.
4
4. Bacon's Application of the Poets.
"The measure of words has produced a vast body of 
art ; namely Poesy, considered with reference not 
to the matter of it (whereof I have spoken above) 
but to the style and form of words, wherein the 
art we have is a very small thing but the examples 
large and innumerable."5
A study of Bacon's reading and use of the Poets helps 
to place Bacon as a reader, in his background of Elizabethan 
and Jacobean intelligentsia and demonstrates admirably the 
fact that Bacon was concerned to apply Poetry as rhetorical
1. Works, vol. vii. 276 et seq.
2. G. Sandys. Paraphrase upon the Psalter of David. 1936. 
Cf. p.l.
3. W. Hunnis, Seven Sobs of a Sorrowful Soule for Sinne. 
1583. Cf. p. 3.
4. The work of identification of quotation has been done 
by Spedding. This study is concerned to make a synthesis 
and to discuss the application of these quotations.
5. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 443.
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illustration. His reading of the Poets was wide, including 
allusion to Homer, Theocritus, Lucretius, Ovid, Vergil, 
Juvenal, Lucan,, and the dramatists like Euripides, Seneca, 
Plautus and Terence. But since his use of poets is in all 
cases the same, the use rather than the range will he illus­
trated to avoid confusion in a complicated argument.
Bacon appears to have regarded all Poetry as he re- 
as material
garded History ,/for Profit and for Persuasion; but the 
accent is on the persuasive element. He seems to have dis­
tinguished little between poet and poet. However, in cer­
tain cases, he appears aware of the personality of the 
authors which he cites. A selection of the Poets that 
Bacon read will illustrate these points. Throughout it 
will be seen that Bacon "applies" Poetry.
Bacon, in common with his cultured contegiporaries, 
and quoted 1
read/the works of Greek poets chiefly in the Latin. He
2
makes one exception —  in favour of the "glory of all wits", 
Homer. It is from Homer that Bacon takes his famous ad­
mission outlining his principle of research:
"For I am but a trumpeter, not a combatant; one 
perhaps of those of whom Homer speaks" (quoting 
the Greek) [Hail Heralds, messengers of Jove and 
men!]3
He uses the perennial veneration for the Homeric wisdom 
that has withstood all tests of time and change as a "proof"
1. Cf. R.T. Kerlin, Theocritus in English Literature. 1900.
2. G. Chapman. To the Reader.
3. De Augmentis. Works, vol. iv. 372. Cf. Homer, Iliad,
i . 334.
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in speaking of the efficacy of learning:
"For have not the verses of Homer continued twenty 
five hundred years more, without the loss of a 
syllable or a letter, during which time infinite 
palaces, temples, castles cities have been de­
stroyed and démolished?"1
Bacon’s use of Lucretius illustrates his appreciation
of rhetoric in a poet. He uses Lucretius as a provider of
fine phrases. In view of the fact that the Renaissance was
concerned to a large extent to convict or defend Lucretius
2
of the charges of Atheism, this is the more remarkable..
3
Bacon appears to have used Lucretius’ atomic theory, as
did Pierre Gassandi and -Newton. But the acceptance of
Lucretius* atheist philosophy was not implied by this. To'
the Renaissance controversy in v/hich Lucretius was dubbed
atheist. Bacon makes one allusion in the Meditation of 
4
Atheism, where the poet is quoted as the example of an 
atheist. Bacon does, moreover, make direct allusion to 
the most striking of Lucretius’ iconoclastic views:
"Lucretius the poet, when he beheld the act of 
Agamemnon that could endure the sacrificing of 
his own daughter, exclaimed:
Tantum Relligio potuit suadere malorum."^
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 318.
2. G. Depue Hadzsits: Cf. Lucretius and his Influence.
1935, p. 248 et seq.'
3. See Works, vol.v.422. Cf. Spedding, Preface to De Globi 
Intellectualis, vol.Mi, p.720.
4. Works, vol.vii, 251. "... as in Lucretius the Epicurean; 
who makes his invective against religion ... the burthen ... 
to every other subject."
5. Essay of Unity in Religion. Works, vol.vi.384. Cf. 
Lucretius, lib.l. 110-130.
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But Bacon’s attitude is very different from that, for in­
stance, of Thomas Creech, who in his translation of Lucre­
tius, later in the century, illustrates the anti-Lucretian 
notion:
"For I have heard that the best method to overthrow 
the Epicurean Hypothesis (I mean as it stands 
opposite to Religion] is to expose a full system 
of it to publick view. For Atheism usually enters 
the Will, and that debauch’t makes the Understanding 
as blind as it self."!
Bacon’s view, so much earlier, is far more sophisticated.
It is, that is to say, rhetorical. He does not confuse the 
shortcomings of human interpretation with the work of crea­
tion in the poet. Therefore he can utilise Lucretius’ 
irreligious girds against the anarchy■produced by religion 
in a state, and at the same time, adduce him as an example 
of a non-believer and so turn away from him. Rhetoric 
innoculates Bacon against Poetry. He can deal with Lucre­
tius as a scientist. As an atheist he does not affect him.
So he derives from Lucretius the prose passion in something
2 3
well said: "The poet ... saith yet excellently well...",
and at the same time criticises and considers the poet’s
"vigorous and active mind" which hurled itself :
1. T 1 Creech: Lucretius Garus .. his 6 Books De Nature 
Deorum. Oxford 1682. The Preface, fol.b2r. Contrast J. 
Evelyn: Essay on First Book of Lucretius . 1655. "No man 
as a spider to well up history with poyson only..."
2. "At the beginning of the second book."
3. Of Truth. Works, vol. vi. 378.
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"Into the mighty Space, and there did see ,
How things begin, what can, what cannot be..."
Bacon's use of Ovid and Vergil illustrates well the
2
use of the poets as agents of conciliation. He uses the 
Heroic Epistles, the Metamorphoses, the Remedia Amoris, the 
De Arte Amandi, the Tristia and the Fasti of Ovid, to fur­
nish rhetorical proofs and embellishments. By quoting 
Ovid's eloquence Bacon assured a wide audience for himself. 
The interest which the Renaissance took in Ovid is a broad 
and interesting study. The fable-element was considerably 
admired. The Metamorphoses were held to "be fraughted in- 
wardlye with most pithie instructions and wholesome examples
and conteyning both wayes moste exquisite cunnynge and deepe 
3
knowledge". The Heroic Epistles supplied the need for
beauty and romance, for in them the period found "so many
riche and statelye bourdes couered, so many curious carpets
4
laide, such daintie dedicates devisde...". Bacon quotes 
the Heroic Epistles;
"As for the other losses [in love] the poet's 
relation doth well figure them: that he that 
preferred Helena quitted the gifts of Juno and
Pallas"5
1. T. Creech, op.cit., p.4.
2. Arthur Golding: First Foure Bookes of Qvidius Naso. 
1565. Epistle Dedicatory.
3. Creech, op.cit., p.4.
4. G . Tuberville: The Heroycall Epistles. 1567. To 
the Reader.
5. Essay Of Love. Works, volo vi. 398.
5 5 9
Praeposui regnis ego te, quae maxima quondam 
Pollicitast nobis nupta sororque lovis,
Dumque tuo possem circumdare bracchia collo, 
Contemptast virtus Ballade dante mihi.
2
The Elegies, Ovid's "swan-like song, his Benjamin..."
were generally held to be conducive to virtue.
"Vertue is an invisible gift which is not discerned 
by the outward habit,but by speech and action,and 
a certain delectation in virtue, as Modestie, 
Temperaunce, and specially Gurtesie, to which 
Ovid doth appeal."3
Characteristically, however. Renaissance readers took also
a lively interest in the less moral aspects of Ovid's work.
Bacon does not concern himself, however, with the question
of Ovid's immorality. He recognises in him a source for
rhetorical penetration and elegant elocution. Thus he can
take a pertinent maxim from him,contributing to the science
of négociation; "for the saying is true, that studies pass 
4
into manners", or "Surely as the poet says, 'He that is
5
silent is sure'". Bacon's use of Ovid, then, is in keep­
ing with his rhetorical tenets, that poets are masters of 
the knowledge of the passions and men's motives, and ^ ixkscte
1. Heroides, xv. Paris-Helenae. 163 et seq.
2. Z* Catlin: De Tristibus, translated. 1639. To the 
Courteous Reader.
3. W.S[altonstall]. Ovid's Heroicall Epistles Englished. 
1639. ' .
4. Ovid. Epistles xv.83. De Augmentis. Works. vol.v.27.
5. Ibid., p .52. Remedia Amoris, 697.
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they may be adduced in persuasion both on account of their 
insight and their eloquence.
1
Bacon's debt to Vergil —  "the best poet"; in whom
the Renaissance found "Prudence, Efficacie, Varietie and 
2
Sweetnesse".., is similar. Vergil had the advantage over
Ovid: he was "honoured in his Romane world" and was still
3
"no lesse admired".. Bacon uses Vergil, who had always been
revered as a "surpassing poet", with the additional repu-
4
tation of being a "profound philosopher" as a rhetorical 
conciliatory force, adducing the name of the respectable 
Vergil with a rhetorical flourish. Advocating the union 
of England and Scotland, he says:
"..o and that oracle of rest given to Aeneas,
Antiquam exquirite matrem, should now be pre­
ferred and fulfilled upon the nations of England 
and Scotland".5
Vergil was, like Ovid, the provider also of Penetration and 
elocution. One or two.striking examples illustrate this:
"For as Vergil says, it never troubles the'wolf 
how many sheep there be",3
and the pithy remark:
1. Advancement, Works, vol.iii. 274.
2. H. Peacham, Compleat Gentleman. Spingarn, Critical 
Essays of the 17th Century, 1622, vol.i, 121. •
3. T. May: Virgils Georgicks, 1628. Epistle, fol.A2.v.
4. R. Stanihurst : First fowre Bookes of Virgil his Aeneis, 
1582. Dedication, fol. ijv.
5. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 337.
6 . De Augmentis, Works, vol.v. 81. Cf. Vergil, Eclogue, 
vii. 52.
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"whereas it is a good precept, 'Attend to present 
business',"!
and finally the well-turned phrase:
"As the poet excellently says:
Quae vobis, quae digna, viri, pro laudibus istis 
Praemia posse rear solvi? pulcherrima primum 
Dii moresque dabunt vestri".2
But the greatest compliment which Bacon pays to Vergil, is 
to adduce his authority, as he adduced Solomon's, as a 
rhetorical shock-absorber, joining the new with the old 
and accepted, to persuade his auditors of the respectabil­
ity of the new science- natural philosophy:
"We should not altogether neglect the testimony 
of Vergil, seeing he was by no means ignorant of 
natural philosophy; 'at once the winds rush forth, 
the east and south and south-west laden with 
storms'; and again, 'I have seen all the battles 
of the winds meet together in the air'."3
To conclude this survey of Bacon's use of the poets, 
some illustration may be given of the implications of 
Bacon's use of the Poets as contributors to his
science of Applied Morality. Pindar provides some good 
instance of the way in which Bacon chooses examples which 
combine Penetration with elocutio:
"Pindar ... (whose peculiar gift it was to surprise 
men's minds with some striking expression, as witi
1. Ibid., p. 73. Vergil, ibid., ix. 66.
2. Ibid., p.77. Vergil, Aeneid, ix. 252.
3. Historia Ventorum (translation). Works, vol. v, 178. 
Vergil, Georgies, i. 318.
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a magic rod'), utters some such saying as this, 
’Silence sometimes says more than speech’."!
In considering his science of Applied Morality it is not 
strange to find Bacon using Juvenal on manners, although 
the satire-vogue of Juvenal did not commence in England 
till the ’90s, and with it Juvenal’s popularity. Bacon 
takes several phrases from the Satires :
^as the post says) 2
Ille crucem pretimus sceleris tulit, hie diadema",
and"with regard to the countenance, he not influenced by
3
the old adage, ’Trust not to a man’s face’", which is 
illuminated by Stap.elton’s version:
"Men are not what their lookes averre,
Ther’s vice ith’ grave Philosopher.
The Judge the bench’ es honour staines,
The Priest his holy rites prophanes.
The armed Generali paints his face:
The nobly-borne soule acts debase."4
Nor trust to faces. For what street but fills 
With reverend "vices?..."5
This use and application of the Poets may be illus­
trated with a startling instance from Bacon’s appreciation 
of the Dramatists. Thus from Euripides Bacon takes an
1. De Augmentis. Works, vol.v. (Nem. v.32), 31. Cf.
Ibid., vol. iv. 3741 [Pindar, Clymp. i.20.)
2. De Augment is, Yforks, vol. v. 26. Of. Juvenal xiii. 105.
3. Ibid., p.60. Juvenal ii.8 .
4. R. Stap.elton, Juvenal’s Sixteen Satyres. 1647, p.17.
(The Argument.")
5. Ibid., p.18.
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aphorism on conduct, not in its tragic content, but as 
part of the wisdom of Applied Morality or négociation.
"..o for it was rightly said by the ancients,
'that necessity was of all things the strongest’."^
It is as if the voice that spoke to Paul: "it is hard for 
thee to kick against the pricks" had suddenly proved to 
be Jeremy Bentham.
Note. Bacon and "Modern" Poets.
It is only possible to note here that Bacon quotes 
almost exclusively from the classical poets, a habit con­
sistent with his rhetorical belief in the power of per­
suasion exercised by antiquity —  a notion which could 
hardly be applied to contemporaries. Bacon does, however, 
allow some excellence of poetry to later poets. He appears 
to have referred to Dante among the mediaeval and to Ariosto 
and Du Bartas among the "modern". He quotes Ariosto with 
rhetorical approval, advocating the writing of Lives :
"For herein the invention of the late poet is 
proper, and doth well enrich the ancient fiction: 
for he feigneth that at the end of the thread
... of every man’s life there was a little medal 
containing the person’s n a m e . . «",2
which he found in the Orlando Furioso. Bacon ..also quotes
3
Du Bartas’ Divine Weekes and Workes (to give Sylvester’s
^^1. De Augmentis. Works, vol. v. 39. Of. Euripides Helena,
2. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 337. Cf. Orlando Furioso, 
end of 34th - beginning 35th Books.
3. lo Sylvester. 1605. Second Day.
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English title), in order, one may suppose, to arouse the
kingly admiration for that author (who was recommended to
1
Prince Henry’s studies in the Basilicon Doron) and so in­
cline his Majesty’to the notion of the true advancement of 
learning :
"But above all the rest, the gross and palpable 
flattery whereunto many (not unlearned) have 
abased and abused their wits and peers, turning 
(as Du Bartas saith) Hecuba into Helena and 
Faustine into Lucretia, hath most diminished the 
price and estimation of learning
Persuasive application and penetration are therefore 
the guiding-line8 to an understanding of Bacon’s use of the 
Poets. Poetry deals with the passions, so men’s motives 
may be studied in the Poets. Poetry is of the imagination 
and the senses, and so may be applied to Reason in order 
to conciliate, persuade and convince. Bacon regarded Poetry 
therefore, in practice as in precept, as a branch of applied 
rhetoric.
5. Bacon and the Arts of Pleasure Sensual.
Bacon first alludes to the Arts of Pleasure Sensual
in the Advancement, where he says: "The chief deficiency of
3
them is in laws to repress them". In the De Augmentis, 
however, he appears to have reconsidered this statement,
1. Book III.
Advancement, Works, vol.'iii. 281.
2./ur. De Augmentis. Works, vol. i . 449.
3. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 379.
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now refers to them according to the senses- It is inter­
esting, however, that in his mind. Music and Painting are
with 1
still nearly connected kcjt the Arts Voluptuary. They are
y
arts "for the deceiving of the senses" rather than useful 
arts. Poetry is the pleasure of the imagination. Paint­
ing (which Bacon refers with houses and gardens to the arts
of magnificence) is the "pleasure of the eyes", Music "the
.2
pleasure of the ear".
It is only possible to indicate briefly here. Bacon’s
connection with a few of the Arts of Pleasure Sensual:
(and Magnificence)
Music, Painting, Masques. The "use" of such arts is given
in the Historia Vitae et Mortis :
"Sensual impressions of joys are bad; ruminations 
of joy in the memory, or apprehensions of them in 
hope or imagination are good."3
Bacon*s interest in music is, however, scientific rather
than voluptuary. He deals with the science of musical
4
sound in his Sylva Sylvarum. He appears to have collected 
types of instruments —  regals from Suetonius, facts about 
hydraulic music and lutes perhaps from Pollio. His judge­
ment in music was respected in his own time, for Charles 
Butler quotes it in his Principles of Musik (1636) . This 
knowledge of music is used to provide rhetorical examples.
1. De Augmentis, Works, vol. iv. 395.
2. Advancement, ibid.
3. Historia Vitae et Mortis, Works, vol. v. 279.
4. Works, vol.ii. 385 et seq. See Sir John Hawkins,
A Gen¥ral History of the Science and Practice of Music.1875. 
Introduction, p.xvi (vol.1).
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For instance;
"For as we see, upon the lute or like instrument, 
a ground though it be sweet and have shew of many ' 
changes, yet breaketh not the hand to such strange 
and hard stops and passages on a set song or 
voluntary; much after the same manner was the 
diversity between a philosophical^ and a civil 
life."l
Bacon’had a certain respect for Painting which may be
deduced from his work. H© gives several indications of a
love of portraits and painting itself, a taste in keeping
with his magnificent ideas of houses and gardens, and with
a certain love of colour which comes out in his use of ad-
2
jectives like "orange-tawny". In his Essay Of Beauty he 
has an interesting sentence:
"A man cannot tell whether Apelles or Albert Durer 
were the more trifler; whereof the one would make 
a personage by geometrical proportions ; the other, 
by taking the best parts out of divers faces, to 
make one excellent."3
Bacon here combines a rhetorical anecdote with an original 
opinion of a Renaissance artist. The anecdote is told v/ith 
two variations in Pliny’s Natural History (where Bacon 
perhaps read it), not of Apelles, but of Zeuxis, and not 
of a face, but a body,
1. Advancement, Works, vol. iii. 427.
2. New Atlantis.
3. See Essay Of Beauty, Works, vol. vi. 479.
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"so curious and exquisite he was, that when he 
should make a table with a picture for the 
Agrigentines ... hee would needs see all the 
maidens of the citie naked: and from all that 
companie hee chose five of the fairest to take 
out, as from severall patterns, whatsoever hee 
liked best in any of them; and of all the lovely 
parts of those five, to make one bodie of incom­
parable beautie."1
The story was a commonplace of Classical knowledge, however,
2
so that it is difficult to indicate any source for it; it 
should rather be regarded as part of the Renaissance stock 
of stories. Bacon’s reference to Dürer is far more inter­
esting. Dürer was very popular in and after his own day, 
possibly on account of the sacred nature of most of his de­
signs. Publications of engravings of his works, illustrat­
ing the Passion and life of Christ were widely current in 
Europe, sometimes with prose captions, sometimes without.
One instance may be given —  the small volume: Passio 
Christi ab Alberto Durero effigiato of 1577. Bacon’s refer­
ence to Durer’s theoretical concepts shows, however, that 
he completely misunderstood Dürer’s aims at artistic accu­
racy. It may be that Bacon had not read Les quatres livres
d ’Albert Durer ... de la proportion des parties & pourtraicts
3
des corps  ^humains, but that he had heard of its theory, or 
read in some book some reference to it. At any rate, his
1. Pliny, Natural History, translation P. Holland, lib- 
XXXV, cap.9 (p. 534) .
2. Cf. for instance, Cicero, De Inventione, iii. cap.i.
It became fashionable to imitate the practice in the Re­
naissance. E.g., L. da Vinci made a horrible creature out 
of the composite parts of reptiles like newts, etc.
3« Edition used here - French translation of the Latin - Iqy 
±xxxoGx Loys Meigret Liennois (De Symmetria partium in rectis
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judgement: "to make a person out of geometrical propor­
tions" is hardly accurate. Dürer certainly does insist 
throughout on the need for geometrical rule; indeed it is 
his thesis. But within these rules, which are merely a 
system of accurate guide-lines, the painter could follow 
any deviation from the normal. But if Bacon was thinking 
only of the first part of Dürer’s work —  "Quand tu voudras 
pourtraire l'image de l'homme, suis ceste raison. Tire une 
ligne de la mesme hauteur dont tu voudras faire le portraict 
...", without having in mind Durer's elaborate diagrams 
explaining his method, the fact that Bacon twists Durer's 
belief to suit his own purpose, is perhaps more justifiable.
Bacon gives his Idea of Painting, immediately after 
the remark.on Durer, in the same Essay.
"Not but I think a painter may make a better face 
than ever was; but he must do it by a kind of 
felicity, (as a musician maketh an excellent air 
in music), and not by rule."l
Bacon again, then, states the xxgii inexplicable spontaneity 
of art. His own opinion on realism in portrait-painting 
is given:
"Such personages [i.e., perfectly proportioned ones 
after the method of a Durer, or an Apelles], I 
think, would please nobody but the painter who 
made them."2
formis humanorum corporum. 1532.)
1. Essay Of Beauty, p. 479.
2. Of Beauty, vol. vi, p.479.
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Bacon then. It may be deduced, was for realism in portrait­
ure, while allowing for the strange occasional immortal 
beauty achieved by genius. And here it is perhaps possible
to see why Bacon cited Apelles for Zeuxis in the first
as
place, and why he insists upon a "face" not a "body"yin 
Pliny. In reading Quintilian's Institutes, he must have 
found the striking illustration, à propos of rhetorical 
method:
11. "Such graces and charms rhetorical figures afford,
both such as are in the thoughts and such as lie 
in v/ords, for they depart in some degree from 
the right line, and exhibit the merit of deviation 
from common practice."-
There is no excellent Beauty, that has not some 
strangeness in the proportion,"
Bacon agrees in the same Essay, transferring sense-appre-
ciation of words to that of visual beauty. Quintilian
continues :
12. "The whole figure is generally represented in
painting, yet Apelles painted the figure of 
Antigonus with only one side of his face to the 
spectator that its disfigurement from the loss 
of an eye might be concealed..."1
Bacon may easily have remembered this un-realist idea of
have
art concerning the face and/connected it in his mind or in 
a commonplace'book with the anecdote of Zeuxis concerning 
the body, producing a confusion of the two when "the need for 
illustration arose.
1. Inst. Orat. II, cap.xiii.
To precede p. 370
\ T H A N I E L  BACO N.  P ortrait of the A rtis t (C ollection, Col. E. H . B
Sir Nathaniel Bacon, K.B., of Culford Hall, Suffolk, 
Nephew of Sir Francis Bacon, father of Anne, second 
wife of Sir Harhottle Grimston.
A full#length self-portrait of Sir Nathaniel Bacon ^ 
(Bacon’s nephew) was hung at Bacon’s Gorhanibury Manor. 
This portrait by the same brush belonged probably to 
the Redgrave branch of the Bacon family
The Gorhambury portrait (now in the possession of the 
Earl of Verulam) contains the same grace and veracity 
that appears to have been Francis Bacon’s Idea of 
Portrait-painting.
1. See Transactions: St. Alban’s Architectural Society, 
1936, p.201.
2. I am indebted to Mr. E.K. Waterhouse for this 
information.
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Bacon's appreciation of the art of painting may be
deduced from a splendid rhetorical illustration which he
takes from portrait painting, in his Dedication of the
1
History of Henry VII:
"I have not flattered him, but took him to life as 
well as I could, sitting so far off, and having 
no better light."
There is a hint not only of the satisfaction of the His­
torian, but perhaps of a deeper artistic pleasure in the 
phrase "I have not flattered him"-.
As an example of the "arts of magnificence" Bacon's
interest in gardens and buildings illustrates his attitude
to art as a pleasurable factor in existence. The idea of
magnificence is strongly marked on the surface of the
Essays - Of Buildings and Of Gardens. But the deeper notion
involved in the medical as well as the artistic. In the
2
Essay of Buildings, Bacon writes: „
"Houses are built to live in, and not to look on; 
therefore let use be preferred before uniformity, 
except where both may be had. Leave the goodly 
fabrics of houses, for beauty only, to be enchanted 
palaces of the poets ; who build them with small 
cost
The air, he writes, must not only be wholesome, but likewise 
not "unequal". But he gives ipuch attention to the
1. See Works, vol. vi. 25.
2. Works, vol. v i . 481.
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magnificence of the house:
"let there be two delicate or rich cabinets, 
daintily paved, richly hanged, glazed with crystal 
line glass, and a rich cupola in the midst; and 
all other elegancy that may be thought upon"
For while the Baconian intellect was unsatisfied with any­
thing but the purposeful and useful, the Baconian sense 
of magnificence, with its background in the custom of the 
show of wealth at court, and in the idea of success and the 
ostentation cf prosperity which was a fundamental desire 
of the Renaissance mind, was always at work to prevent 
Bacon from being entirely a scientific utilitarian and to 
provide material for the apparent contradiction in the 
views of Bacon the philosopher, and Bacon the man of show 
and extravagance. The factor of magnificence plays then, 
a large part in Bacon’s artistic values (a circumstance
which was necessitated by the society in which he lived,
his
and the ideas ofytime) but it should not be over-estimated.
Magnificence was a necessary adjunct to Renaissance pride.
But Bacon was concerned to "use" magnificence.
Therefore Bacon’s garden is not merely magnificent
2
and artistic; it is medically valuable. His house and
gardens were intended to renew his spirits and to recreate 
3
his mind.
1. Ibid., p. 485.
2. Cf. supra Chapter I.
3. For description of Bacon’s Gorhambury Manor, its 
grounds, plan, portraits, etc., see Transactions, St.Albans 
and Hertfordshire Archaeological Society, 1Ü32, 1933 & 1936. 
I am indebted to Mr.G.E.Jones, F.SoA.(Vice-President of the
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Aubrey’s description of Verulam House,^Bacon’s second 
manor at St. Alban’s, illustrates at once the magnificence 
which Bacon liked to have about him, and the fact that the 
"statuas" of New Atlantis were a feature of Jacobean in­
terior decoration;
"—  on the dores of the storie on the outside 
were the figures of the Gods of the Gentiles 
(viz. on the south dore, 2d. storie was Apollo; 
on another, Jupiter with his thunder bolt etc.) 
bigger than life and done by an excellent hand..
Masques.
The significence of the "Masque-element" in Bacon’s 
cosmos will conclude this survey of his use of Art.
Bacon appears to have spent much of his time, 
especially at Gray’a Inn, in helping to arrange entertain­
ments, generally for the Queen. The material dealing with
this aspect of Bacon’s activity has been collected by 
2
Spedding. It is only necessary to point out one feature 
of Bacon’s composition in this respect. In the Masque 
presented to the Queen in 1594, and called "The History 
of the High and Mighty Prince of Purpoole", the speech of 
the second of the six counsellors puts forward Bacon’s
Society) for these references.
1. Aubrey’s Brief Lives (1669-1696), edited A. Clark,
1898, vol.i. 79.
2. See Letters and Life, vol.i. 329 et seq. The Discovery 
of the Northumberland Manuscripts (Brit.Mus. MS. Pacs.194) 
supplemented and established Spedding’s hypothesis that 
the Conference of Pleasure was also a masque of Baconian
/ . The Progresses ... of Elizabeth (1788-1821).
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ideas for the conquest of nature. In the same speech, the
first germ of Bacon’s New Atlantis is found: "And so you
may have in small compass a model of universal nature made 
private". Bacon’s contributions to masques have little 
literary value: they show his philosophic theories in em­
bryo . If the implications of the masque-element in his 
works is considered^it will be understood that Bacon, when 
he entered the palace of the mind, put aside those things
which had belonged to the theatre, though he could still
use them as persuasive forces, and in his hours of recrea­
tion. In the Essay of Masks and Triumphs, he gives his 
judgement of these early frivolities:
"These things are but toys, to come among such 
serious observations. But yet, since princes 
will have such things, it is better that they 
should be graced with elegancy than daubed with 
cost ."1
It is not improbable that, in the Baconian mind, which 
never lost, or forgot anything of value or application, the 
masque-element lingered on. It is not perhaps irrelevant 
to suggest that the pageantry of Bacon’s New Atlantis, 
which had .an origin philosophically in a speech in one of 
Bacon’s "devices", had an origin pictorially, in the masque 
scenery and properties to which Bacon must have been accus­
tomed.
1. Essay of Masks, Works, vol. vi. 467.
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"The coloJaL3Ts," he notes in his Essay of Masks,
"that show best by candle-light are white, 
carnation, and a kind of sea-water-green; and 
oes or spangs, as they are of no great cost, 
so they are of most glory."1
The Father of Salomon’s house, his garments, his position,
2
and his long speech; and the pageantry of the feast of the 
Vine :
"The herald and children are clothed with mantles 
of sea-water green sattin; but the herald’s 
mantle is streamed with gold, and hath a train,"
are all in the masque style. "Sea-water-green"was Bacon’s 
recommendation in the Essay of Masks; the herald’s gold 
mantle may have been suggested, not only by Peruvian legends 
of wealth, but by Bacon’s memory of "oes and spangs" and 
of the brave show they made.
Bacon’s attitude to "art" and "literature" as exem­
plified by the pleasures of the imagination, was then a 
combination of the need for mental relaxation, and the 
idea of application. The "use" that Bacon made of litera­
ture and art per se was twofold: to renew his own mind, 
and to persuade others in application. He was in his way, 
a magnificent intellectual utilitarian: he wasted none of 
his experience and that part which was, he considered, of 
less value than his philosophy, he used to support his 
philosophy, by Persuasion.
1. Ibid., p. 468.
2. New Atlantis, Works, vol.iii. 156.
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C O N C L U S I O N
1. Apology for Method.
The lines of study upon which I have worked, have 
been determined by three convictions :-
(1) That the term "Literary" can only be used as a con­
venient term of limitation when speaking of the reading
of the Renaissance period, since the conception of Litera­
ture per se had not yet fully emerged and was certainly 
no part of Bacon's outlook. The term "Literature" has 
therefcre been interpreted as "reading" —  of material 
which Bacon found stimulating and which contributed to 
the activities and output which can be appreciated by a 
student of Letters. Things not specifically "literary" 
have thus been included, as, for instance, the study of 
Medical interests. In such cases, the material has been 
handled from Bacon's point of view, with the purpose of 
showing how fluid the Renaissance and Baconian mind was, 
how receptive and how comprehensive in its powers of 
understanding and appreciation. In such cases also, the 
aim has been to show the inter-relation of interests in 
what were to the Renaissance mind compatible elements, 
but vhich produce too often in modern criticism of that 
period, an appreciation of the element of "Quaint Learn­
ing" —  implying a modern rather than a Renaissance 
limitation of the intellect —  and inducing an under­
estimate of that strenuous activity of the mind which 
produced in Bacon the desire to plan "all knowledge", 
and in his and the minds of contemporary men of culture 
in general, the need for multifarious and polyglot read- - 
ing. The importance of rhetoric in the working up of 
Bacon's material has offered practicalguide in the selec­
tion of topics. Those have been most fully discussed 
which illustrate best Bacon's Rhetorical faculties in 
their application to his reading and composition.
' i
(2) That the method of consideration of a man's literary 
background, since it may only be reached via his exposi­
tion or use of that material, must also be conditioned
by his Method of Working. This is particularly true of 
Bacon. His Methods of Work, including his reading, anno­
tation, schématisation, composition and rhetorical exer­
cise ; his system, in short, of commonplace books and
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Promptuaries, make it impossible to say v^hen he first 
read or noted the material he uses. The collection, use 
and re-use of that material, precluded^the division of 
this background, therefore, into definite periods of a 
certain type of reading and intellectual activity.
(3) That in considering the "Literary background" of a 
Renaissance man of culture, it is not historically accu­
rate or logical to consider only the "sources" of in­
formation. The aim, therefore, has been to "place" Bacon 
in his own age. This has entailed comparison of his 
reading with the opinion of contemporary men of letters 
on the same reading. An attempt to determine whether 
such reading was usual or not, in the time, for a man 
of such culture, has been made. Extraneous influences have 
been considered —  intellectual activities in Europe and 
in England. This setting in his time is particularly 
necessary for Bacon, whose "works" since they are for 
the most part, not digested into Method and so branded 
as incapable of further development, exercise on the reader, 
their old persuasion, so that the first thought is "how- 
modern" , not "how Baconian".
2. The Baconian Power.
Bacon's intellectual activity was exercised in those 
spheres which were of particular interest to his age. In 
mapping out his scheme of Learning he plotted, to a large 
extent, contemporary opinion. But he is not the Mirror of 
his age: he is the Methodizer. He was aware of a compe- 
tetive spirit in the intellectual activity of Europe, his 
outlook was at once English and European. His name and 
fame, he left in his will to Europe ; his activity during 
his life had been to spur European and English minds to 
advance learning. In his appeal to the King of England it
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is not impertinent to read the desire that England, not 
only in the field of History, which Bacon specifies, hut 
also in the whole intellectual globe, should take a place 
worthy of the time, which he felt as Milton felt later, 
to be ripe for Learning. In considering Bacon’s "Literary 
and Rhetorical Background", therefore, one is aware at 
once of the way in which Bacon fits into his time, as a 
man of culture. One is also strongly aware of the indi­
vidual attitude which he took to the intellectual activity 
of Europe and England of his time. His reading and in­
tellectual interests were largely those of his age. He 
held the usual idea of History, he touched on Medical 
practice and the cult of Preparation for Death; he was 
profoundly interested in English competitive Navigation, 
and his views of Rhetorics, Poetics, and even of Common­
place books, may be shown to come out of, and to a great 
extent to be necessitated by, the contemporary activity 
in these matters. But two points arise here. The first 
is rather a statement of a problem, than a definite con­
clusion .
Bacon was influenced by contemporary opinion; he read 
the books his contemporaries read, in many ways he arrived 
at the same conclusions about the topics of intellectual 
interest in his time. But this study has been concerned 
to show that Bacon methodized and manifested the intellect­
ual activities of his age without, in most cases.
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contributing more than a scheme of the accomplishments 
and deficiencies to the departments of Learning which he 
maps out. Thus the problem may be stated: how far was 
Bacon only a sublime dabbler in the specialised arts, and 
a past master in the science of Universality? The work 
in this study provides some part of the answer to this 
problem: but that answer is incomplete, it may be shown 
that Bacon was in touch with the intellectual activity of 
England and Europe, in the Art of History, which art he 
also practised as a maker of an English History. But he 
appears on the other hand, to be speaking only as a dabbler 
in the Art of Medicine. He was master of the personal 
science of self-preservation and diet, but he seems to 
have been unaware of the accomplishments of the progressive 
science as perfected by Harvey. But this problem requires 
the attention of a scientisto It is only possible, within 
the scope of this study, to state that Bacon touched upon 
most of the intellectual activities of his time in the 
making of his universal scheme for the advancement of 
learning. His Logic which made this scheme, and his 
Rhetoric, which manifested it, are impeccable. Here, he 
was master. But in such spheres as Medicine, he was per­
haps only a dabbler: in the first place possibly because 
he was, as a statesman not a doctor, out of touch with the 
work of medical researchers. His inspiration here appears
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to lie in antiquity with Aristotle and Celsus, rather 
than in his time with Hall and Harvey. As soon, however, 
as the problem is pushed beyond Medicine and Diet into 
Science and Philosophy, it passes beyond the scope of the 
student of literature, though the study of Bacon's read­
ing and rhetorical practice by elucidating his mental 
habits and methods of work can contribute towards its 
solution. It is sufficient to suggest here that the im­
patience of many modern mathematicians, philosophers and 
scientists with Bacon, is due to the fact that they as 
specialists, can have no sympathy with his scheme of
Universality, and the persuasion consequently does not
1
exercise its effect.
The second point is concerned with the solution of 
the question whether Bacon was a dabbler in the spheres 
now recognized as "literary". History and Poetry provide 
some solution. In Poetics, apparently. Bacon was a dabbler. 
That is to say, while he comprehended most of the theories 
on Poetry at the time, he did not attach the importance 
which complete initiation in the subject would have en­
tailed, either to Poetics, or to Poetry. But he quoted
1. A study of the component part of Bacon's reading —  
his "Scientific and Logical Background" would go far to 
the elucidation of the question; was Bacon a scientist or 
an impractical philosopher.
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the persuasive power of Poetry as a source of material 
for applied Rhetoric. He was concerned to use it for pur­
poses of Persuasion. In History he was not a dabbler, 
since he theorized purposefully and practised efficiently, 
the Art of History, but his practice of Poetry illustrates 
his private belief that pure Poetry was something of a 
waste of time. Creatively, Poetry was for him a pleasant 
and harmless enough diversion, and he was content to treat 
it accordingly. But History was an emimently expedient • 
art; it was practical and useful in the highest degree.
His reverence for History is, then, twofold. He reverenced 
History as Profit: he used it as Persuasion. Through the 
link of Persuasion, Rhetoric, therefore, illuminates the 
whole Literary Background of Francis Bacon. How much he 
took in good faith, and how much he used his material 
persuasively and without intellectual submission to its 
efficacy, is a debatable point. But a few suggestions- 
may be made towards a solution. Bacon appears to have had 
less reverence for Poetry (which was "Feigned" History) 
than for History proper. But whether this 
appearance corresponds with the facts may be argued. If 
the De Sapientia Veterum is, as I believe, a Rhetorical 
Commonplace Book, or, more exactly, a book of Rhetorical 
preparatory compositio of persuasive examples, then it 
suggests that Bacon was primarily a Rhetorician and
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secondly and not necessarily credulously, a theorist in 
Concealed Poetry. On the other hand, if Bacon's source­
books of Historical examples, productive of his remarks 
on Profit, were similarly Rhetorical Commonplace Books, 
and not, as seems probable, books of genuine accepted 
wisdom from the ancients, then it appears that Bacon was 
more rhetorical than historical. But this I find more 
difficult to believe, since Bacon, as a politician and
courtier, was accustomed to the notion of History as
that
teaching, whereas there is much to support the view /in 
the nature of the Baconian cosmos, the less obviously 
"useful" Poetry was important only as persuasive elocutio, 
serviceable when used as applied Rhetoric.
Rhetoric in the study of Bacon appears at once a 
weapon and an illuminating light. It gives to the study 
of his reading and composition, a Renaissance pertinency 
and a Baconian relevancy. This subject appears to me to 
have possibilities which are, as yet, not fully exhausted. 
I hope to make them a subject for more detail considera­
tion .
Finally, one general and far-reaching conclusion 
may be drawn from this study» Bacon's attitude to his 
reading, to the intellectual ideas of his time, to his 
own experience, was, in the real sense, original. He was 
honest with his material. He went to it directly, i
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uninfluenced by irrelevant opinions and popular notions, 
and formed his conclusions independently of the conclusions 
of others. Therefore in his schematization of subjects 
like History, or Rhetoric, he cuts across received schemes, 
utilizing their terminology, but putting his own more ex­
act construction on such terms as appear to him to need 
new definition. In this, one can only admit that the 
Baconian mind is a hardly perennial in the English climate. 
To make a comparison: Bacon was in this respect very like 
Dr. Johnson. Such men read what their contemporaries read. 
They deify the Reason, and are reasonably susceptible, in 
the way that a poet is sensibly susceptible, to influences 
of the Mind. They feel, therefore, the intellectual move­
ments of the time in which they live. That is to say, 
they are Philosophers. But they have a strong practical 
individualist attitude of mind which differentiates them 
from the abnegation of Philosophy and the Suspension of 
Judgement of Poetry. In them one feels the apotheosis of the 
common sense. They submit to Ideas —  but only when they 
have been tested by their own Reason and on their logical 
pulses. They are Men of Power in Keats’s phrase, and 
though in many cases they ’’arrive" at the same intellectual 
conclusions as the rest of their age, yet their work has a 
light of independent strenuousness about it that makes them 
dominate the rest of their time, by reason of the shadow
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that they illuminate. Johnson was hampered by laziness 
that amounted, with him, almost to a disease. Bacon was 
impeded at once by the pressure of political duties, and 
by the vast unwieldly nature of his universal plan.
But such men, though they are not, in the nature of 
things, successful, justify the Mind. Bacon's mind found 
itself in combat with schemes, cruxes, organisation: but 
was concerned, not to buckle and bow the mind of the read­
er before the impression of its capacity, but to stimulate
and urge the searcher forward, by force at once of per-
and cleanses
suasion and of that which purifies ythis persuasion —  the 
sensation of the capacity for expansion of the human 
intellect.
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S U M M A R Y .
In this study of Bacon's Literary and Rhetorical 
Background, the following points have been made clear:
A. 1. The scope of Bacon's plan and organization implies that 
Bacon touches upon most of the intellectual activities of 
the time.
2. These are not specifically "Literary" since the con­
ception of Literature per se is not a Renaissance notion.
3. Various departments of Learning have been analysed to 
illustrate Bacon's excursions into certain fields of in­
tellectual activity.
B. 4. Bacon as a Renaissance philosopher and scientist.
Death and Self-preservation against a background of
a. Senecan philosophy with the influence on contemporary 
European and English "attitudes" to Death. An attempt 
to strike a balance between Roman and Christian sym-
' pathies.
Note. Seneca has not received sufficient recognition 
in this respect.
b. A tradition of Search for Longevity. The habit of 
collecting macrobii. The influence of the Age-and- 
Youth motive as exemplified by Cicero. Reading of 
classical collections like Pliny's, Renaissance 
collections like Zwinger's. The influence of theorists 
like Hippocrates and Lucian.
c. A tradition of Diet. An excursion into the self- 
coddling literature, of the period, putting Bacon's 
collection of Simples and Grains of Life, in a nor­
malising background. The placing of the Baconian 
love of Gardens in its medical context.
d.The raising of the Medidal problem: was Bacon ignorant, 
as he appears to be, of the contemporary activities
in Italy and England in Anatomy and Medical science. 
The colouring of Bacon's indictment of physicians, 
and the evidence assembled on Bacon's knowledge of the 
Sweat ing-sickness..
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5. Bacon and the Idea of History.
Bacon's Idea of History has been worked out to show:
a. That Bacon's plan of Civil History appears to owe some 
thing, if only in the way of stimulus, to contemporary 
European Historical Theorists, particularly Italian. 
Bacon regarded as the Speaker for England.
b. Bacon's plan regarded as emanating from his own read­
ing of
i . Classical Historians, 
ii. Modern Historians.
c. The Use of History as Profit- Renaissance conception. 
Bacon's version of "Profit" (viz.. Psychology), placed 
in contemporary opinion. Note: The Tudor and Jacobean 
Idea of History has received insufficient attention, 
in critical work.
d. The view of Bacon as Speaker for England, borne out 
by his attempt to supply the deficient Modem History 
of England, as expressed by his own ideas and by the 
common feeling among his English contemporaries.
e. The indication of the connection between the Essays 
and the Advancement of Learning as considerations of 
Profit.
f. Throughout, insistence on Use, Expediency or the 
Wisdom of the Serpent. Profit and Persuasion.
6. Bacon and the Idea of Navigation, to illustrate him as 
an Englishman of Action, his interest in discovery, in 
Travellers' Tales, and in the stimulus of topical questions. 
His reading:
a. "West Indian" material, evidences of effect of, in 
his work. The gold of the Incas and the Policy of 
Elizabeth and James's governments as in Bacon.
b. Work of Acosta, and particularly of Garcilasso de la 
Vega with comparisons with contemporary Navigation- 
tales. In each case the fluidity of the material in­
sisted upon, to illustrate the suitability of the 
Baconian use of it.
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c . New Atlantis examined in relation to this material. 
Affinities with Utopia-literature, e.g., Plato, More, 
Campanella, discussed. The _reminder that Bacon was 
aware of the design of his island as early as 1608.
The establishment of the confusion at the time be- 
between Thule and Atlantis. The widespread allusions 
to the myth. Bacon’s recourse to it scientific.
d. Ecclesiastical material: the St. Bartholomev/ legend, 
and its application to Navigation usual. The allusion 
to the Desert Fathers and its origin.
e. Eastern material. The Turks and their History —  
Busbecq, Knolles, Sandys, etc. The Chinese and Far 
Eastern notes.
f. Hakluyt, Ramusio.
7. Bacon’s Rhetorical Ideas.
Illustrating:
i. The inevitability of Bacon’s recourse to Rhetoric,
ii. The effect of Ciceronianism on Bacon’s definition 
and use of Rhetoric, 
iii . Bacon’s definition explained in relation to Baconian 
metaphysics and as emanating from his concep­
tion of the mis-use of Elocutio to the exclusion 
of Inventio and ludicio in his time. 
iv. Bacon’s division of Rhetoric considered in relation 
to classical precept and Renaissance imitation. 
Bacon’s reformatory, not traditional.
V. Bacon’s use of Promptuaries; the Antithetae and
the Colours explained and placed in a background 
of Aristotelian and classical teaching. The 
connection with the Essays.
vi. 'Bacon’s use of Topics, Emblems and devices of 
Elocutio.
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Note: Bacon’s Rhetorical background has received
in criticism specialised attention only in respect 
of the Essays. The question is fundamental; it ex­
plains Bacon’s use of examples, of History and of 
Poetry ; it not only illuminates Bacon’s style, but 
his whole art of exposition and the attitude which 
he adopted to his "literary" reading.
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vii. Appendix.I. The threads drawn together to explain 
the Essays : the view that they replace the lost 
science of applied morality and policy, with their 
relation to Rhetoric. The reason for their "forms".
viii. Appendix II. The Baconian use of the Bible, for 
Profit, in the Historical sense, and mainly for 
Rhetorical support, and Persuasion.
Bacon’s reading of the Vulgate.
8. Bacon’s Methods of Work.
Apart from Spedding’s notes throughout his edition, 
little attention has been paid to this most important 
subject.
a. Bacon’s collection of Notebooks and Promptuaries 
explains his mistakes of quotation; his collection 
under heads explains the fecundity of his examples.
b. The continual use and re-use of sylvae and material, 
in varying Forms. The absence of ”Works" in Bacon. 
The presence of Sylva Sylvarum, of partial Methods, 
of books of Composition. Induction a stumbling- 
block. Discussion of the Promus and the 1608 Note­
book with internal evidence, and illustration.
9. Baconian Poetics.
Bacon’s Idea of Poetry considered in relation to con­
temporary Poetics. The view that Bacon was concerned 
to use Poetry as persuasion.
i. Bacon’s use of Poetry : his attitude to classical 
poets and dramatists discussed and compared, his 
attitude to and use of Poetry (including modern 
writers) may be shown to be Rhetorical. Certain 
separate points, e.g., .Lucretius and Atheism.
ii. The De Sapientia Veterum —  Bacon’s Parabolical 
Poetry —  regarded as a Commonplace Book of 
Rhetorical Composition —  with Renaissance rather 
than Mediaeval affinities.
iii. Bacon’s verse-making.
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iv. Bacon’s Ideas of Magnificence and Art ; special 
reference to his Arts of Pleasure Sensual. 
Showing Bacon as a magnificent and artistic 
Utilitarian.
C. No progress can be made towards assessing Bacon’s 
intellectual quality and achievement until the 
proper allov/ance has been made for his Universal 
Scheme; for Persuasion; and, in a more limited 
sphere, for his understanding and use of aphorisms, 
sylvae, methods.
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I. MANUSCRIPTS AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM TO WHICH REFERENCES 
HAVE BEEN MADE:
Commentarius Solutus. 1608.
Urationes, Acta, Instrumenta circa 
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Promus of Fourmes and Elegancies. 1594. 
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The Writings of S^ ffrancis Bacon, Kn^:, 
the Kinges Solicitor G-enerall: in 
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The Northumberland MSS, edited by 
P. J. Burgoyne .1 1904 .
Harl.Mss.7017.
Harl.Mss.5106. 
Add. Mss.27,278
Harl.Mss.6797.
Harl.Mss.5106. 
MS.Facs.194.
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The Works^ of Francis Bacon collected and edited by
J. Spedding, R.L. Ellis and D.D. Heath, in 7 vols. 1879.
The Letters and Life, including all the
occasional Works by J. Spedding, in 7 vols. • 1861.
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transcribed by F.B. Bickley ... 1898,191u.
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1. Cf. A Conference of Pleasure (1592) edited from a MS. by 
J . Spedding 1870.
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III. PRIMARY WORKS :
Bacon's "Sources", Works of Comparison, etc.. 
Classical to Renaissance.
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Aristotle ... Works, translated; edited by
W.D. Ross. ' Oxford 1931.
Rhetoric edited with commentary by
M. Cope. 1877.
Rhetoric translated with introduction
with noted by R.C. Jebb. 19o9.
Celsus, Cornelius. Medicinae, Libri i-vii. 1497.
Demosthenes... Opera quae supersunt edited by H.Wolf. 1824.
Hippocrates. .
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Lucretius
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Satirae xiii, edited by E.G. Hardy. 1883.
Ab Urbe Condita I-XXX. Oxford 1914.
XXX-end by M.J.Muller, Berlin. 1883.
Works : Greek and English by A.M. Harman
for the Loeb Classical Library. 1921.
De Rerum Naturae, libri sex. edited by 
C. Bailey; Oxford.
Venice,
Maximus, Valerius. Dictorum et Factorum memorabilium.yl471
Ovid
Plato
Plutarch
Quintilian
Sallust
P. Ovidius Naso edited by R. Ehwald.
Lipsiae. 1907.
Dialogues translated by B. Jowett.
Oxford. 1875.
Lives and Morals ; Greek and English by 
Babbitt and Perrin for the Loeb 
Classical Library. 1920, 1936.
Institutes of Oratory translated with
notes by J.S. Watson. 1910.
Tu^urBEa ) quae supersunt edited
°by R. Dietsch. 1864.
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Seneca the Elder. Oratorum et Rhetorum, Sententiae,
Divlsiones, Colores, edited by
A. Kiessling. 1872.
The Suasoriae of, text, translation
and notes by W.A. Edward. 1928.
Seneca the Younger. Epistulae Morales, Latin and
English by R.M. Gummere for the 
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Tacitus
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Bodin, Jean
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Blundeville, Thomas
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Cornaro, Luigi
An Italian Friar and Second Machiavel 
[being a translation of the above!
(1654) 1660?
Of a Sober and Regular Life, etc.(1558) 
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